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Abstract 
Scott delahunta 
Shifting Interfaces: art research at the intersections of live performance and 
technology 
This collection of published works is an outcome of my practice-led inter-disciplinary 
collaborative artistic research into deepening understanding of creative process in 
the field of contemporary dance. lt comprises thirty written works published from 
1999 to 2007 In various formats and platforms. This collection is framed by a 
methodological discussion that provides insight into how this research has 
intersected over time with diverse fields of practice including contemporary dance, 
digital and new media arts and non-art domains such as cognitive and social 
science. Fields are understood in the context of this research to be largely 
constituted out of the expert practices of individual collaborators. 
This research starts from an interest in the Impact of new media technologies on 
dance making/ choreography. The collection of works show evidence, established in 
the first two publications, of an evolving engagement with two concepts related to 
this interest: (1) the 'algorithm' as a process-level connection or bridge between 
dance composition and computation; (2) the empirical study of movement 
embedded as a 'knowledge base' in the practices of both computer animation and 
dance and thus forming a special correspondence between them. 
This collection provides evidence of this research through a period of community-
building amongst artists using new media technologies in performance, and 
culminates in the identification of an emerging 'community of practice' coming 
together around the formation of a unique body of knowledge pertaining to dance. 
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The late 1990s New Media Art movement provided a supportive context for 
Important peer-to-peer encounters with creators and users of software tools,and 
platforms in the context of inter-disciplinary art-making. A growing interest in 
software programming as a creative practice opened up fresh perspectives on 
possible connections with dance making. lt became clear that. software's utility 
alone, including artistic uses of software, was a limited conception. 
This was the background thinking that informed the first major shift in the research 
towards the design of software.that might augment the creative process~of expert 
choreographers and dancers. This shift from software use to its design, framed by a 
focus on the development of tools to support dance creation, also provided strong 
rationale to deepen the research into dance making processes. In the second major 
phase of the research presented here, scientific study is brought collaboratively to 
bear on questions related to choreographic practice. This lead to a better 
understanding of ways in which dancers and choreographers, as 'thinking bodies', 
interact with their design tools and each other in the context of creation work. 
ln.addition to this collection, outcomes of this research are traceable to other 
published papers and art works it has given rise·to. Less easily measureable, but 
just as valuable, are the sustained relations between individuals.and groups behind 
the 'community of practice' now recognised for its development of unique formats for 
bringing choreographic ideas and processes into contact, now and in the future, with 
both general audiences and·other specialist practices. 
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Critical Appraisal 
Shifting Interfaces: art research at the intersections of live performance and 
technology 
This collection of published works is an outcome of my practice-led inter-disciplinary 
collaborative artistic research into deepening understanding of creative process in 
the field of contemporary dance. My research has not followed the trajectory of 
traditional doctoral studies, and framing it as having a set of clear a priori specified 
aims and objectives would be artificial. One of the benefits of submitting this 
collection is the opportunity to conduct a post-hoc analysis that draws the reader's 
attention to the overall coherence and singularity of the seven year study 
represented here, and offers me the chance to reflect upon those patterns myself. 
These can only appear within a context of theoretical assumptions or held beliefs, 
normally articulated at the start and then tested in the context of the research. In my 
case, I can retrospectively list four theoretical assumptions related to both the form 
of my distinct contribution and the modes of its formation which I believe my 
research has effectively tested and shown to be robust enough to stand for further 
development. 
First, that though there is something irreducibly complex about the creative process 
in contemporary dance, it can nevertheless be made available to reflexive study. 
Second, creative process In dance, as a topic of 'mutual interest', can make itself 
manifoldly available to different disciplinary perspectives which can participate 
collaboratively in this study. Third, what qualifies as knowledge that might emerge 
from this Inter-disciplinary study is largely constituted and governed by social 
relations: its value is in these relationships as much if not more than in something 
separate from them. Fourth, that a practice-led artistic research into the creative 
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process in contemporary dance does not have to result in either therproduction of 
texts or art works to be engaged in materializing research outcomes. 
In this Critical Appraisal, I will frame and.demonstrate the.progressive development 
and:overall coherence of my research to be found in the published works submitted 
in this thesis. I have organised them chronologically according to date of the writing 
rather than of publication. I have inserted a title and context page before each, with 
information about the circumstances (invitation or proposal) informing the writing. 
The rationale for inclusion of this corpus of thirty published works, written between 
1999 and 2007 inclusive, will be supported'by weaving references into the Critical 
Appraisal to specific pages in the collection. These will be bracketed, e.g. [p 321], to 
distinguish them from other references and help the reader recognise and trace the 
form and content of the research. This system of referencing will also point to the 
contemporary relevance of the different publishing formats and platforms. 
In the following sections I firstly outline the way in which my research has 
intersected with diverse fields of practice. I then provide my assessment of the most 
important consistent lines of enquiry and where evidence of these•can be found in 
the published works. This is followed by· details about the contexts and forms of my 
contribution outside of the published work. I close with a discussion of the 
contribution to knowledge I believe.! have made and'thoughts about where the 
research is going next. 
FIELDS/ EXPERTISE 
In my writing, the concepts of domain and discipline both:stand in occasionally for 
that ofa field. lntegrated'with use o~ these concepts•is thernotion of expertise: 
something existing inside the frame of any field, domainror discipline that is 
recognised as such. Expertise corresponds·to levels ofcompetency particularly 
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when related to using computer-based hardware/ software. Expertise also has 
connections to legibility - when language is used in a specialised or expert 
discursive register it can be highly enabling within the context of that particular field, 
while disabling attempts to communicate between disciplines.1 Expertise 
corresponds to practice-based mastery, a result of extensive training and study-
"advanced material knowledge" (Carter p 179), "signature practices and singularity" 
and the "expert-intuitive" (Melrose 2009 p 29) - as well as ways of seeing and 
writing. Expertise also has an important social dimension in the frameworks that are 
set up in any domain or field for valuing (as in recognising, evaluating and 
promoting) a particular arena of specialist practice. In other words, expertise is seen 
to be constitutive of the field itself. 2 
By the mid-1990s, I was an established practitioner in the contemporary dance field, 
having worked professionally for over a decade as a performer and choreographer, 
first in North America and later in Europe, where I taught classes in dance theory 
and composition and mentored student choreographers at the School for New 
Dance Development, Amsterdam School of the Arts. 3 My first encounter as a dance 
specialist with digital technology, in the context of an international symposium I 
organised in 1996, was a precursor to my research.4 This encounter did not 
configure a distinct field or discipline out of technology, though it began to structure 
a number of conceptual, practical and personal relationships that I would later build 
into my inter-disciplinary research. This took place partly through the community-
building work I did following the symposium, when I collaborated with media-
1 Legibility is usually associated with 'readability', but I am referring to an expanding notion of a literacy 
which includes understandings of non-language forms of expression. This opens up the challenge to 
be one of comprehension. 
2 The overlaps between disciplinary knowledge, expertise, techne, craft and how these overlaps apply 
to thinking about practice-led research are thoroughly explored in the writings of Paul Carter and Susan 
Melrose, both making reference to the "pertinence of a pre-Arlstotelian entwining of 'techne' and 
'episteme'" (Meirose & Hunt2005 p 71 ). 
3 SNDD is a school for the "independent dance artist/choreographer". 
http://www.english.theaterschool.nl/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
4 
'Connecting Bodies: an International symposium on the connections between the discourses and 
practices of dance and technology focussing specifically on the impact of new media technologies on 
dance making/ choreography', Amsterdam, June 1996. http://www.sdela.dds.nl/boi/sympos.htm 
(accessed 7 May 2010) 
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performance artist Mark Coniglio on re-launching an emaillist and setting up a 
website as a resource for artists who use new media technologies in performance, 
and partly through speaking and consulting engagements on the topic of new media 
in arts education.5 
There was a tendency amongst the community Coniglio and I were addressing with 
the website and discussion list toward melding an emerging field out of Dance and 
Technology, something I comment on critically in 'Dance (in the presence and 
absence of) Technology' [pp 323-329).6 In 2001, I contrasted the notion of 
something field-like appearing by describing the relation between dance and 
computers as 'episodic' in 'Periodic Convergences: Dance and Computers' [p 125). 
In retrospect, there was no distinct other field in place at the start of my research. 
Early encounters with computer scientists and engineers mainly forecasted inter-
disciplinary collaborative research to come. My first two published works establish 
two critical lines of enquiry, which I will discuss next, from inside the field borders of 
contemporary dance. 
By 2000, I was developing a wider network of relationships within the growing 
movement of digital and New Media Art which stood for a recognisable collection of 
artists and art works, increasing "institutional embrace" (Tribe p 21 ), including 
collection and preservation efforts, and an abundance of theoretical discourse, some 
of which was important for me such as Lev Manovich's 'principles of new media' 
because of its focus on materiality (Manovich 1999).7 This wider network provided 
me opportunities in the context of 'interdisciplinary research labs' to position myself 
as a researcher outside of the discipline of contemporary dance [pp 79-90, pp 147-
5 Major consulting commissions from Laban·London and Amsterdam School of the Arts. See 
http://www.sdela.dds.nl/laban/ and http://www.sdela.dds,nllahkreport/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
6 The dance-tech discussion list reached its peak number of messages exchanged in 1998. The 
website (http://www.art.neU-dtz) received no further updates from Conigllo or myselfafter mid-1998. 
7 The·princlples Manovich describes in his 1999 text-<liscrete representation on different scales, 
numerical representation, automation, variability- offered insight into how to understand making in the 
context of digital and media art. 
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155), or as an organiser and facilitator of creative exchanges between dance and 
new media artists [pp 187-194). Both situations were fruitful for my research, but 
'Software for Dancers' (2001) provided a primary critical impetus for my practice-led 
collaborative research into the creative process in dance [p 120 note 1).8 
At the same time my research frame was beginning to extend beyond the arts to the 
domain of science. This was supported by a commission to undertake a survey of 
extant UK based collaborations involving performing artists and scientists for the 
Collaborative Arts Unit, Arts Council England. This brought me into contact for the 
first time with the working methods and environments of non-art expert practitioners, 
for example cognitive-neuroscientists and social scientists.9 
There is no exact moment when one phase ended and another began, but seen in 
retrospect, from 1999 through 2002 I was building an important network of 
relationships, developing conceptual frameworks and gaining vital experience for 
what was to follow. By the end of 2003 or early 2004, I was leaving behind the wider 
community-building and consulting work to pursue a more independent and focused 
enquiry. As part of this change, the contact I established with scientists through the 
work for the Collaborative Arts Unit developed into 'Choreography and Cognition' 
(2003-2004 ), the second major critical impetus for my research [pp 203-207).10 
'Choreography and Cognition' took me into close contact with non-art disciplines, 
but similar rules regarding expertise apply. The structuring of the space for inter-
disciplinary communication is the same with heightened attention to legibility. Susan 
Melrose and Nick Rose refer to "mixed-mode practice which must be articulable in 
8 See documentation website: http://www.sdela.dds.ni/sfd (accessed 7 May 2010). 
9 See Ground Work report on line http://www.sdela.dds.ni/gw/ (accessed 7 May 2010). I was influenced 
by Michael Century's 'Pathways to Innovation in Digital Culture', commissioned by the Rockefeller 
Foundation and published in 1999. In this report, Century analyzes the studio-laboratory as the context 
for a "transdisclplinary knowledge production' involving the arts as a major constitutive force for 
Innovation outside of the boundaries of Its own field. http://www.nextcenturv.ca/PI/PI.html (accessed 7 
May 2010). 
10 See documentation website: http://www.choreocoq.net (accessed 7 May 2010). 
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an agreed disciplinary-specific set of multi-faceted codes" (Melrose & Rose 2005 p 
75). The challenge is not to let this agreement override mastery but to maintain 
disciplinary-specificity as much as possible. This is one of the reasons some of the 
submitted works from this project are co-authored. They share the responsibility of 
making expert thinking legible across fields. 
There might be concern that fields and expertise appear to be fixed-stable entities. 
This is no more the case than if one were to assume a craft skill is in some way 
fixed because of its association with tradition. Paul Carter writes, "Craft is associated 
with a gift for ambiguity. lt is a skill in loosening positions that have been fixed." (p 
179) The same follows with expertise. With expertise in place fields are shifting 
centres of gravity under constant adaptation as ideas of all descriptions get pulled 
into their orbits. Expertise in the context of a field or discipline also stands for the 
type of "personal commitment'' often underemphasised in discussions of practice 
(Polanyi p 61 ). My collaborators bring themselves as individuals with expertise to the 
research process. They know and are prepared to explore the limits and stretching 
places of their field or discipline within which they have an established professional 
practice. 11 
In summary, the questions I am formulating regarding creative process are coming 
from inside the dance field, and I am engaging practitioners from outside the dance 
field to approach these questions from their own diverse expert perspectives. That is 
why I describe my work as inter-disciplinary collaborative artistic research; it effects 
connections or relationships through individuals to other fields and disciplines, but 
relies on the individual to channel the connection with the particular domain. They 
are colleagues and my guides to diverse modes of thinking. 
11 See in this collection my 'Willing Conversations: the process of being between' for a discussion of 
inter-profession dynamics [p 293]. 
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LINES OF ENQUIRY 
Two fundamental concepts are established in the first two published works in the 
collection. Firstly, I draw attention to the 'algorithm' as a process-level connection or 
bridge between dance composition and computation [pp 40-43]. Then I explore how 
biomechanics, as the empirical study of movement, might be embedded as a 
'knowledge base' in the practices of both computer animation and dance and thus 
form a special correspondence between them (pp 56-60, pp 67-69).12 1n the 
following paragraphs, I provide a partial roadmap for indexing into the evolution of 
these two ideas as lines of enquiry throughout the published works to follow. 
These two concepts convert into the following research questions: 
1) When does it make sense to bring computation (coding the digital) as creative 
process and dance-making (composing the analog) into the same frame? 
2) Do adequate descriptions of movement exist that can bridge the space between 
dance and mathematics, binding together in some shared space of 
understanding dancing (corporeal), algorithmic and biomechanical bodies? 
In exploring question one I began to study software programming as both a work 
activity and the material products it gives rise to. My objects of study for this were 
selected software tools and their use in art making contexts in the field of new media 
art practice in the context of the 'interdisciplinary research labs' mentioned earlier. 
Projects like 'Hot Wired Live Art' (2000, 2001) provided critical opportunities to 
observe and interact with artists with varying levels of expertise (both competency 
and mastery) with software and get a feeling for what digital technologies bring to 
12 My Interest in computer animation constituted a sub-theme for a period, stimulated by the procedural 
human figure animation research of Mlchael Girard and Susan Amkraut, which I write about in the 
context of the collaboration with Paul Kaiser, Sheliey Eshkar and Merce Cunningham [pp 67-69. pp 
163-164). 
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the creative process [pp 79-90, pp 147-155]. In keeping with both my research 
interest and my role as discussion facilitator I drew on emerging media theory for 
conceptual frames [pp 82-83), probed collaborative creative process and posed 
specific questions about programming. I also conducted interviews with software 
tool makers and users, for example, with Mark Coniglio about his 'lsadora' software 
[pp 169-184).13 
The 'Software for Dancers' project (2001) marked a shift for me away from studying 
software tools used in the labs to researching the design of new software tools to 
augment the creative practice of expert choreographers and dancers. I discuss this 
shift briefly in a published interview [pp 110-111). 'Software for Dancers' prompted a 
refocusing of my question about bringing computation and dance making into the 
same frame and was the inspiration for me to write about software as a language, 
tool and material [pp 115-121]. it also brought me in direct contact with four 
established choreographers who made it clear that what they gained most from the 
experience was the focused opportunity to question their own making practice in the 
context of other expert makers. At the same time, inspired by exposure to debates 
about Open Source software with its emphasis on collective creativity, I published 
an important piece that stepped away from software as a material to rigorously 
explore cultural similarities and differences between choreographic methods and 
computer code [pp 137 -143). 14 
As I found myself refocusing on the concerns of choreographers and reflecting on 
their creative process in the context of exploring ideas related to digital media, my 
research frame was opening to the domain of science. The invitation to write for 
Performing Arts Journal (PAJ) in October 2000 coincided with the Arts Council 
13 I conducted several interviews and dialogues that are unpublished, for example the 'Barrledale 
Operahouse Dialogue' and the 'Monaco Software Discussion' can be found here: 
http://www.sdela.dds.nl/sfd/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
14 Some of the historical touchstones in my writing involved 'computers and dance' projects in the 
1960s and 70s [pp 125-128, pp 159-161, p 115]; and includes a quotation from Merce Cunnlngham 
circa 1968 about the future possibilities of computers and notation [p 7 4]. 
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England commission to investigate collaborations involving performing artists and 
scientists. This provided an opportunity to reflect on the work of Blast Theory whose 
collaboration with computer scientists and engineers was an inspiration for my 
understanding of rich inter-disciplinary collaborative practice [pp 96-99], and the 
group appears frequently in this published collection. 15 The PAJ article also explored 
the limits and possibilities of choreography In virtual 3-D spaces [pp 93-101], 
something I return to seven years later in 'Choreographing Cycling Anims' [pp 351-
360).16 
Another inspiration has been the work of kinesiologist Hubert Godard who inspired 
me to recognise the "labor of dance" in my writing [p 100]. My perspective on the 
constitution of mastery in the contemporary dance field continues to be informed by 
this expert prowess acquired through dance training. 17 In one of Godard's few 
published interviews in which he discusses dance, he characterizes the dancing 
body as an "accumulation of corporeities" (p 15) eloquently challenging me to 
rethink the attraction to biomechanical descriptions of movement.18 In trying to 'flesh 
out' my own writing about dancing bodies, I refer to the dancers working for William 
Forsythe and explore imagined scenarios bringing the concept of dance training and 
interactive installations together (pp 105-106]. The idea that dance training and 
practice (repetition) offered an interesting challenge and contrast to the concept of 
the "bodies as interface" and the ''tendency to simplify" what constitutes experience 
in the discourse about interactive systems appears in other locations in the written 
material [pp 129-131, p 162]. 
15 Artists and artist groups often feature in my writing as exemplars, particularly when I was invited to 
provide some overview of the possibilities lying at the intersection of dance and digital technology. 
Published works No 1, No 14 and No 19 do this most explicitly. 
18 
'Choreographing cycling anims' was anticipated in 'Sightseeing on digital pathways' in the paragraph 
about Topologies L'lnstant [p 198). 
17 Susan Melrose frequently discusses the "highly trained dancer" In the context of her discourses on 
performance practice (2009 p 25 ). See publications list and on-line material here: 
http://www.sfmelrose.org.uk/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
18 Hubert Godard participated in a project I eo-organised to research the potential an Interactive system 
might have for dance training, titled 'Extending Perception', during the Monaco Dance Festival 
December 2004. See: Menicacci, A, Quinz, E, 2006, '!:tendre la perception? Biofeedback et transfer! 
intermodaux en danse' in Scienlifiquement Danse: Nouvelles de Danse, 53, pp. 76-95. 
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The conceptof descriptions that bridge dance and mathematics as "the relation 
between,real bodies and data bodies" reappears in the research report 'The 
Dimensions of Data Space' [pp 187-194]. In the report, I draw a frame around 
"representations, classifications, algorithms, notations and code" as potentially "eo-
meaningful" [p 192], a concept elaborated on in the future [p 300, p 278, pp 307-
320]. Some of the origins of movement science is explored in 'The Human Walking 
Apparatus' [pp 235-244], but that essay closed that particular sub-theme. My 
commitment to the study of choreographic creation in an interdisciplinary 
collaborative research context, combined with opportunities to pursue this with 
expert practitioners, in particular dance makers themselves keen to participate in the 
research, was. at this point guiding my research progress. 
The 'Choreography and Cognition' (2003-2004) project marked a second major 
research shift for me and drew together the two lines of enquiry begun in 1999. Its 
first iteration, funded by the pilot Arts and Science Research Fellowships, was set 
up in close collaboration with choreographer Wayne McGregor, also a collaborator 
on 'Software for Dancers', and reflected his questions about choreographic 
process.19 The project featured scientific research into•the temporal dynamics of 
movement, investigation into,the notational uses of choreographic notebooks as 
design tools and the beginnings of collaborative research,into 'choreographic 
thinking' - the embodied mind of dance making [pp 203-207]. 
This,new collaboratively explored theme recurs in·my writing. In 'Transactables', I 
describe the potential of a dynamic relationship the choreographer and dancer have 
with their notebook, articulating a continuumthat'involves interaction with'the page 
in a rational process of using structures such as triggers and stimuli to help do 
19 The Arts and Science Research Fellowships were;jointly funded:by the·Arts Council England'arid·lhe 
Arts and Humanities Research Board. I was engaged as a research consultant by the Collaborative 
Arts Unit in spring 2002 to develop the assessment· criteria for the scheme which had only two cycles. 
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creative work in the studio (pp 211-212).20 From this perspective notebooks provide 
a possible way of accounting for and learning from the ephemeral via the inspection 
of marks linked to movement decisions or choices.21 In a short essay titled 'Moving 
Ideas: questions for the dancing mind' written two years later, I build on this link 
between dance drawing and making as continuous internal and external processes 
in the context of historical linkages to the notion of the "thinking body" [pp 287 -289]. 
'Choreography and Cognition' was a complex project with multiple layers. At its core 
was the organisation of a two day schedule that established the working conditions 
for the project [pp 220-228]. The first publication to materialise as a concrete result 
of the project was a work of eo-authorship at the end of a long period of analysis and 
interpretation of one of the experiments [pp 261-274]. This work, 'What's in a 
Phrase?', makes a bridge between two field/ expertise areas. nesting and making 
legible expert observation based on specialist knowledge from the domain of 
cognitive psychology within a contextual framework based on knowledge of 
contemporary dance practice. lt draws attention to how tools or instruments can be 
used to provide support for non-verbal study and the possibilities and limits of art 
and science collaborative research [pp 272-273]. lt also lays the groundwork for an 
applied theory of choreographic thinking, and moves in the direction of what might 
constitute a choreographic resource in the collection of data. In a follow up article, 
notational properties of visual representations and ideas about augmenting the 
choreographic process are developed alongside further analysis of the experiment 
[pp 277-283].22 
20 This process could be seen as a computational one, using the notebook to look for and discover 
solutions. This is discussed in David Kirsh's section on 'thinking with things' in The Cambridge 
Handbook of Situated Cognition (Kirsh 2009). Kirsh is a key collaborator with whom we researching 
distributed choreographic cognition. See: http:/lwww .randomdance .org/r _researchlcurrent_projects 1 
~accessed 7 May 2010). 
1 Such inspection might lead to augmenting or intensifying creative practice through a refinement of 
the basic tools known to be used. One such refinement, RotoSketch, a software programme supporting 
video annotation is an outcome of the 'Software for Dancers' project developed in collaboration with 
Zachary Lieberman. A alpha version can be downloaded here: http://thesystemis.com/rotosketch/ 
~ccessed 7 May 2010). 
These two publications signal the start of one of my important long-standing collaborations with 
cognitive psychologist Phil Bamard. 
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Picking up the theme of collaborative modes of working, something I address more 
fully in the next section, I take 'Choreography and Cognition' as a case study for 
exploring some important social mechanisms supporting interdisciplinary (art-
science) research [pp 293-295]. Shortly thereafter, in 'Sharing Questions of 
Movement', I add layers to earlier observations about the potential for inter-
disciplinary collaborative research while giving some examples of how dance might 
maintain the integrity of its own questions [pp 299-303]. This work also picks up and 
extends the concept of eo-descriptions developed earlier, an idea which is 
thoroughly tested in the next published work in the sequence 'Sharing Descriptions 
of Movement' . This publication explores in great depth and detail the relationship 
between computation and dance-making by focusing on and reporting the evolved 
research of selected artists [pp 307 -320]. lt gives examples of how thinking about 
danced movement from an analytic perspective has evolved and integrates my 
independent research developments with that of other colleagues in the field . 
Although not the final publication in the sequence, 'Constructing Memory: creation of 
the choreographic resource' could be read as a summation of the research 
presented here as well as an indication for the future. Here, the collaborative 
research projects of four established choreographers are described in the same 
context which affords productive comparison. These projects, which I am either 
leading or advising on, are making the creative work of these dance makers 
available for self- and shared study [pp 333-342]. The concept of choreographic 
resources, making its first appearance in this publication, points toward a wider 
dissemination of my research work, and the work of the involved research teams. 
The final publication in the sequence is my introduction to the book Capturing 
Intention (2007) [pp 363-368]. Like this Critical Appraisal it links the reader into other 
written material, but it does so in a framework which also encapsulates and 
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reiterates in a condensed way just how far my first two ideas have travelled in seven 
years. 
OTHER CONTEXTS AND FORMS 
lt should be clear from the previous sections how transformations in both my field 
relationships and lines of enquiry are connected and eo-inform each other. lt is also 
important to recognise that the published collection here has been shaped in 
response to two basic circumstances: (1) invitations from someone else to write on a 
theme and/ or report on the content of a research project; or (2) proposals from me 
(sometimes with co-author) to write on a theme and/ or report on the content of a 
research project. Some specific details of these are provided in the title/ context 
pages before each published work. 
In this third section, I will address some of the specifics of conditions lying outside of 
the published work in the context of research projects which include the 
'interdisciplinary research labs' as well as the two major projects 'Software for 
Dancers' and ' Choreography and Cognition'. These projects were all fundamentally 
concerned with supporting reflection on creative process in art making - in the 
context of making. They have been the primary sites of my engagement with my 
own practice-led inter-disciplinary collaborative artistic research. I will briefly 
describe my roles in the various research projects. 
My practice-led research is underpinned by two capacities. One is as a writer, which 
is partially in evidence here in this submission of collected works. The other is my 
ability to organise and subsequently facilitate a stable arrangement of social 
conditions for interpersonal relations to enact themselves in ways that can be 
individually valued within a certain agreed framework. That value is not extractable 
as such because it happens in the experience of moment to moment relations that 
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unfold in the context of the project where learning, teaching, transmission of 
understanding, development of ideas, trajectories of thought, action and making of 
movements and objects all come together. In one published work, 'Willing 
Conversations' [pp 293-295], I reflect on these aspects of my practice (writing and 
facilitation) in relation to the 'Choreography and Cognition' project. 
In 1998, I began accepting invitations to participate in short intensive sessions, 
interdisciplinary research labs, aimed at supporting a small group of artists coming 
from different practices to explore collaborative creative work together. I was invited, 
not as an artist, but as a researcher and facilitator. My role was, in addition to 
documentation of the project, to support individuals and groups in their own creative 
work. For this, I provided reference points and other resources such as structures 
for discussing their making process. I have already mentioned using these projects 
as opportunities to study software tools in use, but I also advanced my 
understanding of creative process and its reflexive study through helping other artist 
practitioners articulate their process-based research questions, aims and objectives. 
After a couple of years, I became more instrumental in setting up and directing such 
projects, continuing to use some of the same methods for extracting (accessing, 
probing for) important information from them, even as the field/ expertise frame 
expanded to include non-art domains. At the same time, as I had built up a 
community around me, I effectively had established relations with a group of 
researchers who could be drafted in for particular projects.23 
lt has been a challenge to continuously conduct my own research while actively 
contributing to the conditions of research for others. One way I have done that is to 
maintain a certain perspective on collaboration. When I say my research has been 
collaborative, I don't mean that the outcomes of the projects I have organised have 
23 For example, Inside Movement Knowledge which I currently eo-direct has 24 individual researchers 
comprising five research groups and an International Associates Network. One-third of these were 
involved in previous research projects. http://insidemovementknowledge.neU (accessed 7 May 2010). 
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been collaborative. In these projects outcomes themselves are not necessarily 
shared, but they are multiple and can be represented as emerging from a set of 
shared conditions (which include peer to peer feedback, ideas exchange and 
support), where participants get to keep their "starting point" [pp 149-150] as well as 
generate individual outcomes. They may also generate collaborative outcomes, but 
what is always shared is the social space of relations.24 As I have steadily moved 
into the position to set up and direct my own projects, I have been able to develop 
these to correspond more closely to my research questions and lines of enquiry, but 
the principle of multiple individual outcomes in different domains remains the same. 
CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE/ AND THE FUTURE 
I will return to my four assumptions laid out at the start of this Critical Appraisal. My 
first assumption was that the creative process despite its complexity can be made 
available to reflective study and this is supported by the lines of enquiry I have 
articulated and traced through the published writings (for example: the link between 
dance drawing-making as continuous internal and external processes and the notion 
of the "thinking body" tracked through recent history). lt should be clear how some 
aspects of my research are not possible to separate from that of my collaborators 
since our research spaces are mutually informing. The fact that creative process in 
contemporary dance has provided the topic of mutual interest supports my second 
theoretical assumption regarding inter-disciplinary collaborative research. My third 
assumption holds because working closely and productively with individuals and 
groups from diverse fields and practices, has made it clear to me that what qualifies 
as knowledge is at least in part dependent on what is emergent at the interface of 
shifting social relations. And publications Nos. 27 and 30 firmly demonstrate that a 
24 I acknowledge here the major influence on my discourse about inter-disciplinary collaboration of 
James Leach, currently Senior Lecturer in Social Anthropology and Head of Department at the 
University of Aberdeen. Leach was a close collaborator on 'Choreography and Cognition' and more 
recently the 'Choreographic Objects' project: 
http://projects.beyondtext.ac.uklchoreographicobjects/index.php (accessed 7 May 2010). 
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practice-led artistic research into the creative process of contemporary dance does 
not have to result in the production of texts or works of art to be engaged in 
materializing research outcomes. The four choreographic resources projects cited in 
No. 27 involve the creation of unique formats for bringing choreographic ideas and 
processes into productive new relations with both general audiences and other 
specialist practices. 
Looking to the future, the resources described in that article have since materialized 
into valuable 'boundary objects', now engendering inter-disciplinary collaborative 
exchange in a variety of research contexts.25 One of these research contexts, 
'Choreographic Objects: traces and artefacts of physical intelligence', involved a 
series of workshops centring on the variety of resources the research teams are 
developing with the four choreographers.26 The workshops drew attention to the 
teams' work as an emerging "community of practice" (Wenger & Snyder) and began 
to contextualize and frame what may begin to constitute a unique body of 
knowledge pertaining to contemporary dance.27 This research will continue as new 
partnerships and opportunities come into view.28 
25 
'Boundary objects' in sociological studies are seen to be constructs that support working relations 
between different groups. They are "adaptable to different viewpoints and robust enough to maintain 
identity across them" (Star & Griesemer p 387) 
26 These include on-line interactive scores (http://synchronousobjects.osu.edu/) and archives 
(http://www.siobhandaviesreplay.com/), interactive training installations 
(http://insidemovementknowledge.neUcontextlbackgroundlcapturing-intention) and unique notation 
instruments (http://www.randomdance.org/r research/current projects1) (all accessed 7 May 2010) 
27 This 2008-2009 project brought the four projects together in the same investigative context with 
social scientists specialising in object making. lt was funded by Beyond Text, a strategic programme 
created by the Arts and Humanities Research Council, UK, to generate new understandings of, and 
research Into, the impact and significance of the way we communicate. Final report on-line at: 
http://projects.beyondtext.ac.uk/choreographicobjects/index.php (accessed 7 May 2010) 
28 For example, funding has been obtained in Germany from both the Volkswagen Foundation and the 
Federal Cultural Foundation for a four year project which I currently eo-direct to continue the 
development of 'choreographic resources' in an international context. 
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No. 1 
'Virtual Ephemerality: the art of digital dancing' 
This is the pre-translation version. The published version appeared as: 
'virtualna efemernost: emetnost digitalnega plesa' in Maska: Uzitek avtomata, 
May 1999, pp. 45-49. (See Appendix pp 371-375) 
In January 1999, I received an invitation from philosopher and dramaturge Bojana 
Kunst, who was editing an issue for MASKA on the theme of the automaton and cyborg 
bodies. She gave me a very open invitation to write "something on dance and new 
technologies, how the technological development influenced the dance field, are there 
some new art forms and what is their future, what are the new possibilities of 
choreography in connection with technology, what is happening with dancing body (or 
is it something happening at all}."1 At the time, I was Visiting Professor with the Institute 
for Dramaturgy Aarhus University working on the 'Digital Theatre: an Experimentarium' 
project.2 I had given public talks in Paris (Dec. 1998) and Aarhus (Feb-Mar 1999) in 
which I presented many of the ideas I then wrote about in the article. 
MASKA is a performing arts journal based in Ljubljana, Slovenia, published four times 
a year since 1920, according to its website. Each issue is dedicated to a specific theme 
and covers local and international contexts. Source: 
http://www.maska.si/en/publications/maska performing arts journal from year 1999 
on/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
1 Email to the author, 14 Jan 1999. 
2 Documentation website: http://www.daimi.au.dkl-sdela/dte/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
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Virtual Ephemerality: the art of digital dancing 
{This is the pre-translation English version as submitted for publication in March 
1999. The referencing system of the published Slovenian version is used.) 
Background 
Like all contemporary art fields, dance has several overlapping historical 
trajectories. One of these is a tradition of choreography, dance training and 
performing which can be traced to the influences in particular of Merce Cunningham 
(in collaboration with John Cage) and then Robert Dunn whose composition classes 
in the early 60s in NYC (influenced by Cage) laid the groundwork for the Judson 
Church experimentalists which included Trisha Brown, Steve Paxton, Simone Forti, 
Yvonne Rainer, Douglas Dunn, David Gordon, etc. 
This list of names from the Judson Church has been canonized by writers and 
scholars such as Sally Banes who wrote about several of them in Terpsichore in 
Sneakers: Post-modern Dance in 1980.1 What happened at Judson Church could 
be seen as a manifestation of the revolutions of the 60s, especially in the sense that 
the Judson experimentalists made manifest one of the tropes of the decade by 
bringing 'anything goes' into the praxis of dance making. However, this could be 
seen not as a rebellion against constraints, but as a continuation of a tradition of 
artistic insurrection as represented by the innovations of Merce Cunningham who 
had already been explicit about his desire to break with the artistic ideas of the 
earlier modern dance 'pioneers'. Early modern dance (Duncan, Humphrey, Graham, 
etc.) celebrated the expressive potential of a dancing body; Cunningham celebrated 
the emancipation of this dancing body from the need for expression or 
interpretation. As compared to the first pioneers of 'modern' dance, Cunningham 
was the first dance 'modernist' ... who was emphatic about his dances being 
'movement which is only about movement'. 
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Whether or not Judson Church was an extension of this modernist practice which 
some see in the further stripping down of movement to its 'essential' features (as in 
the use of pedestrian movement) or, as Banes saw it, a period of post-modern 
practices in the mixing and matching of forms is a hotly debated topic in the field of 
dance theory and scholarship. I do not intend to pick up this debate here, but to 
point out it is well recorded that the Judson experimentalists took their own type of 
rebellion as far as it could be taken - even removing dance as a necessity for 
dances. For them, anything could be dance -found and pedestrian movement, task 
dances, rule-based choreography, written dances, dances performed outside the 
theatre, dances performed by people who didn't know they were being watched, and 
the list goes on. A strong democratic ideology persisted throughout knocking 'high 
art' off its pedestal and making dance a non-specialist pursuit. Anyone and 
everyone could be a performer or a dance maker. The boundaries between 
audience and dancer, between dance maker and store clerk temporarily 
disappeared. 
lt is important to see that without this particular trajectory, from Cunningham through 
Judson Church - it would not be possible for me to speculate on some of the 
following relationships between dance and technology which depend on three KEY 
ideas related to this trajectory: one - the meaning of a dance can reside in the 
movement of the dancer alone; two -that dances can be performed by anyone and; 
three- ways of making and framing dances can be many. 
Software for Dancers 
In 1984, Pauline Oliveros published a book entitled "Software for People".2 Oliveros 
is a composer who works with live electronics, computers, improvisation, and new 
modes of ensemble interaction. The book includes articles on new music, women as 
composers, sonic meditation, attention and awareness ... and it also includes 
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algorithms for creating sound performances. 
The most common usage of 'algorithm' is as a mathematical or computational term, 
and in Foldoc, the "Free On-Line Dictionary of Computing", its basic description is "A 
detailed sequence of actions to perform to accomplish some task", cited as being 
named after an Iranian mathematician, AI- Khawarizmi.3 
A slightly more elaborate description, also culled from the 'internet'4 , names four 
special characteristics of an algorithm as: 
1. lt is complete; all the steps are there, in the right order. 
2. lt is correct, it always gets the right answer. 
3. lt is finite; there is a stated way to know when it's done. 
4. lt is executable; all of the instructions can actually be carried out. 
I have mentioned already that the Judson Church experimentalists worked with rule-
based structures for making dances. Many of these structures could be seen as 
fitting these four special characteristics. Perhaps the best known choreographer 
basing her work on algorithmic procedures was Trisha Brown. Two such works were 
Accumulation and Locus- both made in the 1970s, and the 'algorithms' for these 
dances can be found in several sources, including Contemporary Dance edited by 
An ne Livet. 5 
The algorithm for Accumulation is as follows: 
"The accumulation is an additive procedure where movement 1 is presented; start 
over. Movement 1; 2 is added and start over. 1 ,2; 3 is added and start over, etc., 
until the dance ends. Primary Accumulation accumulates thirty movements in 
eighteen minutes. The 29th and 30th movements each cause the figure to revolve 
45 degrees, making a 90-degree turn with each completion of the sequence. 
Therefore, a 360-degree revolution occurs in the last two minutes of the dance, 
giving the audience three alternate views of the dance before finally stopping."6 
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The point is that this dance precisely fits the definition of an *algorithm* as stated 
above: it is complete; it is correct; it is finite; it is executable. 
Algorithms are like recipes, and their usage as a dance making strategy during the 
60s and 70s was also part and parcel of the prevalent democratic arts ideology of 
the time. Brown and others worked with these dance making devices in part so that 
they could be performed by anyone. The dance algorithm allows a 'non-dance 
specialist' to create and make a dance - one does not require any training in order 
to make and perform 'accumulation'. The usage of rule structures for dance making 
is also an extension on the chance procedures employed by Cage and Cunningham 
- chance procedures also 'always get the right answer'. 
I would like to make a link to the work of William Forsythe, choreographer for the 
Frankfurt Ballet. Paul Kaiser, eo-director of Riverbed, a multimedia company which 
has collaborated with Robert Wilson, Merce Cunningham and Bill T. Jones on 
'virtual performance' projects, has interviewed Forsythe about his process of making 
dances.7 Part of the discussion focussed on the making of the piece Alien Action, 
and Kaiser says that Forsythe's comments remind him of recursive algorithms, 
where "procedures call themselves, modify the results, call themselves again, and 
so on". Forsythe responds: 
"In fact, Alien Action was the first time that I actually began to produce movement 
based on recursive algorithms. However, they were fixed variations that we created 
through a long, painstaking process, not unlike that of computer programming, 
where every step has to be repeated ad infinitum." 
On some level, Forsythe is carrying on the tradition of dance artists taking on 
metaphors which are cross-disciplinary - the method of montage as it might be 
drawn from filmmaking comes to mind. In other interviews, Forsythe refers to his 
'database' of movement vocabulary and 'cutting and pasting' as an editing strategy. 
But the algorithm is much more a process than a metaphor ... and represents the 
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region where ways of constructing things in the field of mathematics and computer 
science overlap with dance making. 
Migratory Bodies 
In the south of France, Nicole and Norbert Corsino have a dance company, but they 
make dances for the screen and other media spaces, not for the 'real' stage. At a 
recent Paris conference on 'dance and technology' Norbert Corsino referred to the 
dancing body as a 'migratory' body - as opposed to a 'nomadic' body.8 This dancing 
body doesn't carry its home with it wherever it goes, but makes whatever place it 
lands in its own. 
This is a particularly appropriate metaphor for dance - a 'migratory body' -
especially used in relationship to the screen. lt suggests that the dancing body is at 
home there, and I believe this to be the case. The relationship between dance and 
the screen originates most potently in 1945 with "A Study in Choreography for 
Camera" one of the dance films made by avant-garde filmmaker Maya Deren. 
Though she made only seven films, Deren is often credited as being the first dance 
filmmaker ... in other words to make dance specifically for the space of the screen. 
In her own program notes about the film she writes: "This is, in a sense, a duet 
between space and a dancer- a duet in which the camera is not merely an 
observant sensitive eye, but is itself creatively responsible for the performance."9 
This work by Deren stands at the beginning of what mushroomed in the last two 
decades into its own genre as evidenced by the growing number of festivals, 
competitions and events specifically set up for 'videodanse', 'dance for the camera', 
'dance and screen', etc. In an issue of Tanz Aktuell/ Ballet International, Elisa 
Vaccarino cautiously suggests that the name 'videodanse' might have been coined 
in 1988 for a showcase at the Centre Pompidou.10 Dance made it to television in the 
1980s in Britain with Michael Kustows' series on Channel 4 and the United States 
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on PBS [Public Broadcasting Service]. Commissions and grants became available 
for these works, which stood in their own separate category. 
This history is well documented and it is only my intention here to point towards the 
solidity of this relationship between dance and screen. Dance is very comfortable on 
the screen. Merce Cunningham has been exploring the relationship for years with 
video and filmmakers such as Charles Atlas and Elliot Caplan. The question to ask 
in the context of this article is what the potential is now that the screen is evolving 
from the fixed classical space of the cinema to the more interactive possibilities of 
the computer interface. 
In 1996, Lev Manovich published an essay entitled "An Archaeology of the 
Computer Screen".11 His starting point - the 'classical screen'- is the painting in its 
most general sense. Something which is framed, flat and rectangular and functions 
as a 'window into another space'. This is followed in his genealogy by the 'dynamic 
screen' -the cinema or video screen. 
Next in Manovich's order is the screen of 'real time' -which, he writes, first emerges 
during WW2 with the invention of the radar. This is a radically different screen 
because it is constantly updating in relationship to an outside referent. A short time 
later this 'real time' screen becomes used for the input of data (as well as output) 
and evolves into what we now know as the computer screen. 
There are some dance artists exploring the possibilities of making dances for this 
interactive screen. Three projects have originated in the United Kingdom in the 
context of Digital Dancing, an annual event organised by Terry Braun of 
Illuminations lnteractive.12 Mark Baldwin and Richard Lord are choreographers 
involved in two of these projects. Lord has made interactive dances for the web 
which can be found on his site http://www.bigroom.co.uk. The other project comes 
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from the collaboration between digital artist and choreographer, Bruno Martelli and 
Ruth Gibson.13 They have recently completed a CD-ROM entitled 
"WindowsNinetyEight" where there are many opportunities for the user/ viewer to 
interact with the dancing taking place on the screen. One sequence in particular 
uses 'sprites' which are small looping video clips of a short dance phrase performed 
by Gibson. These 'sprites' appear between 12-16 times in several different locations 
on the screen repeating the same looping phrase. With the mouse, one can click on 
them and move them into different spatial relationships with each other. Clicking on 
them also causes the timing of the loop to be slightly interrupted and within a short 
time the 'user' is able to create intricate choreographic patterns on the screen. Thus, 
bringing the viewer into the position of choreographer - to paraphrase Maya Deren 
- themselves creatively responsible for the performance. 
Choreographic Gardens and Exquisite Corpses 
In an attempt to indicate a relationship between technological/ computer and dance 
making processes, I have mentioned earlier is work of Trisha Brown and William 
Forsythe. There is a more direct relationship with dance making to be found in the 
choreographic tool called 'LifeForms' .14 Life Forms was developed starting in the late 
1980s in collaboration with Merce Cunningham who had, as early as 1968 
expressed an interest in seeing if the computer could assist him in making dances.15 
Merce has always been explicit about how he sees the impact of technology on his 
work - it has given him new ways of seeing, thinking about and making up 
movement. 
" ... it presents possibilities which were always there, as with photos which catch a 
figure in a shape our eye had never seen. On the computer the timing can be 
changed to see in slow motion how the body changes from one shape to another. 
Obviously it can produce shapes and transitions that are not available to humans, 
but as happened with the rhythmic structure, then with the use of chance 
operations, followed by the use of the camera on film and video, and now with the 
dance computer, I am aware once more of new possibilities with which to work."16 
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By implying that "technology shapes us as we shape technology", Cunningham 
invokes the patron saint of our digital age, Marshal! Mcluhan, who was of course 
following in the footsteps of a host of cultural theorists like Waiter Benjamin who 
writes about how our perceptions of art and art related processes are radically 
altered by technological invention.17 18 
Arguably, LifeForms is really the 'only' software of its kind for choreographers, but it 
is not used very much by dance makers. Besides the matter of computer access 
and the time and effort it takes to learn to use the program, LifeForms 'embodies', if 
one could say that, the dancing aesthetic of Cunning ham. The program easily 
represents limbs moving oddly out of coordination with each other combined with 
rather impossible shapes and difficult movement transitions. lt allows the instant 
replication of a single dancer as many times as desired anywhere on the 
representation of a 3-Dimensional stage which can be rotated for viewing from 
absolutely ANY angle, from the bird's eye view to the subterranean. Perfect for 
Cunningham, but of limited use to choreographers whose movement vocabulary 
and aesthetic is directed along another line. The most extreme example might be 
something like Butoh, where the surface of the skin and movement of internal body 
organs are more important to the choreographic strategy than where an arm or leg 
is in space at any given moment. 
But this partly assumes that Life Forms is only a tool for the choreographer to help 
him or her in their physical studio based work. But LifeForms is a piece of software. 
As such it is comprised of digital material, and this opens up a range of possible 
applications. I will mention two here. 
One) 
In the summer of 1998, digital artist Guy Hilton sent out a call for participation in a 
project he called "interference: a performance experiment in Internet Choreography" 
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which would be performed in Manchester, UK as part of the Digital Summer 
programme, "with a simultaneous webcast embracing a global audience. lt is a 
dance trio created electronically by forty choreographers worldwide."19 
Hilton based his project on the "Exquisite Corpse" a Surrealist Game which involved 
players who complete a sentence without seeing what has been done already. The 
following are some of the instructions for Hilton's project: 
"You will receive bye-mail a Life Forms file containing a single starting keyframe. 
You are invited to devise a movement sequence of between 30 seconds and one 
minute's duration, commencing from the supplied keyframe. Your sequence is then 
returned by e-mail, and the final frame of your sequence forwarded as a start 
position to the next participant. Together, the 40 phrases created in this way will 
form a sequence ('cadavre exquise' style) which will be interpreted for performance 
by live dancers. You may devise any movement you see fit, and may choose not to 
observe gravity or the limitations of the human body if you wish." 
When completed Hilton's project comprised a dance piece lasting approximately 30 
minutes long with over 50 contributions from Europe, North America, Australia and 
Hong Kong. The opening and closing fragments were contributions courtesy of 
Merce Cunningham. As planned, live performers attempted to learn the 
choreography, a great challenge because several of the contributors created 
material which was physically impossible to replicate precisely on the stage. 
Two) 
The following two paragraphs quote extensively from the websites related to this 
project: 
At the University of Colorado Computing Science Department, Elizabeth Bradley is 
leading a team of investigators asking the question: "Can Computers Learn to 
Dance".20 They are interested in redefining the computer's role in dance which, they 
state, 
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"The computer has, to date, been primarily external: as a tool for representation 
(e.g., using Life Forms to render a dance as an animated sequence) or 
embellishment (e.g., hooking a dancer's heartbeat to a synthesizer). We are 
interested in a wholly different type of computer tool: one that plays an active role in 
the creation of dance sequences". 
Bradley's team is working on the implementation of two computer programs that get 
"inside" the dance - one that operates as a "shuffler" of movement phraseology in a 
manner akin to certain postmodem choreographic strategies, and the other that 
"learns" from a corpus of dance phrases (and here a library of LifeForms phrases 
might be used) to create completely original movement sequences that retain the 
stylistic stamp of the given material. The first program, called Chaographer, uses the 
mathematics of chaos to first divide an animated movement sequence into sub-
sequences and then shuffle them. The results of this approach, they write, "are 
reminiscent of some of Cunningham's aleatory processes". The second program, 
MotionMind, uses machine learning algorithms to capture the stylistic rules implicit 
in a given body of dance phrases. Motion Mind then uses that knowledge to 
automatically generate innovative and stylistically consonant movement sequences 
between arbitrary starting and ending postures.21 
While it is, of course, not likely that Motion Mind will replace the choreographer- in 
my opinion, and as in evidence from their statements, these practices within the 
Computer Science field are a direct extension of Cunningham and some of the 
Judson Church experiments. Informed as it is by these choreographers, Bradley's 
work, or work like it, will in turn have an influence on the dance making of the future. 
Motion Capture: where animation and choreography converge 
One could say that the history of motion capture stems back to the 191h century with 
such mechanical inventions as the apparatus constructed by scientist/ engineer 
Etienne-Jules Marey to measure the trajectory of the bird's wing in free flight. In his 
own words, Marey built a device which "could transmit to a distance any movement 
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whatever, and register it on a plane surface".22 These early registerings of 
movement were designed with the advancement of scientific knowledge in mind and 
resulted in a registration which was more information than likeness, more 
measurement than representation. 
Following developments in digital technologies, motion capture has been 
transformed into a mechanism whereby one's movements can be captured and 
transmitted to the computer for a process of analysis similar to, but much more 
complex than that mentioned above. This provides quantifiable research benefits to 
the medical, sports and military establishments. But digital technologies and motion 
capture have also grown rapidly in the area of special animation effects utilized by 
the entertainment (movies and computer games) and advertising industries. In this 
area of development special computer graphics software is able to import the 
movement data into a 3-D virtual space where objects and figures of any imaginable 
type may be animated by this motion.23 
This is where two major 20th century art forms- animation and choreography -
overlap. But digital motion capture was rarely used in a more purely artistic context 
because the costs were prohibitive and outcomes unclear for artists. However, in 
the last few years, we see more performance and digital artists working together on 
a regular basis with these technologies (e.g. Susan Kozel and Kirk Woolford, Sally 
Jane Norman, Richard Lord and Christian Hogue, Paul Kaiser and Merce 
Cunningham/ Bill T. Jones, Bruno Martelli and Ruth Gibson, Yvonne Fontijn and 
Karin Post, etc.). They represent an evolved 'critical mass' of work .. . whereby this 
technology is steadily becoming more integrated into the dance field . 
Paul Kaiser and Riverbed have been mentioned earlier and their motion capture 
projects with Merce Cunningham and dance artist Bill T. Jones have received strong 
critical acclaim. But rather than write about these works which can be investigated in 
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much more details via the Riverbed website http://www.riverbed.com, I would like to 
describe here the work of Dutch artist Yvonne Fontijn for whom currently one will not 
find a website, nor much international press coverage. 
Fontijn and Dutch choreographer Karin Post have been collaborating on motion 
capture and animation projects for a few years now. Fontijn works as an animation 
artist for Motek, an Amsterdam based commercial motion capture house.24 This 
affords her unique access to the technologies necessary to for her projects and 
gives her the opportunity to experiment and explore over a longer period of time. 
Approximately one and a half years ago, they did a motion capture session in which 
the movement of the torso and arms was captured from one dancer (Karin Post) 
and the movement of the pelvis and legs from a tap dancer. 
This data sat stored in the computer for several months before Fontijn decided to 
use it in creating an animation for the 'Traces of Science in Art" exhibition at Het 
Trippenhuis in Amsterdam in late Spring 1998. In order to get as far away from the 
representation of a human figure as possible while still retaining the special 
movement quality of motion capture ... she superimposed the upper torso from Post 
directly on top of the lower half from the tap dancer. 
What you see in the animation is a series of abstract figures, which are animated 
with human movement. Once you are informed that it has been motion captured, it 
is possible to identify in the shifting forms the occasional and recognisable rhythm of 
the tap dancer's feet. If uninformed one would likely only see the film as an 
'animation'. Other artists, like the Riverbed collaboration, are exploring 
choreography, motion capture and animation with more recognisable human forms. 
Animation briefly defined is "giving motion to a thing" and choreography might be 
defined as the "composition of moving bodies in Cartesian space and time". Prior to 
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the invention of this possibility of animating with digital motion capture technologies, 
classical animation artists had always used the careful study of people moving in 
order to draw the motion of cartoon characters as accurately as possible. Master 
animator Virgil Ross who died in May 1996, was considered a legend in the 
profession. His 60 year career was honored by awards, many bestowed on him 
because of his amazing ability as a dance specialist. From Bugs Bunny tap-dancing 
down the street or cakewalked on the vaudeville circuit it was Virgil's drawing ability 
that created the illusion of human movement. 
Now, that illusion comes more directly from the source - the dancer - and this 
affords us with a very large range of new possibilities in the future where we will see 
animation and choreography continuing to overlap. 
[I have avoided providing technical details about motion capture technologies 
because this information is easily available from other sources, including some of 
the websites listed in the citations below.] 
Conclusion: Dramaturgs Required 
One can hardly come to a conclusion at the end of an article based on such widely 
scattered examples and observations on the art of digital dancing - but I would like 
to close with a final speculation as follows: 
The dramaturgy of a dance performance which involves technology is a 
mathematical dramaturgy. lt relies on a clear understanding of the necessity of 
precise calculations which will enable the artistic ideas to be realised . lt requires the 
employment of the optical science of the Renaissance perspective, the restrictive 
design laws which are the legacy of the Bauhaus and sympathy towards the 
required reductionist thinking of a computer programmer. Some of my artist 
colleagues like to state that we will be getting somewhere when Dance and 
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Technology is no longer Dance AND Technology, but is simply 'dance', but this 
should not be the case. As has so often been expressed in this century, the way of 
the future STILL lies in the ability for artists, engineers and scientists to bridge but 
not erase the gaps between their respective disciplines to bring creativity to 
empirical, positivistic thinking and a diminishment in the mysticism which is still 
romanticized by the artistic enterprise. 
Scott deLahunta 
Aarhus, Denmark. 1999 
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No. 2 
'Choreography from Bits and Bytes: Motion Capture, Animation and 
Software for Making Dances' 
This is the pre-translation version. The published version appeared as: 
'Coreografie in Bit e Byte: Motion Capture, Animazione e Software per la 
Danza' in La scena digitale: Nuovi media per la danza. eds. A. Menicacci & E. 
Quinz. Milano: Giangiacomo Feltrinelli Editore. 2001 , pp. 83-100. (See 
Appendix pp. 377 -398) 
In November 1999, I received an invitation from Armando Menicacci and Emanuele 
Quinz to write a chapter for a new book they were planning on the theme of digital 
technologies and dance. I had given a presentation on motion capture and dance 
projects for them at the 'Bolzano Dance Festival' in June 1999 coinciding with using 
materials collected during my work on the 'Digital Theatre: an Experimentarium' 
project.1 They accepted my proposal to develop that talk into a paper, only requesting 
that I develop some of my "thoughts on the machine/body interface issue."2 Other 
authors in this book include: Thecla Schiphorst, Mark Coniglio, Paul Kaiser, Stelarc, 
Kitsou Dubois, Susanne Kozel, Michel Bernard and Bojana Kunst. 
1 Documentation webslte: http:f/www.daimi.au.dkl-sdela/dte/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
2 Email to the author, 3 Nov 1999. 
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Choreographing in Bits and Bytes: 
motion capture, animation and software for making dances 
(This is the pre-translation English version as submitted for publication in January 
2000. Illustrations in and the referencing system of the published Italian version are 
used.) 
Abstract: 
The video camera has, since the early 1980s, become a ubiquitous tool for 
choreographers. lt is used as part of the creative process, to document and 
preserve dances and to record video dance that is made solely for the screen. In the 
last few years, dance artists have increasingly begun to make use of a new imaging 
technology known as Motion Capture. Motion Capture refers to the electronic 
hardware and computer software that makes possible the digital 3-D representation 
of recorded moving bodies. This article covers some of the history of Motion 
Capture technology as well as the work of several dance and multimedia artists who 
are using it in their work. lt will also make some speculations about how Motion 
Capture, just as video before it, may in the future move into common usage by 
dance artists. 
Introduction 
Motion Capture refers to the computer hardware and software that makes possible 
recorded digital 3-D representation of moving bodies. Recording sessions involve 
the placement of markers or sensors on strategic positions on the body that provide 
the basic information for the computer software. The expense of these systems, 
which includes the cost of the equipment as well as the expertise to run it, is 
enormous with developments being driven primarily by those industries such as 
medical, military, entertainment and advertising that have the necessary capital. 
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These costs, combined with a basic distrust in 'technology', resulted in little 
interesting artistic work being done within the dance field until recently through the 
efforts of a small but determined artistic vanguard of dance and digital artist 
collaborators. This includes Paul Kaiser and Shelley Eshkar working with Merce 
Cunningham and Bill T. Jones (USA); Kirk Woolford with Susan Kozel (UK); Bruno 
Martelli with Ruth Gibson (UK), Yvonne Fontijn with Karin Post and Michael 
Schumacher (Nl); Richard Lord with Christian Hogue (UK); Sally Jane Norman 
(FR); Dorte Persson (DK); etc. 
Making the Invisible Visible: Scientific Progress in the 19th Century 
Most accounts of the history of motion capture refer to the work of Etienne-Jules 
Marey and Eadweard Muybridge. Both men were late 19th century pioneers in the 
recording and analysis of movement, and both men are credited with having 
contributed greatly to the evolution of photographic techniques that led to the 
invention of cinema. However, as Marta Braun proposes in her book on Etienne-
Jules Marey titled Picturing Time, the enormous differences between Marey's 
photographic study of locomotion and Muybridge's has not been fully appreciated .1 
Before Braun's book no full account of the impact of Marey's work had been 
published, and she persuasively argues for a fuller recognition of the influence his 
work has had in particular on the developing 19th century science of physiology. 
Etienne-Jules Marey began studying medicine in Paris in 1849 at a time when the 
study of physiology was about to emerge as a science in its own right. According to 
Braun, amongst the many reasons for this was the "assimilation of physics and 
chemistry as explanatory models for physiological processses" .2 
N.B. all footnote websltes cited accessible as of January 2000. 
1 Marta Braun. Picturing nme: The Work of Etienne-Ju/es Marey (1830-1904) . Chicago, IL: University 
of Chicago Press, 1994. 
21bid. p. 9. 
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Marey's theory of physiology was that the body was an "animate machine" whose 
motion would be subject to the universal laws of physics that might be applied to 
any moving object (animate or inanimate). He set out to prove this firstly by 
inventing a series of graph-making instruments in the late 1850s. With these 
instruments he was able to monitor movements invisible to the human eye and 
make them visible by tracing them onto a "smoke-blackened cylinder". Marey 
fabricated an extensive array of mechanical recording devices which not only 
involved inventing the tracing mechanism, but also the creation and placement of 
various movement trackers and sensors. 
(See Illustration in the published Italian version. Thesis Page 395 Figure No. 10: 
Illustration of Marey's bird apparatus) 
Amongst these instruments was an apparatus built to register the trajectory of the 
wing of a bird in free flight, a device which would register the up and down and back 
and forth movements of the wings simultaneously. lt "could transmit to a distance 
any movement whatever and register it on a plane surface".J These and other 
studies of bird flight were important to the foundation of aviation in Europe and 
America. 
By the late 1800s, Marey had begun to use the camera in his scientific studies of 
human and animal locomotion, slowly replacing his mechanical graphing 
instruments. Still, technological invention would continue to be an essential feature 
of Marey's work, and eventually he was to develop a motion picture camera (the 
precursor to the commercial motion pictures) to allow him to further refine his 
studies. 
3 Etienne-Jules Marey quoted In Braun. Picturing Time: The Work of Etienne-Jules Marey (1830-1904) . 
p. 35. 
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Throughout the 20th century animation artists would study images of movement 
made by Marey and Muybridge because of the details and deconstruction of motion 
that could be derived from them. However, in the last two decades and this one in 
particular, computer animation techniques have evolved to the point of practically 
replacing hand drawn animation skills - in particular when it comes to creating 
human motion. Since the early 1980s, animators have been using software based 
systems capable of simulating human and animal locomotion. lt is in this software 
that we can also discover the influence of Etienne-Jules Marey. His scientific work 
contributed to the discovery of the laws governing physiological processes - as 
expressed in mathematics. Some of these mathematical expressions are used in 
the underlying algorithms in today's computer animation and movement analysis 
software programs. 
For example, take S/MM (Software for Interactive Musculoskeletal Modeling), a 
software system that allows one to create and analyze graphics-based models of 
the human musculoskeletal system.4 The software is designed to be used by 
biomechanic researchers, neuroscientists, kinesiologists, biologists, computer 
scientists, human factors engineers and animators. Embedded in its complex 
"knowledge based systems" (software which uses biomechanical information about 
how the human body behaves in motion) are mathematical equations derived from 
the laws of physics as they apply to human movement. Some of these equations 
have their origins in 19th century research of physiologists/ scientists like Marey.s 
Motion Capture and Simulation in the 20th Century 
Some early 20th century animation artists did rely on a type of 'motion capture' 
known as rotoscoping in which "photographed motion was used as a template for 
4 SIMM (Software for Interactive Musculoskeletal Modeling) http://www.musculographics.com/. 
s For a brief description of 'knowledge based systems' see Wes Trager's on line article entitled: 'A 
Practical Approach to Motion Capture: Acclaim's optical motion capture system' prepared for 
SIGGRAPH 94. 
http://old.cs.gsu.edu/materials/HyperGraph/animation/character_animation/motion_capture/motion_opti 
cal.htm 
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the artist/animator who traced individual frames of film to create individual frames of 
drawn animation".s One often cited example where this method was used is the 
Disney film Snow White produced in 1937. Rotoscopy was used wherever a more 
'human-like' as opposed to cartoon-like rendering of human movement was desired. 
In the early 1960s, Boeing Airplane designers built the first graphical digital 
simulation environment for trying out takeoffs and landings. They also created the 
first digital human to use in testing out pilot movement in the cockpit. However, it 
would be another twenty years before biomechanics laboratories had enough 
computing hardware power to build the more sophisticated software systems for 
simulating human movement that began to make their way into the computer 
graphics community. These software systems would be 'knowledge based' as 
mentioned above - utilizing some of the mathematical expressions of the physical 
laws of nature searched for by Marey. Out of these developments emerged two 
powerful software tools for modelling or animating human movement in computer 
graphics environments. These were the practice of using a skeleton to control a 3-D 
character and inverse kinematics. "Inverse kinematics was a great breakthrough for 
3D character animation, providing a 'goal-directed' approach to animating a 
character. lt allows the artist to control a 3D character's limbs by treating them as a 
mechanical linkage, or kinematic chain".1 
In the early 1980s, the MIT Architecture Machine Group and the New York Institute 
of Technology Computer Graphics Lab experimented with optical tracking of the 
human body.aAgain, the limitations of computer hardware at that time prevented 
s Wes Trager. 'A Practical Approach to Motion Capture: Acclaim's optical motion capture system'. 
SIGGRAPH 94. 
http ://old . cs. gsu. edu/materials/HyperGraphlanimation/character _animation/motion_ capture/motion_ opti 
cal.htm 
1 Wes Trager. 'A Practical Approach to Motion Capture: Acclaim's optical motion capture system'. 
SIGGRAPH 94. 
http://old .cs.gsu.edu/materials/HyperGraph/animation/character_animation/motion_capture/motion_opti 
cal.htm 
s David J. Sturman. 'A Brief History of Motion Capture for Computer Character Animation'. SIGGRAPH 
94. 
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certain developments the software engineers knew would be possible eventually. 
Towards the end of the 1980's, Motion Capture as we think of it today began to 
appear: as a sophisticated means for recording the motion of objects, usually 
human or animal, playing back this motion in a 3-D digital space and allowing that 
motion to drive a variety of animated forms both human and non-human. Rotoscopy 
in 3-D without the laborious task of human hands tracing movement. 
Over the next five to six years the rapid growth of Motion Capture technologies 
would be spurred on as much by the commercial entertainment industry as it had 
been since the 60s by medical, scientific and industry research. Today, Motion 
Capture is considered a viable option for computer animation production with 
current developments moving in the direction of more affordable animation 
programs and camera based capture systems which will utilize sophisticated 
machine and computer vision software (software which can simulate the way the 
human eye sees depth and movement). I will return later to make some predictions 
about the possible use of these cheaper, more available systems in the dance field. 
Types of Motion Capture for Dance Artists 
There are a range of different input devices which have been developed for 
recording the position of selected points on the moving body and making this 
information available to the computer software, e.g. prosthetic, acoustic, magnetic 
and optical.g For the purposes of this article, I am only going to discuss magnetic 
and optical systems in the context of several different motion capture projects 
involving dance artists. I will avoid providing overly technical details, a fair amount of 
which is available on the internet. Comparison figures on motion capture 
technologies that are best for dance artists are not easy to come by. Each system 
http://old.cs.gsu.edu/materials/HyperGraph/animation/character_animation/motion_capture/history1 .ht 
m 
g For a brief description of these systems see Wes Trager's 'A Practical Approach to Motion Capture: 
Acclaim's optical motion capture system'. SIGGRAPH 94. 
http://old .cs.gsu.edu/materials/HyperGraph/animation/character_animation/motion_capture/motion_opti 
cal.htm 
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vendor will tell you their system is the best and very technical information is 
impossible to interpret without specialists. Those interested in beginning to 
experiment with some of these technologies might be advised to attempt to contact 
some of the dance artists I have written about here. 
(See Illustration in the published Italian version: Thesis Page 395 Figure No. 11: 
magnetic motion capture system being used by a dancer) 
Briefly, magnetic motion capture involves the use of a centrally located transmitter 
that emits a strong magnetic field and a set of sensors that are attached to various 
parts of the dancer's body. Each of these sensors provides a data stream that 
consists of 3-D positions and orientations for the sensor. Some magnetic systems 
have wires running from each sensor almost all the way to the computer (e.g. 
Polhemus Flock of Birds). Other systems are wireless and use radio transmitters 
and receivers to send the data to the computer (e.g. Ascension MotionStar 
Wireless). The wireless systems provide a greater possibility for unencumbered 
movement in the space - but one is still limited by the size of the magnetic capture 
field that may be only a few meters in diameter. Magnetic motion capture will 
provide a large quantity of uninterrupted motion capture data which does create the 
possibility of working with it in real-time in a performance context - in other words 
you can see the animation being driven by the dancer who is wearing the sensors 
(for a related artist's project see Susan Kozel's Figments described later). 
Optical motion capture systems work with the use of directionally reflective balls or 
markers placed at strategic points on the dancer. These systems require at least 
three cameras and often use more. Optical systems can offer the dancer the most 
freedom of movement since they do not require any cabling. However, they have 
the drawback of suffering from 'occlusion', which is what happens when a reflector is 
lost or hidden from the viewpoint of the camera. This results in a gap in the data 
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stream that the software repairs using tracking algorithms that can make the 
interpolation across the missing section in the movement. These algorithms are 
extremely complex and are based on an understanding of how the human skeleton 
behaves - once again knowledge derived from the science of physiology. 
Because of 'occlusion', optical systems tend not to provide the same real-time 
possibilities for using motion capture as the magnetic, but this is changing as 
computers become increasingly more powerful. Optical systems do have the 
reputation of being able to provide the most accurate motion capture data or 
representation of human movement through the use of a large number of reflectors. 
This is one of the reasons Paul Kaiser and Shelley Eshkar of Riverbed used it in 
their motion capture projects with Merce Cunningham and Bill T. Jones. 
Before I start to elaborate on some specific projects involving dance artists and 
motion capture, I will just briefly mention here some of the hardware and software 
systems they have used. Ascension and Polhemus produce wired and wireless 
magnetic systems; Vicon and Qualisys build and market optical systems. Three of 
the industry leaders for animation software specifically engineered to work with 
motion capture data are Maya, Softimage and 3-0 Studio Max. These names will 
appear again and links for these and other companies are provided in the Appendix. 
Workshops and Laboratories 
The dance field suffers from the difficulty of gaining access to the human and 
equipment facilities necessary to explore the possibilities of some of the emerging 
technologies. Motion Capture, being one of the most interesting for dance, is no 
exception as it is very expensive and requires software specialists. Because of this, 
the context for experimentation with technologies usually needs to be formally 
organized and the necessary funds obtained. I would like to mention some of the 
workshop/ laboratory style events that have been organized to give dance artists 
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access to motion capture. Out of these projects has evolved a wider basis of 
expertise and knowledge about the potential for these technologies as well as a 
commitment to explore the possibilities further. 
Digital Dancing was a one to three-week workshop organized in London each 
autumn from 1994-1998 by Terry Braun of llluminations.1o For some of those years, 
Braun was able to provide access to motion capture technologies that were 
explored in the workshops by Ruth Gibson and Bruno Martelli (a choreographer/ 
multimedia artist partnership), by Richard Lord (choreographer), and Susan Kozel 
(choreographer and scholar). 
In September 1996, the Theatre Lantaren-Venster in Rotterdam organized the 
Cyberstudio in collaboration with Motek, an Amsterdam based commercial motion 
capture house.11 This workshop brought dance and digital animation artists together 
to explore the possibilities for motion capture technologies. Motek contributed both 
equipment and computer specialists. 
Real Gestures! Virtual Environments was a two-week laboratory organized by Sally 
Jane Norman in August 1998 to take place in two phases -firstly at the International 
Institute of Puppetry in Charleville-Mezieres, France and secondly at the Zentrum 
fur Kunst und Medientechnologie (ZKM) in Karfsruhe, Germany.12 This project was 
designed to investigate interrelationships between traditional puppetry and digital 
animation and utilized motion capture systems. 
From February to May 1999, the Digital Theatre Experimentarium, a project I was 
10 Terry Braun, Illuminations/ Braunarts. http://www.braunarts.com/; Digital Dancing Websites. 
http://www.braunarts.com/digidancing/ 
11 Future Moves/ Cyberstudio Website. http://www.ipr.nl/-future-moves/ Motek Website. 
http://www.motek.ni 
12 The Centre for Art and Media Technology (ZKM), Karlsruhe. http://www.zkm.de/ 
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involved in, took place at the University of Aarhus, Denmark.13 Throughout February 
and March several seminars and workshops were organized to explore the 
theatrical potential of Motion Capture, Computer Animation and Projection 
Technologies. Performers and digital artists Yvonne Fontijn, Susan Kozel, Paul 
Kaiser and Shelley Eshkar were consulted and invited to contribute to the seminars. 
An Ascension Motion Star Wireless system with seven sensors, on loan from the 
former Denmark Lego Wizard Group, was used with the Maya computer animation 
software program. 
The research goals of the Experimentarium were: 
• To experiment with what to capture and how (e.g., body parts, different 
kinds of movement, children, etc.) 
·To take the motion capture data and experiment in the animation program 
with human and non-human representations 
• To investigate live performance interaction with projected motion capture-
both in real-time and postproduction [meaning pre-recorded] 
• To use the motion capture data to work outside of the animation program to 
drive other effects (e.g., sound) 
·To reflect on assumptions about movement, time and space- actual and 
software based 
During the month of May, two projects were followed to completion and public 
presentations given. One of these was a dance piece that attempted to integrate on 
a single stage live performers with post-production motion capture animations. A 
month is only enough time to experiment with a possible process for achieving this. 
The first step in the process was for the choreographer to create movement material 
that could be captured. Experiments were set up to discover what would work best 
13 Digital Theatre Experimentarium. http://www.daimi.au.dkl-sdela/dte 
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using the magnetic system and Maya. Based on what was discovered, several 
minutes of movement material was choreographed and motion captured. Because 
there were only seven sensors, all of the material was captured twice, once with the 
sensors placed on the upper torso (head, shoulders, elbows, wrists) and once again 
with the sensors placed on the lower part of the body (three moving down the spine, 
the knees and ankles). The two data sets were then assembled together, one on top 
of the other, using Maya's hierarchical skeletal system and inverse kinematics (both 
these software tools are 'knowledge based' and mentioned earlier). 
(See Illustration in the published Italian version: Thesis Page 396 Figure No. 12: 
basic skeleton with 14 sensor points) 
Once the motion capture data was assembled and cleaned up in Maya, the search 
for an appropriate form (sometimes referred to as skin or geometry) was begun. 
Experiments ranged from extremely abstract forms to more human-like. In the end, 
a form was chosen which gave the smallest indication of where the head, hands and 
feet were. lt is worth noting here that much of this process was conducted via the 
intemet. The animation artist would come up with suggestions and email them to the 
choreographer. There are several stages in the early animation process when the 
motion capture data combined with the hierarchical skeleton system is still relatively 
small and can quite easily be emailed back and forth. 
(See Illustration in the published Italian version: Thesis Page 396 Figure No. 13: 
scenographic design of the space) 
The scenographic design of the space was developed with the assistance of Italian 
projection artist Luca Ruzza. A design was conceived using both front and rear 
projections in order to give the animations a three dimensional quality. Using two 3.5 
x 4 meter pieces of Altoglass in the back for rear projection and a large single piece 
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of Trevira, a transparent net material which catches the projection, for the front 
projections we were able to create a 3 meter corridor between the two projection 
areas where the dancers could work. The animation projections were synchronized 
so that action on one screen would have choreographed consequences on the 
others. 
Many discoveries were made during this final part of the Digital Theatre 
Experimentarium - especially about the difference in time scale between animation 
and live performance production processes. This difference in scale resulted in a 
situation where the fully rendered animations were not available to be seen in the 
space until the final day - therefore making it practically impossible to integrate it 
with the live material. lt would also have worked better to involve animators and 
choreographers together on site for much more of the time. Computer animation 
artists are quite used to working remotely on commercial animation projects, but in 
this case the abstract demands of the choreographer were impossible to convey via 
standard storyboarding or other means. In the end, only a couple of minutes of the 
original motion captured material were utilized, but it was used repeatedly from 
different perspectives - not only from sides, back and front, but also from the 
impossible perspectives from above and below (a benefit of 'choreographing' in 
digital space). 
Artistic Projects 
Workshops and laboratories are important contexts for discovery and learning, but 
they rarely result in compelling artistic work for two reasons. Firstly, they are usually 
not long enough and secondly, they often bring together collaborators (dance and 
digital artists) for the first time. The projects I am going to share with you now come 
under the category of "artistic projects", as they involve ongoing collaborations and 
longer working processes. Each has also achieved, in my opinion, an important 
'artistic' as different from 'research', result. That said, I have chosen not to report in 
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very much depth on the aesthetic implications of each work, a fact that may 
disappoint any readers searching for this type of discourse. I have focused rather on 
some of the practical aspects of the work as well as relationships that interest me in 
my own research into the different systems of knowledge production. 
Software kinesthetics: the convergence between choreography and robotics 
Two of the most interesting recent works were created by Riverbed, the digital arts 
partnership of Paul Kaiser and Shelley Eshkar. 14 Their project with Merce 
Cunningham, titled Hand Drawn Spaces, premiered as a 4 minute film installation at 
the international graphics trade show SIGGRAPH in July 1998. Ghostcatching with 
movement captured from Bill T. Jones, premiered as an 8.5 minute film installation 
at the Cooper Union in New York City in January 1999. Both of these works also 
helped to bring a new level of visibility to dance and technology projects generally. 
(See Illustration in the published Italian version: Thesis Page 396 Figure No. 14: 
still image from Hand Drawn Spaces by Merce Cunningham and Riverbed) 
For Hand Drawn Spaces, Cunningham choreographed and motion captured 71 
short phrases. The animation mapped onto this data had a hand drawn appearance, 
hence the name. The selection and joining together of the sequence of the recorded 
phrases was done with the help of new animation software developed specifically 
for the project titled the 'motion flow editor'. For Riverbed's work with Bill T. Jones, 
the challenge was partly to 'test' the potential for the motion capture technology to 
record the personal movement subtleties of a particular and unique dancer. 
As Paul Kaiser is also contributing to this book I am going to limit my report on both 
of these projects - in anticipation that he will cover this in more detail. If not, the 
14 Riverbed Website. http://www.riverbed.com 
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Riverbed website is a rich source for information about their work (see Appendix). 
Working with Riverbed in refining the animation software for their projects with 
Merce Cunningham and Bill T. Jones were computer animation innovators and 
artists Michael Girard and Susan Amkraut. In an interview with Paul Kaiser, they 
discussed the evolution of some of their groundbreaking animation work. In the 
1980s, Girard was one of the first to introduce gravitational dynamics into the 
computer animation process. Prior to this, computer animators had focused on 
developing software solutions that would "imitate what traditional animators do - that 
is, to come up with a set of keyframes and then interpolate what comes in 
between."1s Girard was one of the first to realize that physically-based (or 
'knowledge based') software solutions could better imitate what the human animator 
drawing in-between the keyframes had always known intuitively about human 
movement and physiology. 
Girard and Amkraut became less concerned with how their animations looked and 
more concerned with how they actually functioned in movement terms. One of the 
fields they investigated to find the physically based algorithms that could be used in 
computer animation was robotics. Robotics engineers are more interested in the 
autonomous locomotion of their robots than in their appearance. "We were fortunate 
that Ohio State University had one of the premier programs on walking and running 
machines in the country. Marc Raibert's work on running machines was particularly 
amazing. Some of the same algorithms used for making robots walk and run could 
also be used in computer animation, especially the crucial notion of inverse 
kinematics."1s 
1s Michael Girard in an interview with Paul Kaiser, published online. http://www.riverbed.com/ (look 
under 'Conversations' and 'Unreal Pictures') 
1s Michael Girard in an interview with Paul Kaiser, published online. http://www.riverbed.com/ (look 
under 'Conversations' and 'Unreal Pictures') 
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(See Illustration in the published Italian version: Thesis Page 397 Figure No. 15: 
image of 'spring turkey' robot from MIT Leg lab under direction of Marc Raibert) 
The refinements Michael Girard and Susan Amkraut brought to the Riverbed dance 
projects focused on the development of the Motion Flow Network. The Motion Flow 
Network was an innovation that allowed for one motion captured dance phrase to 
connect to another. The computer software used physically based gait shifting 
algorithms (derived from robotics) amongst others to make a smooth interpolation 
between the two phrases. Here again we see mathematical equations, some of 
which are the offspring of innovations and discoveries from the end of last century, 
being used to provide contemporary computer software solutions. In this case, it's a 
poetic convergence - knowledge of human movement derived from the 
investigations of a century ago, used in computer software designed to move 20th 
century robots, and eventually participating in the choreography of a digital dance 
project. 
Shifts of Time: Dancing with your 'In between' 
Susan Kozel and Kirk Woolford form the company MESH Performance 
Partnerships. Kozel, a dancer, choreographer and scholar, has been exploring 
dance and technology overlaps in her work for several years. Woolford is a visual 
artist and computer programmer who has collaborated before on dance and 
technology projects. Their recent work together, Figments, uses motion capture 
technologies and computer animation in a unique way. Figments involves the 
performance of a live dancer wearing several motion capture sensors (a 
combination of magnetic and ultrasonic systems). The position and orientation of 
these sensors is displayed in real-time on a screen animating a very simple stick 
figure. Also projected on the screen is a pre-recorded sequence using the same 
data points and simple stick figure. Between these two figures a third body/ figure is 
created by the computer software - referred to by Kozel as the 'virtual body' - which 
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is a modulation between the real-time movement and the pre-recorded sequence. 
Kozel, the dancer in the work, discovered that this 'virtual body' - computationally 
generated as something 'in between' herself in the past and herself in the present -
at times took on the quality of another sentient being.11 
(See Illustration in the published Italian version: Thesis Page 397 Figure No. 17: 
the performer Susan Kozel an Figments, MESH Performance Partnerships) 
Data Driven: human movement in non-human forms 
Yvonne Fontijn and Dutch choreographer Karin Post have been collaborating on 
motion capture and animation projects for a few years now. Fontijn works as an 
animation artist for Motek, an Amsterdam based commercial motion capture house 
(mentioned earlier). This affords her unique access to the technologies necessary 
for her projects and gives her the opportunity to experiment and explore over a 
longer period of time. She uses both optical as well as magnetic motion capture 
systems and the Softimage computer graphics program. Approximately two and a 
half years ago, they did a motion capture session in which the movement of the 
torso and arms was captured from one dancer (Karin Post) and the movement of 
the pelvis and legs from a tap dancer. 
This data sat stored in the computer for several months before Fontijn decided to 
use it in creating an animation film installation entitled Upper/ Lower for the Traces 
of Science in Art exhibition at Het Trippenhuis in Amsterdam in late Spring 1998. In 
order to get as far away from the representation of a human figure as possible while 
still retaining the special movement quality of motion capture .. . she superimposed 
the upper torso from Post directly on top of the lower half from the tap dancer. 
11 Susan Kozel and Kirk Wool ford. 'Utterance 5: Mesh Performance Partnerships'. On Line: 
Performance Research. Vol. 4: No. 2, Summer 1999. p.61 . 
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What you see in the mesmerizing animation is a series of abstract shapes, which 
are animated with human movement. Once you are informed that it has been motion 
captured, it is possible to identify in the shifting forms the occasional and 
recognizable rhythm of the tap dancer's feet. If uninformed, one sees the film as an 
animation with highly organic movement - the source of which would be difficult to 
determine. 
Catching Time: from ephemerality to solid form 
In Denmark, choreographer and performer Dorte Persson heard an interview on the 
radio with a new commercial motion capture facility in Copenhagen.1a She contacted 
them and offered an exchange- motion capture data (herself dancing) that they 
could use in animation work for assistance on an artistic project she had in mind. 
Using one of their magnetic motion capture systems with 14 sensors, Persson 
improvised and captured several sections of movement. Working ONLY with the 
movement trajectories of each sensor, she selected a 2.5 minute piece of 
movement from the sensor on her left foot and a 1 0 second piece from the sensor 
on her right hand.19 Still working only with the trajectories of the movement, she had 
a representation of the pathways the sensors had travelled in three dimensions 
created in the animation software (3-0 Studio Max). The intention was to meld these 
trajectories into a three dimensional sculpture out of solid aluminium piping (1 .2 cm 
in diameter). 
(See Illustration in the published Italian version: Thesis Page 397 Figure No. 16: 
image of the sculpture from Dorte Persson) 
Originally, it was hoped that a machine (such as those used for making furniture) 
linked to the computer could be used to meld the aluminium into the 3-0 form 
1e Mocap Copenhagen. http://www.mocap.dk 
19 For a videoclip sample of the 10 second trajectory of the right hand see Dorte Persson's website at 
http :1/www. koreograf.dk 
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directly from the digital data. However, these machines were not flexible enough to 
conform to the complexity of Persson's captured movement pathways. Eventually, it 
was necessary to print out several viewpoints of the sculpture on blueprint forms 
and take them to a jewellery craftsman who had the proper tools and skills to create 
the sculpture by hand. The 2.5 minute movement section used up approximately 80 
meters of the aluminium piping. 
Persson's title for the work is Moments of Invisibility that appropriately captures the 
essence of the piece. lt was exhibited at the Art Crash Festival in Aarhus, Denmark 
in May 1999 and since then at the Modern Art Museum in Brandts KICBdefabrik, 
Denmark. A simple concept, it elegantly illustrates some of the potential of motion 
capture technologies for dance artists. By making solid both the ephemeral qualities 
of dance and digital imagery, Moments of Invisibility captures time and brings an 
articulate fourth dimension to the three dimensions of visual phenomenon. In so 
doing, this work resonates with the work of Etienne-Jules Marey who also 
spatialized time with his graphic instruments and cameras in his pursuit of the 
understanding of movement. 
Future of Motion Capture 
The workshops/laboratories and artistic projects I have written about represent just 
the beginning. Organizations devoted to the documentation and preservation of 
dance (such as the National Initiative to Preserve American Dance) are considering 
the possibility of using motion capture. Links are being established between the 
choreography software tools such as Lifeforms and motion capture which will allow 
for greater manipulation and editing of motion capture data. Research projects into 
artificial creativity, such as Coppelia at Surrey University in the UK, are creating 
software that can generate dances from libraries of motion capture material.20 With 
the ease of transportation via the internet, raw motion capture data can be easily 
20 Coppelia Website. http://www .ee .surrey .a c. uk/EENSSP/groups/human/coppella. html 
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'emailed' anywhere in the world. This could be a boon for the dissemination and 
teaching of dance and choreography if the issues of intellectual copyright are 
solved. 
In the future, as cheaper and simpler camera based systems for motion capture are 
developed and hardware and software prices drop, we will see dance artists using 
motion capture technologies to look at their dance material in three dimensions as 
part of their creative process in the studio. lt is likely these systems will use some 
form of software engineering referred to as computer vision, sometimes called 
image understanding. As mentioned earlier, this is software that can simulate the 
way the human eye sees depth and movement. Like some aspects of movement 
modelling, it is also 'knowledge based' in that it incorporates an understanding of the 
physiology of perception into its algorithms.21 These systems will do away with the 
need for the encumbering wires of the magnetic and ultrasound systems and even 
the round reflective markers of the current optical systems. They will also make it 
possible for the capture of multiple persons in the space. 
Still, these newer, cheaper forms of motion capture will not replace video, because 
the fidelity of the two dimensional video image will remain of a higher affordable 
quality for many years to come. Three dimensional motion capture systems that can 
track movement of fingers and facial expression are being developed, but these will 
remain out of reach for the average dance maker. What we will see in the studio is a 
combination of both sources of information used to review one's dance material from 
every possible viewpoint and to replicate and blend movement phrases together in 
software programs such as the Motion Flow Network mentioned earlier. These 
systems should be within the reach of most dance artists within 8 to 10 years. And, 
as with all new technological forms of image production, this new way of looking at 
21 Descriptions of 'computer vision' can be found in the class information in various computing science 
departments at university sites, e.g. http://www.cs.umass.edu/autogen/cmpscidescf99.html and 
http://www.cc.gatech.edu/classes/cs7322_97 _spring/info.html. A commercial site providing an 
interesting camera based system is SIMI/ Reality Motion Systems at http://www.simi.com/en. 
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movement material during the making process will influence the art of making 
dances. 
Postscript 
I am not the first to suggest that video and computers will someday be used 
together in the dance studio. Merce Cunningham, always far ahead of his time when 
it comes to exploring new technological possibilities in the dance making process, 
made the following speculation in the late 1960s. 
"lt seems clear that electronic technology has given us a new way to look. Dances 
can be made on computers, pictures can be punched out on them, why not a 
notation for dance that is immediately visual? There have been some slight 
experiments that I know of made in this direction, probably there are a good many 
more by now. A situation that strikes me as being immediately accessible to the 
dancer would be roughly like this: two screens, video or otherwise, synchronized as 
to time, and the same size. One would have the dance on it as performed by a 
soloist or group, that is, a performance complete with costumes, etc. if essential. 
Next to it, on the second screen, images in stick-figures that work in depth."22 
Scott delahunta 
2000 - 01 
Appendix 
Motion Capture Systems: 
Ascension - http://www.ascension-tech.com/ 
Polhemus - http://www .polhemus.com/home. htm 
Vicon- http://www.vicon.com/ 
Qualisys - http://www.qualisys.com/ 
Animation Software: 
Maya- http://www.aliaswavefront.com/pages/home/index.html 
Softimage - http://www.softimage.com/ 
3-D Studio Max - http://www.softimage.com/ 
Kayadera's FilmBox- http://www.kaydara.com/ 
22 Merce Cunningham. Changes: Notes on Choreography. Ed. Frances Starr. New York: Something 
Else Press, Inc., 1968 (no page number). Merce Cunningham's website is http:/lwww.merce.org. 
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Commercial Motion Capture Houses: 
Motek - http://www.motek.org 
Mocap Copenhagen - http://www.mocap.dk 
Artist's Websites: 
Riverbed - http://www.riverbed.com 
Dorte Persson - http://www.koreograf.dk 
Mesh (Susan Kozel/ Kirk Woolford) - http://www.mesh.org.ukl 
Miscellaneous Reference: 
Motion Capture Research Website -
http://www.visgraf.impa.br/Projects/mcapture/index.html 
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No. 3 
'Hot Wired Live Art: observations, reflections and interviews' 
in 3T: Norwegian Theatre Journal. Spring 2000, pp. 6-17. 
In February 2000, I received an invitation from Marie Nerland, issue editor, to write 
something for an issue of 3t: Norwegian Theatre Journal based on the first 'Hot Wired 
Live Art' (HWLA) interdisciplinary research lab held in Bergen, NO in January 2000. I 
had been invited to participate in HWLA to document and facilitate dialogue. I recorded 
separate individual interviews with each artist-participant which remained on-line for a 
period.1 Nerland suggested transcribing these video interviews which make up the 
majority of the article. 
3t: Norwegian Theatre Journal was established in Bergen, Norway, in 1996 to create a 
forum for reflection on the performing arts by publishing interviews, performance texts, 
visual contributions and theoretical articles. Source: http://www.trete.no/ (accessed 7 
May 2010) 
1 Minimal documentation site: http://www.ubermatic.org/hwla/ (accessed 7 may 2010) 
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8 Hot Wired Lln Art - observations . reflections and Interviews Scotl delahunt a 
From 4-r6 January 2000, the Bergen Academy 
of Fine Art provided space and facilities for a 
unique experimental project called Hot Wired 
Live Art (HWLA) . HWLA was produced by 
Amanda Steggell and Per Platou of 
Mother board (http: / Jwww.notam.uio.nofmotherboardf) wor-
king in collaboration with Gisle Fr0)'sland and 
]0rgen Larsson of the new Bergen Centre for 
Electronic Arts (http:J fwww.bek.no/) . 
[See the website http:j jwww.bek.nojhotwired jinfo.html for details about the 
setup of the project and links to relevant sites.] 
Amanda and Per invited up to r6 artists from 
different countries to take part in the project. 
Each invitee was selected on the basis of their 
experience in creating Live Art works that in-
volved the integration of emerging digital me-
dia technologies. 
8 sld• 3f l ~um2. nr 8 
My role was to facilitate dia-
logue and discussion with the 
goal of contributing to the 
evolving discourse related to 
this area of work. 
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Evolving discourses 
In a posting to the Nellime discussion list 25 
October 1998. media theorist Lev Manovich wri-
tes that "new media requi res a new critical langu-
age -to describe it, to analyze it, and to teach it''. 
He goes on to say that "to articulate the critical 
language of new media we need to correlate older 
culturalf theoretical concepts and the concepts 
that describe the organization /operation of a digi-
tal computer. As an example of this approach. 
consider the following four categories: interface, 
database. navigation , and spatial ization. Each of 
these categories provides a different lens through 
which to inquire about the emerging logic, gram-
mar, and poetics of new media; each brings with 
it a set of different questions". 
I agree with Manovich's concept for defining 
frameworks for interrogating new media. i.e. cor-
relating sekcted cultural concepts with digital 
ones. and support his four categories in relations-
hip to certa in manifestations of new media such 
as netart, cdrom based work. interactive installati· 
on, etc. llowever, I found it more use ful during 
HWLA to consider a different set of categories 
when looking at the em ployment of digital tech-
nologies in the context of live art that by definiti-
on necessitates the presence of the performer 1 
maker in the work. 
The following set of six ca tegories was conceived 
in the first few days of H WLA: environments, 
materials. potentialities. convergence, fidelity and 
sensitivity. The intention is that these will serve to 
stimulate discussion/ debate and contribute to 
the evolving discourses in thi s area of work. 
1) Environments 
In the early days of 1-IWLA, the space begins 
empl)' and we have to fill it. Positioning of tables 
and chairs and creation of open spaces overlap 
with placement of machines and electronic and 
data cabling (we are not yet in a wi reless environ-
ment). As soon as hard drives are booted the elec-
tronic interfaces are set up to take advantage of 
the new network, and the virtual environment is 
soon being explored and debugged to enable net-
working both internally and externally. Input and 
output devices are installed and explored. The 
new environment introduces something unfami-
liar for everyone. an environment which has to 
function so that the project can move to the next 
step. To refer to Manovich. there JJia)' be "naviga· 
tion" taking place here, but spatial met:~phors are 
set aside for the more important systemic effici-
ency and reliability. 
2) Materials 
Arti tic practice is built on the notion of material 
or materials which whether composed. bricolla· 
ged or choreographed supply the ba is of an artis-
tic form. Traditionall). in particular in thr moder· 
ni t conception. these underl) ing materi;ds hal'e 
their own underlyi ng or ·essential ' form . Digita l 
technologies upset this relationship between ma-
terials and forms, presenting us with bits rather 
than atoms to play with. Bits are fundamen tally 
changeable as a consequence of the operational 
range of various sofiware codes. What is the na tu-
re of artistic practice on the level of codes? H WLI\ 
has onlr one experienced programmer who 
spends most of hi s time debugging and adding 
functionali ty/ features to Keystroke. a multi·user 
multimedia software being tried out during 
1-I WLA. Is debugging an art istic practice? 
3) Potentialities 
The codr machines are ahk to do anyt lung -in 
principle any digita lmateri.tl shoul tl be ,1\,Iilabk 
for reconfiguration l'i<l even chi p in the space. 
Working with bin:ny data . o~ and IS. no gates 
should be permanent!) closed to the persistent tl i-
gital a1 ist. Within these parameters. the relati· 
onship between machine and man; \\Oman beco-
mes related to the intelligence and experience. 
the abi lity of the digital artisan- a condition of 
the ego. The ego is so far a very non-machine 
condition, although everal of the art ists seem 
happy to give their kit a passing mark for the 
Turing Test (see the interviews). However. HWLA 
is a 12 day project so pragma tics become a strate-
gy for making decisions about what possibi lities 
to pursue and what not to. lt is only time. appa-
rently, which limits the potential of the code ma-
chines. 
4) Convergence 
etworking is based on input and output and 
ca uses one thing to run into another. 
Transformation on the level of 'language' occurs 
at these moments. lt is not a 'chemical' interacti-
on, but a linguistic one. Successful convergence 
results in communication and not crashes. This 
requires an awareness on the part of both hu· 
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mans and machines of protocol , rules and yn-
tax. One program needs to be able to s peak to 
another, one piece of hardware mu t ta lk to anot-
her. Midi, Max and Keystroke ... all these softwares 
are written with throughput and convergence in-
tended - requiring the metaphorical handshake 
and 'hello. who are you? I kno"' you, okay let's 
talk '. 
5) Fidelity 
Trans formable code may be at the core of digita l 
materials, but at the reception (or output) end, 
the audie nce. viewer and/ or reader in general ne-
eds to receive an effect of ome kind. Computers 
generally manifest audio/ visual effects. Haptics 
(or touch) is al o poss ible but in the case of 
HWLA these were reserved for the radio control-
led balloon. Re earchers are also working on digi -
tal smells and tastes, but these effects are some 
wa)' off. The dict ionary description of fide lity is 
"the degree to which an electronic device accura-
tely reproduces its e ffect (as sound or picture)". 
Fidel it)' is re lated to articulation , clarity, focus, 
sharpness. precision, more or less ambigu ity. As 
digitization still digs itself ou t from under the 
memory trials a nd processor lirmtations rela ted to 
high re olut10n. fidehty can be seen as a hmrtati-
on to be exploited or a goal to push the technolo-
gy further. 
6) Sen sitivity 
Mat1hew McCullough in hi book Abstracting 
Cra ft : the practiced dig ital hand proposes that 
"our na cent digital practices seem m ore akin to 
traditional handicrafts, where a master continu-
ously coaxes material". While many o f the artis ts 
involved in HWLA may be opposed to the idea of 
being or becoming a "maste r" artisan, neverthe-
les som e form of a feeling for the digital object is 
coming through the control of the mouse, the 
speed of fingers on keyboard, listening to an ad-
justrng or 'fine tuning' aural and visual effects. 
Listening to each other in an online, interactive 
work ... playing together in multi-user environ-
ments. 
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l!l The lo llowlno Is a l r ans crlbl l rom the vldeolntervlews do ne by Scott delahunta (ed Red) 
Daniel Aschwanden is the director of Bilderwerfer, a dance 
compm y based in Vienna consisting of a mix of performers 
wtth and without "disabtlities· 
Question #1: 
Can you talk a little bit about your ideas for us ing 
Internet cha t to stim ulate or trigger action in the 
live performance space. 
-Well. behind the concept of using an Internet 
chat to trigger a live performance. was the idea of 
the possibilities to use real people in a virtual spa-
ce to interact in a live performance. And a chat 1s 
something that is always availible. \vith enough 
people to speak to. and you can go for content. 
ome time go for diffrrent content ami you can 
find a feed for an nnprm isat ion tructure in llH• 
live performance. 
Question #2. 
Will the people on the 
Internet kno~' tha t you are 
using their chat for the per-
formance tnggers 
·I \'e not decided }'et, but I 
think we could let the peo-
ple knO\\ "" hello we are 
doing a performance no\\, 
and can you give us any ad-
\·ice or can }OU join in . or 
rather g1ve us some input? 
Or V\ t" could just u e it. 
One idea was to during the 
performance pick up incoming text. read it or 
make as if a voice was left ou t of it. whereas ot-
hers would have to act on it and answer it and we 
\\Ould have to write to this person. Or 111 the ex-
tended version. maybe use a voice-recognition 
ystem that would bring the tex t back to the chat. 
and in this way make it fas ter. 
Question #3: 
In your dance company you work with different 
bodies, some of them disabled, and you have sug-
gested that new technologies might offer alterna-
tives for "speed". Could you talk about th is a bit. 
-Bilderwehr consist of performances with diffe-
rent bodies. some disabled and where speed so-
metimes IS a topic. And as we have a spastic 
member or we have a woman who is paralyzed 
they can't move at the same speed, sometimes 
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they suffer. We ca ll them walkers, or runner . The 
idea came up that trough an interface they would 
be given po ibilities of more mo\'ement or IO\\ 
movements, to trigger very fast action. and may-
be in exchange of normal speed. It would also 
transform it in a virtual space where also the 
identity of> our body doesn 't mean that much. 
But, even though we talk of fast machines and 
computers and stuff we learn that there is one 
thing that makes it slu\\, wh ich is tlw time we use 
to handle it. to set it up and make it operate. With 
these factors. once solved. I think you can be veT} 
fa st. 
Amaoda Steggellts one of the organizers of Hot Wired Live Arl 
and is co·dtrector of Motherboard , based in Oslo Motherboard 
creates performances and installauons which uttlize and relate 
to digttal pop culture and social interaction 
Question #1: 
Can )Ott describe some of the 
main charactPri stirs of 
Key troke? (A ne\\ softwJ rr 
program designed and engine-
ered for artists" h1ch is being 
alpha tested at the HWL/\) . 
-Keystroke is be111g destgned 
for people to in teract Q\er the 
lrllernet. A I most. or \er} 
much based on a game ituati· 
on where you communicate 
\\ ith a remote ke) through an-
} th ing )Oll can get down 
through the band width. And I think this rs what 
the development team are focusing on, ho\\ 
much information can )OU acttrally get through 
the line and what rou can pia) \\i t h. 
Question #2: 
Both Keystroke and lmagef ine are real-time me-
dia editing softwares that are able to synthesize 
one media using properties from another. What 
do these softwares make possible for the artist? 
-Say you're taki ng in news. The news has inhe-
rently it's own properties. lt has its commentator, 
there's a voice and they speak in a special 
way(gesturing). And then comes the report bit. 
from the war zone or from the footba ll match, so 
the dynamics are shifting. If I can use that type 
of dynamic to control other features within the 
basic setup, I feel that they become connected in 
the same kind of dynamic landscapr. At the same 
time un prcdict;tblc thing happen whrn ) ou do it 
this way. So I like this po.·sibility of being ab! to 
script. and the little environment within the m:J-
chine. You put it on and it runs itself. but it feels 
alive to me. 
Question #3: 
Where do you find your material when you make 
art \\Ork that makes use of digitalmed ta and its 
possibili ties? 
-In thi s kind of work. hop st lualion, \\ hich Per 
and I set up together, what 's happening in the 
room is actually what we dictated . it's is the phy-
sical fencing session where the ma terial comes 
from, ma inl y. The other material is coming from 
when the group did physical actions. lt is interes-
tmg. because you have to acknO\\ ledge that we are 
human. We are cyborgs as well. 
but \\e have to be out to interpret. 
And I really believe in this physi-
cal action affecting the chotces 
that are made. The material that's 
being made. When you then put 
this into this digital setup. \\ here 
\\e don't quite kno\\ what's going 
to happen. then it will really influ-
ence what is going to go on there. 
Question #4 : 
You work a lot with the possibilities fo r commu-
nicating with other people via digital media. IIO\\ 
do you respond if it is just a mJchinc ta lking back 
to you .. or a computer that serms to hr making 
its own arsthctic choices? 
-Anything that talks hack to me. I talk to it. I love 
generators that can take my input and do somet-
hing. 
Q: So you don 't have a problem" ith anything 
that take on its own mind? 
-No I love it, I don 't have any problems with it at all. 
Leon Culllnme Is a member of C6 or g. an arts organization 
usmg modern media techniques to communicate with a non· 
gallery going public in both real and virtual environments 
Question # 1: 
You u e your body as your material in your endu-
rance works. Would you e\'er consider using your 
body as a site for in ·erting or implanting digital 
technologie -such as a subcu taneou computer 
chip? 
-Well about the time of the box. Stellarc was in 
town. and he turned up in the ga llery. I took somP 
photographs of him in the box. some video ·tuff. 
cause everything was sul'\ eillanced up. And we 
did a net chat with him. onlin t> in thP gallery. one 
terminal to one terminal. po~ting up at the same 
side. He is doing a lot of that t)'pe of\\ ork. put-
ting little electronic ·en or on to hts face. I 
mean. he is out there. he is fucking out there. But 
no that doesn't really interest me. The onl) wa) 
my work would go like that... I've worked with 
Franko B. and his stuff really interes ts me. It is 
personal. the blood-laying. I love that opening up . 
that honesty. That 's wh) I like my endurances. be-
cause I ha\'e no secrets. You can acce s me like a 
\\eb-page and I will te ll )OU anr t-
hing about myself... you kn O\\ , 
perhaps I'm considering some 
type of tmtli l<tt ion 110\\ to Ill\' 
bod). 
( ~I(·IJrc l lld r I .JI)~.o B ~lW hoth .trl!'l' \\ hn 
ll't' tht•Jt hoth 111 \\hJ.t 'on a tnll .. Jt.kr t \ -
ll t'lllt· ~t r'·'th . . ll IHHI' t' ~ 'li'Pl'll'lf'l 
lro111 ... h.trp hook .. JJHi tJIIturg ''PHI .. llilu 
Ullt''''lf .) 
Question #2.: 
Orlan is a French artist who lt;~s w stnettl surgen 
performed on herself and uses the ntcdt.i to bro-
adcast the operations to a \ll'\\'mg pubhc 111 real-
lime. Would you en•t wn>idet doing self mutila-
tion on the web in this wa)? 
-If it meant cutting myself open. <md exposing the 
inside of me to an audience. then I wouldn't do 
that. Not in an Orlantype of \\ ay. cause I find that 
too performance exploited. h anko's \\ork is per-
formance related. but it al:o has an honesty and a 
consequence for the artist that is very real. 
Orlan's work also has a consequence to it, but it 
has a very staged, explanatory nature. I like the 
consequense and the act. but the explanation and 
education is not something. I really like . You 
should watch what the artist is doing and then re-
fer it to your own life and discover something 
about you. Art is communication not education. 
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Question #J: 
With your interest communicating with others it 
makes sense for you to move your work on to the 
web as you have been doing. Would n't it be so· 
mething if you could actually perform blood let· 
ling on the web. 
(Laughs. ) 
Gisle FriJ)'sland is a visuaiJetectronic artist based in Bergen A 
member of uoHex and BEK He has been creating interactive 
works for galleries and stages for several years 
Question #t : 
You have been making 
interactive art work 
using electronic and 
digital technologies, 
but recently you said 
"i nteractivity" is losing 
its in terest for you. Can 
)OU explain what you 
mean by this) 
-Well. it 's not that I'm 
not interested in inter· 
active work, I have 
been 1vorking with it a 
lot and I will continue 
exploring the possibili· 
ties. It seems now 
though that it's not re· 
ally getting anywhere. Therr ha been a prriod 
where people working with media arts have had 
this idea about everything having to be interacti· 
1·e. Like if you're not working with interactive 
thing it's not worth anything. 13ut I've kind of 
got past that period and to me it is like if it is 
going to be interactive there has to be a real rea· 
son that it should be interactive. The interactive 
part has become just a new way of making instru· 
men ts that you play with , useful for making 
sounds or abstract visuals. I'm bored with that 
too. it's just a kind of aesthetic wan king. it doesn't 
have that ki nd of content that I'm interested in. 
Question #2: 
You have worked with the theatre group 
Baktntppen crea ting interactive environments for 
the tage (involving triggers and sensors which 
are interacted with by the performers). How does 
this compare with your installation \\ork? 
· I think that's even more difficult than installation 
environments, when you work with a perfonnan· 
ce material )'OU have to make the interactivity 
transparent to the public in a totallr different way. 
When it's an installation the public can experien· 
ce it themselves, but in the theatrical th ing. )·ou're 
used to ound and light coming when the actors 
are doing omething. o ho11 can )OU then sho11· 
that this is real... 
Q: Triggered by activity? 
·Yes. Of course you can do it when you use in· 
electronics? 
struments, when your 
kind of improvising wi th 
a device that makes 
sound or visuals .. but to 
me that is not interes· 
tin g. 
Question#J: 
You olll iously use your 
knov.ledge of hardware 
and electronics in crea· 
ting )'Our arl 11 ork. Do 
)Oll thtnk an art1 t v. ho 
wants to \\ Ork wt th dig1· 
ta l technologie. needs to 
have a derp understan· 
cling of mathematic: and 
-Well, it is kind of difficult because you have so 
many layers ofknov.ledge in th1. field but to be· 
gin with I don't tlunk )'DU rea !I)' have to bt> an ex· 
pert to make good art 11 ith something. But you 
kind ofloose very lllU h control or the material if 
you don' t knO\\ what's is underneath in the diffe. 
rent layers down to the core of ted111olog). Man) 
who work in thi s field use technician~ to do the 
various parts of thi ngs. and th ey are then actually 
doing very much aesthetics choices for you. 
Question #4 
What do you think about collaborations then bet· 
ween artist and technicians· 1 ouldn't this be 
one way for artistic and technical kno11 ledge and 
experience to com together? 
-The problem with \\Orkmg w1th technicians. i 
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that ther are often used to wo rk the nght way 
with tools and so it can be reall)' hard for an artist 
to kind of break out of that and make the techni· 
cians and this collaboration work o that }OU get 
something that's different from everr thing else. 
Niels Bogaards has a degree in electronic composition and mu 
sic sofiware He is currently one of the key progrommers and 
developers working on Keystroke 
Question #t 
You are doing a lot of the programme for 
Keystroke(being developed as a multi-user art ma-
king environment) so you must be working wtth 
a lot of artists. How do }'OU find thi these wor-
king relation hip /collaborations? 
-I was an artist before I became involved with 
software so I do ha\·e an understanding with aes-
lethics and such. Not a real artist in uch a way 
that it's Ill}' life to do real wo rks of art , but I do 
tists. Things that for me are very logical often 
seem or seemed to be difficult for arti~ts, not mat· 
hematics but a basic understanding ofhO\\ ma-
chines works, information works. That's somet-
hing often a bit lacking and that means I would 
have to explain more than I would like. 
Question# 4 
In ome ctrcles, technicians have a reputation of 
becoming frustrated when technolog}' IS u ed in 
the ·wrong' wa). What do you think when an ar-
tis t uses> our software in a way you had not envi-
sioned? 
-Often the nicest \\Orks are those where oftware 
or any other machine is used 111 a different wa> 
than was intended. So what I like i~ to build a ma· 
chine that is so open that you can modi fy it to 
your own needs. I don't haw to do that myself. 
have a basic understanding of what 
artist would like, I think. And then 
with people here and othet artists I 
put my ·elfin the position that what 
the artists wants is always right. 
Cause hefshe bears a bit of the final 
responsibility on the \·alue of the 
output. But I feel it is often difficult 
for the artist to see all the possibiliti· 
e so I like to show what we thought 
/. . ~0 +l 
Per Ptatou is one of the orgamzers of HWLA 
and is called d~rector of Motherboard based 
mOsto 
42/0,l-.:"'! 
)* /%(' ,'&( + 
'#&#D ·l&"D! o~ 
Question #t 
II WLA is a project set up to explore 
in one level the possibilities of \\Or· 
king artistic:t ll} with :1 net'' or ked 
environment where various nodes 
and people are connected' ia com· 
of as tools fot the attlsl. 
Question #2. 
What do you learn from the artists who are te5-
ting and u;,mg the programme such as the} are 
here at HWLA? 
-lt is often very simple basic things that the artists 
like and then they often want some extras that \\e 
didn't think about. Like now we can skill them 
and we can do all kinds of effect , but \\e cannot 
then mechanically load another movie to do the 
same because we never felt the need to \\hen tes-
ttng. We were mainly occupied with making the 
effects work. 
Questton #3 
Do )'OU think an artist who wants to work with di-
gital technologies needs to have an deep under· 
standi ng of mathematics and electronics? 
-Sometnnes I miss some background with the ar-
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puter network within the spaLe 
\\ith links to the larger Internet. Is thi the first 
time )OU have set up a pro1ect like this? 
·We been experimenting a bit, or I have at least 
on my own tr ied to set up these kmd of networks. 
We had a thing called Terrialloop "ith real audio 
and reah ideo transmissioned to another node on 
the Internet. Then maybe bemg pro e . ed or 
maybe not and being sent further. And co111ing 
back so that it would be a kind of loop of event 
starting perhaps by ju t a performer coming 
doing a tin} little action and then it \\Ould be di~;­
torted around, it 's like a kids game when )OU 
whispet words and it gels distorted alo ng the\\ a). 
But thi is the first time I think we have tried to 
do it in this kind of setti ng with professional at-
lists. I think that would make this room more like 
part of the idea of the ltltemet, more like several 
nodes connected actually physically and technical-
ly connected which I hope also will make them 
connected on a more abstract level. But we' ll see. 
Question #2 
It 's interesti ng that you think this project and this 
spacejroom being set up at HWLA will be part of 
'the idea of the Internet'. Can you elaborate on 
this a bit. 
-I have always been stating that Internet even if it 
i a technical network. of course it i going 
through electric wires. but it is still humans on 
both side of it. So that I thi nk. ma!...c it organ ic. 
This will help to show that it is orga nic.: or give it 
some pulse, some kind of organic pulse that 
along with the physiology of the 1mchines will in-
teract with the physiology of the body and I think 
it might grow into something beautiful. I'm a ro-
mantic basicall y. 
Question #3 
Your ma in collaborator in Motherboard, Amanda 
Steggel has sa id that if a machine 
talks to her, she talks back to it. Do 
you share her view on machine 
life or in telligence? 
-Of course that is the Turing test. I 
think still it is a kmd of \'a lid que.-
tion to put up and it is hard to tell 
something. lt is interesting. I 
might talk to a machine if it i ~ a 
total stranger, why not? All that 
ELI ZA thing sti ll work in a way 
(I LILA '' "" JUIOIItdtt>d p'ychoJnJh•i• progr•rn '"itte11 b) 
Jo><·ph W~~>en bJ\1111 "I M IT 111 1 <Jb) a 11d IS <Oil'ldt•rpd on. nf 
thr old"tl\Jrnple> of Ar11fi1 tJIIntrlli~,·llu) 
Question #4: 
Can you talk a little bit about what Amamla and 
you has written in lhe project description of 
HWI A - that "live ma nipulation of recorded 
events takes precedence over closed product"? 
-Yeah, that goes back to the improvisational part. 
But even in this workshop I see a lot of prepared 
material. which can be nice of course. it's a fram-
ework and I'm happy to work within that. But still 
in the real-time performance you're actually the-
re, especially in a network you have to kind of feel 
the spirit. I know this sounds like New Age. 
When you then start manipulating you have to be 
very sensitive and if you have the material on be-
forehand. the performance is likely to be somew-
hat like the next one. While when we've been 
doing some stuff totally improvised, the timeline 
and the framework will develop in a certain kind 
of way over a time period. And uddenly we will 
realize that we need this kind of sound , and I'll 
then immediately go and get it or make it, or I'll 
need an image, ok, I feel like stripping. striptease, 
I feel like swearing, danci ng, I fell like turn on 
the lights, turn off the lights. All that i \\ hat I 
personally would like to develop more. So even if 
Keystroke seems like a perfect platform for this 
kind of thing, I feel like until the} get mediafi les 
online on a server basis so you can upload imme-
diately and start using new files, it will ha\e so-
mewhat limited kind of live feeling to it. 
Question #5 
The experimentation during HW LJ\ have been 
very open. bttl one of the structures you have 
stressed is that each station and act tOn, \\ het her 
the conducted using technology 
or mainly as a physiCal event. 
should lllaintain a constant 
source for "input and ou tput ... 
lt seems that th1s one of tlw key 
features of the ne t11 ork as an art 
lllaking environment for you. 
Can }OU J} someth ing about 
thi s? 
- I have been into that idea of 
networking for tnote tha n ten 
years and it is like what you pu t in is what you get 
out, so you can' t just connect to a network and 
just sit there and get anything. You have to get 111 
and get output at one ti llle. At some poi nt you 
will get feedback, I'm into loop things also I thmk 
l' lll living in a constant world ofloops and feed-
backs. loops and feedbacks. 
Q: Could you say that again? (laughs) 
- (laughs) Loops and feedbacks and 
feedbacks, and feedbacks, and loops 
and feedbacks. 
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No. 4 
'Virtual Reality and Performance' 
in Performing Arts Journal. 24:1. 2002, pp. 105-114. 
In October 2000, I received an invitation from media and performance artist and 
scholar Johannes Birringer to write an essay for an issue of Performing Arts Journal for 
which he was responsible for the 'dance and technology' section in a special issue of 
the journal on new media and digital art. He asked for something on my current 
thinking on "digital dancing" or on one of the interdisciplinary research labs I had just 
worked on or the impact on dance education. He asked that the essay to be well 
written without "jargon or highwire theory" and more for an interested audience that 
cares for art and dance."1 I took the opportunity to explore some of the limits and 
possibilities for performance in 3-D spaces. 
Performing Arts Journal is published by MIT Press Journals. Admired internationally for 
its independent critical thought and cutting-edge explorations, PAJ charts new 
directions in performance, video, drama, dance, installations, media, film, and music, 
integrating theater and the visual arts. In 2010, the journal celebrates its 34th year of 
publishing. Source: http://www.mitpressjournals.org/loi/paii (accessed 7 May 2010). 
1 Email to author, 19 Oct 2000. 
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VIRTUAL REALITY AND 
PERFORMANCE 
Scott deLahunta 
T his article will set o ur rhree th ings: a description and conrexrualizario n of art work I will cal l virtual realiry/perfo rmance; a presenta tion in some derail of a recenr manifestation of a vinual realiry/perfo rmance work; and a perspective 
o n why choreographers and dancers remain largely absent fro m these developmems. 
VIRTUAL REALilY/PERFORMANCE WORK 
Virtual rea lity/perfo rmance work tends ro engage actively wi rh open fo rms of 
audience partic ipation and interaction; si re-specific respo nses ro space (whether 
virrual or acrual) and the possibilities inherenr in d iscontinuous, gam ing, interactive 
and user/panicipanr- led rime frames. Histo rically, rhe concept of virrual reality/ 
performance work draws on several genres o f arr work, i.e., H appenings, perform-
ance and live arr, partic iparory arr, interactive arr, installatio n a rr. media and 
communica tion arr, ere. 
T he "virrual reality/perfo rmance work" invites the audience/viewers/users ro parrici-
pare in o r inreract with an art work that involves being able ro navigate freely 
"with in" a three-dimensional cnvironmenr created by computer sofrware. T his 
enta il s the use of sensors and device ro register input fro m the user/aud ience 
member ro be inregrared with rhe com puter generated 3-D environment. An input 
device can range from something as simple as rhe familiar mouse o r keyboard ro 
more com plex apparatuses rhar are able ro register movemenr of o ther pan s of the 
body in space and transmit this information (often position and o rientatio n, bur 
o rher possibi lities are pressure, accelera tion, and proximi ty) ro rhe computer. 
Common 10 mosr virrual reality/perfo rmance work is rhe no tio n of build ing a 
cusrornized in pur device rh ar becomes a parr o f rhe work itself. The computer rakes 
rhe input info rmation and more o r less immediately calcula tes a perspect ive with in 
rhe 3-D environment and renders and displays this as "output" to rhe user/viewer/ 
aud ience member via projection devices. 
T his combinatio n of activities (input, calculatio n, ourpur) working toge ther may 
rake d ifferenr forms, and these e enriall y range from the popularized Head 
© 2002 Performing Arts Journal, Inc. PAJ 70 (2002), pp. 105-114. • 105 
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Mounted Display (developed from ideas pioneered by Ivan Sutherland at the 
University of U tah in the late 1960s), which uses different left and right eye views to 
crea te the illusion of 3-D, ro the CAVE. The CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual 
Envi ronment, developed in 1992 at the Electronic Visualization Laborarory, 
University of Illinois) is an immersive 3-D environmenr that dispenses with the 
bulky H ead Mounted D isplay. 1 One walks standing up into a 10 by 10 foot room 
wearing a special pair of active stereo glasses and carrying a mouse "wand" rhar 
interacts with the space. There is an input device in the form of a "head tracker" rhat 
provides info rmation about the user/audience member's position in rhe space. The 
sofnvare synchronizes all the devices and calculates the correct perspect ive for each 
wall from the point of view of the user. Four projecto rs send the complller-generated 
images on to three walls and the Aoor. 
Everything about these technologies of virrual real ity emphasize audience in terac-
tio n, immersion, o r participation over watching from a si ngle vantage point. T hus, 
rhey align themselves with the formative cultural movements of rhe 1950s when 
interdisciplinary experimentation challenged the borders of conventional arts 
discipl ines and thei r presemation and sought to break down barriers benveen 
performer and audience, maker and viewer. A historically recognized marker of this 
rupture was the event (unrirled) organized by John Cage in the summer of 1952 at 
Black Mounrain College and fearuring a radical interdisciplinary juxtapositio n of 
dance, visual art, music/sound, and poetry and text read ings. Allan Kaprow's 
H appen ings of the later 1950s and ea rly 1960s extended this experiment to include 
"d isparate and discontinuous events and spaces" and the no tion o f events "fu r 
performers only"-in other words, participatory perfo rmance work.2 T he anti-
establishment ideologies of the period that may have motivated these early pioneers 
disappeared , bur interdisciplinary practices remained. Interdiscipli na ry an makers 
and groups conrinued to work with a growing range of media and communication 
tools, challenged the traditional locations or sites for perfo rmance and fu nher 
explored rhe relationship between maker/viewer, performer/aud ience, producer/ 
user. T his range of diverse arts practices not only frames rhe view of performance I 
am writing about in this article, but they also aided in the cultural production of 
precedents for the interactive/participatory and installation approaches that domi-
nate the exploration of Virtual Reality technologies today. 
From the early 1990s onward, interdisciplinary artists cont inued ro exploi t the 
growing plenitude of information and communication technologies and rools being 
created by scientists and engineers in academic and industry laboratories. T his has 
led to more involvement of a rtists collaborating and working in the laboratories 
d irectly with the technologists. In a report to the Rockefelle r Foundation published 
in July 1999, new media historian and consultant Michael Century has written an 
overview of the development of these sires fo r hybrid (art/science/technology) 
innovatio n.3 He refers to them as studio-laborrrtories, and all five art works I refer to 
later have been at least partially created in one or more of these sites . It is worth 
mentioning tha t the creation, distribution , and d isplay of works created by 
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collaborations on this scale can often be an international affai r, bur one that 
reinfo rces the view that the cultural landscape of the United States rends ro sustain 
technological advances more readily than the artistic experimentation and develop-
ment that finds conditions of support more easily in Europe. 
The following relatively short list of works falls within the definition of virtual 
reality/performance work. In chronological order they are Jeffrey Shaw's The Legible 
Cit)• ( 1988), C har Oavies's Osmose (1994) , and Michael Benayoun's World Skin 
( 1998). 
Jeffrey Shaw is an Australian artist now working in Europe who expanded his 
practi ce of creating parti cipatory environmenrs for the active viewer ro rhe 
explo ration of the possibilities of interactive computer technology in the early 
1980s. Thr Legible City was an interactive installation that placed a bicycle in front 
of a computer screen or single screen projectio n. The bicycle functioned as the inpur 
device rhar allowed rhe participant/user ro navigate through a 3-D city by pedaling. 
The Legiblr City was based on the actual physical space of a city (Arnsterdam and 
Karlsruhe), bur with the buildings replaced with 3-D letters where each "letter's 
proporrions, color and location are derived from rhe build ing it replaces.''' 
At rhe rime of making Osmose, C har Davies, an artist with a background in visual 
arts, was based in Monrreal. Like Thr Lrgible City, Omwsesimilarl y models rhe input 
device on a real-life activ ity, in rhis case on the experience of the scuba diver rising 
and falling underwater wh ile breathing in and out. A vest cusromized with sensors 
ro detect rhe movement of the chest enables the user/wearer to move up and down 
in the virtual world by breath ing and right/left , forward/back by tilting. A Head 
Mounted D isplay is used ro render the 3-D visual experience for the interactive user/ 
participant/viewer (as mentioned in the first section). The sensation is described as 
one of floating through rhe twelve virtual worlds- worlds with titles like Forest, 
C learing, Leaf, Stream, Pond, and Abyss, " intended as metaphors or sires for the 
contemplation of a renewed connection with narure."5 Another feature of Osmose 
was rhe attempt to accommodate two audiences, one was the single participant, the 
" immersanr," who was strapped into the input devices, the other was an audience of 
viewers of the immersanr's journey who were suppl ied with polarized glasses in order 
to watch a stereoscopic projection of the view of rhe immersanr/parricipanr/user. 
World Skin, created in 1998 by Michael Benayoun, makes use of the advanced 
CAVE technologies described above. In World Skin, the viewer/audience/participant 
is referred to as rhe "tourisr. " Benayoun, who has a background in video , computer 
animation and graphic art, created a 3-D visual landscape "scarred by war-
demolished buildings, armed men, ranks and arrillery, piles of rubble, the wounded 
and the maimed."6 T he CAVE is large enough to rake a smal l group of "tourists" 
supplied with cameras. Each picture taken removes a portion of the visual scenario 
and replaces it with a black silhouette. T he "picture" is then printed our. Each group 
of "tourists" is led by the "driver," the only one to have the interact ive mouse wand. 
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A third group of audience/observers/viewers can be accommodated in non-
inreractive roles as watchers from the back of the CAVE structure, and they can also 
wear the shurrer glasses that will generate a stereoscopic view of the work. 
EXTENDING THE POSSIBILITIES-DESERT RAIN 
T he Mixed Reali ty Laboratory (MRL) is an inrerdisciplinary research initiative at 
the University of Noningham (UK), bringing together "leading researchers from 
Computer Science, Engineering and Psychology ro research mixed reality-new 
technologies that merge the physical and digital worlds."7 Projects conducted in the 
lab combine newly developed or evolving technologies under such headings as 
" inhabited television," "immersive user interfaces," "collaborative virtual environ-
ments," "robot social proxies," and "traversable mixed reality boundaries." Some of 
these projects involve collaboration wi th artists such as writers and actors giving 
input into the development process, both creative and experienrial, as users. In 
1997, the M RL began to collaborate with Blast T heory, a theatre group working in 
the tradition of "devised theatre" in the UK, on a performance project eventually to 
be tided Desert Rain M T he collaboratio n also involved eRENA partners ZK.M, 
Karlsruhe, and KTH /Royal Institute ofTechnology, Stockholm, with commission-
ing support from the NOW Festival, Nottingham, and the Arts Council of 
England.9 The project was based around the creative implementation of MASSIVE, 
a multi-user distributed virtual reali ty system developed at the Mixed Reality Lab in 
combination with the development of specially designed inrerface technologies at 
ZKM. The end result was a large-scale event described variously as a performance, 
computer game, and installation. 
In the collaborators' conception, Desert Rain is organized like a journey, sending six 
participams on a mission into a virtual world. Each player is zipped inro a cubicle 
and stands on a moveable footpad that controls the journey through this world. 
Together, they explore motels, deserts, and underground bunkers, communicating 
with each other through a live audio link. The world itself is projected onto a screen 
of falling water, creating a "traversable inrerface" through which performers can visit 
the players at certain key momenrs. Players have thirty minutes to find the target, 
complete the mission, and get to the final room, where others may have a very 
different idea of what actually happened there. 
While utilizing concepts, forms, and processes borrowed from computer gam es and 
installation art, Desert Rain sustains ar its core a clear understanding and manifesta-
tion of the processes of performance-making derived from theatre. T he roots of the 
aforementioned "devised theatre" can be traced ro that same mixture of artistic 
avant-gardes of the 1950s and 60s, combined with the UK's particular brand of 
alternative theatre that began with the People Show (1965) and continues today 
with groups such as Forced Entertainment, Reckless Sleepers, Gob Squad , Theatre 
PUR, Blast Theory, etc. T he term "devised theatre" or sometimes the word 
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"devising" alone makes reference ro a process of making performance through 
original rehearsal processes rhar are usually collaborative and inevi tably experimen-
tal. Some generalizations that may be said of "devised thearrc" are that it may avoid 
the pre-wrirren script as a starting poinr and might use a multiplicity of materials in 
a non-hierarchical relationship, i.e., movement, text, objects, electronic media. lr 
adjusts easily ro alternative performance sires, and it favors fragmenred or non-linear 
narratives structures. In describing themselves, "devising" groups often find ways to 
avoid being seen only as theatre makers so as to keep their practice fluid and 
responsive to different contexts-as Blast Theory does by referring to themselves as 
"four artists who make live events for theatres, clubs, galleries, and the srreer"- bur 
nevertheless rhe convenrions of theatre rend ro be well understood if o nly that rhey 
may then be subverted. 
I attended Desert Rain in Bristol, UK, by entering a large warehouse beside rhe water 
and waiting in a receiving area where we were given our first ser of basic instructions. 
Desert Rain unfolds in six distinct "pedagogical phases," each carefully scripted in 
order ro give us just enough of these instructions each time to enable us to ge t 
through. One set of insrructions lies at the core of the experience- that is, how to 
move in the virtual world . How ro move forward and back and, crucially, how to 
turn . Technically (i n rhe sense of Marcel Mauss' Techniques of the Body), rhis is 
accomplished by the same set of skills one migh t develop to use a skateboard , ro surf 
or ski , by shifring the cenrre of graviry forward , back, to rhe right and ro the lefr. 10 
Other instructions give information as to the sign ificance of various objects, virtual 
as well as actual . Others come later from the performers who, for the most part, 
remain unseen only ro be heard giving me personalized instructions over my 
headset. Instructions are also coming to me from the other participant/audience/ 
ream members. Further and final instruction comes in the shape of a performer who 
materializes through the water screen and ushers me inro the final chamber. 
"You have 20 minutes"- rhe game in Desert Rain has given me an overall goal, ro 
find my way our of this virtual world within which I am currently "trapped." This 
condition of entrapment has already begun forming in my mind as a result of the 
information received so far, rhe instructions on the way into these ind ividual 
cubicles. The imaginary condition is further heightened by the realiry of the hooded 
coat I have been given to wear, the dark, murky, and pixilated qualiry of the VR 
imagery being generated by MASSIVE-2 , the water on the Aoor surrounding the 
navigation footpad I am standing on, and the atmospheric ambient music coming 
over my headser. A further layering of experience occurs in the purposive 
consrruction of a social dynamic berween myself and the other five audience 
members, one rhar makes it clear it is my choice to either find the exit on my own 
or with the help of and/or by helping the others in rhe audience/team. In rhe end, 
I play the helpful one and go back ro rescue those as rhe time counts down. I do not 
escape-! assume I have perished. In the final room, I meet the other members of 
my ream, one or rwo I have saved, bur the hero sensation is fast fad ing. 
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If we take a momenr to compare the participant/audience/user/viewer strategies of 
the four works mentioned so far, Desert Rain is distinctly different in rwo ways: I) 
six people are immersed equafl], in the experience without assigning one of them the 
primary role of "driver" or " immersanr," and they can speak directly ro each orher 
when close enough in the nerwo rked virtual world ; and 2) the piece involves the 
integmtion of real-time performers, nor always visib le, bur who are instrumental in 
conniving the experi ence of the parricipanr. Levels of inreractiviry therefore vary 
within the work from audience member to audience member, audience member to 
virtual symbolic entity. and audience member ro an "off screen" performer who 
materializes through the rain curtain when one has completed the journey through 
rhe virrual world. 
The lead artists in the three projects menrioned ea rlier, while surely considering 
rhemselves to be interdiscipli nary ani ts, nevertheless had backgrounds in creating 
pa rriciparory performance art (Shaw) and in the visual and video arts (Davies and 
Benayoun). lt is useful to consider the differenr sorts of performance-making 
practi ces that Blast Theory, as "devised theatre" practitioners, brought effectively to 
the collaboration wi th rhe M ixed Real ity Lab on Desert Rain. 
ABSENCE OF CHOREOGRAPHERS IN VIRTUAL REALITY 
Virtual real ity/performance works rend to engage actively with open forms of 
audience participation and interaction, sire-specific responses to space (whether 
virrual or actual) , and rhe possibilities inherent in discontinuous, gaming, interac-
tive, and user/participant time frames. In conclusion, l want ro address the 
relationship of dance to virtual reality and ask why choreographers. so often on the 
forefront of experimen tations with interactive technologies, seem at presenr much 
less involved in making a response to these environments. 11 
It is ra re these days to discover that a cho reographer has made an installation or 
engaged in sire-specific work, exploring the "disparate and d iscontinuous events and 
spaces" initiated and validated as arr-making strategies by rhe avanr garde of rhe 50s 
and 60s. 1 ~ In fact, dance was a strong ingredient in rhe admixrure of these 
experimental movements, bur from some point in the mid 1970s, choreographers 
began to express a clear preference for the coherence of conventional stage space/ 
rime. Since the mid to late 80s (wirh precedents established earlier), some dancers 
and choreographers have been exploring various interactive computer systems, bur 
their worb rend to integrate these systems into presentations in essentially 
proscenium-like settings and not engage in open and participatory models allowing 
the audience/user/viewer ro cross rhe border berween performance space and 
spectaring space. lr is in teresting ro note that dance seems to have migrated quire 
comfortably to rhe space of the screen as demonstrated by the strength and scope of 
ac tivities producing "dance for the camera" works for fi lm and television that have 
evolved in rhe last decade. However, one could also see this as a move towards the 
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further fixity of space and time offered by the linear film/video medium that is nor 
even open to rhe energetic Auxuations of li ve performance no maner how set rhe 
choreography. 
If these speculations are accurate, creating the besr conditions fo r cho reographic 
responses ro virtual reality will require a greater commirmenr on the parr of 
choreographers as well as rhe crea tive technologists to successfully and etTecrively 
incorporate dance into these environments. From the technology side, develop-
ments in more sophistica ted input devices and mixed reality environments should 
be integrated in an experimental laborarory context with a more sophisticated 
understanding of what comprises dance and dance-making practices. The difficul-
ties encountered when trying ro migrare rhese practices from rhe stability of the 
s tudio/stage and screen ro more open circumstances, can be partly accounted for by 
considering the o nrological difficulty of defining what dance IS as it persistently 
resist the stabi lizing and reif)ring fo rces of language. In her introduction ro 
Choreogmp/;ing HiJtory, Susan Leigh Foster writes about rhe "conversation" a trained 
dancer is able to susta in in rehearsa l and performance "that imaginatively invents 
and rh en lucidly enunciates their specific corpo real idenriries. " 11 This fluency, 
however, is nor one of spoken or written language, bur of some other abi lity to be 
eloquent and articulate rhar lies under rhe surface of the skin in a mesh of neurons, 
muscles, o rgans, and bones. Kinesiologist Huberr Godard, who has done ex tensive 
work on embodiment, perception , and geswre, suggests that in o rder to better 
understand dance we need ro bea r in mind the " labor of dance," i.e., rhe lo ng 
periods of work in the swdio whereby the dance passes into rhe "deep strata of the 
non-verbal. " 14 
It is rhis separation from language that makes dance prone as no other an form ro 
los ing its contact with the viewer, to srop making sense, and to generate perplexity 
on rhe deepest level. T hese are also possibly some of the reasons why the fixed ness of 
the space/rime of the stage and screen conrinues ro attract (and entrap) even the 
most radical contemporary choreographers. T his requircrnem fo r what is unchang-
ing, whatever its va rious reasons for existing, conrribures to the lack of choreo-
graphic responses to virrual reali ty. However. given enough support ro explo re and 
experiment, there is nothing tha t should prevent choreographers from breaking free 
of these contexts (again) and indeed there are signs that these things may be 
beginning to shift. For choreographers to respond efFectively ro the possibi lities o f 
virtual real ity/performance enviro nments, they will need to explo re them fu lly 
together wit/; those who nre creating the technologies. T h is will require more ;:m ention 
to the mechanisms for fostering, funding and facilitation of collaborations rhat will 
enable this. 
Acknowledgemellts: With thanks to Man Adams/Blasr Theory and Susan Rerho rsr 
for contributio ns to rhe vHiting of rh is a rticle. 
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I. For more information on rhc CAVE visit the wehsile nf the Elecrronic Visualizarion 
Laboratnry. University of Illinois. lmp:/lwww.evl.uic.edu/EVUVR/systems.shnnl. 
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I U. tvlauss. Marcd, ""Techniques of the Budr" ( 1934) in lnrorpomtiom, ,·ds. j. Crarr and 
S. Kwimcr. New York: Zone Books, 1994, 4S'i-77. 
11. In 1994, the Banfl'Cl'lltrc fur the Arts in Canada organized several projects to ··xplorc 
the emerging possibilities at thar rime for art in virtual cnvironmems. One nf these projects, 
Dmtci11g with tl~r \lirtt11tf Drmisb, involved the comrihutions of chnrenwapher and dancer 
Yacov Sharir. who is based at rhc University of Texas, Austin. w~aring a Head Moumcd 
Display. Sharir imcractcd wirh a .i-D cumpurcr generated environment created br Marcos 
Novak. An audience could view Sharir on rhc stage. :md rhcy could watch projected on the 
screen hehind him the environment he was navigaring through ... as he was seeing ir. This 
is similar to the oppnrtuniries created in Osmnsrand World Ski11 for a vi~wing public m watch 
as someone else navigates through the .~-D space. To read more ahout th<· work, sec Immersed 
in Technology: Art 11nd l'irwal E111•irtmmmts, cd. Mary An ne Moscr with Douglas Maclc·od. 
London/Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 1996. 
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produced and created by Susan Kmd and Gretchcn Schiller with support from the Banff 
Centre for the Arts. Tr.tjets is an installation environment with ten suspended and motorized 
projecrinn screens that move in response to the ''isiwrs' pathways. Images projected omo the 
screens arc of moving bodies. At the time of rh is writing. this installation has jusr received 
support from the Ans Council of England tn begin a tour in the United Kingdom. hnp:/1 
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No.5 
'Ballet Moves from Dance Bar to the Smart Dance Studio' 
in METATAG, ed. L. Haskel, Amsterdam: BIS. June 2001, pp. 79-81. 
In January 2001, I received an invitation from Marleen Stikker, director of De Waag 
(Society for Old and New Media, Amsterdam) to write for their new annual print 
publication Metatag. This new journal was intended to "show the landscape in which 
the Waag can be located. lt wants to voice the cultural, intellectual and political 
passions filtered into new technology projects of the people to which it feels related." 
They commissioned me to write an article as "an expert on performance technologies, 
the body and collaborative environments".1 
1 Email to the author, 30 Jan 2001. 
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• Perfonnance 
• <META NAME = "keywords" 
C01rJ'ENT = "Human Computer Ince rac c ion , 
No Hanl test.o, 
chore graphy 
en"'' y .. nl t<ochnolog ies, 
embedded body, 
Ballet Frankfurt"> 
• In an 1999 interview with 
Paul r"a1ser: 
Paul Ka~ser. 
'Dance Geometry: William For sythe 
1n d1alogue with Paul Kais er• . 
CN :.UlE, PERFORMANCE R£5 E:ARCH. 
Vol 4: No. 2, Sumrrer 1999 . 
pp . 6b 69 . 
Following WilHam Forsythe's exa.mple , 
• t he creativity of ehoreograpbers is increasingly Informed by dJgltal eomput.a.Uon. Du~ perhaps 
d ance also has somethlntt to offer w increasingly 
ublqttous and non-screen based compu~ing 
which looks to the whole body and its range of 
movements for Its interface. By Scott deLahunta, 
who'll retunt to teachlq theory and eomposltlon 
aL t he School for New Danee Development 
Amsterda.m this autumn. Currently he is Research 
Fellow at Da.rtingt.on College of Arts. UK. 
• In the last few years. new medja and emerging 
technologies seem to be returning in or ientation 
to Lhe body by concepts of pervasive, embedded, 
ubiquitous and mobile technologies. Perceptions 
of lechnolog·y fostered by dehumanising terms 
like ·meatspace' o r 'wetware· are being replaced 
by a view in which the body is seen as an 
essential part of the expressive self. 'Human 
ce ntred computing' is pi'Omoling a shift in 
resea1·ch lields such as HCl (Human Computer 
Tnteraction) away f1·om a focus on Lhe screen 
towal'ds this essential body along with its role 
as part of a living network . 
Technology 1•esearch focuses incl'easingly on 
t he arts as a soul'ce of inspiration. In developing 
human centred computing, dance, which takes 
the body in motion to be its primary medium 
o f expression seems well positioned to play a 
robust role in today's explorations of emerging 
technologies. The difficulty with this is that 
dance pl'actice cultivates unique bodies suited 
especially to perfonni ng on the public stage. 
These bodi s , shaped with the art of dance in 
mind. are quite different from the 'avera-ge· ones 
that tigUl'e in most HCI pl'Oblem-solving 
research. 
Fre nch kinesiologist Hubel't Godard refers to 
the dancer as a 'geographer. accumulating maps, 
intl'a-col·pol·eal dispositions' out of whlch a 
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history may be produced. For Godard, the dancer 
is not simply a 'body' but an 'accumulation of 
corporeities' which encompass centuries of 
evolving forms of dance and dance instruction. 
However, no century quite matches the last: 
individual artistic innovation, increased physio-
Logical and scientific understanilings and a 
greater cross-cultural transfer of corporeal 
knowledge has produced an enormous diversity 
and range of dance techniques - each giving 
rise to its own form of virtuosity. 
The bare essentials 
Ovet· the last 400 years ballet has emerged as 
the trailitional form of dance technique in the 
West. It has the strictest reqult·ements fot· a.n 
ideal body: thin, long limbs capable of ilisplaying 
the formal geometric features of the t radition. 
Following a variety of anti-traditionalist and 
emancipatory cultural movements, in the first 
half of the 20th century several alternative dance 
techniques evolved out of the work of individual 
artists in the US. Despite their revolutionary 
beginnings, training techniques like those of 
Martha Graham and Merce Cunningham, 
developed to assist in the training of bodies 
capable of expressing their choreographic 
visions. eventually became more or less institu-
tionalised. [n the 1960s and 1970s, dance 
training and technique was eschewed for yet 
another a lternative concept of dancing t hat took 
a t its heal't the 'No Manifesto' ofYvonne Rainer 
written in 1965. It celebr·ated the perf01·ming of 
non-virtuosi movement and activity on stage. 
This stripping of the dance to its essential 
e lements during the experiments in the 60s and 
70s proved a temporary revolution . In the 1980s, 
new virtuosities appeared on the stage that 
profited from the better understandings of the 
workjngs of t he body that arose from this fierce 
re-evaluation of the two preceding decades, 
combined with tradit ional forms of dance 
training. 
While Europe also had its own early 20th 
century innovators developing alternat ive 
concepts of dance training and technique, 
in particular Mary Wigman and Rudolf Laban, 
World War li interrupted and l'e located nearly 
all of those involved in such research. Laban for 
example, left Germany for the UK where he 
continued to develop his influential movement 
theories . Following the war and well into the 
1970s, dance training in Europe was inspired 
by the new ideas and practices coming out of 
America. Europeans, however, never gave up 
their love of the virtuosi ties of classical ballet, 
and it is from within that tradition of the 'ideal' 
that the latest unique bodies have emerged. 
Picture points precisely 
William Forsythe has been the choreographer 
and director of the Ballet Frankfurt s ince 1984. 
Trained in ballet, Forsythe has embraced the 
concept of the 'digital' by developing new tech-
niques for his dancers derived from an analysis 
of the essential fonns in traditional ballet. 
Forsythe refers to his series of discrete oper-
ations as 'improvisation technologies'. Through 
these he's able to apply 'computation' processes 
to create emergent forms of choreography in 
ballet. They are very basic ideas about matching 
lines and forms in space, but when combined 
in a series of algorithmic processes the result is 
extremely complex and requires rigorous 
practice to achieve.' 
Barriedale Operahouse (http://www.barriedale-
operahouse.com), a group of artists based in 
Europe/ UK comprising programmers, composer, 
choreographers and graphic artists, is creating a 
piece of software called ChoreoGraph that uses 
computation to generate instructions for dancers 
to receive on the stage via a cuing system. 
Currently, they are building this software to be 
used in a piece of choreography with a pair of 
Ballet Frankfurt dancers to be premiered in 
December 2001. 
1, Forsythe told him he uses dancers trained in 
ballet technique because they have 'all the 
reflexes of the traditional ballet dancer' , the 
abili ty 'to picture points in space very precisely' 
and the 'viscet·al thinking that is acquired over a 
long period of time'. This training conditions 
them to perform the complex movements of the 
'improvisation technologies' instinctively or 
intuitively: they will not have to 'think' before 
moving but are able to rely on an intelligence 
that resides in t he muscles , ligaments, nervous 
and fluid systems in the body. The dancers in 
Ballet F'rankfurt each inhabit a un ique body, 
each a repository for· a complex set of skills, 
knowledge and experience derived over many 
years of training over which the 'improvisation 
technologies' can be layered. 
Forsythe's choreographies are thus informed 
by an understanding and metaphorical applica-
tion of the processes and structures inherent 
in digital technologies. His dancers are chosen 
on the basis of their ability to perform the 
choreographies that are based on these struc-
tures. Fol'sythe's choreographies rely on their 
ability lo perform a vast repertoire of movement 
'opet·ations' that can be applied in any order, 
any arrangement, scaling, direction backwards 
or forwards. Just as not everyone can perform 
at a high athletic standard, it is only possible 
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for a relatively small number of individuals to 
essentially compute the movement algorithms 
and perform Forsythe's choreographies success-
fully. As more choreographers assiinilate the 
influences of digital computation into the undel'-
standings and manifestations of their creative 
processes - what might be the implications for 
the future training of the dancer? 
Smart studio 
Choreographic inspiration may now be derived 
from increased assimilation of the structures and 
processes of computation, which leads to specula-
tions about its influence on the training of the 
dancer. What if the unique body of the dancer 
were placed at the very centre of HCI research 
with the aim to enhance the dance studio? 
Whenever training in techniques of the body 
is undertaken, whether in dance, sports, or 
therapeutic contexts, it takes place in an environ-
ment within which there is feedback. For the 
dancer, this may depend on the touch or voice of 
the teacher and the space itself. The floor, dance 
bar and mirrors create a feedback environment 
and observation and self-analysis is possible 
using video recording and playback. So why not 
construct a dance training environment where 
the feedback is enhanced through lbe develop-
ment of specialised embedded and wearable 
computing technologies? 
Imagine being in a dance technique class in 
2020. The floor has pressure sensors that track 
your ability to change the orientation of your 
body centre (and relative weight); posture 
accelerometers sewn into al'eas of your clothing 
(so small you won't feel them) utilise aural or 
light contact feedback to let you know that you 
are losing energy in the turn because there 
is the wrong alignment between knee and hip. 
Running along the centre of the rnit'I'Ot' will be 
a small graphic display letting you know if yoUI' 
breath and heart rate are t·emaining in sync. 
A video system is analysing your shapes in an 
adagio and is able to infot·m you that these 
conform to your internal sense of them or not. 
3-D motion capture will be running alongside 
2-D video t•ecording and playback showing your 
movements fmm every dimension . Rathet· than 
waiting to watch this material after the exercise , 
they may be played s imultaneously Ol' within 
seconds on a large LCD screens in t he walls. 
A collaboration between the fields of human 
centred computing and dance would serve to 
overcome the difficulties that currently pel'sisl. 
For dance, becoming an embedded body will 
entail more than simply telling someone what is 
required. as happens today when building the 
traditional dance studio. Becoming an embedded 
body will encourage dance to analyse its accumu-
lated practices of instruction and creation in 
even greater detail and be prepared to enter into 
a new relationship with corporeality - one that is 
pending at present but for which we have no 
clear view yet. 
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No. 6 
'Armando Menicacci and Emanuele Quinz: interview with Scott 
delahunta' 
in Anomalie digital_ arts #2: Digital Performance. ed. E. Quinz. Paris: Anomalie. 
January 2002, pp. 83-84 (a selection of two pages only). 
In July 2001, I again received an invitation from Armando Menicacci and Emanuele 
Quinz, this time to write something for their second issue of Anomalie focused on 
digital arts. I was the chair of their 'New Interfaces for Dance' session organised for the 
ISEA Paris Conference in December 2000 with presentations from Stelarc, Flavia 
Sparacino, Joe Paradise and Palindrome (Robert Wechsler and Frieder Weiss). They 
proposed to do this as an email dialogue and posed a number of topics to me such as: 
1) New trends in body/machine interface; 2) Mapping versus Triggering?; 3) How do 
you feel dance world is receiving, waiting for, fearing these interfaces?; 4) You are now 
concentrating on a programmers think tank: why passing from motion capture research 
to software development? What is the meaning of this change of perspective in your 
research?1 The selected pages that follow address these last two questions. 
Anomalie digital-arts is a collectively produced bilingual English/ French annual 
publication. Each issue explores a different theme in the arena of the arts and the 
digitial technologies, illustrating historical, technical and aesthetic developments .. 
Source: http://www.editions-hyx.com/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
1 Email to the author, 28 Jul 2001. 
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A.M. I E.Q. : You are now concentrating on a programmers think tank : why 
passing from motion capture research to software development ? What is the 
meaning of this change of perspective in your research? 
S.D. : Well, that project called Software for Dancers finished on 6 October 
2001 and was fascinating. Rather than describe the project in much detail it's 
probably most useful to point your readers to http:l/huizen.dds.n/1- sdelalsfd. 
In response to your question about the apparent shift in my research, in fact, 
my interest in programming originates in two places, firstly when I began to 
research the work of choreographers such as Trisha Brown and William 
Forsythe, both of whom have used some form of rule based structures in their 
dance making at some time, Trisha Brown in the 1970s with her << dance mak-
ing machines » such as Locus and Accumulation and Forsythe in a period in the 
90s during which he also produced the material for the << Improvisation Tech-
nologies » CD-ROM which focuses on ways of thinking about dance material 
using various operations. What is important is that one is able to point to this 
work as << computation » without a computer - and this illustrates very well the 
concept that the computer is only brought to life, so to speak, by the software 
which runs through its system and software is the output of the human imag-
ination and writing software can be considered as a creative act. In the last few 
years, we have also seen the notion of<< software art » really rise to the surface 
(although it was also happening in the 1960s al ready), 
and one of the digital artists working with us on the project in London was 
Adrian Ward whose work Auto-Illustrator had just won the Transmediale Soft-
ware Art prize in Berlin. The other point of initiation for my interest was an 
interview by Paul Kaiser with M ichael Girard and Susan Amkraut - for your 
readers Paul Kaiser's company Riverbed (http://www.riverbed.com) has done 
some exemplary motion capture work with choreographers Merce Cunning-
ham and Bill T. Jones. Anyway, Michael and Susan are programmers working 
on developing high end 30 animation tools used by Riverbed on those pro-
jects, and in the interview (on the Riverbed site by the way), Michael comments 
on how it is that they found some solutions to some of their software anima-
tion problems in the field of robotics - this was in the 1980s. So, I just became 
fascinated with trying to understand where human motion and movement is 
somehow embedded in different f ields of software development and that 
these f ields can share knowledge. 
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So, in fact I haven't necessarily moved from an interest in motion capture 
research to software development, it's all part of the same area of research 
- today if you are looking to understand emerging technologies in any con-
text I feel it is ESSENTIAL that you have some grasp of what comprises soft-
ware. lt should not remain a mystery to you. I am not so fami liar with his 
work, but I have always grabbed onto the observation attributed to media 
theorist Friedrich Kittler's that understanding today's culture requires a 
knowledge of a natural language and an artific ial language. I think that 's 
exactly right. 
A.M./E.Q.: What are your projects now? 
S.D. : Wel l. I'm going to give a short answer to this question - essentially 
from this moment at the start of November 2001, I have the opportunity t o 
step back to reassess and to refocus what it is that I should be doing. This is 
such a huge area to look at. However, I have the feeling that what concerns 
me now is actually something to do with the future of publishing. The pro-
jects I have been associated with have been incredibly interdisciplinary 
involving always artists from different disciplines, but in the last year I have 
had the opportunity to spend time looking at how to support collaborations 
between performing artists and computer scientists and engineers {this was 
supported by the Collaborat ive Arts Unit, Arts Council of England and my 
report is on line here: http://www.dartington.ac.uk/-s.delahuntalacelgwl) . 
Part of setting up the best conditions for such collaborations means being 
very articulate about process. This can be accomplished very effectively in 
face to face communication, but outside of this is the need to further docu-
ment and disseminate the results of the research in such a way that overall 
understanding and utility of ideas can be increased. So, I am thinking about 
performance research, documentation and dissemination platforms - and 
one could place this under the heading of publishing. Something you guys 
are also doing very well. 
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No. 7 
'Software for Dancers: Coding Forms' 
in On Translations: Performance Research. 7:2 2002, pp. 96-102. 
In August 2001, I sent in a proposal for this article to Performance Research for their 
themed issue 'On Translations' which called for material which would "consider the 
changing nature of performance texts and relations between writing, textuality and 
performance". The timing was good for me to use this as an assignment to write about 
ideas coming out of the 'Software for Dancers' research project underway at that time. 
In October the proposal was accepted.1 
Performance Research is a specialist journal published by Routledge that promotes a 
dynamic interchange between scholarship and practice in an expanding field of 
performance. Interdisciplinary in vision and international in scope, its emphasis is on 
research in contemporary performance arts within changing cultures. Source: 
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/13528165.asp (accessed 7 May 201 0). 
1 Email to the author, 16 Oct 2001 . 
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software for dancers: 
coding forms 
A INTRODUCT ION 
In January 1967, A. Michacl oil, one of the first 
computer scientist / artists to explore and espouse 
the convergence between computers and art , wrote 
an article in Da11ce Magazine entitled 'Choreogra-
ph) and Computers', in which he described a 
sofNare program he was creating that would 
indicate stage positions of stick figures and be of 
porential use 10 choreographers. In the same issue, 
;\nn 1-lutchinson-Guest (an authority on dance 
notation) argued that whilst the computer would 
'nc1 er replace' the facility a choreographer has for 
composing movement with the dancer, it might 
assist in the m·erall outlining and editi ng of a score 
for a dance (Noli and 1-lutchinson 1967). 
While the debate started by A. J'vlichael oil and 
Ann 1-lutchinson is arguably still relevant today, 
after three decades our perceptions of both 
computers and dancing have changed considerably 
and generally not along the same trajectories. The 
cultural em·ironments that have incubated contem-
porary dance since the 1960s, largely the United 
States and Western Europe, have also been the 
factories for the production of cul tural facts and 
myths related to emerging technologies. Obviously, 
the computer has not replaced the choreographer, 
nor did it ever really threaten ro do so. The ways in 
which it has evolved to influence how we think, 
communicate and interact suggest that this might 
be a fruitful time to revisit the question of how a 
software program might be of use to a choreogra-
pher. 
S cott deLahunta 
The Sofllvare for Da11rers research project that 
took place in the autumn of2001 in Lo ndon was 
conceived as an opportunity 10 update the 1967 
debate. 1 T he main research team comprised four 
established contemporary choreographers and four 
digital artists, three of whom had experience with 
dance. The digital artists came wi1 h a high le1·el of 
skill with sound and image editing software tools, 
as well as a range of experience with programming 
and scripting, thus aligning themselves with the 
notion of 'coding' as creative practice. The shared 
central tasl.. of the group would be to develop 
concepts for software rehearsal tools for choreogra-
phers. This provided the stimulus to explore shared 
and divergent approaches amongst the participants 
across a range of ideas related to the recognition 
and transformation of structures and materials in 
the process of art making, whether computational 
or choreograph ic. Some of these explorations were 
made more explicit through dialogue, while some 
evolved as tacit frameworks within which other dis-
cussions took place. The question 'wha t is 
software?', while never overtly exposed , repea tedly 
nudged itself close to the centre of the discussion, 
and it is to this that l devote the remainder of the 
essay. 
T he study of the impact of software as a cultural 
force still resides primarily in the fields of 
computer science, engineering and mathematics, 
with a rapidly increasing dissemination throughout 
the biological sciences - a field that computation is 
poised to revolutionize. The question 'what is 
Performance Research 7121. pp.96 - 10 2 10 Tayl or 8 Franc1s ltd 200 2 
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software?' will initiate a very different response 
when asked within these fields than in an arts anc.l 
humanities context, where it is essential that frame-
works for exploring software and its implications 
arc further developed . Soflnmrefor Dancers 
provided a modest but significant context for con-
tribut ing to this discourse by investigating what 
software is under the following headings: as a 
language; as a tool; as a material. 
A S A LA N GUAG E 
Computer programmin g relies on the use of arti-
ficial languages, e.g. C, Fortran, Pascal, C++, j aYa, 
etc. T hese languages follow a strict formal schema; 
they have a precise syntax and vocabulary that leave 
little room for the forms of semantic and int erpre-
t ive slippage we are accustomed to with natural 
languages such as English or Spanish. 2 T he 
computer will always interprc.t an inst ruction (or 
algorithm) written in a computer programming 
language in exactly the same way every t im e. T hese 
instructions often come in blocks of code created by 
someone else and arc then assembled , more a 
building structure than something writtcn .·1 If we 
accept that any S)'mbolic system of expression, such 
as a natural language, shapes a way of thinking, 
then learning and using a compute r language could 
ha,·e the same effect . Computer languages have 
c,·olvcd through several generations, from ra' 
'machine code' that spoke directly to the 
computer's microprocessor using strinbrs of zeros 
and ones; to second and third generation computer 
languages each making the task of coding easier to 
learn and pe rform. Third generat ion languages are 
significant for having developed a set of standards 
that enabled programs to run on a greater variety of 
computers because the syntax of the language is 'in 
principle inde pendent from the computer they run 
on' (Ecrmnmist 2001 ). Beyond a certain point any 
d iscussion of computer languages in gencrational 
terms is misleading because it implies a steady 
d evelopment from one generation to the next, 
which is not the case (see Miller 2000). Although 
the trend has been towards creating programming 
languages that are easier to learn and use, there is 
more to consider than simple skills acquisition. A 
coder chooses a language both for what it can do 
(some languages are designed to perform certain 
functions better than others}, as well as how it 
allows one to think through the coding process (Sol 
2001). 
Certain developments in programm ing 
languages are influenced by cultural shifts in our 
understandings and uses of computation: for 
example, 'object oriented' programming (OOP) 
which began to evolve in the late 1980s. OOP 
favours the modelling of real-world entit ies in 
computer code and is designed to simplify and 
streamline programming. Previously, computing 
languages kept functions (code) and structures 
(data) formally disconnected. In OOP, software 
objects operate as scaled combinations of data and 
code, and the sending and receiving of 'messages' 
conducts communication between them (Mont lick 
200 1). T his represents a fundamental change in the 
field of comp uter science. In his essay, Snriety of the 
l 11stancr, Shapiro writes that ' beyond a certain (im-
precise) point in time, without realizing it, object -
orientation definitively transgressed the limits of 
the discrete, binary, nominalist , sym bolic logic 
which was the "original" foundation of computing' 
(Shapiro 2001 ). Others have made similar obser-
vations. Philosopher Brian Rotman, in an essay on 
the relat ionship between serialism and parallelism, 
also positions OOP as one of the signs of the shift 
to a post-von eumann conception of the 
computer. H e posits that the rise of object-oriented 
programming counterposes ' the linear flow of pro-
cedural programming languages by foreground ing 
the man ipulation of . .. available objects' (Rorman 
2000). 
Shapiro's essay is a crit ique ofOO P on the 
grounds that it is another symptom of the increas-
ing tendency to provide 'substitutes for human 
experience' , while Rotman induces from se\'eral 
developments a cultural trend towards a 'collec-
tivized, distributed, pluralizcd ' intelligence, of 
which OOP is one example. Both positions con-
tribute to a growing area of critical discourse as 
regards the evolution of software as a condition and 
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shaper of culture. Other go further: media theorist 
Fried rich Kittler proposes that the acquisition of an 
art ific ial language should be as important as 
learning a natural language: 
I can't imag1ne that students today would learn only to 
read and wnte us1ng lhe twenty-s1x letters of the 
alphabet. They should at least know some anlhmetic. the 
mtegral function. the s1ne function - everything about 
signs and functions ... Then they'll be able lo say 
somethmg about whal 'culture'1s at the moment. 
(Gnffm and Herrmann 1996: 740) 
Kitt ler's emphasis on the sort of schooling 
required 10 understand software may be debatable, 
but not the importance of implanting in more 
students/people a broader appreciation of\\ hat 
software is and its implications for culture. It is 
neces aq to find "ays to shi ft this tudy from its 
current science, engineering and biolog) base 
toward the art and humanities. . [V\ichael oil's 
1967 computer S) mbolized an entircl) different 
emir~ than the computer in 2000 - and the 
cYOiut ion of computer languages is one of the 
rea~ons wh). 
S A TOOL 
In terms of current cultural perception , software is 
probably more commonly conceived of as a tool, or 
part of a tool set that includes the computer, than as 
a language. In this discourse, the utilit of a piece of 
software is em bedded in the assumption tha t (like 
ha rdware) it has a purpose: a hammer drives a nail 
(amongst other things); a calculator performs 
calculations; ir\ lovic (a softwa re program that now 
comes hund led with every pplc computer) edits 
digital ,·ideo. 
In the industry, the top-down p rocess of 
'software de,·e lopment', begins after the ' purpose' 
of the soft\\arc, what the client or customer wants 
it to do, is thorough!) understood and articulated . 
In this process the purpose tends to be defined by 
the recognition and specification of the overa ll 
' problem'. This problem then goc through a 
process of further analysis to break it down into 
smaller pieces. Once this is accomplished, the next 
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step in the procedure is to devise the solutions for 
the problem(s) in the form of a lgori thms or instruc-
tions to the computer. Once the algorithms are 
defined, then they are implemented in some form 
of software language. There arc other S) stems or 
software environments that encourage a more 
' bottom-up ' approach to programming. One of 
these would be Max, a high- level graphic program-
ming language geared specifically to real- time 
computer music applications, where it's possible 
that the individual coder may employ a much more 
experimental approach in which ' immediacy, 
serendipi ty and play' arc explored, coding in such a 
way that one choice leads to anot her with unex-
pected results (Winkler 1999: 73). 
The Sojimarefor Dancers discussions didn' t con-
s istently employ either a top-down or bottom-up 
process, but borrowed from each. Because we had 
agreed to develop concepts fiJr a screen-based 
software rehearsal tool using a range of different 
approaches, the discussions were initially 
dominated b) top-down procedures that generated 
questions around the uti lit) and purpose of the 
software. longside this, we worked through a 
process of selection and elimination of various 
possibilities. We established some add itiona l par-
ameters at the outset, such as tha t the software 
should run on a standard (off the shelf) portable 
computer with only mouse, keyboard and aud io 
video input. The consensus was that we were 
investigating the possibilities for some sort of 
digital 'choreography sketchbook' and that we 
would rigorously explore what could be done with 
two-dimensional representations. This eliminated 
the creation of software that would model the real 
world (objects, space and human figures) in three 
dimensions.4 
Paradoxically, during the Sojhvare for Dancers 
discussions, as soon as someone identified a 
potential use for a certain software application in 
the dance s tudio, it would be negated by arguments 
both pragma tic (e.g. the problem was solvable in a 
more efficient wa)) and artistic (e.g. fundamental 
formal contradictions could be named). Software as 
a tool for the making of dances also became the 
object around which a balance between the techno-
phobe and the technophile in each of us was main-
tained. In another contradictory setting, both the 
choreographers and the coders agreed that they 
would like tu 'abuse the software' and get 'beyond 
the tool', while at the same time it was apparent 
that no software was going to be coded until there 
was some consensus on the function it would sen·e. 
T ranscending and ahusing the software as tool 
returns us to the consideration of soft\\ are as a 
language- for to enact either requires accc s to and 
knowledge of the code - and to the culn tral 
meanings of software. I have already pointed out 
that soft\\ arc as a language d iffers from natural 
languages due to its strict formal isms and precise 
syntax . Software as a rool, developed for a particu-
lar purpose, further expands this separat ion 
between artificial and nat ural languages. fi'or 
example, two di fferent programs may be coded to 
sen ·e the same purpose. So, syntactically they will 
difTer, bu t seman ticall) they mi ght he considered to 
be the same, a eparabiliry that does not occur in 
natural languages. Philosopher Peter Suberin his 
an icle ll'hat is Sojilvare? assen s that the intended 
use of software tends to shi ft its meaning ent irely 
from the 
untnterrupted arrays of bits to the function computed or 
the output and operation as interpreted by human beings 
We look to lhe uses of the program to lhe programmer or 
user, not to the structure that permits 1t to serve those 
uses. 
(Suber 1988) 
cen from this perspective, the labour of the 
software programmer is rendered invisible; with 
the c.:odc unseen the software becomes a tool, an 
implementation devic.:e for the end user alone, 
whi ch is perhaps not the most compelling 
argument to support Kittler 's view that everyone 
should learn an artificial language - if through its 
use the writer never actually speaks directly tu the 
reader. Howe1·cr, it is one of the most compelling 
arguments for some form of software literacy that 
neither provides reward for the individual coder in 
the shape of a 'reader', nor requires e1·eryone to 
learn to program a calculator in Visual Basic. This 
other form of soft ware lit erae~ might emphasize 
access to a discourse that contextualizes these 
products and processes of culture in such a wa~ 
that we better understand our complicated 
relationship with c.:ompu ters. 
AS A l ATE Rl:\L 
The use of computers in art can be traced to 
com puter graphic experiment~ in the 1950s. In the 
1960s and 1970. , before the arri1al of the per onal 
com puter, the conception of the computer as a 
creati1·e instrument or tnol promoted the 1·ie \\ that 
arti ts should be working together" ith scientists 
and engineers from "ithin I\ hose Jomain 'art-
useful ' computing discoveries were hcing made. 
During this period, t\\o early computer 
researcher , . Michael Noli and John Lansdown, 
hnth showed a part icular commitment to the inte-
gration of choreography <md computers. As alread~ 
mentioned, oil was \\Orking on a compu ter 
program that '' ould pr01 idc a graphical notation 
aid tu the choreographer, and Lansdo\\ n, an 
architect b) train ing, 11as especial)~ interested in 
the use of the computer to pr01 ide c.:reative input 
through the algorithmic generation of choreo-
graphic scores (J .ansdown 1978). 
The creatil'e use of the computer undcn1ent 
radi cal transformation in the 1980s and 1990s, 
fo llowing major developments in technology 
partia ll) marked b) such heading as the emergence 
of the personal computer and graphica l u er 
interface, the internet and world wide web, etc. 
During this time, art making im olvi ng digital tech-
nologies gal'e rise to different branches of computer 
art : digital art, interacti1 c media art , tclematic and 
net art, etc. T he particular conditions that 
supported the collaborative interes ts of art ists and 
computer scientist in the 1960s changed through 
easier access to hardware and software. During the 
1980s and 1990s, artists were developing the ability 
to customize or create their own software. Pro-
gramming languages became easier to learn and use 
and image, video and sound manipulation software 
tools became widespread . Howe\·er, despite art ists 
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gai ning more control O\'Cr the oft ware code, the 
percept ion of software in the context of art making 
still remained largely a function of its purpose. 
Recently a discussion of an 'art of which the 
material is softwa re' has begun to take shape, 
marked by the newly established Software r\rt 
award category at the trallnnediale.O/ art festi\'a) in 
Oerlin , Germany. The naming of 'categorie 'for 
emergent arts practice is always contentious, but 
whether this concept of software as a material is 
new is not the discussion I am interested in opening 
up here. The point is that si nce the 1960s, our per-
ception of software, its surfaces and in teriors, is 
renected back to us from many sources, c.<;pccially 
our screens, and the oft ware Art prize has taken 
note of this. To quote F lorian Kramer and lrike 
Gabricl reporting on the Software Art award: 
'Thirty years later, after personal computing 
hecamc ubiquit ous, cultural stereotypes of what 
soft ware is ha,·e solidified' (Kramer and Gahriel 
200 I). Both of the awardees for the tmmmediale.lJ/ 
Soft\, arc Art prize had created soft\,·are that played 
with the con\'entionality of certain user interfaces 
through parody and disruption . This approach isn't 
new, and their software pieces sit alongside a 
history of artworks aiming at and subverting social 
stereotypes using various media materials, e.g. 
,·ideo, radio, etc. But the award does seem to mark 
the first recognition of software specifically as a 
material in this context. 
Perhaps to consider software as a material 
renects less on categories of practice than on the 
pressing need to recast software in ways that are 'a t 
least rele\·ant to our indi,·idual styles ofthought ' . 
These arc the words of John Maeda, computer pro-
grammer and graphic art isr whose recently 
published book on digital design, Maeda @ tl-lrdia, 
demon. trates the creative and intellectual latitude 
that comes into play when software is treated as 
material. Maeda is the director of the Aesthetics 
and Computation Group at M IT's Media Lab and 
a leader in the field of integrating computation and 
visual design and in de\ eloping software a an art 
medium.5 Maeda is committed to liberating the 
computer as a ' truly plast ic medium' to coun ter the 
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current tendency to produce 'two distinct types of 
thinkers: one who is technically adept and human-
istically inept, the other who is humanistically 
adept and technically inept' ( taeda 2000: -B9). For 
Maeda, for whom visual design is paramount, the 
facr that the underlying code is rendered invisible is 
offset by his belief that creating in code (as opposed 
to con,·emional design instruments) con tributes to 
a fundamental reshaping of cognition. Perhaps the 
materiality software has to offer, then, is nor in the 
classic sense or a material eeking to ha,·e form 
imposed upon it or in works seeking to expose 
software stercot) pes, but the manner in which it 
forces the creati,·e thinking process into an double 
externalization of itself: firstly the code, and 
second ly its execution. 
A BRIE F SUMMA RY 
It would seem that the exponential advances in 
digital technology would have rendered possible 
some nf the aims of those early explorations into 
the use of computers in dance. T hirt) - plus years of 
cultural assimilation has also created a willingness 
on the part of the dance field to consider the inpu t 
of computers anew. In fact, a hand ful of software 
concepts did emerge from the SojiiParejor Dancers 
project, and these are being proposed for further 
de\'elopment.6 Howe,·er, equally interesting was 
that a certain line of questioning could transform 
the computer from a sleek object of desire into a 
manifestation of creati\'e ideas, a process of 
invention open to critical consideration and insight 
that could rcOect upon both computation and 
choreography. 
Software provided one of the ways into the 
discussion, but my examination here of the 
question 'what is software?' reveals an inquiry in 
need of more exposition. Maeda's revival of the 
indi idual creative artist working with software is 
worth comparing to llrian Rotman 's reading of the 
evolution of technology that emphasizes the 
emergence of cognitive and collccti\'c interconnect-
edness. Still , there emerged some general points 
worth reiterating: that the study within the arts and 
humanities of software as a condit ion and shaper of 
culture is already raking shape as can be seen in the 
various critical discourses emerging from the fields 
of philosophy, sociology and media theory, relating 
to computer languages and software; that software 
seems poised to resist being considered predomi-
nantly as a tool, and move towards some more 
dynamic balance between utility, programmability 
and linguistics. 
In this regard , the materiality of soft ware is a 
compelling concept worthy of further dc\'elopment 
as it can place an emphasis on giving ideas shape 
through code, on the process where thinking, 
coding and form intertwine. 
OTES 
Sojinmre jiJr Da11rers was a Londnn-bascd rcscan:b 
project taking place from 24 September to 6 O~o:tober 2001 
which aimed to de,·clop concepts for a soft ware rchcar tl 
tool( ) for dance makers and to use this opportunity tn 
open up discussion about collaborat.i,·c prat.:ticcs im·oh ing 
live performance and digita.l technologies. T he project was 
organized by Writing Research Associates in collaboration 
with the Arts Council of England, Sad !er's \\'ells Theatre 
and Random Dance Company with primar) funding from 
the Dance Department, Arts Council of England. The 
primary resean:h team comprised London-bascd choreog-
raphers ( iohban Davics, Shobana Jcyasingh, Wayne 
McGrcgor and shlcy Page) 11orking in collaboration with 
digital artists/ m ders from the UK and Germany (Guy 
llilton, Jo Hyde, Oruno Martcll i, Adrian Ward and 
Christian Zieglcr) and two researchers/writers (Sanjoy 
Roy and Saul lhcrt). The project was facilitated by Scott 
dcLahuma. wcbsite with information about the project 
is at hup: I I lmi::.m .dds.11ll -ylela/sfd [at.:t.:cssed 20 
December 200 11. 
2 This reference to 'natural' languages should not be 
confused with ·atural Language Proce sing ( LP) 
which is the work being done in the field of computing 
science and engineering to 'design and build a computer 
system that will analyze, understand and generate 
languages that humans use naturally, so that eventually 
you can address your computer as though you were 
addressing another person'. T his quote is from the LP 
section of the Microsoft Research pages 11/fp: I I ruearch. 
microsoji.rom/11/p/ laccessed 20 December 2001]. 
3 Although here I am steering away from using writing 
to describe programming, I would like to suggest that 
those interested look at the work of writer and translator 
John Caylcy who has covered extensively the relationship 
between writing and programming in his own research 
and practice. Several essays on this topic arc on his 
web ite at lllfp: I I mmw.shadoofntt I faccessed 20 
December 2001]. 
4 This was partly due to the complexities of coding 
such programs and partly to the fact that they already 
exist, e.g. Life Forms, a J-D character animation 
software de,·eloped with significant input from choreog-
rapher Merce Cunningham. 
5 For more information ,·isit the csthetics and Com-
putation Group 11 ebsitc at hllp: I I acg. mtdia .mit.rtlu/ 
I accessed 20 December 200 I J. 
6 There is currently some information on these 
proposals/ prototypes on the project website at hup: 
I /lwiZtrz.dds.llll - sdela/sfd [acccs ed 20 December 20011. 
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A clualcal ballet move coded In Apple Script by Adrian Ward and 
Aahley Page. 
-performs 1 clllliul blllll more M .0-Hia) 
- kniiWil i~~~JU.· 110 hand/arm si/IIIHirl (will be fixld in r2.0) 
M dance 
lit glissade 
- do IIHmbli-oot yll coded 
llfdance 
•• gllnade 
lit fifthposillon 
.. pli6 (deml) 
0 degag6 (my left leg) 
tMrt the weight of my body fla my right leg 11tt my left leg 
... degag6 (my right 180) 
retn the foot of my right leg l1fn1t If the foot of my left leg 
... ptl6 (demi) 
11111 gliasade 
- definition of fifttl position 
011 fifthpoailion 
JUt my left leg llaltMI my right leg wltlt distance set tt 0 
lllf the foot of my left leg flclltleft 
,.. the foot of my right leg fHflt right - ouch/ 
tU flfthpoaition I 
- 1 deep p/M ~ dlllil both hHII are off /he ummd 
tlpli6{deplh} 
If deplh la demi .. 
wlllle the heell of the feet of my legs are slightly off the ground 
MM the knH of my left leg 
..., tile knee of my rigbt leg 
....... lt 
elu if deptfl is deep then 
.... the heels of lhe fHI of my ltgs are wery off the ground 
•the bee of my left Ieo 
MIMII die kRte of my right lea 
11111 Wlllll 
lllllf 
llllpli6 
- 1ttt fNIIhfild IJI exltndingllfliq/11 out from the leg 
.. degao6 { wlliclllea } 
kltllllle IQiee of the Ieo wlllcllltlll wlllchteo bent 
Hft wlllctllto with the foot of whichlta lllulbe around 
,.... the fila of the foot of llllichlto ....,.lhe ground IWtJ frum 
mrbodr 
1Udeaaa6 
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No. 8 
'Periodic Convergences: Dance and Computers' 
in Tanz und Neue Medien: Dance and New Media. eds. Dr. S. Dinkla & Dr. M. 
Leeker. Berlin: Alexander Verlag. 2002, pp. 66-84. (The page numbers located 
at the top of the following facsimile are even, because the German version was 
printed on the opposite odd numbered pages.) 
In October 2001, I received an invitation from Soke Dinkla and Martina Leeker to 
submit a chapter for a book on dance and new media they were planning as a way of 
publishing documentation from the CROSS FAIR dance and new media workshops 
they had organised in 1999 and 2000 at the Choreographic Center NRW in Essen. 
They invited me to submit something that would "put the experiences of the workshops 
in a broader cultural historic context and should present the contemporary practise. We 
would be happy if you could give an overview over the contemporary work in the field 
of dance and new media with a special focus on internet performances/net dance."1 I 
used this opportunity in part to touch on a couple of developments from the 1960s not 
normally mentioned that connected with my research interest in dance composition and 
computation [see Critical Appraisal footnote 14]. Other authors in the book include: 
Gretchen Schiller, Paul Sermon, Nik Haffner, Hans-Christian van Hermann, Wayne 
McGregor and Wolfgang Hagen. 
1 Email to the author, 25 Oct 2001. 
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Periodic Convergences: Dance and Computers 
Scott deLahunta 
Since the 1960s, the arts have been increasingly impacted by developments 
in computer related technologies. Some, such as video, film, graphics, pho-
tographic and sound art, have largely gone the way of the digital, embra-
cing the Os and Is comprising the underlying encoding of forms as a new-
ly creative means of recording, composing, storing, transforming and trans-
mitting materials. Historically, these art forms have integrated new techni-
cal developments as they have occurred along a path marked by increasing 
computer processing speeds and storage capacities, the evolution of soft-
ware programming languages and greater access to knowledge and facili-
ties within dominant media producing cultures. 
Dance and computers also have a history of convergence traceable to the 
early 1960s, but computer related technologies have not attained the level 
of integration within the field of dance as with the other art forms for the 
obvious reason that as a material the body in motion does not lend itself 
to digitisation. Historically, this convergence between dance and compu-
ters is perhaps best characterised as periodic or episodic, involving particu-
lar artists at particular times. This essay locates and describes a selection 
of these episodes in detail combined with some critical reflection on the 
historical contingencies from which they emerged. 
The I 960s: Cybernetics, Computation and Choreography 
In America in the early 1960s, seminal developments in both computation 
and choreography took place. Computation was recognising the need to 
develop its own field of theory, and in 1962 the first Department of Com-
puter Sciences in the United States was established at Purdue University. 
In the field of choreography, at the encouragement of John Cage, Robert 
Dunn began a series of highly influential choreography workshops in New 
York City, in the fall of 1960, which culminated in the first Judson Church 
performances in 1962. While these events probably occurred isolated cul-
turally one from the other. it is possible to speculate on some conditions 
of contingency and possible influence of computational ideas on choreo-
graphy at that time. lt is fair to speculate that the focus in Robert Dunn's 
choreography workshops on the use of chance, indeterminacy, rules and 
constraints in generating choreographic structures might have been influ-
enced by an awareness of developments in computation, but as far as I am 
aware there was no explicit connection. John Cage, a major influence on 
Dunn, did not begin to explore composition possibilities with the compu-
ter until the 1980s. A more indirect influence on the experimentation en-
couraged by Dunn in his workshops, attended by future luminaries of >post 
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modern< dance such as Steve Paxton, Yvonne Rainer, Simone Forti and Tris-
ha Brown, might have come from the significant scientific discourses of the 
time such a.s cybernetics as written about by Norbert Weiner in 1948, the 
same year information theorist Claude Shannon published his thesis laying 
out a new paradigm for communication. These t heories emphasised pro-
cess, systems and interactivity and the quantitative dimension of informa-
tion. Cybernetics in particular was to be a powerful influence on artists; pro-
viding the intellectual underpinning for the emphasis on process in art 
works and the developments of partidpatory art in the 1950s and 1960s 
such as the happenings - which John Cage is often cited to be the first to 
have staged at Black Mountain College in 1952. 1 
While Robert Dunn's workshops established the conditions out of which 
emerged several seminal pieces of experimental choreography, the practi-
ce of computer art was beginning to take shape. Early computer artists, of-
ten mathematicians and computer scientists by training, were experimen-
ting with algorithmically generated graphic images and patterns and writ-
ing programs that explored forms of computer intelligence and creativity. 
In 1961 ,A. Michael Noli began work as a researcher with Bell Labs in Mur-
ray Hill, New Jersey. While working with the Labs, Noli began to explore 
the possibility of using digital computers in the visual arts by studying three-
dimensional computer graphics and computational aesthetics. In a crude 
approximation of the Turing Test in which human and machine intelligence 
are compared, Noli invented the algorithms that would instruct a compu-
ter to generate an image that would mimic in its patterns and structure 
Pi et Mondrian's Composition with Unes ( 1917).2 
In 1965, Noli created a work of computer animation he titled Computer-
Generated Ballet, reported to be the »first such use of a digital computer 
to create an animation of stick figures on a stage«.J But perhaps his most 
significant contribution to the convergence of computers and dance was 
in January 1967 when he published an article in Donee Magazine entitled 
Choreography and Computers, in which he described a software program he 
was creating that would indicate stage positions of stick figures and could 
potentially be of use to choreographers. In the same issue,Ann Hutchin-
son-Guest - an authority on dance notation - penned A Reply to Noli's 
speculations, in which she writes that the computer will never replace the 
faci lity a choreographer has for composing movement with the dancer. 
However, she does concede that the computer might assist in the overall 
outlining and editing of a score for a dance.~ 
Another 1960s pioneer of the convergence between computers and cho-
reography, who pursued a different vision of the computer and dance to 
A. Michael Noli, was John Lansdown, an architect by training. Based in Lon-
don, Lansdown was particularly interested in the possibilities for orti~dal 
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creativity, in other words to use the computer to contribute to a creative 
process as an autonomous composer, rather than to support or augment 
an existing one. In his introduction to Artifidal Creativity, a paper given at 
the Digital Creativity Conference in Brighton in 1995, Lansdown describes the 
computer's ability to make decisions according to rules and traces the 
history of the use of related regulatory systems in music composition, 
architecture and painting and distinguishes between two types: those that 
are randomised and those that are rule-based.s Contemporary choreogra-
phers have used similar systems. Merce Cunningham's and John Cage's 
experiments with aleatoric methods were explored further in Robert 
Dunn's choreography classes already mentioned, and in the 1970s Trisha 
Brown devised dance making machines - rule-based systems that genera-
ted particular performances such as Accumulation and Locus.6 William For-
sythe's use of algorithmic structures in the 1990s is well documented? 
In 1968, Lansdown began to experiment for the first time with computer-
generated dances. He first attempted to use the computer to generate all 
the instructions a dancer would require emulating to some degree the in-
formation carrying capacity of a notation system such as Benesh- or Laba-
notationB. Soon, however, he determined that a more satisfactory method 
was to provide a looser framework within which there was some room 
for interpretation by the dancers.9 Over time, Lansdown developed the 
concept of generating peaks of movements rather than the movements 
themselves and allowed the dancers to fill in the material between the 
peaks. This way the dancers functioned as in betweeners, to borrow a term 
from the practice of key frame animation where the major dramatic mo-
ments are sketched first and the in-between Frames filled in later.IO These 
projects did not just remain on the conceptual drawing board. Lansdown's 
work resulted in many performances between 1968 and 1993 with various 
dance companies including London-based Another Dance Group, the Royal 
Ballet School and The One Extra Company of Sydney. 
lt is important to recall that in the 1960s and 1970s access to computers 
was extremely limited and programming a slow tedious process. A. Mich-
ael Noli states optimistically in his 1967 Dance Magazine article that »The 
computer and graphic output equipment might be centrally located and 
time-shared with many users.Anyone could apply this technology to pro-
duce this form of dance notation typewriter«. II Perhaps Noli thought the 
conditions he describes would generate more convergence between com-
puter and dance. lt did, but not surprisingly it was choreographers working 
in academic institutions with access to the new computing science depart-
ments who were best able to explore the possibilities, and the mainstre-
am of contemporary dance practice tended to be unaware of, or disinte-
rested in, the outcomes of this work. In the 1970s, software to support 
dance notation systems like Benesh- and Labanotation began to be develo-
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ped, and the early 1980s saw the emergence of interactive performance 
systems. However, it was in the 1960s that Noli and Lansdown laid out the 
basic concepts of where computation and the practice of choreography 
could overlap. 
One invention that has received little mention in accounts of the early 
history of convergence between dance and computers, partly because it 
had little to do with dance directly, is Lee Harrison Ill's ANIMAC (hybrid 
graphic animation computer) developed in the early 1960s. Appearing in 
the Ars Electronica-show Pioneers of Electronic Art curated by Steina and 
Woody Vasulka in 1992, the ANI MAC was designed to be able to genera-
te an animated stick figure in real-time on a CRT (cathode ray tube) scre-
en. From Woody Vasulka's account of his research for the show, the ANI-
MAC was a unique technical concept and aesthetic project that was never 
fully realised. 12 According to David Sturman's retrospective on the history 
of computer animation published for SIGGRAPH 13 in 1998, 
the ANI MAC was replaced by a more commercially succes-
sful product Harrison invented called SCANIMATE. Harri-
son's systems, largely analogue, were eventually outmoded in 
the 1980s when digital computer graphics key(rome animati-
on was developed, e.g. U(eForms.l-4 
Abb. 1: Ein Werbebild mir einem Tan-
A. Michael Noli, John Lansdown and Lee Harrison to varying 
degrees each played a role in the weave of theory and prac-
tice out of which current relationships between computati-
on and choreography can be traced. Some elements of the-
se early convergences have receded, such as the discourse of 
cybernetics, and others have been transformed. The ANI-
MAC may have been superseded, but the technologies com-
monly referred to as motion capture or performance capture 
that record human movement in three-dimensions for use in 
computer graphics animation have managed a measure of 
integration into the field of dance practice through the work 
of a number of artists. IS Computing aids - either generative 
or supporting - for choreographic compositions have not 
proliferated to a large degree as perhaps Noli and Lansdown 
were inclined to foresee. The piece of technical equipment 
zer, der iiber am Korper befestigte Sen-
sorcn die Echru:itanimation am ANI-
MAC konrrollierr. Denver, 1962. 
Fig. I: A publicity image featuring a dan-
cer with body mounted sensors con-
trolling real time animation on the ANI-
MAC. Denver. 1962. 
that became ubiquitous in the rehearsal studio is clearly the 
video camera and television monitor, but there has been little incorpora-
tion of digital technologies, software or hardware, into this set-up. Some 
of the reasons for this are pragmatic having to do with costs and access. 
Other reasons are more fundamental, where formal disjunctions exist bet-
ween properties of the digital and the essential components of dance prac-
tice involving human motion, corporeality and physical presence. A useful 
comparison is the music field where the formalisms and initial constraints 
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underlying musical notation, composition and execution and the physical 
(analysable) properties of sound are inherently conducive to generative in-
vestigations and artistic integration with digital technologies. These forma-
lisms and particular physical properties are either absent to a large degree 
or are of a qualifiedly different nature in dance. 
The 1980s: Seeing Spaces and Bodies as Interface 
An American artist and computer scientist. Myron Krueger, is credited 
with being the first to use t he video camera as a computer interface In an 
artistic context in the 1970s. However, in the early 1980s Canadian artist 
David Rokeby began to develop the Very Nervous System (VNS) which he 
would not only use in the creation of his own work, but would also even-
tually make available to others to use. lt is this that distinguishes the VNS 
as significant amongst other similar developments up to that time.TheVNS 
uses a video camera as an eye. the cable to the computer as an optic nerve 
and the computer as the brain to create an interactive seeing space in 
which the movements of one's body triggers sound and/or music.t6 Whi-
le there are several other similar systems available today including the Big-
Eye software at the Studio for Electra-lnstrumental Music (STEIM) in Amster-
dam and EyeCon by the Palindrome Inter-Media Performance Group based in 
Nlirnberg, VNS has become one of the softwares of choice for live per-
formance artists wishing to explore interactive systems.f7 
Rokeby's own work, shown in exhibitions and art shows throughout Euro-
pe and North America, is installation based and favours the experience of 
the person who steps into the range of the video camera and uses their 
whole body as the active element of the interface. This space is intended to 
be experienced on an intuitive level. according to Rokeby, simulating the 
raw sensory perception of the body in a state of pre-<:onsdousness.Through 
changing associations in familiar patterns of perception, awareness outside 
the system may seem heightened or altered. Rokeby describes his own 
experience: 
»An hour of the continuous, direct feedback in this system strongly 
reinforces a sense of connection with the surrounding environment. 
Walking down the street afterwards, I feel connected to all things. The 
sound of a passing car splashing through a puddle seems to be direct-
ly related to my movements. I feel implicated in every action around 
me. On the other hand, if I put on a CD, I quickly feel cheated that the 
music does not change with my actions.« IS 
Rokeby sees himself as an interactive artist, who creates experiences, but 
what is crucial to the aesthetic and social construction of the work is that 
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the audience is fully participant in it - they become the performers. Wit-
hin the terms of contemporary art production, this means the system 
works best in the context of an installation or a situation in which the 
audience is free to come and go at any time. Confusing the boundaries bet-
ween audience, participant and performer was a feature of the avant-gar-
de art movements of the 1950s and 1960s, but now this could be further 
blurred with the notion of the user or player drawn from the rhetorics of 
human computer interface research. 
The classes of input devices for interactive systems can be extended bey-
ond video based systems to include haptic (touch) e .g. pressure and flex 
sensors, and non-haptic (distance), e.g. ultrasound, etc. But a seeing space, 
i.e. video based technology like VNS, requiring only a camera and software 
and relatively easy to set up, is an attractive option for choreographers and 
dancers who wish to experiment with an interactive system in performan-
ce.l9 However, here is where the discourse of experience employed by 
Rokeby and others working with interactive systems, becomes increasingly 
problematic. Experience in the context of live dance performance on a sta-
ge is complicated by the conditions of performer presence and its recep-
tion by the audience who in this situation are definitively non-participants. 
Positioned as spectators, their sense of the performance may emerge from 
a weave of subjective representations, semantic associations. memory. pat-
tern recognition, etc. How close or how far the audience's experience is 
from the dancers' is difficult to determine, but besides the possibility that 
there exists in the viewer of dance a sympathetic kinaesthetic response, it 
is entirely reasonable to say that the viewer's experience is not the same 
as the dancer's. Therefore, if indeed the primary efficacy of these seeing 
spaces is in invoking a sensory experience, then to understand its implica-
tions for dance performances for the stage we should consider the que-
stion of training for performance. 
Training in dance is accomplished through repeated exposure to a set of 
conditions with the aim of embodying the forms these conditions are in-
tended to give rise to. Sensory experience is something that is harnessed 
towards this aim. The dancer or performer is able to achieve and maintain 
a state of heightened awareness that is normally reserved for specific spa-
ces, the rehearsal studio and the stage. Each has feedback conventions 
embedded in them as cultures of performance practice. So what might 
emerge from dance-training conducted in an interactive space designed 
specifically for this practice/ There has been some experimentation with 
repeated exposure to systems like the VNS in the therapeutic field, but 
despite well over a decade of access to interactive spaces, little sustained 
research in the possibili ties for dance training has taken place. While belie-
ving such research in this area would benefit both dance and computer 
related fields such as Human wmputer Interface design and physical campu-
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ting, I also share this perspective on the VNS and related systems as a cri-
tical reflection on a tendency to simplify the complex relationships bet-
ween experience, perception, presence and culture of the participant/per-
former in the interactive system, the body at the interface. 
The 1990s Convergences noted: Telematics and Motion Capture 
This essay proposes that the historical trajectories of dance and compu-
ters converge periodically, intersecting at various points in time around the 
work of particular artists. Sometimes this convergence is around the ob-
ject of choreographic practice, exploring computation in the context of 
making dances. At other times, it is to explore the body as an interface, sti-
mulating reflection on the relationship between the social and everyday 
body and the trained and specialised. New options, new periodic conver-
Abh. 2: In der Performance C03 d er aumalischen 
Comp1my m Spact aus dem Jahre 1001 sind Moriun 
Caprure und lnre rnet komb in ien . Tanu rin: Hdlen 
Sk)·; Foro: )efT Busby. 
gences arose in the 1990s. Two events that will be 
recalled in terms of dance are the arrival of the 
Internet and. post-ANIMAC. digital motion captu-
re-technologies. While experiments in telecom-
munication and dance dates back at least to the 
telematic work of Kit Galloway and Sherrie Rabi-
nowitz in the 1970s,20 increasing access to the In-
ternet and the web made it easier for dance ar-
tists to explore remote communication as type 
of performance space. Motion capture-technolo-
gies benefited directly from the entertainment in-
dustry's interest combined with increases in com-
puting power, speed and ability to store and ac-
cess greater amounts of memory. While motion 
capture-technologies and expertise are still relati-
vely difficult to gain access to, some determined 
dance and computer artists have succeeded in 
setting up the necessary collaborations to explo-
re the possibilities.2 1 
Fig. 2: In this perfonnance in 200 I of COJ by Australi-
an based Company in Space motion capture and Inter-
net are combined. Dancer: Hellen Sky: Photo: 
)eff Busby. 
At the same time. work and research into the possibilities for dance com-
position software and interactive systems are still very much ongoing. Some 
artists and groups are developing consistently along a specific trajectory of 
experimentation, some consolidating and assimilating new technology op-
tions as they become available. There have also been a number of work-
shops, conferences and symposia beginning in the early 1990s involving 
computer scientists, digital and dance artists, each event or project making 
contributions to developing shared practice and discourse.22 This constel-
lation of activity cannot help but sustain certain historical lines along which 
dance and computers have already overlapped. However, convergence in 
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the future may reflect less the episodic character of the last forty years 
and much more the negotiation of the integration of the computer and 
computation into all forms of cultural transaction. On the other hand, the 
body in motion has not become any less resistant to digitisation, and shif-
ting conceptions of the arts as a research practice combined with the evo-
lution of wearable and wireless computing could also suggest that the 
impact of dance on computers may be just at the start of more periodic 
convergences. 
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I One accessible and fairly comprehensive reference to the developments in 
computation related concepts Is Howard Rheingold's Tools for Thought available at 
URL: http://www.rheingold.com/. See also Dinkla, Soke: Pioniere lnteraktiver 
Kunst von 1970 bis heute. Ostfildern 1997, S. 25-42. 
2 Noli, A. Michael: Human and Machine - A Subjective Comparison of Piet Mon-
drian's Composition with Lines 1917, and a Computer-Generated Image. In: The 
Psychological Record. Vol. 16,January 1966, pp. 1-1 0. 
3 This quote of A. Michael Noli's is available at the URL under the heading compu-
ter ort: htt:p://www.citi.columbia.edu/amnoll/. 
<4 Noii,A. Michael: Choreography and Computers. In: Dance Magazine. January 
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http://www.cea.mdx.ac.ukiCEAIExtemai/Stafi961John/artCreat.html. 
6 Trisha Brown's >dance making Instructions< can be found published in different 
locations, e.g. Locus in: Contemporary Dance: An Anthology, ed. by An ne Livet. 
New York 1978, p. 54-55, and Accumulation in: The Postmodern Dance Issue: The 
Drama Review. Vol. I 9: No. I, March 1975, p. 29. 
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Laban in 1928. In contrast to the Benesh Notation, which uses classical dance as a 
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further information see htt:p://www.rz.uni-frankfurt.de/-greisbedLABANE.html 
or htt:p://www.ickl.org or rather http://www.benesh.org 
9 Lansdown, John: Computer-Generated Choreography Revisited. In: Proceedings 
of -4D Dynamics Conference, ed. by A Robertson. Leicester 1995, pp. 89- 99.Availa-
ble at URL: htt:p://www.dmu.ac.uklln/<4ddlguest-jl.html. 
10 Lansdown,John:The Computer in Choreography. In: Computer: IEEE Compu-
ter Society Journal 11 :8.August 1978, 19-30. 
11 Noli. A. Michael: Choreography and Computers. In: Dance Magazine. January 
1967, p. -4-4. 
12 The sources for this information can be found in the Vasulkas ' on line archive. 
Available at URL: http://artscilab.org/eigenweltlpdf/092-095.pdf . An off line version 
can be found in Schier, Jeff: Early Scan Processors - ANIMAC/SCANIMATE.In: 
Exhibition catalogue Pioneers of Electronic Art - Ars Electronica 1992, ed. by 
David Dunn. Linz 1992, pp. 94-95. 
13 Editors' Note: For SIGGARPH see also the glossary. 
1<4 Sturman, David:The State of Computer Animation. In: RETROSPECTIVE, Vol. 
32, No. I, February 1998 ACM SIGGRAPH.Available at URL: 
http://www.slggraph.org/publicatlons/newslener/v32n If contributions/ 
sturman.html. 
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15 For a description of motion capture-technologies and some work involving dan-
ce artists, please see delahunta, Scott: Coreografie in bit e byte: motion capture, 
animazione e software per la danza. In: la Scena Digitale: Nuovi media per la dan-
za, ed. by Armando Menicaccl and Emanuele Qulnz. Venezia 200 I, pp 83- 100. A 
version in English is available at URL: http://www.daimi.au.dkl-sdelalbolzano/. 
16 David Rokeby interviewed by Douglas Cooper:Very Nervous System. In: 
Wired 3.03. March 1995.Available at URL: 
hnp://www.wired.com/wired/archive/3.03/rokeby.html. See also Dinkla, Soke: Pio-
niere lnteraktiver Kunst von 1970 bis heute. Ostfildern 1997, p. 1-47- 166. Further 
information on Myron Krueger d. ibit. pp. 63-96. 
17 More information available from the following URLs: Palindrome Inter-media 
performance group available from URL: http://www.palindrome.de/; STEIM availa-
ble from URL: http://www.steim.ni/. 
18 Rokeby. David: The Construction of Experience. Interface as Content. In: 
Dodsworth, Clark (Ed.): Digital Illusion: Entertaining the Future with High Techno-
logy. Jr. Addlson-Wesley Publishing Company 1998. Available at URL: 
http://www.interlog.com/-drokeby/experience.html. 
19 Two examples of dance and electronic composers/digital artists developing 
wearable sensor systems for use in interactive spaces are Troika Ranch based in 
New York City and DIEM based in Aarhus, Denmark. More information is availa-
ble at these URLs: hnp://www.troikaranch.org and 
http://www.daimi.aau.dk/-diem/wayne.html. 
20 Editors' Note: For further information on the beginning of telematic art cf. the 
interview with Paul Sermon In Chapter 2 of this publication. For further informa-
tion on Kit Galloway's and Sherrie Rabinowitz' remarkable work cf. ibit. especially 
reference 3. 
21 See reference 15. 
22 This list represents several key projects and events, but is by no means com-
prehensive. For example: the Shadow Project in Jackson Hole. Wyoming organised 
by Thecla Schiporst and John Crawford in 1991 was followed by similar works-
hops at San Francisco University in 1992 and 1993, 199-4 and 1995.A series of 
Dance and Technology Conferences were hosted by the University of Wisconsin 
(Madison, 1992), Simon Fraser University (British Columbia I993),York University 
(Toronto, Ontario 1995), followed by a 4th lntemarional Dance and Technology Con-
ference hosted by Arizona State University (Tempe. 1999). 1n Europe. Terry Braun 
and Illuminations Interactive produced the Digital Dancing Workshops in London 
annually from 199-4 through 1998 followed in 1999 by the Shifts symposium orga-
nised by Borriedale Operahouse. Two workshop/symposia events, Connecting Bodies 
at the School for New Dance Development in Amsterdam and Future Moves at 
Theatre lantaren-Venster in Ronerdam were organised in 1996. Future Moves 
subsequently has taken place in collaboration with V2 Media lab during the last 
two DEAF - Digital Electronic Arts Festival events in 1998 and 2000. In Germany, the 
Cross Fair 1999 and Cross Fair 2000 - The intelligent Stage symposia Initiatives took 
place at the Choreographisches Zentrum NRW, Essen. See Tanzdrama, No. 51 , 
Issue 2/2000 and No. 57. Issue 21200 I. 
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in Code: The Language of Our Time. Katalog zur Ars Electronica 2003. 
Ostfildern-Ruit: Hatje Cantz. 2003, pp. 304-310. 
In August 2001, I received an invitation from composer and digital media consultant 
Michael Century to contribute to a volume he was editing for MIT press as a follow up 
to the April 2001 CODE (Collaborative Ownership in the Digital Economy) conference 
which we both attended.1 He was planning to including "a number of new pieces, 
mainly from artists but not solely, to widen the artistic terrain and make the whole thing 
more vivid. lt occurs to me that your thinking on notation, performance arts, and open 
source really would/could suit this context well. "2 
In December 2001 , I sent him the article, but for some reason he did not continue as 
editor and the book was eventually published without my contribution. In May 2003, 
after I had been invited to give a presentation at the Ars Electronica Festival that year, I 
suggested to editor lngrid Fischer-Schreiber that the article would fit the festival theme 
which was CODE and she accepted it for their annual catalogue. 
1 Documentation site: http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/CODE/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
2 Email to the author, 1 Aug 2001 . 
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This essay is an exercise in applying concepts derived from the Open Source 
software movement to the creative processes and products of contemporary choreog-
raphy.' Across its three sections, comparison and contrast is used to open up and explore 
some questions related to 1ssues of authorship and originality, whether or not c horea· 
graphic methods are decoded through forms of discourse, and if the sharing of these 
methods could constitute a form of Open Source. 
I The A rt of Making Dance I 
The history of contemporary, modern or "post modern" dance is usually written as a 20'" 
century affair that originates in America and Western Europe and has a canonical sequence 
beginning at the turn of the century with lsadora Duncan. There is a tendency to organ-
ise this canon in two parts, early modern dance and post modern dance, along the lines 
of the general shift from modernism to postmodernism in the arts and architecture and 
on either side of a particularly iconoclastic rupture tn the early 1960s known as the Judson 
Church movement that broadened tremendously the scope for choreographic methods.' 
Prior to the 1960s, documentation of specif1c choreographiC methods for contemporary 
dance is mtnimal. Just before her death In 1958, a member of the early canon of modern 
dance, choreographer and teacher Doris Humphrey, completed a small book enlttled The 
Art of Making Dances. This book, published in 1959 and again in 1987, is widely perceived 
to be the "first " book to comprehensively present the art of choreography in a "how to 
manual" for dance making.> As such it is likely to be found in the bibliography of most 
dance composition courses in higher education in the United States, the United King· 
dom and some dance programs in continental Europe. 
In her introduction to the book, Humphrey contends that there were no theories of cra fts· 
mansh1p or form for dance making before the 1930s. Missing, she writes, was some-
thing equivalent to what music had "with 1ts counterpoint and harmony, or painting with 
its laws of perspective and proportion". In The Art of Making Dances, Humphrey produces 
her theory on the "craft" of choreography organised around the concepts of ingredients 
and tools, design and dynamics, rhythm, motivation and gesture, words, music, sets and 
props and form. 
As it is one of the original reference points for the discourse on how to make dances, 
the book marks the beginning of a period when the compos1tional techniques, strale· 
gies and methods of dance making begin to gather momentum. Interestingly, new books 
written by subsequent generations of choreographers do not follow. What does is that 
the discourse begins to evolve through the multiple accumulating acts of writing and publish· 
ing of a growing number of dance writers, critics and increasingly scholars. Sometimes 
the writings are explici tly "about" choreographic methods, such as Sally Banes on the 
"Choreographic Methods of the Judson Dance Theatre".' Insight into how a particular 
choreographer makes dances occasionally comes through in an interview with a writer; 
at other times a close description of the work carries methodological information. • lt is 
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important to note that plenty of choreographers were also involved in documenting their 
making processes, and some were producing sizeable publications either solely or in 
edited collections filled with scores, sketches, notes, etc. However, the point I wish to 
make is that this figure of the writer I interviewer, someone standing alongside and observ-
ing the actual practice, becomes instrumental in exposing and d isseminating the meth-
ods of choreography without them our collective understanding of how to make dances 
would be significantly diminished. 
To summarize briefly up to this point : Prior to the 1960s, lacking a discourse, informa-
tion about how to make dances would have come from watching dances or taking work-
shops with the artist. Subsequent to the publication of The Art of Making Dances there 
begins a collective process of knowledge building about choreographic process through 
the growth of a variety of forms of discourse in the field of dance (in parallel with a growth 
in the practice of making dances and public interest in the art form) . Some choreogra-
phers contribute documentation, notes and some larger works to this discourse, but much 
of its production enters the domain of the writer I interviewer. 
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I Collect ive Cteat1v1ty I 
Open Source Software is software that is freely available not only as its executable binary 
code, but also as its source code. This way the software can be modified and used for 
other programs by anyone. Within the concept of Open Source resides the notion that 
some form of collective creativity produces and maintains the software product. This prod· 
uct is owned by everyone and no one-as in tellectual property this software can be 
protected by various licensing agreements that preserve this freedom of ownership and 
the rights of the user to adapt the software to his or her needs. lt would be difficult to 
apply this concept of collective c reativity as it might relate to choreography. I have 
suggested that choreographers and wnters I intervi ewers work together collectively to 
provide open access through discourse to explanations and explications of choreographic 
method (a type of intellectual property) , but I would not refer to this as a form of collec· 
live creativity as the dances that are made are almost always reconfigured as objects 
of individual choreographic authorship . As such, in fact , copyright law in many countries 
protects these dances, a topic I will address below. 
Neither could one say that "open access" to discourses about dance making is anything 
like open access to software code despite some correspondence between choreographic 
methods and code that can be teased out by looking at the work of choreographers who 
have at some point in their career made dances based almost entirely on a set of rules 
o r instruc tions or an "algorithm" and as such their "source code" is freely available. In 
the I 970s, New York choreographer Trisha Brown and member of the Judson Church 
g roup did two performances in particular which were based on instructions. These were 
Accumulation and Locus (and their various manifestations) . The instructions for these 
dances are published in several books, and nothing prevents me from placing the algo· 
nthm for Accumulation here in this text with the appropriate citation: 
The accumulation is an additive procedure where movement 1 IS presented; 
start over. Movement 1; 2 is added and start over. 1 ,2; 3 is added and start 
over, etc. , until the dance ends. Primary Accumulation accumulates thirty 
movements in eighteen m mutes. The 29'" and 30'" movements each cause 
the figure to revolve 45 degrees, making a 90-degree turn with each comple· 
lion of the sequence. Therefore, a 360-degree revolution occurs in the last 
two minutes of the dance, giving the audience three alternate views of the 
dance before finally slopping.• 
Despite the fact that with this algorithm, the "source code" so to speak, one could recre· 
ate a dance that was performed in 1975, only Trisha Brown is entitled to compile and 
perform it as Accumulation, due to the extending of American copyright law to protect 
abstract choreography in 1976. Prior to 1976, copyright protection could be extended 
to dance works if they could be classified as "dramatic or dramatico·musical composi· 
lions".' However, the copyright in either case has only applied to the finished work, not 
to its underlying rules. • This further interrupts any direct correspondence between soft· 
ware source code that can be protected by law and c horeographic methods that would 
not be considered intellectual property at the point prior to the fin ished performance. 
On the other hand, the "algorithm" for Accumulation can be pulled from the field of 
d1scourse around making dances (just as I have done here in this essay) and used to 
generate movement material that is going to be transformed in subsequent stages of the 
making process into something unique to another c horeographer. Seen in thi s light, 1! 
is possible to suggest that there is some aspect of Open Source software in operation 
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in the practice of sharing choreographic methods. I will return to this notion at the end 
of the essay. 
In order to identify a dance so as to defend a copyright, there must be some objective 
method of fixing the choreography in a stable form as evidence. The Copyright Office 
in W ashington D.C . distributes the following guidelines: " for choreography, the work may 
be embodied in a film or video recordtng or be precisely described on any phonorecord 
or in written text or any dance notat ion system suc h as Labanotation, Sultan Movement 
Shorthand or Benesh Notation. " The notation systems listed here come closest to the 
concept of software in terms of intellectual property. Unlike the audio video recording 
devices, dance notation systems are made up of a flexible classification of discrete symbols 
that can be recombined to form increasingly larger untts of information relattng to partic· 
ular movements over time. The simplest unit of information in Labanotation for example 
is referred to as the "staff" (as in music) and within this staff one can combine the symbols 
necessary to indicate the direction, part of body, level and length of time. Out of the syntac· 
tical combinatorial strength of this fairly simple symbol language, complex informati on 
about movement can be represented . 
This desc ription of how dance notation works bears similarities to how software code 
func tions. However, what distinguishes the dance notation system from software code 
is that in the practice of making dances, dance notation is not used as a generative device 
while software code is by its nature inherently generative; it produces the effect. Nota· 
lion systems were created with the intention of preserving and restaging choreographtes, 
not generating them. Choreographers would not devise a dance by writing it out in dance 
notation symbols first. However, in intellectual property terms notation functions as part 
of the system of owning choreographies; and this is similar to software code. 
To review briefly from the last summary: The way that information about making dances 
is collectively aggregated from a variety of individual sources is not the same as the collec· 
live creativity practiced in the creation of Open Source software. Dances ultimately tend 
to resolve into objects of individual authorship and can be protected as such by recent 
copyright adaptations. While some choreographers may work with ru le based systems 
for making dances, these algorithms themselves are not likely to be considered as intel· 
lectual property. In order for the copyright act to be used to protect a finished dance, 
the choreography of that dance must be fixed in the form of an audio and I or video record· 
ing or some form of written dance notation. Dance notation systems by their nature perhaps 
bear a closer resemblance to software than other features of dance- bu t they are used 
primarily to record choreographies, not to generate them. 
I Choreography and Open Source I 
Just as partic ular choreographers have worked with rule based systems in their dance 
making, something approximating a "copy" of a dance may be used by some choreog· 
raphers to explore the philosophical implications of intellectual property laws applied to 
dance. Well known now in Europe for c reating provocative conceptual dance works, French 
choreographer Jerome Bel intended his 1998 piece The Last Performance to be made 
up of short sections or "quotes" from dances by other choreographers that have influ· 
enced him in some way.' He obtained permission to use some of this material, but also 
some rejection letters ci ting copyright laws. These were read aloud at the first perform· 
ances of The Last Performance. 
One of the choreographers who provided permission for Bel to use her material was 
German choreographer Susanne Linke, and one of the dancers in The Last Performance 
wears a white dress and states, " I am Susanne Linke. " In this context , the significance 
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of the "copy" is the set of references it holds for the viewers at the moment of its repre-
sentation in the performance. No longer bound by the logical structures of language or 
the code of software or law, this "copy" begins to play on the blurry edge of mimesis -
to claim to be the original performer is to perhaps step into the role as an actor or as 
an imitator. Dancing bodies are extremely complex in informational terms and will resist 
reified readings. The Last Performance i llustrates the point at which the relationship 
between contemporary choreography and Open Source diverges and a comparison 
becomes too inconsistent to be worthwhile. To bring this essay to a c lose, just as the 
example of The Last Performance can be used to illustrate a situation in which compar-
isons between choreography and Open Source can unravel, another choreographer 
can provide a clear case for carrying through with the exercise. I wish to return to the 
suggestion that some aspect of Open Source software is in operation in the practice of 
sharing choreographic ideas of which the following is an example. 
W illiam Forsythe, the artistic director and primary choreographer of the Frankfurt Ballet 
since 1984, has made elements of his choreographic process available through the distri-
bution of an interactive multimedia CD-ROM entitled Improvisation Technologies: A Tool 
for the Analytical Dance Eye. •• His motivati on for starting the CD-ROM project was to 
provide new dancers to the company with a way of studying the basics of his innovative 
improvisation techniques. Unlike Doris Humphrey's The Art of Making Dances, Forsythe 
had no intention of producing a publication that would address all aspects of dance making, 
but to provide information about what he refers to as "building blocks" for developing a 
way of analysing motion while moving improvisationally. In Forsythe's view, these build-
ing blocks represent concep ts or ideas more than techniques or strategies. From this 
perspective, choreographic methods resolve into choreographic thinking. 
The CD-ROM presents four categories of information: lines, additions, reorganising and 
wri ting . W ithin each category there are up to five subcategories (e.g . point point line, 
rotating inscription, isometries, etc.) and within these several more. This hierarchical organ-
isation of the information allows the reader I user to proceed easily along a learning trajec-
tory that goes from simple to more complex principles. The reader I user also has the 
option of entering the in formation through watching these building blocks or ideas danced 
by members of the company. There are a total of sixty-three separate building blocks 
represented on the CD-ROM and many of these contain other building blocks within them. 
They represent a small but important portion of W illiam Forsythe's choreographic think-
ing. Because they are d isseminated and made accessible through this electronic docu-
ment, they are in the public domain as a form of Open Source code not only providing 
insight for those who wish to understand more about the p rocess of making dances in 
general, but making the building blocks themselves available for anyone else to use. 
When asked if he felt he is giving something away by publishing this information in the 
form of the CD-ROM, Forsythe has responded: 
308 
Well, the C D-ROM doesn ' t tell you how I choreograph, it doesn 't teach 
you anyth ing other than how to observe motion. ( ... ) it shows just some 
of the ways of thinking about analyzing motion. I think there is a whole new 
attitude towards work . Put it this way: work is not some sort of secret. it 's 
rather superstit ious to th ink one has to keep one's method secret. ( ... ) At 
the end of the 20th century, work doesn't need to be kept secret. it won't 
disappear just because we communicate . We might be apprehended, so 
to speak, and that could force us to abandon our own methods, which is 
not such a bad thing either. ( ... ) I would hope that the users would actu-
ally discover their own dancing en route to understanding ours." 
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Dance critic Jennifer Dunning describing a choreography by Susan Rethorst in the New York Times, 21 
September 1995: "The dance is packed with exquisite movement phrases and striking small gestures, 
fleeting though they may be.' 
To review briefly from the last summary: when final ly produced as a performance, a dance 
can be registered for copyright, and it is possible for the choreographer to refuse to allow 
other choreographers to reproduce any section of that dance as happened with The Last 
Performance by Jerome Bel. However, when on stage the dancing body does not easily 
conform to the neat fi xed enti ty that the institution of copyright might prefer. The danc-
ing body on stage also resists being compared to the dynamics of Open Source. Connec-
tions between choreography and Open Source as a particular set of concepts and prac-
tices are more likely to be found in the conditions of openness as manifest in the Impro-
visation Technologies CD-ROM of William Forsythe. 
I ConclusiOn I 
The creative processes and products of contemporary choreography practice can only 
be inconsistently aligned with those of the Open Source software movement. Forsythe 
suggests that the days of keeping one's methods secret are disappearing, but I am not 
sure to what degree this is con tingent upon or simply coincident with the Open Source 
movement (both are in the same historical time frame) . Different types of questions emerge: 
do the software licenses that preserve free access to source code suggest any adap· 
tations to the choreography copyright law? In seeking to answer this question, we would 
f ind our comparison rapidly breaking down as it has occasionally in this essay. Another 
type of question: wouldn't one need to know how to choreograph or be a choreogra-
pher to make use of the source code of a particular dance? This asks us to consider 
the possibil ities of knowledge as something other than property. Perhaps understand· 
ing how a dance is made, having access to its "source code", could help us deepen our 
grasp of c reative processes in general. A dance performance then might begin to be 
widely perceived as inseparable from the process-an executable of choreographic think · 
ing. Perhaps if choreographic processes are better understood, they could be used to 
produce things other than performances. If comparing the world of choreography to the 
world of Open Source software inspires this shift , then it's an exercise well worth doing. 
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This essay was origmally written for an MIT Press book (as yet unpublished) onspored by the CODE 
conference orgamsed'" Apnl 2001 (http ://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/ CODEI) I have chosen Open Source rather 
than Free Software as my term ol reference lor the concept of software that os freely avaolable not only as 
ols executable bonary code, but also as ols source code. However, it 's important to note that whole both 
may fit lhos same techmcal descropt10n, Open Source and Free Software have dovergenl hoslones and on 
some contexts are odeologically opposed Both have theor own websotes, and for addolional clanfyong read· 
ong I suggest some of Flonan Cramer's essays: Free Software (http://www.lsf.org); Open Source 
(http://www.opensource.orgl); Florian Cramer (http://userpage.lu-berlin.de/-cantsml). 
2 The Judson Church movement refers to a senes of dance composotlon classes and performances on New 
York Coty that took place on the t 960s. At the star t of the decade at the suggesloon of John Cage, the 
composer Robert Dunn conducted a small number o f onlluenlial composotion classes in New York City out 
of which some of the best- known and most mnovative contemporary choreographers of the second hall of 
the 20th cen tury emerged . The classes created the condolions for moving away from the choreographic 
formulas that had been developed by early 20th century theorists hke Dons Humphrey. Names of dance 
artosts who particopated on the classes include Trisha Brown, Lucinda Childs, Davod Gordon , Douglas 
Dunn. Kennelh King, Yvonne Ranter, Sieve Paxton , Simone Forti and Deborah Hay. A selec tion of this 
group gave theor first on a famous series of performances that would last four years on 6 July t962 at the 
Judson Memorial Church on Lower Manhattan. thus earmng them the title of the Judson Dance Thealer 
group. 
3 Doris Humphrey. The Art of Makmg Dances. Edoted by Barbara Pollack. Princelon Book Company, 
Hoghtslown, NJ, t959 I 1987. 
4 Sally Banes. "Choreographic Methods of the Judson Dance Thea1er". in Wntmg Dancmg m the Age of 
Postmodermsm. pp. 21t-226. Wesleyan Unoversoty Press, February t994. 
5 For example see: 1) this edited book of ontervoews woth choreographers: Jo Butterworth and Gill Clarke, 
eds. Dance Makers Portfolro. conversatrons wrth choreographers. Bretton Hall, Wakefoeld, UK· Centre tor 
Dance and Theatre Studoes. 1998.; and 2) any ossue of a dance JOurnal that often onctudes feature artocles 
on particular choreographers such as Ballet International I Tanz Aktue/1 (http://www.ballet· tanz.de/) or 
Dance Theatre Journal (http://www.laban.org/dance_theatre_journal.phtml). 
6 One source for thos dance "algorithm" can be found on an Interview wolh Trisha Brown in The Drama 
Revrew, Post-modern Dance Issue. T-65, March 1975 
7 Juhe Van Camp. "Copyroghl of Choreographoc Works.· t994 - 95 Entertarnment, Publrshrng and lite 
Arts Handbook. edoted by Stophen F. Bre1mer, Robert Thorne, and John Dav1d Vtera. pp. 59 - 92. 
Clark, Boardman and Callaghan, New York, 1994. Thos article can be found on hne at 
http://www.csulb.edul-tvancamplcopyngh.html. 
8 Actual litogatoon onvolvong dance and copyright law has only occurred occasoonally. One example IS a 
written court case over the use of the name of oconic modern dance figure Martha Graham. David Fonkle. 
"The Future of Dance's Past: Graham Canter Wons a Round in Court and Wakes Up Choreographers". 
The Vrllage Voice. Week of August t 5·2 t, 200 t. Thos can be found on line by searchong on David Fonkle 
at http://www.vrllagevorce.com/. 
9 Gerald Siegmund. "The Endgame of Dance: 'The Last Performance' by Jeriime Bel in Nuremberg." 
Ballett International Tanz Al<tue/1. January 1999. 
I 0 William Forsylhe lmprovisatoon Technologoes: A Tool for the Analytrcal Dance Eye (CD-ROM). 
HaiJe Cantz Verlag (ISBN: 3775708502), Oslfoldern, June 2000. 
11 These quolahons are extracted from an onlervoew wolh Wilham Forsythe conduc ted by Nok Haffner on 
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22 Apnl 1999 that os publoshed on the booklet that accompanies the Improvisation Technologres CD-ROM. 
Nik Haffner, Volker Kuchelmeoser and Chrostoan Z1egler made ma1or conlrobuhons to the conceptual and 
technocal aspects of the CD-ROM. 
Scott delahunta 
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'The Finished Middle: a Hot Wired Live Art conversation about 
collaboration, prototypes, tools as art and rules of engagement' 
in A Guide to Good Practice in Collaborative Working Methods and New Media 
Tools Creation. eds. L. Goodman & K. Milton. London: Office for Humanities 
Communication Publication 18. October 2005, pp. 105-113. 
In January 2002, I responded to a call for proposals from Elizabeth Goodman for their 
book and online publication for an Oxford series that "focuses on performing and visual 
arts and digital interfaces, so we must emphasise those types of projects in this book, 
though of course other kinds of work can be highlighted on the website or in other 
publications".1 I proposed to edit the interviews I had done with the artist-participants of 
'Hot Wired Live Art 2', August 2001 in Banff, Canada into a single conversation 
covering the following themes: Keystroke, Collaboration, Terminology, Debates, Tools, 
Wireless/ Wearables, Social Space, Games, Prototypes.2 Eventually the book was 
published by the Office for Humanities Communication and is also available on line: 
http://ahds.ac.uklcreatinq/guides/new-media-tools/ (accessed 7 May 201 0). 
1 Email to the author, 16 Jan 2002. 
2 Documentation website: http://www.ubermatic.org/hwla/airwaves.html (accessed 7 May 2010). 
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The finished middle 
A Hot Wired Live Art conversation about collaboration, prototypes, 
tools as art, and rules for engagement 
Scott deLahunta, with Niels Bogaards, Sher Doruff, Gisle 
Freysland, Hans Christian Gilje, Jeff Mann, Per Platou, Amanda 
Ramos, Ellen Roed, Amanda Steggell, and Michelle Teran 
Hot Wired Live Art (HWLA) is a laboratory model for artistic research into a 
playful, inventive, collaborative, and critical engagement with electronically 
networked environments. In peer-to-peer intensive working sessions, HWLA 
brings together an interdisciplinary group of practi tioners with a combined 
range of creative skills and expertise in electronics, streaming media, 
programming, sensors, wireless and communications technology, live video 
and audio processing, architecture, film, dance, theatre, and music. 
The first HWLA - title, concept, and event - was the creation of Amanda 
Steggell and Per Platou of Molherboard, an interdisciplinary performance 
company based in Oslo, Norway, whose work engages with digital pop culture 
and social interaction. Organized over a two-week period in January 2000 in 
collaboration with the Bergen Centre for Electronic Art, Norway, HWLA-1 
involved sixteen artists from Norway, The Netherlands, Canada, Germany, 
Austria, and the United Kingdom. 
The second HWLA was initiated by Michelle Teran, a Toronto-based artist 
whose performance and instalJation work seeks to integrate the digital and the 
organic in networked environments. HWLA-2, subtitled' Airwaves', took place 
from 18 August to 2 September 2001 as a eo-production with the New Media 
Institute, Banff Centre for the Arts and involved eleven artists, nine of whom 
took part in HWLA-1. Their biographies can be found at the end of the 
following conversa tion, which is edited together from three separate 
conversations broadcast during HWLA-2 over Radio 90, a pioneering Internet 
radio/pirate FM station based at the Banff Centre. 
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Talking about collaboration, prototypes, tools as art, and 
rules for engagement 
The conversants are Niels Bogaards, Scott deLahunta, Sher Doruff, Gisle 
Freysland, Hans Christian Gilje, Jeff Mann, Per Platou, Amanda Ramos, Ellen 
Roed, Amanda Steggell, and Michelle Teran. 
SdL: The KeyStroke software has been central to both HWLA sessions; Sher is 
the project director, Niels has eo-developed the user interface and 
Michelle wrote the user manual for it. While I know we don' t want to 
focus solely on KeyStroke in this conversation, perhaps one of you could 
describe what it is? Sher? 
SD: I am always describing KeyStroke, could someone else say what he or she 
thinks it is? 
MT: I think of it as a real-time, multi-user, multimedia, cross-media synthesis 
tool that enables collaboration over a local area network or over the 
Internet. 
ER: I can see why they had you write the manual. 
SdL: Ellen, Michelle and you started to work with KS on your own after the 
HWLA-1 session. Can you say a few words about how you have been 
working? 
ER: Sure, we have been calling it 'Girls Meet in Different Ways Now'. And it's 
not a public performance using KS. It is mostly an online visual jam session 
between the two of us as a way of generating and working together on 
material. We use webcams to give us live input and from this use the 
software to mix d ifferent kinds of visual expressions. We've scrambled 
these into a very loosely organized website that people have been able to 
see, and we've also exhibited U1e images as photography in a gallery. 
SdL: So the software is a process rather than a performance tool for you? Using 
KS for the online collaborative construction of visual images that can be 
U1en redisplayed in different contexts. Can you say a few words about the 
collaborative aspect? 
MT: Yes. We are making the visual image together, because we literally meet in 
the middle at the interface of KS. This is what makes the software unique. 
I'm sitting in Toronto and she's in Trondheim, but what she's seeing is 
what I'm seeing in real-time, so she's responding to what I' m sending and 
I'm in turn responding to what she sends back. So it's not like we have our 
own interpretation, we are both seeing and responding to the same thing. 
The resultant image is that finished middle that is a combination of our 
two inputs. 
SD: I am curious about something. There is a lot of effort going into trying to 
define what goes on in these 'online virtual collaborative environments', 
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and what seems to always come up is the need to know things 
beforehand, to set up certain parameters within which one can establish 
trust, etc. What sort of parameters do you start out with? Do you begin 
with a shared intention around what it is you wish to make together? 
MT: I don't know. I think each experience is different but we have found that 
if we start with an intention or with the aim to create a particular meaning, 
then it just screws it all up. As far as parameters, we both work with the 
live camera, and we both work with an environment we feel we can 
immerse ourselves in. But these are completely different. Ellen is very 
interested in using the projection of the KS output as part of the 
environment and then layering it. Her environment is a dark room totally 
isolated from any type of light. I have a studio that has south and west 
windows so there is no way that I can avoid light, partly because of the 
time difference of six hours. So my second monitor is a television monitor, 
and if I'm sending feedback I am capturing the monitor. There's no way 
in my studio to match the environment that Ellen has created. 
ER: Which brings us back to the whole collaborative aspect. It's not about 
getting rid of intention; it's about keeping hold of your original s tarting 
point. I think that we've been seeing it a little bit in this lab as well. 
Whenever we are doing something it is the person or the people who are 
genuinely interested who are contributing. And I think that this is the 
essence to the whole Hot Wired Live Art collaboration. We get to keep our 
starting point within the group. 
AR: I can say something based on the experiences I've had working wi thin 
collaborations. Firs tly, I could probably say that I only work in 
collaboration. lt can happen on different levels; you might set up a 
productive collaboration where you work wi th others to make something, 
and this might be more or less interdisciplinary, or you might set up a 
situation that is collaborative in the sense that the audience gets involved. 
But what has surfaced during this workshop is a form of collaboration 
that combines these in a way I've never really experienced before. I think 
that one of the things that I'm really intrigued by and enjoyed being a part 
of is this idea of having a space that fosters these different kinds of 
collaborations. We've set up this laboratory so that there are times when 
we can work in collaboration, or times when the space becomes 
collaborative or we are just helping each other out. It's sometimes almost 
a casual opportunity to collaborate, but very generative. 
]M: Well, I almost never work in collaboration. So this is a different si tuation 
for me. I've done things that were more like a group show where there is 
this kind of group environment, but still people working generally on 
their own projects. Hot Wired Live Art has been a little like that. There 
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have been a number of individual projects that have been going on, but 
it's all kind of happening together and there is a lot of back and forth 
about things, ideas bouncing off of each other. I find that there is a Jot 
more energy than there is if there is just one person. I guess the question 
is how to focus that energy, all those different ways of working. 
AS: Speaking for myself and how our group Motherboard works, we base our 
collaborations on social aspects. We like to work with people that we gel 
with socially, because getting to know each other includes gaining respect 
for each other's skills and ways of working as well as their approaches to 
life. From this we find there is a greater chance of a collective consensus 
emerging without needing some sort of p lanned or overly analysed 
approach to the collaboration. 
SdL: Yes, I have been in collaborations where there is a tendency to lry to 
deconstruct the collaborative process as it is happening, whereas I prefer to 
think of collaboration happening as a consequence of a situation or a set of 
conditions. This reminds me of Sher's question abou t establishing 
parameters, which can also be about conditions. In our case I think one of 
the condjtions we agreed to was this concept of the prototype, which 
emerged from the notion of making things quickly, several things every day. 
When Michelle mailed me that she was thinking of using the 'prototype' as 
a way of working I was excited. It suggests to me a sort of recipe, a quick 
sketch of the ingredients and descrip6on of the meal that should come from 
them. As a recipe it becomes something somebody else can take and use. 
Because it doesn't quite exist yet, it is sort of more transferable. 
AS: Well, I like cooking but I never follow the recipe. I have recipe books, but 
I kjnd of scan over them and get a general feeling for them. I'd rather go 
out and eat in the restaurants and ask them what kind of ingredients that 
they are using, and then go home and play around with the knowledge 
that I had before. But for getting a number of people to work together over 
a short intensive period of time, this idea of the prototype has been 
excellent for sharing ideas, gathering information from different people 
with different skjlls. Maybe in a way we are makjng recipes, put6ng these 
things together quickly. Sometimes hacking in to connect things that 
weren't compatible before. 
JM: I think that the focus of Hot Wtred Live Art is the 'live art' so it's really about 
being live and being improvisational. Not coming with prepared ideas, not 
coming with prepared media. We have just brought in moslly raw materials 
and some tools and things. I think the prototype idea was used to support 
spontaneity and a situation where we are trying a lot of things out. Of 
course we' re going to learn things, how we can do this and why we can' l do 
that and he.re's a new idea, etc. If we document that and keep a record then 
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it's useful, but I don't think it was the intention of this project to come up 
with a lot of recipes that are going to be used by other people. It may be a 
result of what we have been doing, but it wasn't the starting point. 
SdL: You mention the concept of ' tools', Jeff. The 'Human Generosity' 
conference here at Banff had as one of its themes the concept of software 
tools that enable collaboration and creativity. We presented the work of 
the laboratory there in the form of about a dozen prototypes we have 
come up with so far in the first week, and there was a lot of interest in KS 
as one of these tools. There was also a discussion of this shift towards the 
programming of tools as an arts practice, so that the making of KS is the 
making of an artwork as much as the making of a tool, and a part of this 
phenomenon includes its rapid dissemination via the Internet. Does 
anyone wish to comment on this? 
GF: There are some interesting software tools that I think are more like an 
artwork, but only when it is part of an overall concept like with nato.O+SS 
(a cross-media synthesis program somewhat like KS except for the multi-user 
functiollali~j) in which the software is one small part of a larger picture, 
which includes an evolving community of users, etc. lf you are a 
nato.O+SS user then you tend to get involved in this community. Of 
course, the software in itself can be used in many different ways, but as a 
member of the community one is constantly being drawn to the Netochka 
Nezvanova ' kind of aesthetics through the mailing list and the website 
and these Quicklime movies that he or she puts out all the time. It kind of 
imposes that this is the way to use nato.O+SS and very many do. 
NB: I agree, I think the fact that the work of many nato.O+SS artists looks the 
same is because there are not so many of them anyway and they all came 
out of the same mailing list, the same environment. But they don' t have to 
look the same. I think anyone could pick up nato.O+SS, or KS for that 
matter, and make work that is very different and original. Sometimes we 
hear people say that the software itself sort of makes you go into certain 
directions, artistically, such as Flash or Photoshop, but this is often due to 
the reliance on the use of defaults that are set up to make certain things 
easier or more obvious. Hence you get these apparent styles that some 
people never break out of. But I'm not sure if you should blame the tool 
for that, as long as it's open enough to experiment with for someone who 
wants to take the time to learn how to work with it. 
GF: I think the only solution is for every artist to make his or her own software 
tool. Then you know every aspect of what that program really does, 
because with commercial software, you can't really do that. 
SdL: That might be good, but it seems it may not be realistic. So, I'm still thinking 
we are in a situation where more artists are making tools out of software 
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and there will be other artists who will be using these tools. To some extent 
then, those who made the tools set up some limitations on the processes and 
products of the users. I'm just trying to think if this is unique due to the 
existence of software as a sort of medium or material for tool making? 
PP: l think you could say that this started to happen in the 60s or in the 70s, in 
particular when the means for making and distributing media became more 
accessible and available. For example, take what happened in the early 70s 
when the Portapak came out, putting the means for making and distributing 
media in the hands of artists and no longer solely with the big TV studios. 
SelL: Well, I suppose if you got a hold of a Portapak, you might possibly hack into 
it and work with its raw electronic materials to manipulate and distort the 
video signal, for example, but I don't know to what extent you might say, 
'Look, now I've taken this apart and I've reconfigured it into a new tool that 
I now want to give to other artists to use.' That's what I mean. 
PP: Look at Woody and Steina Vasulka and how they pioneered the work with 
electronic media tools, setting up collaborations and establishing The 
Kitchen in New York in those days. I wasn't there but I think this is exactly 
the same as what you are talking about: giving access to a certain set of 
ideas, ways of working, tools if you will, creating possibilities. I would say 
even in setting up the Hot Wued Live Art sessions, this is kind of the same 
thing. So I would think that just because there is software does not mean 
that this toolmaking and distribution by artists is radically different now. 
MT: I agree wi th Per, there seems to me to be a relatively long tradition of 
providing access to and exchanging methodologies and ways of working 
that has not only begun with the take-up of software. For example, take 
our ability to go deeper into someone's process - so when you meet 
someone for the first time you might start with certain assumptions, like, 
' Well, this person is an architect, they design buildings and know all about 
building materials and spaces, etc.' But then you have to go through a 
process of getting to know them, through discussion or listening to them 
talk about their work, before you understand what that person's practice 
actually is. Is her or his way of making things all ordered and nice? What 
is beneath the materials themselves, what is their creative approach? So 
this means that an artist's input is not just limited to perhaps the hardware 
or software tools and related skills that they brought. That is why we 
organize presentations to each other as part of the HWLA laboratory. 
SelL: I think you are absolutely right Michelle, and it's an interesting point you 
both make. But just to take the toolmaking thing a bit further, I wonder 
what the connection is between artists making tools in the twentieth 
century with the nineteenth-century surge of instrument-making for 
scientific purposes, tools for measuring things. 
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NB: Well, I think that artistic and scientific tool making was actually very much 
linked back then; look at the way optical instruments of the nineteenth 
century so quickly became small platforms for creative activity. But for 
me, if we are looking for what is new, the big difference nowadays is the 
Internet in the way it provides a measure of independent and cheap 
production never before available. 
PP: But I have the impression that kids today think the Internet is for the 35-
year-olds. Because it is a static thing that is now associated with sitting in 
front of the fucking computer in a boring office with a mouse and a 
keyboard. That is one reason it's been exciting to concentrate on wireless 
networking during this HWLA laboratory, because, at least in Europe and 
in Asia, the Internet is going to become much more a si te for mobile and 
wireless communication. 
JM: Speaking of kids today, I also think it' s worU1 taking a hard look at gaming 
culture. I think gaming is informing a lot of art and perforn1ance making. It's 
a lot less about work as work and more about work as play. When we talk 
about KS, we talk about the 'multi-user environment', but this is really a 
gaming environment. I think that what else is happening is we are moving 
away from an industrial and manufacturing based economy to one that is 
knowledge or information and service based and that perhaps in this context, 
artworks are going to be less about physical manifestations and more about 
thinking about the language and rules involved in social interactions. All of 
these kinds of things are a lot more evolved already with gan1es. I think we 
could think about this whole HWLA laboratory as a game. We're trying to 
figure out what tile rules are and make them up at the same time. 
AS: That is interesting to think about, because if I go to make an artis tic 
intervention in a social space, whether it's online or offline, for me it' s 
important to try not to construct something that could happen in that 
place, a performance or something, but to become involved in the 
environment that is there and work from tllat. Recognizing the protocol, 
the rules governing the social interaction of a particular place, is the way 
to go about this, I think. 
AR: This is partly what enticed me to go from being a practising architect to 
someone making installation artworks. I found tllat creating installations 
allowed for a combination of experiences and small elements at a certain 
scale that could start to prototype new ways of living or new ways of 
being in a space with a Jot of people. 
JM: The thing with the game, though, that seems to be unlike a prototype is 
tl1at if you make up a game it's simply there for everyone to play. It isn't 
about following a recipe to produce or reproduce something. It is 
somehow more process-oriented than that. 
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ER: And I think we have to go back to that communication tool thing, because 
'live art' implies some kind of performance, but it's so often not about 
making or being in a performance for us. lt is definitely not about being 
on a s tage. I'm not saying that in the work Michelle and I have been doing 
we would never do that, but then it would be something completely 
different. lt would be the result of wanting to do something particular, 
create a common space in a performance setting, but that is not what we 
have been working on. 
SdL: I sense we are about to open up another area of discussion here, but it's 
probably getting close to time to wrap this conversation up. Michelle, as 
the initiator of this second HWLA session, do you have anything to 
conclude with? 
MT: Well, I'm sure Amanda and Per can attest to the difficulty of persuading 
supporters to recognize the value of these types of open-ended working 
laboratories. However, I think we are developing useful frameworks for 
the forms of collective creativity that are emerging in the context of 
networked environments. We each carry these outcomes with us when we 
return home where they can be tested and adapted further in preparation 
for the next HWLA session. 
For a list of the materials and several of the prototypes that were developed 
during HWLA-2 'Airwaves', please visit <http://beagle.WAAG.org/-hwla2> 
(accessed, May 2005) . 
Artists participating in HWLA-2 'Airwaves' 
Niels Bogaards (The Netherlands) is a musical composer and computer 
programmer interested in both artistic expression and technology. He is 
currently the developer of the user interface for the KeyStroke project at the 
WAAG Society for Old and New Media. <http://www.keyworx.org>, 
<http://www.WAAG.org>. Accessed, April2005. 
Scott deLahunta (The Netherlands) does research, wntmg, speaking, and 
consultation work related to the impact of new media and information 
technologies on live performance arts practice with a particular focus on dance. 
<http://huizen.dds.nl/-sdela/>. Accessed, April 2005. 
Sher Doruff (The Netherlands) is a media artist working with real-time 
interactive performance technologies for hybrid physical and virtual spaces. 
She is currently project director of KeyStroke/Keyworx and eo-artistic d irector 
of the Sensing Presence department of the WAAG Society for Old and New 
Media in Amsterdam. <http://www.keyworx.org>, <http://www. 
WAAG.org>. Accessed, April 2005. 
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Gisle Freysland (Norway) is eo-founder of the Bergen Centre for Electronic Art 
(BEK) and develops interactive systems for the web. <http:jjwww.bek.no>. 
Accessed, April 2005. 
Hans Christian Gilje (Norway) is a media artist currently based in Berlin 
working with mosUy video in different contexts: live jamming, interactive 
installations, scenography, and time-based works. Most works currently 
infected with nato.0+55. <http://www.nervousvision.com>. Accessed, 
April2005. 
Je.ff Mann (Canada) has been working with telecommunications art since 1985. 
He is the founder of the Art & Robotics Group at lnterAccess, and is currently 
creating electronic systems for electrophysical i.nstallation and performance. 
<http:jjwww.interaccess.org/arg>. Accessed, April2005. 
Per Platou (Norway) is eo-director of Motherboard. ln 1995 he started NOOD, 
a project dedicated to sound exchange on the Internet. He is also a freelance 
journalist wri ting on digital art and hacktivism. <http://www.liveart.org>. 
Accessed, April 2005. 
Amanda Ramos (Canada/USA) is an architect who focuses on creating 
environments that integrate architecture and media. She provides skills in 
developing public opportunities to explore the connections between physical 
and virtual spaces. 
Ellen Roed (The Netherlands) is a digital media artist whose offline and online 
performance and installation works involve various hybrids of KeyStroke, 
Nato 0+55 and Max. <http://www2.khib.no/-ink/>. Accessed, April2005. 
Amanda Steggell (Norway) is a choreographer and eo-director of 
Motherboard, an interdisciplinary performance company whose work engages 
with digital pop culture and social interaction. Motherboard unscrupulously 
uses a combination of ancient technical gadgetry and modern hard- and 
software to create dynamic environments for performers and audiences, and 
seek to make visible the seamless connection between on- and offline 
existences. <http:/fwww.liveart.org>. Accessed, April 2005. 
MicheJie Teran (Canada) is an artist interested in networking the digital and 
the organic, social spaces and mixed reality. Her online and offline 
performances and installations are fuelled in part by KeyStroke, live video 
streaming, video teleconferencing, and the basic webcam. <http:// 
www.ubermatic.org/misha>. Accessed, Apri12005. 
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No. 11 
•Permuting Connections: Software for Dancers' 
in Sound Unbound - an anthology on Sound Art, Digital Media and new 
Compositional Strategy. ed. P. D. Miller. Cambridge: MIT Press. 2008, pp. 265-
272. 
In March 2002, I was invited by Paul D. Miller (aka Dj Spooky) to write a chapter for his 
planned anthology on 'Sound Art, Digital Media and new Compositional Strategy'. He 
had seen a presentation I gave that involved some of the human figure animation work 
of Michael Girard's [see Critical Appraisal footnote 12] and was interested to see me 
include some of the "movement and flocking" material I showed in my lecture with a 
"little historical overview".1 To construct the historical background I thought best for 
Girard's work, I reused some of the material from the 'Periodic Convergences: Dance 
and Computers' [No. 8] at the start. 
The book was initially being published by Routledge, but something disrupted that plan 
and it took six years before eventually being published by MIT with the support of Doug 
Sery, well-known acquisitions editor for new media related topics at MIT Press. The list 
of other authors in the publication include: Manuel Delanda, Cory Doctorow, Frances 
Dyson, Brian Eno, Moby, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Pauline Oliveros and Bruce Sterling. 
1 Email to the author, 18 Mar 2002. 
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Pe · ntt g Connec.t10r c;· Softwa!e for Dancers 
Scott delahunta 
One can trace connections between computers and dance back to the 1960s 
when early computer artists, often mathematicians and computer scien tists by 
training, were experimen ting with algorithmically generated graphic images 
and patterns and fo rms of computer creativity. Working with Bell Labs 
in Murray Hill, New Jersey, A. Michael Noli began to explore the possibility 
of combining digital computers and the visual arts by studying three-
dimensional computer graphics and computational aesthetics. In a crude 
approximation of the Turing test in which human and machine intelligence 
are compared, Noli invented the algorithms that would instruct a computer 
to generate an image that would mimic in its patterns and tructure Piet Mon-
drian's Composition with Lines ( 191 7). 1 
In 1965, Noli created a work of computer animation he titled Computer-
Generated Bnllet, reported to be the first such use of a "digital computer to 
create an animation of sti ck figures on a stage."2 But perhaps his most signif-
icant contribution to the convergence of computers and dance was in January 
1967 when he published an article in Dnnce Mngnzine entitled "Choreography 
and Computers,'' in which he described a software program he was creating 
that would indicate stage positions of stick figures and could potentially be of 
use to choreographers. In the same issue, Ann Hutchinson-Guest (an author-
ity on dance notation) penned "A Reply" to oil 's speculations, in which she 
writes that the computer will " never replace" the facility a choreographer has 
for composing movement with the dancer. However, she does concede that 
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the computer might assist in the overall outlining and editing of a score for a 
dance.3 
Around the same period, John Lansdown, an architect by training, was pur-
suing a different vision of integrating dance and the computer. Based in Lon-
don, Lansdown was particularly interested in the possibilities for "artificial 
creati,~ty," to use the computer to contribute to a creative process as an au-
tonomous composer, rather than to support or augment an existing one. In 
his introduction to "Artificial Creativity," a paper given in 1995, Lansdown 
describes the computer's ability to make "decisions according to rules." He 
traces the history of the use of related " regulatory" systems in music compo-
sition, architecture, and painting and distinguishes between two types: tho e 
that are randomized and those that are rule-based. Contemporary choreog-
raphers have used similar systems.4 Merce Cunningham's and John Cage's 
well-known experiments with random methods were explored further by ex-
perimental choreographers in the early 1960s. In the 1970s Trisha Brown 
devised "dance making machines"-rule-based systems that generated par-
ticular performances such as Accumulation and Locus.5 William Forsythe's 
use of algorithmic structures in the 1990s with the Ballet Frankfurt is well 
documented.6 
Back in 1968, Lansdown had begun to experiment for the first time with 
"computer-generated" dances. He first attempted to use the computer to 
create all the instructions a dancer would require, but soon determined that 
"a more satisfactory method" was to provide a looser framework within 
which there was some room for interpretation by the dancers.7 He developed 
the concept of generating "peaks" of movements rather than the movements 
themselves and allowed the dancers to fill in the material between. Using these 
methods, Lansdown contributed to many performances between 1968 and 
1993 with various dance companies, including London-based Another Dance 
Group, the Royal Ballet School, and The One Extra Company of Sydney, 
Australia. 
In the 1960s and 1970s access to computers was extremely limited and pro-
gramming a slow tedious process. A. Michael Noli states optimistically in his 
1967 Dance Magazine article: "The computer and graphic output equipment 
might be centrally located and time-shared with many users. Anyone could 
apply this technology to produce this form of 'dance notation typewriter. "'8 
Perhaps Noll thought the conditions he describes would generate more con-
vergence between computers and dance. It did, but not surprisingly it was 
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choreographers working at academic institutions with access to computer 
science departments who were best able to explore the possibilities, and the 
mainstream of contemporary dance practice tended to be unaware of, or 
uninterested in, the outcomes of this work. Computing aids (either generative 
or supporting) for choreographic compositions have not proliferated to a 
large degree as perhaps Noli and Lansdown would have predicted. The piece 
of technical equipment that has become ubiquitous in the rehearsal studio is 
clearly the video camera and television monitor, but there has been little in-
corporation of computer technologies into this setup.9 
In the 1980s, we saw the emergence of "interactive performance systems" 
such as Canadian artist David Rokeby's Very Nervous System (VNS). 10 The 
VNS uses a video camera as an "eye,'' the cable to the computer as an "optic 
nerve," and the computer as the "brain" to create an interactive "seeing" 
space in which the movements of one's body trigger sound and/or music.11 
There are several other similar systems available today for performance artists 
wishing to explore interactive systems, including the BigEye software at the 
Studio for Electro-lnstrumental Mu ic (STEIM) in Amsterdam and EyeCon 
b)' the Palindrome l nter-media Performance Group based in Niirnberg. 12 
The classes of input devices for interactive systems can be extended beyond 
those that are video based to include haptic (touch), for example, pressure 
and flex sensors, and nonhaptic (distance), for example, ultrasound. However, 
a "seeing" space-video-based technology like VNS- requiring only a camera 
and software and being relatively easy to set up, is an attractive option for 
choreographers and dancers who wish to experiment with an interactive sys-
tem in performance. 13 In all these systems, performer movement or action 
triggers some sort of event (sonic, visual, robotic, and the like) in the space 
around or in some proximity to the performer. The connection between the 
"input," the performer action that oscillates the data stream, and the output 
event is determined by " mapping" the input to the output in the computer 
software. 14 
The concept of mapping is a topic of creative interest and a focus of artistic 
practice in the field of electronic music in particular. In a paper entitled 
"Towards a Model for Interactive Mapping in Expert Musical Interaction," 
Marcelo Wanderley and Ross Kirk review the ways "performer instrumental 
action can be linked to sound synthesis parameters." 15 They describe two 
main " mapping" directions: (a) the use of generative mechanisms (e.g., neural 
networks) to perform mapping, and (b) the use of explicit mapping strategies. 
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O nce completed, however, the instructions that make up the mapping itself 
are relegated to the invisibility of computation . It is the manifestation of map-
ping, the performer-triggered event, which enters the field of perception of 
the \~ewer-listener, not the mapping itself. This poses a challenge to those 
artists integrating " interactive performance ystems" o n the stage (in the con-
ventional sense of a space for performance separated from an audience). Some 
" hide" the interactive systems, placing the emphasis on what is visible; others 
prefer to expose their workings. 
Many accounts of interactive systems shift the focus of discussion to those 
occasions in which the viewer becomes a player or participant, rather than 
questioning circumstances and issues surroundi ng the more tradi tional 
performer- audience separation. An alternative to this could be to reorient a 
set of questions toward the nolion of the performer again, but in the condi-
tion of training, practice, or rehearsal rather than in performance. 
In the interactive computer music improvisation d uo Interface, Dan True-
man and Curtis Bahn, build their own technologically augmented stringed 
instruments that are "extended, surrounded, and obscured ... with a variety 
of technologies." 16 These "composed instruments," combine idiosyncratic 
sensor design with equally idiosyncratic speaker configuratio ns that encour-
age the development of new playing techniques. Finding a way to practice 
these techniques outside of the live performance context has produced some 
innovative strategies. Trueman has developed a method for fine -tuning his 
pla)~ng through the recording of a reduced amount of gesture-derived data 
that can be played back as a trace of the live performance. He analyzes this 
" recorded sketch" for the types of adjustments that migh t be made to the 
interactive system. In his own words: 
So, what I do is take these " recordings" of me playing the instrument and spend hours 
developing and refin ing mappings of the sensor data to audio (and video, to a lesser 
extent) signal processing and synthesi algorithms. This technique could be used in 
exactly the same manner with dancers, and could offer a bener way for dancers/ 
choreographers and composers/electronic musicians to collaborate, compose, and cho-
reograph "offline." It can be so tedious to " mode switch" all the time between playing 
a mapping and actually composing the mapping. This way, you can sit down, look at 
the recording of the " performing body," and develop the instrument, away fTom the 
instrument. 17 
A similar fascination with the recording or tracking of movement can be 
traced to the " precursor to film" tech nologies of the late nineteenth century, 
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for example in the work of French physiologist and instrument inventor 
Etienne )ules-Marey. But the computer-based technology we commonly refer 
to today as motion capture has a briefer historical trajectory that is closely 
associated with the development of advanced computer graphics. In the early 
1980s, the MIT Architecture Machine Group and the New York Institute of 
Technology Computer Graphics Lab experimented with an optical tracking 
system for human body.18 Toward the end of that decade, motion capture 
had evolved into a robust means for recording human (or animal) motion 
in a simulation of three-dimensional space and using this motion either for 
analysis (sports science/ergonomics) or to animate a variety of forms (film 
entertainment industry). With an obvious attraction to those working with 
movement as their material, several dance artists became involved in using 
these systems during the l990s.19 
Motion capture is a form of sampling, but computer animation is equally 
concerned with the synthesis of motion using a variety of computational 
approaches. For example, it has become increasingly possible to instruct ani-
mations to perform tasks, to develop behaviors, and to maneuver autono-
mously in differentiated environments. Computer scientists have developed 
a variety of classification systems for these approaches. Nadia and Daniel 
Thalmann (directors of MJRAlab in Geneva) have developed a classification 
in three parts: ( l ) locally controlled motions driven by data via either motion 
capture or key frame animation; (2) dyna111ic simulation where motions are 
controlled using equations relating to forces, torques, and constraints; and 
(3) behavioral animatio11 in which motions emerge within an environment in 
which all objects act in relation to other objects.10 As these tools increasingly 
rely on dynamic and behavioral computation to generate motion, the role 
of the animator shifts toward defining the conditions within which these 
motions or gestures take place, the environments and the tasks involved. 
Susan Arnkraut and Michael Girard are software developers and multi -
media artists who have had a significant impact on these developments in the 
field of computer animation through their exploration of human and animal 
figure animation when they were working with Ohio State University's Com-
puter Graphics Research Group in the 1980s. They contributed to the devel-
opment of the spline and inverse kinematics approaches and provided key 
input toward the development of dynamic simulation and behavioral anima-
tion. They are now developing software tools for commercial animators, most 
recently producing a software extension called Crowd, which integrates local 
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control (motion capture data) with dynamic simulation and behavioral ani-
mation. 21 Crowd supports the organization of the behavior of large numbers 
of animated figures by drawing on some of the principles of bird flocking sys-
tems. Amkraut is credited with some of the early work in the mid- to late 
1980s on flocking system . Flocking systems use three simple rules: ( I) sepa-
ration: steer to avoid crowding local flockmates; (2 ) alignment: steer toward 
the average heading of local flockmates; and (3) cohesion: steer to move to-
ward the average posi tion of local flockmates.U 
Imagine you have motion captured someone jogging. Make twenty-five 
copies of this figure. Place these twenty-five figures in the space and give 
them the following instruct ions: keep running toward the center of the space 
and avoid collisions by turning right or left. From just these two simple rules 
complicated patterns of self-organizing movement emerge on the screen. 
With Crowd you can also define the terrain or the environment the figures 
are moving in. Although the rules are entirely deterministic, the emergent be-
havior appears to be undetermined, something one could not have predicted 
beforehand. In addition, this would be nearly an impossible task if we had to 
an imate each of these figures individually. 
Currently, the amount of time and effort it takes to learn to wo rk with the 
software and render these complex animations effectively distances this as a 
creative activity from the choreographer who works with dancers in physical 
space. However, with eventual advances in computer hardware and software, 
nearly instantaneous processing should be possible as the gap between adjust-
ing the parameters and rules and seeing the result becomes negligible. Com-
bine this with software interfaces that are easier to use, and we may see the 
reconvergence of computers and dance in the pract ice of choreography echo-
ing the creative possibil it ies A. Michael oil and John Lansdown set out to 
explore in the 1960s. 
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'lsadora: an interview with artist/ programmer Mark Coniglio' 
in International Journal of Performance and Digital Media. 1:1. 2005, pp. 31-46. 
In July 2002, I initiated an email dialogue with close colleague and interactive media 
and performance artist Mark Coniglio about the unique software tool he had created. I 
had proposed this as an article for a book Johannes Birringer was planning to edit on 
interactivity to be published in Germany that September. That plan did not materialise, 
and I distributed the finished dialogue on-line in November 2002 to the Dance-Tech 
discussion list.1 
In early 2003, I was invited to join the Editorial Board of the International Journal of 
Performance and Digital Media and proposed this dialogue for the first issue. After peer 
review and final editing was complete it was published in the first issue of the journal. 
The International Journal of Performance Arts and Digital Media is a forum to energise, 
innovative and inspire creative thinking and practice surrounding the combination of 
digital technologies with the performance arts (theatre, dance, music, live art). 
Disciplines may be domain-specific or in convergence. Source: 
http://www.intellectbooks.co.uk/journals/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
1 See: http://www.scottsutherland.com/dancetechnoloqy/archive/2002/0368.html (accessed 7 May 2010). 
Also available in this pre-publlshed version on the 'Software for Dancers' documentation 
site://huizen.dds.nll-sdela/sfd/isadora.html. (accessed 7 May 2010). 
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lsadora 'almost out of beta': tracing the 
development of a new software tool for 
performing artists 
Scott delahunta Dartington College of Arts 
Abstract Keywords 
Mark Coniglio is an artist who has recently programmed lsadora, a real-time dance 
software tool to support the creation of interactive live peiformance work for 1nteractiv1ty 
installation or stage. Programmed primarily to manipulate digital video, the real-time software 
lsadora software inteiface is designed to be easier to use than other similar real- artist-programmer 
time software tools. In dialogue with Scott deLahunta, Coniglio discusses his 
motivation and intention in developing lsadora, explores connections between 
his artistic and programming practice, talks about the use of the software in his 
own work with the peiformance company Troika Ranch and speculates on his 
role as author of the software in relation to those who use it to create their own 
work. This is followed by comments from some artists who have been using the 
lsadora software. The main aim of this dialogue is to provide an insight into the 
creation of software tools for artists to those who may be relatively new to this 
practice. 
Introduction 
Real-time computer software tools designed to support the creation of 
interactive live performance work (ei ther for installation or stage) and be 
useable by non-computer scientists have a history of being written by artists 
who were also programmers or were writing programmes in the context of 
arts organizations such as IRCAM (lnstitut de Recherche et Coordination 
AcoustiquefMusique in Paris or STEIM (Studio for Electro- lnstrumental 
Music) in Amsterdam. A few of these artist-programmers include David 
Rokeby who began to design his interactive Very Nervous System in the 
early 1980s, Miller Puckette who programmed Max in the late 1980s, Tom 
Demeyer who during his period at STEIM in the 1990s wrote the BigEye and 
lmagfine software programmes, and the enigmatic Netochka Nezvanova 
who is credi ted with having created NATO.o+ss (2000).' The emergence of 
the Internet in the form of the World Wide Web in the early 1990s increased 
the dissemination of these software tools and now artists are customizing 
them to some degree, creati ng tools wi thin tools, and sharing these devel-
opments with others. This short history, and in particular the list of artist-
programmers, is by no means comprehensive, but is intended as a partial 
frame for the following dialogue with Mark Coniglio, an artist-programmer 
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1. Brief descnptlons of 
some of the software 
referred to in the 
Introduction: 
The Very Nervous 
System by David 
Rokeby IS an 
interadive sound env1· 
ronment for which he 
has written the 
software SoftVNS 
which 1s a real-time 
video-processing and 
tracking software for 
use in the Max 
software environment. 
Max 1s a screen-based 
patching language 
that could 1mitate the 
modalit1es of a patch· 
able analogue 
synthesizer. Much of 
the early development 
of Max was aimed at 
supporting music per-
formance, but now is 
used m the support of 
real-time video manip-
ulation. 
BigEye is a computer 
program designed to 
take real-time v1deo 
1nformallon and con-
vert 1t into MIDI 
messages. lmagfme IS 
a program that allows 
a user to man1pulate 
v1sual source matenal 
m a live perfo rmance 
env1ronment in real 
time. 
NAT0.0+55 was built 
around comprised a 
set of Quick Time 
externals for the MaK 
env~ronment that 
could man1pulate w1th 
any sort of Qu1ckTime 
media (fi lms. images, 
sound, QuickT1me VR. 
QuickDraw 3D. Flash 
mOVIeS. etc.) 
who has recently created the real -time software tool , lsadora. Some of 
above-mentioned software is referred to in the exchange below as lsadora 
has evolved from or alongside their development. The following exchange 
with Mark, conducted via e-mail in September 2002, is intended to provide 
an insight in to the creation of real-time software tools to those who may be 
relatively new to this practice. 
Biography /Background 
Mark Coniglio is an artist who crosses the disciplines of music, dance, 
theatre and interactive media. Dubbed an 'interactive performance pioneer' 
by the New York Times, his work has been performed nationally and interna-
tionally primarily with Troika Ranch, a New York City-based performance 
company committed to creating multidisciplinary works of which he is co-
director with choreographer Dawn Stoppiello. A native of Nebraska, Mark 
studied at the California Institute of the Arts (CaiArts) with electronic music 
pioneer Morton Subotnick and received his degree in music composition in 
1989. He was on the staff of the (enter for Experiments in Art, Information 
and Technology at CaiArts teaching cou rses in interactive music from 1990 
to 1994- Troika Ranch was launched in 1993. while Stoppiello was still per-
forming with Bella Lewitzky, and in 1994 they moved with the company to 
New York City. Besides the rehearsals, performances, symposia appear-
ances and residencies that make up the bulk of their creative contribution 
to the field, Troika Ranch regularly conducts their popular Live Interactive 
(Live-1) workshops primarily in New York City. These give participants the 
opportunity to explore the use of interactive computer technology in the 
creation of live performance artworks. Part icipants also have a chance to 
learn to use the custom hardware and software Mark has created. 
While the building of new interactive instruments or systems has a 
robust tradition within the electronic music field dating to the early twenti-
eth century (e.g. the Theremin invented circa 1919), Mark is one of a 
handful of artists who have specialized in creating new interactive instru-
ments or systems to monitor the movements of dancers and use this infor-
mation to control other media events in real t ime. The MidiDancer, a 
wearable device Mark first built in 1989, measures the angular change at 
several joints on the dancer's body. This information is sent over a wireless 
link to a computer where the data (input) is used to control a variety of 
media events (output), e.g. sonic, video, lighting andJor robotic. Mark has 
written two software programs to map this data flow: lnteractor and 
lsadora. lnteractor was made avai lable for others to use, however it 
required time to learn and learning was made easier with some knowledge 
of software like Max, a graphical programming environment for music and 
multimedia. Named after the renowned early twentieth-century modern-
dance pioneer lsadora Duncan, lsadora was designed for use by a non-spe-
cia list after only the briefest of int roductions, placing the control of the 
creative software tools in the hands of the dancers themselves. Another key 
development is that while lnteractor was focused on handling MIDI 
(Musical Instrument Digital Interface) data - a comm unications protocol 
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established in 1983 that allows electronic musical instruments to interact 
with each other - lsadora, while it can also work with MIDI, is designed pri-
marily for the manipulation of video. 
(Follow1ng the dialogue with Mark 1s a selection of comments from some of the 
art1sts who have been working with lsadora and are familiar with the history and 
evolut1on of such software tools . Th1s s1tuates Mark's work in direct connectiOn to a 
commumty of users of the software he has created. However, the reader will also 
find that they open up a range of topics and issues that will not be elaborated on 
here.) 
Part 1: In dialogue with Mark Coniglio 
Scott d~Lahunto: 
You have been programming actually longer than you have been composing. So 
do you consider your programming a port of your artistic practiCe? 
Mark Con1glio: 
I definitely do, but it does feel a bit secondary to my composition andfor 
media art-making in that I see it as more of a 'support' activity. The software 
I program allows the creation of the artwork, whether sonic andfor visual in 
some combination w1th live performance, that I env1sion. I always seem to 
resort to musical metaphors for thmgs like th1s. The artwork 1s like a musical 
compos1 t1on; the software tools are like the instruments 1n the orchestra. If 
you can develop a more advanced instrument, you can create more 
advanced music. The French horn IS a good example: early versions requ1red 
remov1ng a p1ece of tub1ng from the Instrument and replacmg 1t with 
another piece of a different length to change key. About 1815 the modern 
vers1on of the mstrument w1th valves was mvented. Th1s technolog1cal in no· 
vat1on meant that you could now mclude the horn in passages where there 
were rap1d changes of key. This was 1mmed1ately taken advantage of by com· 
posers, notably by Beethoven m his symphonies. The difference between 
Beethoven and me 1s that he was not driving the innovation directly. I am 
both artist and instrument mventor. My art1s t1c ideas dnve the development 
of software and hardware I need to realize them; while Simultaneously the 
programm1ng I do expands my world of expressive possibilities. 
Scott deLahunto: 
I understand the analogy w1th the French horn, but software 'tnstruments' are 
compnsed of another type of material altogether. Instead of metals being forged 
tnto shapes; one could speak of algorithms, formal abstractions and language. As 
another way to relate programming and art-making, I am curious about the cre-
ative process of writing code compared to working with other materials. lt seems 
that most programming is driven by the assumption that the software will have 
a purpose (more like the notion of the instrument). Once that purpose is under-
stood and defined so there is o goal, only then does the programmer get down to 
the work of coding. If this is true then programming is a very different creative 
process than, say, how the choreographer might work with movement material. 
Mark Con1glio: 
When writing software it IS useful to have a clear goal in mind, and th is may 
not be true w1th other types of art-making, as you suggest. Havmg a goal 
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that is too specific can be detrimental to the process of making a dance, for 
instance, or composing music. I don't th ink I understood that early on , but 
over the last three or four years I found myself exploring much more 
organic, open-ended approaches to art-making. Being involved in dance in 
particular, which relies on improvisation as a primary source of generating 
material, has profoundly influenced my way of working. Now, my approach 
is a much more, 'try everything and follow your nose'. By this I mean, try not 
to preconceive as much, make lots of stuff and follow through with the 
material that seems interesting and let the material begin to te ll you what it 
is about. Now, it's pretty difficult to program that way, a kind of 'goa lless ' 
coding. The archi tecture of the microprocessor, from which all programming 
langua ges derive, is actually antithetical to such behaviour. However, this 
' follow your nose' approach has defin itely influenced the way I program. I 
sti ll have a goal, but I don't often plan out the algorithms. I simply write 
towards my goal, improvis ing my approach to solving the problem. 
Scott deLahunta: 
There is quite a big discussion about 'software as art' these days in Europe and 
I'm sure it 's going on in North America as well. Besides its utility, its usefulness in 
helping to support your artworks, do you consider lsadora a work of art by itself? 
Mark Con iglio: 
In a word, I don't- not in and of itself anyway. lt's bit like asking if the tele-
phone system is a work of art. Does the creation of the technology to 
support that system display an incred ibly high level of inventive thought and 
uber-craftsmanship? Definitely! I have the utmost respect for the creative 
people that designed and implemented such a robust, complicated , and reli-
able system. But that particular technology is dormant until you pick up the 
receiver, ring you r lover, tell her that you no longer desire to see her, and a 
heated conversation ensues. 
Scott deLahunta: 
lt seems to me that the telephone system is the collective result, over time, of a 
multiplicity of individuals and institutions labouring together, and it's difficult to 
locate individual contributions in that, or at least I don 't use the telephone 
system and sense that I am in contact with one of its creators. But when 
someone opens up lsadora and begins to build a patch that will map an arm 
motion to the speed of a video clip, do they not encounter your presence directly, 
as the primary creator, in the look and feel of the inteiface? 
Mark Coniglio: 
34 
Well, I guess the only way that I would consider lsadora to be an artwork is the 
personal stamp that I have on its design and functionality. To take that a bit 
furthe r, in a broad sense I could say that I collaborate with each lsadora user as 
they use the program. Because I can't totally erase myself from the software I 
create, they have to embrace some of my predilections to make use of the 
program; which is what happens whenever you choose to collaborate with 
another artist. lt's just a question of how apparent the influence of the software's 
creator is. That's where software designers and artists who make software may 
differ, I think. A typical software designer does everything he or she can to fi lter 
out their personality and create something that is useful in a general way. 
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Scotl deLahunta: 
Maybe we could say that the extent software like lsadora is an artwork is depen-
dent on the degree to which the maker tries to remove him or herself from it? I 
suppose lsadora then is more of an artwork than say, Photoshop, but is maybe 
less of an artwork than something like Auto- Illustrator by Adrian Ward (which 
won the Software Art prize at the Berlin 2001 Transmediale Festival) . Auto-
Illustrator looks like a vector graphics program, but it doesn't act like one. lt mis-
behaves frequently because it has seemingly autonomous behaviours built into it 
that take over for you. Adrian creates these behaviours using certain algorithms 
when he does the coding, so as such his authorship is revealed every time the soft-
ware does something you did not expect it to, whiCh is frequently. 
But let 's talk a little bit about the background of lsadora as a graphic pro-
gramming environment for real-time manipulation of media. You made some-
thing similar with lnteractor first didn't you? 
Mark Coniglio: 
Here's a bit of history. In 1986 my soon-to-be mentor and lnteractor collab-
orator Mort Subotnick had just come from a residency at MIT where he was 
using a program called Hookup created by a student there named David 
Levi tt. Hookup was the firs t program I know of that used the 'patch-cord' 
metaphor, i.e. modules that man ipulate data are linked by v1rtual wires, the 
connection of which is determined by the user. For those in the world of 
early analogue, patch-cord programmed synthesizers, th is was a famil iar 
mterface. Mort was using David 's program to do tempo-following of MIDI 
instruments - th is allowed him to lock hardware MIDI sequences to the 
tempo of the live performers. I was a composition student at CaiArts at the 
time, and word had gotten around that I was a good programmer. So Mort 
contacted me to see if I could hardcode some of the ideas he had imple-
mented in Hookup on a Mac, so that he could use them in his next perfor-
mance. That program (used in Mort 's 1987 multimedia work Hungers) 
would eventually become lnteractor. Mort designed the functional ity of the 
early versions, but I became more influential in the des ign as time went on. 
Scott deLahunta: 
I guess the hardware and software development of the early to mid 198os where 
we saw the advent of the personal computer and more importantly the graphical 
user interface (marked by Apple's introduction of the Macintosh to the consumer 
market in 1984) created a context out of which the 'computer' could emerge as a 
creative instrument or too/. The electronic music field was already well advanced 
in analysing and exploring the formal and physical properties of music as part of 
compositional and performing practice, so moving to programming real-time 
graphic interfaces for this seems like a rather natural progression. 
Mark Coniglio: 
Yes, that 's true and importantly a kind of creative intuition was creeping 
back in through the development of these new visual interface possibilities 
for software. Part of the thing I reacted to in Hook up was the way you could 
easily drop modules into the program and try things; a lot like you could do 
with the patch-cord synthesizers. I may not have realized it explicitly then, 
but this abili ty to program improvisationally allowed for that kind of artful 
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playfulness that is so important. So I set out to make a similar user interface 
for lnteractor. The creation of lsadora was a natural outgrowth of lnteractor. 
In 1996 Troika Ranch had a two-week res idency at STEIM, where I fi rst saw 
Tom Demeyer's real-time video processing program lmagejine. I first 
started using lmagejine in concert with lnteractor, because lmagejine didn't 
allow the kind of complicated interactive decision-making that I was used to 
having in tnteractor. So, lnteractor would process the MI DI data from my 
interactive sensors, and then tell lmagejine what to do. By 1998 I was using 
lmagejine in a major way in my performances with Troika Ranch. 
But, while I loved what lmagejine did, I wasn't fond of its table-based 
interface. And there were problems with crashing du ring performance, 
which is unacceptable when there is an audience. Furthermore, we were 
teaching our Live-1 (Live-Interactive) workshops using lnteractor and 
lmagejine, and the students (especially the ones with weak computer back-
grounds) found learning both programs, and figuring out how to have them 
communicate with each other daunting at best. I wanted lsadora to take the 
qualities that made lnteractor and lmagejine great, and put them together 
in one package that was easy to learn but still offered enough depth to 
satisfy 'power' users. And, I wanted it to be more affordable to members of 
my community, which I consider to be choreographers , because of my 
involvement with Troika Ranch. 
Scott deLohunto: 
How does lsadora compare to Max, which is probably the most successful and 
widely used graphic programming environment for controlling and mapping data 
flow? 
Mark Coniglio: 
lsadora and Max both inherit the modules linked by the patch-cord 
metaphor from Hookup. But unlike Max, each lsadora module shows the 
parameter names and current values for all of its inputs and outputs, and 
many modules give real-time graphic feedback about their operation. This is 
important from the perspective of helping new users understand what's 
going on right away. But perhaps the biggest difference is that Max 1s a very 
powerful, open-ended programming language in which you could solve any 
number of problems. lsadora isn' t that. lt is a lot like lnteractor in that each 
module is essentially a macro that accom plishes some specific function. 
Th is approach helps people who are just beginning to do this kind of work, 
as it means that useful functionality is already embodied for you and it 's very 
easy to start doing things and getting interesting results quickly (l ike with 
lmagejine) . Max allows the most flexibi lity, but may be somewhat more dif-
ficu lt to program because more thi ngs have to be built up from scratch. 
lsadora offers somewhat less flexibi lity, but is still open-ended enough for 
the user to imprint his or her aesthetic on the result. 
Scott deLahunta: 
You have told me that your most important lsadora user is yourself How do you 
use lsadora in Troika Ranch's peiformance work and in particular in connection 
with the Midi Dancer which is the sensor system you built to get da ta input from 
a moving body. 
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Figure 1. lsadora inteiface showing how explicit labelling and patching combine to make the software 
easy to learn. 
Mark Contglio: 
I first created MidtDancer in 1989 wh ile I was still a student at CaiArts. Whtle 
it is now much smaller and more reliable, the baste functtOnaltty has not 
changed much since then . Basically, it is a set of up to eight sensors that 
measure the flexion of joints on a dancer's body. Thirty times a second this 
information is sent over a wireless, radio link and a receiver up to 150 feet 
away decodes the information, reporting the angle of each joint in the form 
of a MIDI message. Any computer with a MIDI interface can accept and 
process these messages as desired. 
The problem wtth MidiDancer is that, to really play it, and for the audi-
ence to see that the dancers are playing, you need to move like a musician. 
What I mean is that the movement of the dancer needs to be m servtce of 
the sound or image that they are generating or controlling. We have worked 
hard to find ways to make this work choreographically, but it is quite difficult 
to do. My basic instinct in putting the sensors on the 'gross' joints (elbows, 
knees, hips, and wrists) was correct, in that these angular changes can be 
clearly seen by the audience. But I have really been seeing lately that this is 
not the gestalt that we perceive when we watch a dancer move. We really see 
energy- that's a bit vague, but it's the best word I can think of to desc ribe it. 
We're not looking at the individual angles of the joints, but the way that the 
dancer moves through space and the overall art iculation of the movement. 
Scott deLahunta: 
Well, electronic musicians have been building sophisticated playable interfaces 
for a long time, but these tend towards either the hyper-inS"trument (extending 
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an existing musical instrument's capabilities) or a Jew unique hand-orientated 
inteifaces. But I've always thought that one would need to think quite differently 
to develop on appropriate system for a trained mover or dancer. I think more 
research is needed with various sensor input devices and maybe not always 
towards the oim of live stage peiformance, but maybe just experimenting much 
longer with what might emerge from the kind of feedback conditions for the 
senses interactive systems con generate. 
Mark Coniglio: 
That's why we'l l be using a residency we have next year to make some 
changes to the MidiDancer. I want to start working with accelerometers in 
addition to the Oexion sensors. The act of turning, or stopping suddenly, or 
shaking the whole body, now becomes something that can be measured . My 
insti nct is that using this information to manipulate the media will be a 
more natural linkage between what the audience sees in the dancer and the 
resulting sonic or visual manipulation. I can then use the position of the 
limbs to allow the performer to enhance their level of control · but I suspect 
that being able to sense the impulse of movement may become the primary 
source of manipulation . I think that, not being a dancer or choreographer 
myself, I have been slow to let go of the notion of being a musician. In fa ct, 
I have often described the MidiDancer as allowing a dancer to be 'both 
musician and dancer'. I now think that is incorrect. I need a device that 
al lows a dancer to be a dancer, with the media taking its cue from what it 
sees the dancer doing. 
Scott deLahunta: 
lsodora is just about finished with its public beta-testing phase during which I 
know you have been working with several artists who hove been trying out the 
software for different projects and giving you ftedback and suggestions for addi· 
tional functions , etc. I have invited some input from some of these individuals 
(Part 2], but fi~t I just wanted to ask you to say something about how long you 
have been working on lsadoro and your decision to sell the software instead of 
using an open-source approach (in which software code is released for free into a 
collaborative development environment). 
Mark Coniglio: 
As I think I've indicated, lsadora has grown out of a need Troika Ranch had 
for a reliable relatively easy to use but also sophisticated software for both 
workshops as well as performance. The end result is that I have taken two 
plus years to develop lsadora in my spare time so it has grown quite organ-
ically. In rega rd to deciding to sell lsadora, I don' t have much interest in 
starting a real business , so I am feel ing out my progress quite slowly. But in 
the United States, arts funding is very difficult to come by, and discovering 
ways to supplement what we can get from the government or foundations is 
essential. I have always had to hold a day job, so I wanted to see if I could 
make a tool that would be: (1) useful to me; (2) useful to others; and (3) 
perhaps generate enough income to help me spend more of my t1me 
making my artwork. Obviously, an open-sou rce model would not generate 
any income, and thus would n't help to support my artistic pursuits. As I 
have mentioned , it is important to me that lsadora is affordable to those 1n 
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the dance community, so I figure , for what the program does (and will do as 
it grows) the single licence fee is a reasonable amount. I have yet to make a 
final determination about site licences for schools etc, but they will definitely 
get a break if they purchase a five-seat licence for example. I have no idea at 
th is point if this whole plan will work, or if the burden of supporting a 
growing user base will actually be more work than the day job, but I am 
hopeful. 
Scott deLahunta: 
Thanks Mark. Now, what I would like to do is to invite some comments from 
some of the artists who have been working with lsadora and are familiar with the 
history and evolution of artist software tools to reflect on some of our dialogue 
and to talk about how they use or could use lsadora in their work. 
Part 2. Comments from jean-Baptiste Barriere, jem Finer, 
Armando Menicacci, Giorgio Olivero, and Steina Vasulka 
Scott deLahunta: 
The type of artistftoolmaker relationship Mort Subotnick and Mark had is an 
interesting one to trace back historically. Steina, you have been working as an 
artist and researcher in electronic media arts for over thirty years. Would you 
hove something to soy to this? 
Steina Vasulka: 
lt is a big topic, but it would be interesting to investigate all artist/tool maker 
relations in history: French horn, Stradivarius, the well-tempered clavier, the 
mvention of photography, film, acrylics, video, etc. We (the Vasulkas) have 
almost always worked with toolmakers ; analogue firs t, then digital and now 
soFtware. On our website we have the 'Eigenwelt der Apparatewelt' exhibi-
tion catalogue (put together for the Ars Electronica Festival1992) devoted to 
early audio and video toolmakers. There is a going model here: sometimes 
creators themselves, sometimes collaborators with artists, these tool makers 
have invariably been gifted visionary individuals far removed from the indus-
tnes who adapt to as well as inspire and invent within the technology envi-
ronments of their time. In the early days of video, the buzzword was 
'modification'; when one would go into these tool s created for consumers 
and retrofit them for the artist. We also see developments and knowledge 
passed along from one tool generation to another; as Mark mentioned, the 
software packages of now are the synthesizers of recent past. 
)ean-Baptiste Barriere: 
I would just like to add here that there have been many graphical software 
tools created for mus1c. One that could be mentioned, if only because of its 
com plementary nature to more performance oriented languages, is 
Patchwork, which became more recently Open Music (both developed at 
IRCAM, Paris) . lt is a language based on Lisp, for computer-assisted com-
position , with a strong emphasis on musical notation representation. 
Incidentally, unlike most people think, the patch chord metaphor (first used 
in software by Max Mathews at Bell Labs) is not derived from analogue syn-
thesizers. Quite the contrary: Robert Moog came to know the work of 
Mathews and then was inspired by it to design modular synthesizers. The 
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patch chord parad igm was applied to software from the experience of tele· 
phone switchboards . 
Scott deLahunta: 
Just fo r those who may not know, Max Mathews has been referred to as the 
'father of computer music' who, in 1957, was the first to synthesize music on a 
computer; performing a 17-second piece on an IBM 704. In 1970, when fast 
digital chips and new algorithms made 'real lime' possible Mathews developed 
Groove, the 'first computer system for live performance' (http:ffwww.csounds.comf 
mathews). So, here we have the early research into systems out of which even tu· 
ally software and hardware like Mark's lnteractor and the MidiDancer would 
emerge. 
Steina Vasulka: 
A very interesting part of the dialogue was when Mark talks about the impli· 
cations of this dancer interface, the MidiDancer; the attempt to have a 
dancer be a musical instrument player. When I was a kid , it was not pre-
sumed that dancers could act, that actors could sing, that singers could 
dance. Now they have to know it all. Interestingly, in talking about develop· 
ing lsadora , Mark refers to wanting to make an interface that a choreogra· 
pher or dancer can learn to use easily. The interface for lmagefi ne seems 
impossible for dancers and musicians to learn; whereas it is a piece of cake 
for video-makers who are perplexed by Max, etc. Another solution might be 
to think of multiple interfaces to a single program, like Fmal Cut Pro (other· 
wise not my favounte software) , that makes the same features ava ilable 1n 
an 'effects' interface for fi lmfvideo people and 'Photoshop·type' interface for 
computer art1sts. 
Armando Menicacci: 
Getting back to the pomts that Mark was making regarding the limitations 
of the MidiDancer for dance; what he says is very true, in my opinion. In 
fact , for a 'dancer to be a dancer' mea ns not to have to show the control 
over media. I don 't want to re-open the th read about 'Should we see the 
da ncer's control over the media?' I think that Mark's comments are suffl· 
cient on this particu lar subject, to which I can add a bnef commen t. In my 
op1nion , if what we want to do is 'pedagogy of interactivity' then we have to 
show the result of the interaction. But if what we want to do is art then we 
shouldn 't care about the visibility of interaction, unless it is vi tal for a partic· 
ular aesthetic project. 
As regards my own use of lsadora: I am not sure, but maybe, if we don't 
consider Mark and Dawn 's own work, I've been the first person to use 
lsadora in the context of a full -length dance performance on stage. We 
bought a copy of Is ad ora tn the beginn1ng of May: in my experience even the 
beta was very stable and we managed to use it in a way that was art1St1cally 
successfu l. I was working with the choreographer Rachid Ouramdame in 
Rheims where we have a residency. We' ll use it now in Dijon for the same 
work. titled '+ ou · la', and from 30 October to 4 November we show the 
same piece 1n the Grande Salle of the Centre Pompidou in the Fest1val 
d'Automne a Paris. What was interesting for Rachid, was to find particula r 
inspiration for the choreography in the way in which lsadora transforms 
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digital v1deo media . This is important to note ways in which emerging forms 
of composition/transformations 1n the dig1tal med ium can be translated to 
and used in mediums of the body; specifically dance. it broadens the idea of 
these softwares beyond just the1r specific functionality. 
Scolt deLahunta: 
Giorgio and Jem, neither of you, as far as I am aware, come out of the contem· 
porary dance field. Can you say something about your backgrounds and how you 
arrived at th1s point of working with lsadora? 
G1orgio Olivero: 
We (myself and Andrea Clemente) come from a background as web and 
graphic des1gners . In 2ooo, we sta rted domg v1suals for the club scene when 
we were students of the Scienze dell a Comunicazione facul ty in Torino. We 
were very excited by the possibility offered by this evolution of clubbing, and 
we began experimenting with aesthetics and technology. We were ignorant 
of what was going on in other places like London, Berlin or Amsterdam, so 
we built up our knowledge from scratch, finding only later that similar stuff 
was happen1ng elsewhere. At the beginning. we used mostly found video 
footage with short inserts of wild motion graphics. Now we produce (shoot, 
edit, and post-produce) nearly all the basic material that we use. 
I had been looking at Max and NATO (a graphic programming environ-
ment similar to Max designed to handle Qu1cktime media) a lot in the last 
few months but the learning curve was so steep. I discovered lsadora by 
chance by followmg a link to the Troika Ranch website and downloaded the 
beta vers1on. I learnt everyth1ng quickly (note that my previous experience 
with programming was self-taught action script · at a basic·medium level) 
and in three hours I had built a very complex patch that performed many dif-
ferent tasks. it's so different from the other appl ication that we've been 
using. First of all you get a candy factory and not a candy packet. There are 
all the bas1c funct1ons one could perform on digital v1deo. And you have 
them m real ttme, which allows for much more improvisation. I can bui ld 
and modify a patch as we play ... 1t's the Lego for v1deo junk1es, definitely. 
Our V)'ing practice will shift with th1s tool, because now we do much less 
post-productiOn and can use video that is more 'raw'. For example, in 
lsadora you can easily bring 1n live video input of clubbers danc1ng into the 
overall mix. 
And we're producing a live aud1o-visual show that is the most interest· 
ing stuff we've been working on so far, and a shift from the work in the club 
environment. it's called Cittd lnvisibili, and 1t's a multt-pro1ection event that 
will be premiered at the beginning of October based on c1ty shots taken in 
Tokyo, LA, London, Detroit and Barcelona. The concept is of the contempo· 
rary flaneur fused with the poetry of the city JUngle. We're preparing many 
lsadora patches to play visual and aud1o m a very tight relation , and it will be 
the first t1me that we'll use the appl1cat1on w1thout the backup of other pro· 
grams. Perhaps if one IS a very skilled programmer Ouent w1th the 
Qutcktime API (Application Program Interface) lsadora would not be so 
useful, but for the rest of us it IS . I was a b1g player with Lego years ago, and 
I can' t see the difference. I feel like I am playing while trying out things. And 
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after sessions of wild patch-cord dragging, I have run into consequences of 
a chained 'effect' that were not planned but are very interesting. 
jem Finer: 
Ever since I first got hold of a computer, probably the Sinclair Spectrum in 
the early 1980s, I have been interested in programming them to make 
music. This interest continued and gained momentum to the point of my 
composing a 10oo-year-long piece of music, Longplayer, in 1995. I spent a 
few years exploring numerous possibilities for composing such a piece: arti-
ficial life, AI, chaos theory, neural nets, interaction with the environment, etc. 
At first the problem was that I had no language to program in, but eventually 
I discovered SuperCollider, which I've used pretty much exclusively ever 
since (SuperCollider is an environment and programming language for real -
time audio synthesis in which you can write programs to generate or 
process sound) . 
For the last two or three yea rs I have wanted to create a v1sual counter-
part to the music I make. My live performances are based on a symbiotic 
relat ionship between my computer, running a library of SuperCollider 
patches I've written, and me. The patches do various things to grabbed or 
streamed input and can run in parallel (up to the limit of the CPU) . I want to 
be able to do the kind of things I do to audio to visuals, or at least to exper-
iment with that approach. lt may well be not so interesting as new things I 
discover. The problem has been finding an environment in which to do th1s. 
I tried lmage{ine, but had difficulty with the interface, it wasn't intuit1ve 
enough for me (someth ing Stein a mentioned earlier) . I tried Arkaos too (a 
VJ authoring tool) ; never tried NATO because I couldn't get a demo, and it 
was too expensive to buy on spec. 
So when lsadora turned up it seemed an answer to a prayer. Intuitive, 
Oexible, not too expensive and it produced good-quality images. Up to now 
I've had little time to explore it, but enough to know that it's worth an invest-
ment of time to get to grips with. I've just been writing simple patches to 
explore the objects and interaction between them. There are a few things I 
would like to be able to do that seem out of its range at the minute; one is to 
have a far greater interaction with sound. I want to be able to link things to 
precise frequencies, for example, which involves FFT (fast fourier transforms) 
stuff. The only way at the moment 1s to write this in SuperCollider and 
convert it to MIDI info to send to lsadora, which may be messy. I prefer to 
run just one thing if I can , but I have a feeling that I might need to use jitter 
for some stuff. In that scenario I imagine using lsadora for any tasks not 
dependent on anything more complex than listening to sound in. lt certainly 
requires less programming and the interface is simple and informative, really 
great. I love the simplicity of the stage set-up and the rendering possibil ities. 
Scott deLohunto: 
One of my interests with writing up this discussion is to provide some insight for 
those who may be relatively new to software like lsodora; so I think what is 
important is to establish the range of different types of environments and con-
texts the software might be used in; from VJ 'ing to installation and stage perfor-
mances. However, I also don't wont to misrepresent this field of possibilities by 
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implying that /sad ora is the only or even the best programme available for every-
thing; in fact, there are several cross-med1a synthesis programs that take advan-
tage of the possibility to manipulate digital video material in real time. So, it's 
important that both Giorgio and )em have mentioned other programs including 
the newly available Jitter, which has been created for the Max graphical pro-
gramming environment. Another is Keystroke, which is a media-mixing multi-
user environment and should be mentioned as it is another development of 
lmagejine and Tom Demeyer has been working with that team. There are links 
to these programs provided at the end of this article. lt is beyond the scope of this 
conversation to delve too deeply into each one or to make any real comparisons. 
However, I think jean-Baptiste Barriere may be able to offer some mteresting 
thoughts on lsadora in relation to some of these other soft wares. 
)ean-Bapt1ste Barriere: 
Well, I pretty much have them all and at least tned each extensively at some 
pomt. I cons1der them for their respective and different qualit ies and do not 
want to be restricted to usmg only one, whatever its capabliit1es. Until I dis-
covered lsadora, I used lmagefine controlled by Max, s tartmg from 
September 1997. for a still ongoing series of installations and performances 
called Reality Checks. I first used lsadora for an installatiOn last year ca lled 
Chasing Wind: the Well of Vanities , presented 1n the Abbaye of Maubuisson. 
an ancient convent 30 kilometres north-west of Paris. In this piece, people 
enter through one side of a large empty room. At the cen tre of th1s room is 
a sort of well where people can see the1r own 1mage Ooat1ng. mixed with 
other 1mages. When they turn around they mod1fy these images, as well as 
the sound 1n the room. Another image, much larger, 1s proJected at the other 
end of the room on the wall . By mov1ng about the space, people are tngger-
ing specific sequences of images and sounds, elements of texts (mostly 
extracted from the Ecclesiast 1n the Bible) . Generally speakmg, th1s 1s a very 
meditative installat ion piece, calling on the v1ewer to reOect on 1dentity and 
death . 
TechniCally speaking, firs t one computer IS runntng Max w1th Cyclops, 
which IS software than can detect people movmg around by analysing the 
v1deo image of the space. Then this information is transmitted by MIDI to 
another computer running Max to do the mapping between what 1s detected 
and what I call the 'interactive scenano' : what IS to happen for every 'situa-
tion ' and success1on of situations wh1ch I call 'traJectones'. This second 
computer con trols with MIDI two others running lsadora; each one receiv-
tng the v1deo m put of a different camera: one for the well, the other for the 
wall. it also produces/synthesizes all the sound, and lsadora IS used simi-
larly to play prev1ously prepared video materials (with Final Cut and After 
Effects). and process 1t together w1th live video capture, mostly do1ng keying 
and displace. 
What I appreCiate with lsadora IS its clanty and straightforwardness. it is 
very easy to use, and all sorts of interactive 1deas can be implemented with 
it, both very quickly and effiCiently. lt has been growtng rap1dly and intelli-
gently from the original modularizat1on of the lmagej ine model, to become 
an original and unique tool. lt obviously grows out of Mark's extensive dual 
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2. A1ming to expand crit· 
ical awareness of 
software, a small 
number of cultural 
theorists have started 
to write about its 
development. 
Examples mclude: 
Ellen Ullman's Close to 
the Machme: 
Technophilia and its 
D•scontents, San 
Francisco: C•ty L1ghts 
Books, 1997; and 
Matthew Fuller's 
Behmd the Bl1p: Essays 
on the Culwre of 
Software. New York: 
Autonomedia, 2003 
(see Fuller for 
references to other 
matenal). 
complementary experience with music and dance composition needs. lt has 
reached a kind of ideal balance between an application and a graphical I an· 
guage that is a very clear and easy one to master. Which makes a clear dif· 
ference with Max for instance, and should provide it a distinct audience. 
lt has been a pleasure to watch it evolve and see Mark's responsiveness 
to users; at the moment he quite literally is collaborating with each user. I 
hope he will continue to be able to develop it in the same way that he has 
been doing until now; without losing track of his artistic projects since clearly 
one activity nourishes the other reciprocally. That may be difficult, whi le he 
stays the only developer or source of novelty. This is why I want to encourage 
him to open up the possibility for users to make their own modules andfor 
link external codes such as Photoshop's plug-ins or Director's xtras. Why not 
also have, for instance, )iller's (l itter is a customized set of Max objects that 
manipulate video media in real time) plug-ins inside of lsadora? This would 
be making the most of the two paradigms, would be equally profitable for 
lsadora and )iller. This is the way in which I would like to see lsadora evolve: 
to continue to offer new ideas related to transformations, control and inter-
face, and at the same time allow other artist programmers to insertfimport 
specific code. This would be the most satisfying for users, and therefore help 
to provide a sustamed development for lsadora . 
Scott deLahunta: 
I think this last comment will be challenging for our readers wllo are not so 
familiar with computer programming. However, it is essential to help develop the 
understanding amongst a broader public how a unique software like lsadoro, the 
manifestation of Mark 's creative vision and hard work, contributes to an open 
arena for artists to exchange ideas and materials that relate both to the tools 
they use as well as the artworks they will make with them. Thank you everyone, 
thank you, Mark for taking part in this conversation. 
Part 3· Update and summary 
The public beta of lsadora for the Apple Macin tosh was firs t made available 
in March 2002 and the above e-ma il exchanges took place in September of 
that same yea r. The software was officially released as 1.0 in December 
2003, and a PC version is being developed. Over 300 copies have been dis-
tributed over the Internet, and Mark is currently the sole official provider of 
user support; backed up by an online e-mail li st of over 200 members 
where problems and solutions are shared. Versions, releases and users are 
part of the normal cycle of software development; therefore, these sta te-
ments about the progress of lsadora are almost universally fam iliar. 
However, most software production is notoriously untraceable in terms of 
its creators. The dialogue with Mark and the other artists indicates that 
when software, such as Max and lsadora , is created in artistic contexts its 
inventors tend to be acknowledged. This does not always take place without 
controversy, of course, but this historical trace of software authors seems to 
be less evident in other contexts, i.e. commercial , industrial, etc! 
By acknowledging the lineage of creative practice (of making software 
tools) he is a part of, Mark places himself in a context of evolving ideas and 
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concepts. At the same time, he is also the author of something original, most 
visibly the lsadora interface. His individuality, embedded in the software, 
makes him an implicit collaborator, in a broad sense, with those who are 
using it in their art-making practice. )ean-Baptiste Barriere also describes his 
connection to other lsadora users as one of collaboration in terms of direct 
support. While this interplay between evolution, authorship and collaboration 
underpins the development of lsadora, its functionality is the crucial compo-
nent that changes, depending upon the needs of the artist/programmer. As a 
composer, a performance-maker and a teacher of workshops, Mark creates 
the software for his own use as well as developing it for other practitioners. In 
summary, while Mark understandably refers to his software programming as 
a support activity in relation to his art-making and does not consider lsadora 
a work of art itself, it seems that there is no single point at which his artistic 
work stops and his software programming begins. 
Related links 
Further information regarding the software discussed throughout the article 
can be found at: 
Arkaos: 
http:/ fwww.arkaos.net 
Auto-Illustrator (Adrian Ward) : 
http:/ fwww.auto-illustrator.com 
lmagefine (Tom Demeyer): 
http:/ fwww.image-ine.org 
IRCAM, Paris: 
http:/ fwww.i rcam.fr 
lsadora (TroikaTronix) : 
http:/ fwww.troikatronix.com 
Keystroke (a real-time cross-media synthesis multi-user environment) : 
http:/ fwww.keyworx.org 
Max and )itter (Cycling 74) : 
http:/ fwww.cycling74-Com 
'Putt1ng Max in Perspective' (published in Computer Music journal, 1993): 
http: 11 m i tpres s 2 .m 1t. ed u 1 e-jou rnal s fCo m p u ter-M us i c-J o u rna I 1 cm j I i b 1 
editors-notesj17·2.html 
'A Discussion of NATO.o+55+3d modular' by )eremy Bernstein (first published 
August, 2000): 
http:/ fwww.bootsquad.comjnato 
SoftVNS (David Rokeby) : 
http:/ fwww. interlog.comf - drokeby fsoftVN S. html 
STEIM, Amsterdam: 
http:/ fwww.steim.org 
Supercoll ider: 
http:/ fwww.audiosynth.com 
Troika Ranch 
http:/ fwww.troikaranch.org 
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Interviewee details 
Jean-Baptiste Barriere has made studies in the fields of music, philosophy and 
mathematical logic. From 1981 to 1998, he worked at IRCAM/Centre Georges 
Pompidou in Paris, France. Besides making his own compositions and media instal-
lation works, he has worked with other artists such as Maurice Benayoun (for whom 
he composed the music of several virtual-reality pieces including Worldskin which 
won the Prix Ars Electronica 1998 for Interactive Art) and Peter Greenaway. 
http:f fwww.barriere.org 
Jem Finer began playing mus1c in the 1970s, having left university with a degree in 
Computer Science. In 1981, he became a founder member of the Pogues, writing, 
record1ng and touring for the following fifteen years. Recent work includes 
Longplayer, TILT, music for Copenhagen Town Square, various recordings for instal-
lations, films and telev1sion and Autodestruct I Cl{ 11, a live mus1c performance. 
http:f fwww.longplayer.org (Longplayer) 
Armando Menicacci has a background in music and dance studies. He is the 
Director of Mediadanse, a research laboratory of Paris 8 University Dance 
Department, a member of ANOMOS and of the Rachid Ouramdame's dance 
company, Fin Novembre, and serves as a consultant for va rious art institutions and 
artists. http:f fwww.anomos.org 
G1org1o Olivero and Andrea Clemente (softly.kicking) have a background in web and 
graph1c-design work. In 2000, they began doing real-time video performances 1n 
nightclubs and eventually won the VJ competit ion of the Arezzo Wave fest ival (the 
b1ggest free rock festival in Italy) 1n 2001. Their subsequent engagements mcluded a 
residency with a large group of well-known Italian disc-Jockeys; and playmg at Fiesta 
des Sud 1n Marseille in October 2002. http:f jwww.softlykicking.com 
Stein a Vasulka is a key figure 1n the field of 'video art' si nce its begmnmgs. With her 
husband Woody Vasulka , she has won numerous awards , and their collaborative 
works have been widely exhibited mternationally. In 1971, they eo-founded The 
Kitchen in New York City, the celebrated media arts thea tre. Exh1b1t1ons of her md1-
v1dual work have been seen at fest1vals and institut1ons includ1ng the Centre 
Georges Pompidou, Paris; The Kitchen, New York; the Museum of Art, Carneg1e 
Institute, Pittsburgh; and the Whitney Museum of American Art Biennial, among 
many others. Steina lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico. http:/ jwww.artscilab.org 
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No. 13 
'The Dimensions of Data Space' 
in Anomalie digital_ arts #3: Interfaces: Theories & Applications. ed. E. Quinz. 
Paris: Anomalie. February 2003, pp. 72-79. 
In January 2003, I received an invitation from Emanuele Quinz asking me to contribute 
to the third issue of Anomalie_digita/_arts. He thought it would be a good context for 
the report of the December 2002 Monaco Dance Forum workshop 'Real Time and 
Networked: Sharing the Body' we had both been involved with. I also distributed this 
report to the dance-tech mailing list.1 
Anomalie digital-arts is a collectively produced bilingual English/ French annual 
publication. Each issue explores a different theme in the arena of the arts and the 
digitial technologies, illustrating historical, technical and aesthetic developments .. 
Source: http://www.editions-hyx.com/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
1 http://www.scottsutherland.com/dancetechnology/archive/2003/0064.html (accessed 7 May 2010) 
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scott delahunta 
the dimensions of data space 
Introduction 
From 10-14 December 2002, the Monaco Donee Forum hosted the Motion Capture Tech 
Laboratory "Real Time and Networked: Sharing the Body" '. The overall objective was to 
engage in an investigation led by artistic questions and processes into the use of real time 
and networked motion capture and computer animation systems2• The core research team 
included dance and programming artists who ore already working with these systems and 
hove complimentary approaches. Two researchers documented the laboratory and 
facilitated reAection on its broader implications through interviews and group discussion 
A commercial motion capture company provided systems and support and took part in all 
creative aspects of the laboratory. The motion capture systems used included two Gypsy 
exoskeletons, the Polhemus Startracker and the Motion Captor optical system1 . The 
software was oH the shelf programmes (e.g. Koydaro Filmbox) and customised code. 
The research team comprised, in alphabetical order, Tania Barr (FR). Scott delahunta (NL). 
Nik Hoffner (DE), Maurice Kadaoui (FR), Bernd Lintermann (DE), John McCormick (AU), 
Thomas McManus (DE), Armando Menicacci (FR) and Emonuele Quinz (FR) . Emmanuel 
Berriet (FR) and Mark Coniglio (USA) porlicipated on a part-time basis. See Appendix for 
related URLs. 
The team arrived on Sunday, 8 December to set up the spaces and continued this work on 
Monday'. Beginning Tuesday, the research laboratory was in operation from 10.00 to 
18.00 hours doily. The space wos generally open for those who wished to observe, and 
there was a formal open visiting period at the end of the day when the research team was 
available to provide demonstrations and explanations. The research laboratory concluded 
with a final fifty-minute presentation at 16.00 on Saturday 14 December to an audience 
of approximately sixty. This was followed by some further discussion and the formal close 
of the lob. 
Personal Reflections 
The following is a selection of three separate but related lines of thinking, inspired and 
progressed by the experience of the lab. The first attempts a description of motion capture 
systems in terms that are more cultural than technical. The second draws on the experience 
to make some observations on cross-disciplinary creative research processes. The third 
line of thinking seeks to make some relationships that might contribute to our 
understanding of working within computation systems. I have opted for the following self-
imposed interrogative format as the best way to convey these lines of thinking that are 
currently incomplete and, like the research laboratory itself, exploratory. 
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Q & R #1: 
Q: Why aren't you going to write alx>ut the technical systems? What if your readers don't 
understand what motion capture is? 
R: I might have felt compelled to do this a few years ago, but I sense general knowledge 
of these systems amongst dance artists in particular has increased. There has also been 
growth in computing science and engineering research in the field of sampling, 
synthesizing and modelling motion in three dimensions. In addition, a number of small 
commercial initiatives (in different countries) seeking niche markets for customised motion 
capture solutions have emerged. The evidence for all of this seems easily available on-line, 
and I would like to encourage everyone to look on the Internet so that they see the contexts 
within which this knowledge is being developed. 
What seems missing from the 90,000 plus pages that come up if you search on "motion 
capture" is any brood cultural analysis of this field . You do Find some histories of the 
development of the technologies, but liHie else besides information related d irectly to 
building functional systems. I am speculating that this is partially because motion capture 
systems exist in a state of extreme instrumentality relative to the uses for which they are 
built. In other words, they are so tightly woven as systems to the purposes of either 
animation or motion analysis that they seem to be pure instruments or tools. Almost no one 
involved in the creation and use of motion capture systems deviates from these trajectories 
of purpose. If the system is not used "properly" it generates "useless" materials, and in the 
context of either motion analysis or animation this deviation away from utility would just 
be too costly in terms of both time and money. This means that it can be very difficult for 
artists to intervene in these systems somehow; to hack into them, twist, challenge and allow 
for, or cause, accidental forms to arise from them. 
Q: Why, are you so concerned about motion capture systems being so purely 
instrumental? How would you apply this thinking to the work in the motion capture lab? 
Worl<,hop Shoring The Bocly, Donee· Nok Holfne<, Thomo• McMonu•. Mofoon 
Capture Sy.- Animozoo. Pholo. Bernd Unlennann. 
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R: One of the things at issue here is we need discourses that make distinctions between 
artistic, commercial and scientific research. They are not the some processes, and these 
days when we are being encouraged to colloborate across these sectors, more often, it is 
oil the more important to develop an understanding of these differences. During the 
research loboratory in Monaco in more than one instance occidental data was being 
explored through, for example, the conscious occlusion of some of the reflectors for the 
optical system and the proposal to use on a lternative calibration for the Gypsy. Thomas 
tried to 'outrun' the optical motion capture system one day to see if it could keep up with 
very fast movement. These ore not trivial strategies; they underpin the types of 
investigatory processes that, in my opinion, we need to open space for in relation to 
motion capture systems. These ore the conditions From which unexpected creative forms 
ore going to emerge, ond we were lucky to hove the opportunity to explore this in the 
research lob. 
Q & R #2: 
Q: You hove referred to the conditions of the laboratory os being very generative and 
stimulating. How would you describe this? 
R: Well, i~s crucial to remember that we were only together for o week and that os o group 
we were relatively new to each other. We needed to set up o good process for the 
exchange of ideas related to artistic practices. So, to begin with we did not pursue any 
single line of enquiry and had group discussions whenever they were necessary. These 
discussions tended not to determine work processes os much os respond to and guide 
them. This is important. lt was conducive to an atmosphere of 'doing' and playfulness, trial 
and error, and a reliance on intuition. There were also many things happening 
simultaneously. So, the lab was more like o brainstorming session than following o 
predetermined set of designed or developmental procedures. This type of process stands 
in contrast to the instrumentality of these motion capture systems that I already mentioned. 
lt is important to note that the conditions included a primarily implicit commitment to open 
processes. We all know that the idea of on open {knowledge development) process hos 
implications for intellectual property issues, in particular in the commercial and scientific 
marketplace, but we maintained this tacit contract between us to be os non-proprietary os 
possible. And this was not only amongst us, but also with all those who come to observe. 
lt might be wise to underpin any future stages of research and development work by being 
more explicit on this topic; but at such a preliminary / exploratory stage it is, in my 
opinion, okay and maybe even beHer to operate in good faith. 
Q: Didn't you work under the understanding that you d idn' t hove to have on "end 
product"? 
R: Yes, it was mode clear a t the start that we were not aiming for any particular "end 
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product". This didn't mean we would have nothing to show as the results of our research. 
We had plenty of things to show and di scuss both during and at the end; but it helped to 
establish the ground from which a variety of ideas could be explored with on eye to the 
range of possible "end products", for example, various art works, software solutions, 
compositional strategies, etc. 
Q: Isn't deferral the danger of such an approach? lt seems you could just end up with a 
series of endless demonstrations of things that hove potential but ore not fi nished. 
R: You ore right to mention this. Heidi Gilpin and Lorne Folk in their 1995 article "Demo 
Aesthetics" hove wriHen on interesting critical piece on the implications of the emphasis on 
description and demonstration that seems to permeate a lot of artworks using new 
technologies.5 They write about an aesthetics that "invokes a work of representation that 
is unfinished" or that is in a slate of endless reformulation. They situate this in the current 
techno·cultural climate as a tendency to reconfigure the prototype as a product, which 
makes it commodifioble os such. So, it is something to be aware of. 
What is required in the context of experimentation in the performing arts field, in my 
opinion, is something in between th is pressure on the one side to prove how technologies 
either succeed or fail in the context of the stage performance (os an end product) and, on 
the other side, the value of working processes that develop a clear understanding of the 
terms and context of artistic research in relation to other practices that are foreg rounding 
innovation. Both situations can end up either generating or squashing new forms of 
expression and ways of thinking: so it's not an either / or situation. But one thing is 
abundantly clear to me after observing many projects involving complicated digital 
technologies and live performance making. They really benefit from a generous amount 
of development time and being able to proceed in clear stages or phases. Each phose 
contains an evaluation of its own outcomes and this helps to determine the direclion(s) for 
the next, sort of a recursive process you might soy. With this in mind, I would characterize 
our motion capture lob in Monaco os a "preliminary research phose" that resulted in 
successfully establishing effective social relations and working vocabularies from which to 
deport. 
Q & R #3: 
Q: Why did you title this report "dimensions of data space"? 
R: One of the major lines of inquiry during the lab was the question of nwhat are the 
properties of these motion capture systems?" In seeking to learn more about these 
properties we decided to spend os much time as possible just being in the systems - so 
that we had a constant physical experience of the dimensions of real space in relation to 
the dimensions of the data space. But how can we think about the dimensions of data 
space? One place to start is the concept of 'calibration' . Motion capture is essentially a 
measuring instrument and like all measuring instruments it requi res calibration to align its 
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internal units to the real world units. Calibration manifests a level of description within 
which other descriptions hove meaning, and a ll motion capture systems, optical, magnetic 
and exoskeletons involve different procedures for it. For instance, calibration of the gypsy 
aligns the exoskeleton with the body that wears it; so the dimensions of data space lie very 
close to the mover. Without this level of description the system has no context to recognise 
the data being generated by the mover. 
I think this is one of the keys to developing o better understanding of the relation between 
physical and computation spaces, the relation between real bodies and data bodies if you 
will. lt is portly down to the organisation of levels of description that can be understood 
by the mover and the information system and con travel in both directions in and our . 
Donee practitioners in general hove difficulty with imagining the dimensions of data space 
in any tangible and therefore potentially creative way. What underlies this is the lack of 
an adequate set of formalisms for describing gesture and movement in terms that not only 
the system con interpret, but ore equally accessible to choreographers. Motion capture is 
on interesting technology, but uses descriptions of motion bosed in mathematics and 
invented by computer scientists and engineers, physicists, bio-mechanists and human 
figure animators. There is probably no need to invent new mathematical descriptions 
bosed on the needs of choreographers; but to use what exists in new and innovative 
combinations that con be integrated with the working processes of dance makers. This is 
what I meant by levels of description that can travel in both directions in and out of the 
system. 
This is not so much a matter of teaching choreographers to be mathematicians, but in 
developing on understanding of a range of eo-meaningful representations, classifications, 
algorithms, notations and codes. My feeling, affirmed by the experience of the research 
lab and by some promising initiatives taking place, is that we ore on the cusp of seeing a 
shift in this area' . If we con encourage and support growing awareness and 
understanding of the properties of motion capture and other information systems amongst 
choreographers and dancers. This should stimulate imaginations and may quicken the 
emergence of these generative shored descriptions. 
notes 
1. Taking place for the second time (1st edition 2000) at the Grimoldi Forum in Monaco, the Monaco 
Donee Forum 2002 was a five·day international gathering comprising a diverse range of events 
including performances, exhibitions, symposia, multimedia installations, showcases and the 
International Donee Screen competition. ht!p:/ /www.mddf.cam 
2. Since the early to mid 1990s, dancers, choreographers, multimedia artis ts and sohware 
programmers have been collaborating in exploring the uses of motion capture technologies in artistic 
projects; estoblishing precedents for the exchange of creative ideas and practice from which current 
and future arts researchers con depart. Far same historical information and references to some of 
these artwarks; please refer to: "Choreographing in Bits and Bytes", January 2000 
htlp:/ /www.daimi.ou.dk/- sdela/ balzono/ . (Also published in La scena digitale. A. Menicacc and E. 
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QUINZ, eds. Venezia Marsilia, 2001) and Virtual Donee: a report on the Riverbed residency 
http:/ /www.dortington.ac.uk/stoff/sdelahunta/uci/rivrep.html (University of California, lrvine, May 
2001 ). To read about a similar project that took place in held in Athens May 2001 see the 
TRANSDANCE report. http:/ /huizen.dds.nl/ -sdela/transdance/ report/ 
In addition, dance education institutions hove begun to invest in 
experimentation with motion capture systems, e.g . the Environments lob at Ohio State University 
http:/ /www.dance.ohio-state.edu/workshops/mocap.html 
3 . URLs for these systems include: Metamotion (Gypsy) http:/ /www.metomotion.com; STI (Motion 
Captor) http:/ /www.simtechniques.com; Polhemus (Stortrocker) 
http:/ /www.polhemus.com/; Also see Animozoo sites for soles/ services: http:/ /www.animazoo-
europe.com and http:/ /www.onimozoo.com/ 
4 . The list below provides o general description of the technical requirements for the laboratory: 
Sufficient space and type of Hoor for movement work I Tool Kit: screwdrivers, pliers, golfer lope, etc. 
/ Adaptors {various), routers, hubs, splitters, etc. / Cables (video, ethernet and power) / Tables, 
Stands, Choirs, etc. / Broodbond Internet connection / lighting system (simple but controllable) / 
Sound system to include wireless microphones, ampli fiers, speakers, etc. / Blank recording media 
(dvd, cd ram, dv lope, etc.) / PCs and Macs (portables and desktops/ workstotions and servers) with 
sufficient processor speed, RAM, graphics cards, hard disk space, i/o ports, cd and dvd burners, etc. 
/ Software (2-d and 3-d computer graphic software, audio/ video editing, etc.) / Digital cameras 
(still and video) and tripods/ Data projectors and screens / Wireless devices: transmitters/ receivers, 
etc. / 3·D Motion Capture Systems (optical, magnetic and exoskeleton) / Mise. input/ control devices, 
e.g . midi-keyboard/ slider; data glove, joystick, etc. 
5 . l. FALK, H. GILPIN, Demo Aethetics, in "Convergence: the journal of research into new media 
technologies", 1:2, Autumn 1995. pp. 127-139. 
6 . For a relevant discussion on "descriptions of culture" in relation to digitisation see: D. GARCIA et 
a l. , Conlentlntegroted Research, in "Creative User Systems. Executive Summary of the Third Annual 
Report" for the period December 2000 · September 2001 , ESPRIT Working Group 29549. 
http:/ /www.circusweb.org/ 
7 . For some of these initiatives see Motion-eat the Institute for Studies in the Arts, Arizona State 
University (http:/ / isa.asu.edu/projects_motione.html) and 3d-traces: on interface for choreographers 
proiecl being developed by partners in the UK, Germany, France, Australia a nd Netherlands 
(http:/ / huizen.dds.nl/ - sdela/3dt). 
Related URLs: 
_ Tonic Borr and Mourice Kodooui . Directors a nd owners of Animazoo Europe based in France. 
http:/ /www.onimazoo·europe.com, http:/ /www.animozoo.com, http:/ / www.metomotion.com 
_ Mark Coniglio. New York City based composer, programmer and performance maker. Cc-director of 
Troika Ranch. http:/ /www.troikoronch.org, http:/ /www.troikotronix.com 
_ Scott delohunta. Researcher (Dartington College of Arts, UKl and Writer based in Netherlands. 
http:/ /huizen.dds.nl/ -sdela 
_ Nik Holfner and Thomas McMonus. Former dancers with Ballet Frankfurt; now independent dancers and 
choreographers and both members of the group "commerce". 
_Bernd Lintermonn. Artist programmer currently artist and scientist in residence at ZKM, Korlsruhe, DE. 
http:/ /i31 www.iro.uka.de/ - !inter I 
_Mao (Emmonuel Berriet). Software explorer and president of La Groine/ The Seed . 
http:/ /www.lograine.com 
_John McCormick. Co·ortistic director of "Company in Space" and or~st in residence at RMITs interactive 
information institute. http:/ /www.componyinspoce.com/ 
_ Armondo Menicacci and Emonuele Quinz. Lecturers, writers/ editors, researchers both working at the 
Paris VIII University Dance Deportment and with Anomos. http:/ /www.onomos.org 
Acknowledgements: We would like to thank the Monaco Dance Forum in particular Phillipe Baudelot, 
producer of the multimedia projects, and the technical support team lead by Nick von der Heyden. 
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No. 14 
'Sightseeing on digital pathways' 
in Pulse: South Asian Dance in the UK. Spring 2003, pp. 6-9. 
In March 2003, I received an invitation from Pulse editor Chitra Sundaram to write an 
article on the basis of a presentation she had seen me give two years earlier on 'Digital 
Dance' at the Nehru Centre in London. She asked for "a factual recount of projects and 
researches, worldwide complete with opportunities for dancers, websites the works".1 
Pulse focuses on South Asian Dance in the UK and she was particularly keen that I 
shape the article to reflect this. 
PULSE is the only magazine of its kind for South Asian Dance in the UK and 
internationally. The magazine is a rich source of information, opinion and insight; a vital 
point of contact and networking; an acknowledged reviewer of performance and a 
generator of debate. Source: http://www.kadam.org.uk/oulse.php (accessed 7 May 
2010). 
1 Emall to the author, 19 Mar 2003. 
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Sight 
Scott de~hunb (Writing 
Research Associates. Nl) does 
research, writing, speaking 
and consultat ion work related 
to the Impact of new media 
and information technologies 
on live performance arts 
practice with a particular 
focus on dance. Currently an 
Associate Research Fellow. 
Dartington College of Arts. 
several of his articles and 
reports are on line at: 
http://huizen.dds.ni/-sdela/. 
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A growing number of dance artosts have been 
exploring the integration of'new technologies' 
into their work in the last decade. These explo-
rations have produced a variety of new art works 
and processes, though not always as final per-
formances for the stage. They have generated a 
vigorous arena for collaborat ion between artists 
and technologists and onfluenced both practice 
and theory in the performing arts. Both. the 
forms of collaboration and the variety of work 
that has emerged from them are briefly surveyed 
below and footnoted with references to websites 
for those who would like to know more. 
Meeting Points (enhanglng practices) 
Inspired by the seemingly multifaceted potential 
of new technologies, dance and live perform-
ance artists have sought to collaborate with 
digital media artists and software programmers 
to explore the transformation of artistic materi-
als. changing perceptions of the body, and new 
forms of mediation for and presentat ion to an 
audience. Often these collaborat ive relationships 
between artists and technologosts have been ini-
tiated and sustained through short, intensive 
'laboratories' or workshops.' Because these col-
laborative exchanges have formed the 
foundation from which new odeas, processes and 
artworks have emerged, recognising this is key 
to how we see the developments in the field. 
The Shadow Project, organised in Jackson 
Hole. Wyoming in 1991 by Thecla Schiphorst. a 
choreographer and computer systems designer, 
and John Crawford, a theatre director and soft-
ware programmer. was one of the first such 
creative workshops to bring dancers and chore-
ographers together with computer 
programmers and electronic composers. This 
was followed by a series of similar North 
American workshops ending in 1995. ln the UK, 
television director/producer and multimedia 
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designer Terry Braun, and the interactive medoa 
company illuminations Interactive. produced the 
D1gital Dancing workshops in London annually 
from 1994 through 1998. Several such events 
have taken place, with somewhat less regularity, 
ranging in location from Phoenix, Arizona in the 
US to Bergen, Norway and Athens, Greece. 
Life Forms (a critique) 
Thecla Schiphorst was also a member of the 
origonal design team for LifeForms. a computer 
graphics software for animating a human figure 
in 3-D. In 1989, she began to tutor the celebrated 
Amerocan choreographer, Merce Cunningham, on 
the use of Lifeforms.• Cunningham had been 
Interested in the possibility of using the com-
puter as both a memory device and a creatove 
tool for 'discovery' since the 196os. as part of the 
extension of his exploration of how movement 
appeared to the camera via video and film. 
Lifeforms uses a fully articulated human 
figure that can be manipulated Into any shape. 
Different shapes can then be arranged in a 
sequence along a trmeline {similar to the tradi-
tional anomation technique of'key framong') 
Following this, the computer software and hard· 
ware is able to generate the movement 
pathways between each {different) shape In the 
sequence on the timeline. lt is thus possible to 
build hrgh ly detai led, realistic and complex 
movement phrases involving m ultiple figures. in 
1991, Cunningham created a live dance work, 
Trackers, for which one third of the movement 
came from Lifeforms.' He cont inues today. m his 
8os to create dances devised, to varying degrees. 
with Life f orms. 
With this stamp of approval from such an 
influential dance maker and dance thinker. 
life forms gained a degree of popularity, as the 
software choreographers would be likely to use 
in making dances. However. constructing corn-
plex and realistic movement phrases in 
Lifeforms takes a great deal of time, and the 
software is biased towards certain types of 
dance material, e.g. material which relies on a 
high degree of articulation in the joints. Perhaps 
because of his analytical approach to movement 
and particular dance technique or style, 
Cunningham has found the Life Forms software a 
useful creative tool. However, this has not neces-
sarily been the case for other choreographers, 
and there seem to be relatively few who use it in 
the way Cunningham does.' 
Topologies (complex data spaces) 
Merce Cunningham continued to explore new 
ways of seeing and making dance using new 
technologies, this time in collaboration with 
New York City based multimedia artists Paul 
Kaiser and Shelley Eshkar. ln 1998, they made a 
work entitled Hand Drawn Spaces, an installation 
based on visual material gathered using 3-D 
Motion Capture technologies.' These are able to 
record t he movements of a dancer in three 
dimensions by using reflective markers placed 
on several strategic positions on the body. 
Cameras arranged around the space in 360 
degrees pick up the posit ion and orientat ion of 
each marker in Cartesian (x,y and z or 3-D) space 
and send this data to t he computer. 
One would think 3-D Motion Capture 
would be an ideal technology for the choreogra-
pher - a system that records every movement 
accurately in three dimensions for playback on 
the computer screen, easier than building 
motion from scratch using Life Forms and better 
than video that leaves a movement locked up in 
two dimensions. But motion capture systems are 
technically extremely complex and require spe-
cialists skilled in a range of hardware and 
software knowledge. This means that access to 
these systems can be limited. Currently, they also 
require the wearing of special markers or sensors 
which, built as they are to serve the purposes of 
the entertainment, engineering and medical 
industries, are not designed with the specific 
needs of the dance maker in mind. Despite these 
limitations of motion capture systems, since the 
mid-1990s, a handful of persistent choreogra-
phers, in addition to Cunningham, have explored 
their artistic potential and set a number of 
important precedents' it seems inevitable that 
developments will continue, as evidenced by an 
increasing number of dance organisations 
(mostly in the USA and UK so far) able to invest 
in 3-D motion capture systems.• 
Combining 3-D motion capture, computer 
gaming environments and choreography, 
Topologies L'lnstont (2002) is a fascinating instal-
lation work by French choreographers Norbert 
and Nicole Corsino. ln the piece, the viewer/par-
ticipant-navigates freely throughout the five 
levels of a 3-D computer graphics environment 
using a standard hand held game controller to 
accelerate forward or backwards and turn left or 
right. The space is comprised of largely flat land-
scapes, desert-like, where one encounters surreal 
sculptured video walls, modernist semi-transpar-
ent multi-level buildings and strange empty 
structures. Scattered amongst these are dancing 
figures animated by movement sequences 
recorded using 3-D motion capture. One can 
approach these figures from any direction and 
pause or slow their movement down. This world 
is there to explore in one's own t ime from any 
perspective. it is a significant achievement and a 
sign of things to come. 
lsadora (with dancers in mind) 
While 3-D motion capture systems are still out of 
reach for the majority of dance artists, today the 
standard, off-the-shelf, portable notebook com-
puter is powerful enough to sample and 
synthesize 2-D video, sound, graphics and text in 
real time. In addition, a number of motion track-
ing or monitoring devices are available t hat can 
be connected to th is personal computer, making 
it possible for movement to trigger /control a 
range of visual, lighting, sonic and/or robotic 
effects in the space. Much of the software to 
make t his happen can be down loaded easily 
from the Internet, and this collection of digital 
tools is being used in a wide range of creative 
work under the heading of, what some refer to 
as, the emergent form of'interactive art'. 
There are several artists working with 
these increasingly accessible technologies who 
consider the domain of their interactive art to be 
the stage and, their main 'interactors', their 
dancers. Few have worked for a longer period 
w ith more dedication and commitment than 
Troika Ranch, a multidlsciplinary performance 
company founded in 1993 w ith its current base in 
New York City. The eo-directors of the company 
are choreographer Dawn Coniglio and com-
poser/artist programmer Mark Coniglio who has 
written much of the software code that supports 
their work. Some years ago, Mark began to 
develop a program that would combine the func-
tionality of different software he was using in 
their work and be simple enough for the non-
programmer to work with creatively after only 
the brief est of introduct ions. The result is his 
new software program, lsadora (after the mod-
ern dance pioneer). While it was made and priced 
with the dance maker in mind, lsadora is so well-
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Troika Ranch. "Future of Memory· 
performer Sandra lllletand 
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Notes (aT/ UllLI accessed 4 May 200J) 
designed and multifunctional that it is used by 
many artists working in interactive tnstallation 
and performance, sound art. mixed media and 
club culture. A trial version of lsadora can be 
down loaded from the Troika website:· 
Alpha (dance via the net) 
In 1991, computer scientist and system designer 
Timothy Berners-Lee invented the underlying 
structures for the network of hyperlinked multi-
media documents that we know as the 'world 
wide web' and 'websites'." The Internet itself had 
existed for many years, but after 1991 and in par-
ticular since about 1994, there has been an 
explosion of artistic activity taking advantage of 
this new platform for multimedia creat1ve 
expression. Several choreographers and perform-
ance makers JOined this wave of artists exploring 
the 'telematic' spaces of the network. engaging 
on-line audiences and building relationships with 
venues around the world to produce perform-
ances in separate locations at the same time. 
Other choreographers have used the Internet as a 
means of gathering performance material or 
delivering dance education at a distance 
One recent use of the Internet for dance 
education purposes was an initiative of Random 
Dance Company and choreographer Wayne 
McGregor. In March 2003 Random premiered 
Alpha, a new work for children ages 8 to 11 that1s 
touring venues throughout the UK. With sub-
5tantial support from NEST A (the National 
Endowment for Science, Technology and the 
Arts), Random Education Officer, Jasm1ne Fitter, 
and her team developed a unique supporting 
programme that used the Internet to offer 
teachers and pupils an alternative way to access 
the company in rehearsals and performance 
Throughout February and March 2003, twenty-
five schools in the UK took part in twice-weekly 
web-cast classes where participants' choreo-
graphic skills were developed and they were able 
1. New technolog1es generally refer to those 
mformatian and communication technologies 
that are dependent upon the development of 
the modem digital computer and Include 
software and hardware. 
Art, Bergen, NO 
(http:llwww.notamo2.nolmotherboard/hwlal h 
wlarch.html}; Transdance, Athens. Gll 
(http;//hulzen.dds.nli-sdelaltransdancelreport) 
4-For Merce Cunmngham on life Forms, see 
http:! l www. merce.orgl technology _lifeforms. ht 
m/; Life Forms demo software ll available on 
http:! i wwwlifeforms.coml 
past used Poser, also a human figure ammat1on 
program (http;/lwww.curiouslabs coml}, more 
extenSively for creaHve mspirat1on One can 
often find Life Forms listed in thecumcula of 
dance education programmes, and researchers 
m North America are working on a lmk 
between Labanotation software and Life Form> 2. To keep abreast of workshop activities In the UK and abroad: join the dance-tech emaillist 
via http://art.netl-dtzlmailllst html and the 
D1gital Arts Network via 
http:/ l www.digitalartsnetwork.org/. Keep an 
eye on the Dance and Technology inltrative of 
Essex Dance, the regional arm of the Arts 
Counoloffngland on 
http·llwwwdancetech eo ukl and the Future 
Physical website, 
http;l/wwwjuturephysrcal.org 
J For example: Cellbytes2ooo, Phoenix,Al 
(http:llisa.hc.a5U.edu/ce/lbytesl), Hot Wired Uve 
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5· For more informatron on Trackers see Thee/a 
Schiphorst, •Merce Cunning ham. Cyber Dances 
wrth Life Forms : drca 1992 (http:llwww-
personal.umich.edul-marchantiXPoseDance/T 
hecla%2oFolder/ thecla.html). 
6. There are some, such as London-based 
choreographer Sue MacLennan, who create 
dances in Life Forms that are never intended as 
material for performance, but are meant to be 
viewed on the screen. Another London-based 
choreographer. Wayne McGregor. has in the 
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7 Paul Kaiser's website is rich vvith informaflon 
about their motion capture/animation projects 
with Bill T Jones and Merce Cunmngham 
(http://www kaiserworks.coml) 
8 For references to some af these works see. 
·choreographing in Bits and Bytes~ publiShed 
m La scena digita/e,A.MENICACCI, EQUINZ 
(eds.), Vene11a Marsi/io 2001 
(httpJiwww.daimtau.dk/ -sdelal ba/zanol). 
9-For example, the dance departments of the 
University of California lrvine 
(http;/ldance.arts.ud.edul) and Oh10 State 
to watch the creat ion of Alpha:• 
Random has also developed an Alpha web-
si te to provide additional support and background 
information between web casts.nThe partnership 
of Random and NEST A in the use of the Internet is 
a potent one Of all the contemporary dance corn· 
panies in the UK, Random has one of the 
strongest reputations for working w ith young 
people and using technologies as a way to inspire 
them to be interested in dance. Alpha is a fine 
example of how a well -conceived and generously 
supported project can combine dance and tech· 
nology In effective and productive ways. 
Thinking Forward 
The examples I have given above for the relation 
between dance and new technology have 
focussed less on the technology, and more on 
the human relations and exchanges that under· 
pin this connection. lt is here that meaningful 
developments will take place; in particular 
where pract itioners from different disciplines 
and domains find ways of working creatively and 
productively together. The results may or may 
not appear to involve new technology (chances 
are they will . you just may not see it) or even 
dance for that matter, but in the end perhaps 
this should not be the criterion by which they 
are deemed important. 
If efforts such as these are supported and 
nurtured, then the future should be an excitmg 
one in which different software is developed to 
help in creating dances (not only LifeForms) and 
easy to use digital performance tools continue 
to evolve. Choreographers' imaginations will 
soar with the possibilities inherent in three-
dimensional digital spaces; educating via 
computer and communications networks, dance 
will further flourish, stimulating people of differ-
ent ages and backgrounds to appreciate, in all of 
its increasingly hybrid cultural forms, the art of 
the moving body. 
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Umversity (hNpJ!wwwdance.oh1o-state.edul); 
In the UK, Essex Dance 
(http://wwwdancetech.co.ukl) has recently 
mvested in a Motion Capture system custom 
built for them by Hypervision 
(http:/ lwww hyperviSion.co. ukl) 
10 N&N Corsino have done some of their past 
research m association with CICV (Centre 
International de Creation Video -
http:llwww.Cicvjr) For more information 
about the Corsmos'work search v1a Google 
(http·llwww.google.com). 
(http·llwwwcyc/ing74-'0ml). 
12. For a longer on-/me article about lsadora 
WJth input ftom some of the artists using the 
software see 
hltpl l huizen dds n/1- sdelalsfdl isadora.htm/ 
13. Dawn load a trial version of lsadora from 
http.llwiWol.trOikatronix.com/; Troika l?anch's 
website IS http:llw.vw.troikaranch.orgl. 
16. For some examples oj'telematic' 
peiformance and other uses of the Internet by 
dance artists see World Wide Simultaneous 
Dance (http:// wwwwwsd.orgl); Magg1e's Love 
Bytes (http·llw.vw.notamoz.nol -amandajsl); 
Webbed Feats (http:llwww.webbedfeats.org/), 
and the Hands -On Dance Project 
(hNp:llwww.satorimedia corn/hands_ on!}. 
11 For a bnef but useful history of interactive art 
see Soke Dink/a s 1994 article on-line on 
hNp.llwwwkenfeingold comldinkla _history.html; 
Visit the Site of Dcmd l?okebys 'Very Nervous 
System: a popular video motion tracking software 
(http:/lwww.lnterlog.coml -drokebyl vns.html); 
Maxi MSP Is another popular software for use 
in mteractive art making 
14. For a short on-/me history of the web by 
Berners-Lee visit 
http.llwwwwJ.org/People!Berners-
Lee/ShortHistory.html 
1S British artist and theorist l?oy Ascott is often 
cred1ted w1th haVIng comed the term 'telematic 
art' m the 1980s See his new book Telematic 
Embrace: visionary theories of art, technology 
and conmousness, University of California 
Press, lOOJ. 
17. /?andom has conducted several projects 
mvolving a range of technologies;for more 
mformation about these and ALPHA visit their 
site at http:www.randomdance.org. 
18 For NfSTA's vision and perspective on the 
project: 
http·llwww.nesta org.uklmediaroomlnewsre/e 
ases!JJ64 I 
19. The ALPHA website IS 
http://www.alphadance.org 
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'Choreography and Cognition: A joint research project' 
in Art and Science: Proceedings of the XVIII Congress of the International 
Association of Empirical Aesthetics. eds. J . P. Fr6is, P. Andrade & J. F. 
Marques. Lisbon: IAEA2004. 2004, pp. 169-173. 
In February 2004, I received the invitation "to submit a four-page paper" for the 
proceedings of the Empirical Aesthetics Conference from Sydney-based cognitive 
psychologist Kate Stevens who had convened and invited me to participate in the 
symposium "Choreographic Cognition" to be held at the Conference in Lisbon Sept 13-
16, 2004.1 The panel provided a first opportunity to interact with the significant body of 
research work Stevens and her colleagues had been conducting in Australia titled 
'Unspoken Knowledges' on topics very similar to mine.2 
1 Email to the author, 25 Feb 2004 
2 Documentation site: http://www.ausdance.orq.au/unspoken/background.html (accessed 7 May 2010). 
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CHOREOGRAPHY AND COGNITION: 
A JOINT RESEARCH PROJECT 
D ELAH UNTA, Scorr 
Associate Research Fellow, Dartingron College of Arrs, Netherlands 
Introduction 
The C horeography and Cognitio n project began a few years ago 
as a discussion between London-based choreographer Wayne McG regor 
(d irector of Random Dance) and myself abo ut finding new ways of 
understanding th e choreographic process that might lead to alternati-
ve creative and collaborative approaches ro making dances. Starring 
from a mutual interest in artificial intell igence, our discussion eventu-
ally led us to develop a project for explo ring potential insights into the 
choreographic process that might emerge from the interdisciplinary 
research context of cognitive science. For Phase One, we organ ised a 
se ries of meetings in November 2002 wi th cogni t ive scientists in the 
United Kingdom and France. Positive reactions to these inspired us to 
continue with another set of exchanges, and we were able to secure funds 
from a new arrs and science research scheme that enabled us to conti-
nue working wi th five of the individuals from our original series of 
meetings. (1) In addition , we invi ted James Leach , a social anthropo-
logist doing fieldwork on creativity and knowledge exchange with in 
the context of arts and science collaborations. T his Phase Two was plan-
ned as a six-month project from September 2003 to the end of Fe-
bruary 2004. (2) 
Project Objectives/ Initial Meeting 
In preparation for Phase Two, we developed three objectives intend-
ed to establish the conditions out of which specific lines of enquiry or 
starting points could emerge. 
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1. shared objective: to seek connections between choreographic processes and the 
study of movement and the brain/ mind that are scientifically and artistically 
interesting. 
2. artistic objective: to integrate the participation and contribution from 
the scientists into the fobric of the choreographic process while maintaining the 
integrity of the modes of looking and questioning pertaining to their respective 
research areas. 
3. scientific objective: to start to fonnulate specific questions and research 
methodologies that arise from the individual interests in this project in the con-
text of the creative choreographic process. 
O n 7 and 8 November 2003, we met together in the Random Dance 
rehearsal studio in London ro witness McGregor an d his dancers work with 
some new exercises and scores to generate movemenr material. O ur sche-
dule consisted of watching these making sessions in the morning and holding 
discussion sessions in the afternoon during which the scientists were invited 
to present responses and questions ro what they had seen based on their 
ind ividual areas of research. We had set aside two weeks in December and 
one week at rhe end of January when they could return ro the studio ro 
continue whatever line of questioning might have emerged for them ; and 
we were aiming by the end of the second day for some starring points for 
potenrial experimenrs. At the same rime, McGregor was working on the 
integration of some of their approaches into his creative practice. 
Project Experiments 
Alan W ing and Kristen Hollands from the Sensory and Moror Neu-
roscience Centre, University of Birmingham took as their starring point a 
broad set of questions such as: what frames of reference are dance move-
ments contro lled in? Are the movements guided in space with respect ro 
features of the room or with reference to the midline of the body? W hat 
are the crucial sensory systems for describing these frames of reference? H ow 
might selected disruptio ns or perrurbations help to tes t this? In order ro 
investigate these questions, four dancers learned and performed a movement 
sequence passing through three arbitrarily selected spatial reference points 
around the body. T hey were recorded performing these sequences using 
an optical motion capture system th at records the timing and position of 
movement in a three dimensional space at a very high degree of resolu-
tion. Various disruptions or perturbations were introduced, e.g. performing 
w ith eyes closed and different parts of the body, at different speeds, in re-
verse and with mirrored and rotated reference poinrs, etc. The collected 
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data has undergone a preliminary analysis that points towards some pos-
sible benefits ranging from : an increase in the scientific undemanding of 
how movement is planned and execured; to offering an improved or en-
hanced understanding of how to encourage artistic variability of move-
ment and expand movement vocabularies. 
Or. Rosaleen McCarrhy from the Department of Experimental Psy-
chology, University of C ambridge was also interested in the notion of dis-
ruption, but took a very d ifferent approach from Wing and Hollands. H er 
interest was in exploring the cognitive «toolkit>> of each of the dancers in order 
to gain a better Wlderstanding of the communication taking place between 
choreographer and dancer in the context of the choreographic process. 
She posed the following questions: how does the choreographer stimulate 
the dancers' creativity along rhe desired lines? How do they understand 
what he says? Is creativity assisted or hindered by any tensions in com-
munication ? Drawing o n her expertise in neuropsychological methods 
for the investigation of cognitive representations, she set up some simple 
dual task experiments with the dancers using imagined movemem (in 
imagio) as a means of approaching these questions. Dual task experiments 
assume rhar if one does two things at once there is a general loss of effi -
ciency in cognitive terms and a specific loss if there is an overlap in rhe tools 
required . By asking the dancers to imagine a short known movement 
sequence and riming rhem without any interference and then asking them 
to imagine the same phrase while perfo rming varying tasks, e.g. haptic/ 
/spatial, verbal/spatial , static visual , etc. she began to gather information 
that may be useful to McGregor in communicating movement generating 
exercises differently to his dancers; i.e. what sort of instruction/stimuli he 
might choose to give and in what o rder, ere. 
Tony Marcel and Phil Barnard from the Cognition and Brain Science 
Unit, Cambridge starred with the premise that larger sequences of movement 
are constructed from smaller w1its. T his makes it possible in the creative 
process to pull sequences apart so that components can be recombined. They 
wam ed to investigate what the perceived units of movement would be in an 
experimental serup. Would perceived Wlits differ for different kinds of viewers? 
Would perceived un its differ for sequences generated under different instruc-
tions, for example lower level insuuctions (passing through points in space) 
versus higher level instructions (verbal/emotional)? ln order to obtain reliable 
experim ental measurements ro relate to these questions, they asked McGregor 
to give the dancers two different types of exercises to generate very short mo-
vement phrases. T hese phrases were videotaped and from these recordings a 
total of eight were selected for viewing and ((unicising» by McGregor and the 
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ten dancers. T hey recorded their individual responses (lengths and numbers 
of units) in data collection forms, which have since undergone a preliminary 
analysis. Based on what the dancers each perceive to be single units, some of 
the initial results give interesting indications about how perceptions can be 
compared in relation to different types of instructions for generating move-
ment material as well as giving a comparative picture across the entire com-
pany. While it is noted that the experiment forces a more analytical viewing 
stance and does so in relation to limited scope movement sequences, inte-
resting questions nevertheless emerge from looking at the results about what 
is and isn't noticeable, and this may be something that could contribute to 
the collective making process. 
Alan Blackwell from the Computer Lab, U niversity of Cambridge 
studies the cognitive d imensions of design and notation systems in collab-
oration with a research community who adopt analytic med10ds from a 
range of fields including experimental psychology and design research . He 
collected notebooks and scores from McGregor and four of the dancers and 
used some of these analytic methods to try and discover where they might 
experience the limitations of these design rools. The aim of this project is 
to see how McGregor might improve on the use of notations in the context 
of his creative process. 
Summary 
The data collected from all of these sessions is still being analysed and 
published papers are anticipated. Other forms of project documentation 
and analysis will be disseminated via a website in the near future, a further 
application for funding to conrinue the work has been submitted, and 
McGregor is premiering a new choreography in London in June 2004 that 
has been influenced creatively by the above exchanges. (3) What this proj-
ect has effectively demonstrated so fa r is that a radical cross-fertilisation of 
ideas using shared research approaches can enhance innovative thinking in 
both choreography and cognitive science; and that connections can be dis-
covered and sustained between choreographic processes and the srudy of 
movement and the brain/mind that are both scientifically and artistically 
. . 1nteresrmg. 
Endnotes 
( I) The pilot Am and Science Research Fellowships scheme was jointly funded by the 
Arcs ouncil England and the Arcs and Humanities Research Board. 
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(2) Phase Two parricipams: Alan W ing and Krisren Hollands, SyMoN, Un iversity o t 
Birmingham; Rosaleen McCanhy, Deparonenr of Experimental Psychology, University of 
Cambridge, UK; Anrhony Marcel and Phil Barnard; M RC Cognition and Brain Science 
Unit, Cambridge; Alan Blackwell of C rucible/ Compurer Lab, University of Cambridge; 
James Leach, Research Fellow in Kings College Research Centre. 
(3) C horeography and Cognition: http://www.choreocog.net; Random Dance 
http://www. randomdance.org. 
e-mail: sdela@ahk.nl 
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No. 16 
'Transactables' 
Co-authors Wayne McGregor & Alan Blackwell. in On The Page: Performance 
Research. 9:2. 2004, pp. 67-72. 
In August 2003, inspired by work with choreographer Wayne McGregor on his 'graphic 
scores' and computer scientist and cognitive psychologist Alan Blackwell on the 
'cognitive dimensions' of the use of notation, I sent in a proposal for this article to 
Performance Research for their themed issue 'On the Page' which called for material 
"about modes of making registers of creative activity - forms of description in the 
traces" .1 The writing of this coincided with the formal start of the 'Choreography and 
Cognition' research project in November 2003.2 
Performance Research is a specialist journal published by Routledge that promotes a 
dynamic interchange between scholarship and practice in an expanding field of 
performance. Interdisciplinary in vision and international in scope, its emphasis is on 
research in contemporary performance arts within changing cultures. Source: 
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/13528165.asp (accessed 7 May 201 0). 
1 Email to the author, 1 Jul 2003. 
2 Documentation site: http://www.choreocog.neU (accessed 7 May 2010). 
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Transactab les 
SCOTT DELAHUNTA, WAYN E MCGREGOR 
AND ALAN BLACKWELL 
representations a re freed from formal conven· 
tions. Unlike more compre hensive notation sys· 
te rn s, s uch as La ba notation a nd Benesh, 
drawing and sketch ing will be deployed by 
particular choreogr<tphers and da ncers to serve 
thei r needs; they are contingent upon and co n· 
C II OREOGRAP II Y AND 
COG NITION ISaJOtnl 
research project in11ia1ed 
by Scott deLa hunoa and 
Way ne McGregor 10 
engage pracri oioners 
from the fie ld of cogni · 
Jive science in seektng 
connections between 
creaoivity. choreography 
and ohe scienoific s tudy 
B ETWEEN B 0 D I ES Score deLal11111ta 
Co ntemporary choreographers and dancers 
make use of rhe page as a s ite for creative draw· 
ing, writing a nd sketching. Often bur nor a lways 
accompan ied by video regis tration, they employ 
the page as a toolkit for self-refl ection /exam in · 
ation , for the collective documenting and s ha r· 
ing of creative ideas, scripts and scores, 
capturing the dynamics of gesture and record· 
ing notes for future reference. As such the page 
becomes an interactive object inextricably 
linked with the processes of dance mak ing. 
of movemenJ and the 
mind. Phase Two (Sep· 
tember 2003 through Feb 
r uary 2004) comprosed 
several research sessoons 
involving members of 
Random Dance a nd col· 
laborati ng scien tists 
from the Unoversities of 
Camhridge and fli rming· 
tiguous with the maki ng of specific choreogra· ham Th•s a nicle 1 ~ 
Whi chever of these is the primary function of 
the page, whether part of a generative process or 
used for s toring information for futu re re t rieva l, 
the choreographer's draw ing or sketchbook a lso 
rends to be bound up wit h the making of a 
s pecific work- as temporary in us<tge as the 
performance itself is imperma nent. Some evi· 
dcnce of the process is contained in the misce l· 
laneous markings- t he curves, boxes, lines, 
arrows, words a nd symbols- but usua lly with 
little an notation or explanation that would 
make them meaningful to anyone nor part of the 
c reation. Meanings may even be lost over time 
to those who have made the drawings origina ll y, 
to be redi scove red in the rehearsal of a move· 
ment, action or gesture, s ugges t ing a connec· 
tion between mark maki ng, memory and the 
sensorimotor systems. 
Looking at a particular choreographer's note· 
books over time, there wi ll be certai n stylistic 
consis tencies re lated to habits or use of familiar 
graphic forms , etc., but essentia lly these 
phies and are perhaps best understood as informed by some of th os 
dynamic influences in the process, as marks and research. lhnp. www. 
choreocog.ne11 
traces to be used as triggers a nd s t imuli , as a 
cata lyst to ar ti s tic creation. In this context. as 
the emphasis of its s ignificance shifts to usage 
or interpretat ion and re-ex press ion in a move· 
ment, action or gesture, t he page beco mes less a 
stat ic site for sym bol depiction and more of an 
interactive object . Im portantly, t he page should 
not o nly fu nct ion in this capac ity for its chorea· 
graphe r/ dance r author. bu t a lso as a shared s ite 
for others who may be co llaborators on the artis · 
t ic team, for example other dancers, composers, 
designers, a nd so on. 
There have been a la rge number of stud ies 
over several decades into understandi ng the use 
of graphic representa tions that are not part of 
forma l notation, la nguage or sym bol systems.• 
They have tended to focus on the static versions 
of t hese representations, seeking across them 
for formal properties and m eta-nomenclature 
that might be usefu l in helping vis ua l designers 
intent o n effect ive communicat ion in different 
contexts; but there has been little or no study of 
t he ir use in choreographic practi ce. 
Ellen Schwartz, in her introduct ion to a little· 
known book entitled Tracking. Tracing. Marking. 
' For example: Willard C. 
Bnnton"s Grapluc Merlo-
od.l. for ReprPM/111119 
Facu. New York: 
McGraw-ll oll Oook Corn· 
pany The Engineering 
Magazine Company. 1919 : 
Rudolph Arnheom's 
ViAtUII Tl1111k111g. Berke· 
ley: University of Cali 
fornia Press. 1969: and 
the collec t ions of Edward 
Tufte: Tile ViJ.IIOI Duploy 
of QIIO IIrHOtiVP lufor 
1/IDtiOII. 198): [1/tliAIOII· 
iug h tforiiiOIIOII. 1990: 
and Vi..lun/ ['<plauatiOIIA. 
1997: all published by 
Graphics Press. Cheshorr 
Cl . 
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' Ell en Schwanz (ed.). 
Tmck111g. Traci11g. Mark· 
i11g. Pac1119 (rata log from 
moveme m drawang 
show), NYC: Pratt lns t i· 
tute. t98 2 The ~xhtbioon 
contained mater ial from 
the s ketchbooks of ma ny 
choreographers including 
Lucrnda Ch tl ds. Eliza beth 
Pacing publ is hed as pa rt of a n ex h ibition of 
cho reogra phers' drawings s he cu ra ted in New 
York City in 1982. breaks these u p into two 
categori es: ' fu ncti onal' cons is ti ng of sys temic 
a nd free-form drawings; and 'non-functional' in 
which t he relationship between the mark and 
the movement is more 'oblique'. 1 But beyond 
t his s he says litt le about the re la tion between 
t he drawing and the nature of the movement 
wit h which it may have been associated. In t he 
introdu ction to he r ed ited book Tra ce.!> of Dance, 
dance schola r Laurence Louppe comes closer to 
a rti cul ating this cou pl ing of the corpus of the 
Streb. Molissa Fen leyand writte n and the danced by pos ing questio ns and 
Remy Charlrp. 
l Lawrence Louppc (ed.). 
Trace.! of Da11ce. l'a ri s: 
Editions dis Voi r. 1994. 
imposs ibi lities s uch as how to make sense of 
marks o n the page t hat a re not pa rt of a fo rmal 
notation system withou t its danc ing au tho r. 3 
She su mma r izes what s urvives in the a rchi ve of 
choreograph ic drawings and notebooks as 
'unfinis hed writi ngs' that 'exis t bu t ha lfway, in 
the a bsence of the body tha t a lone ca n rea d you'. 
One o f t he questi ons we asked in the contex t 
of t he Choreography and Cogn itio n project was 
how are notebooks a nd scores used by Wayne 
and h is dancers in t he process of m ;~ ki ng a new 
dance work. We were interested in t he practical 
and functional possibil ities of a systematic 
approach that perha ps Louppe is less incli ned to 
recogn ize in her view on the limits of writ ing 
and the abse nces of bod ies. 
LIVIN G S C 0 RE S Way11 e M c Gr egor 
Yesterday - )an 19 92 to )an 2004 
Ove r the pas t 12 yea rs of creat ing I have accumu-
lated many 'dia ri es' or notebooks of the intimate 
act of dance maki ng. They are objects of the 
process of genera ti ng each individ ua l piece, and 
co nta in ideas which a re ex posed and made vis i-
ble th rough text, drawing, mathematica l prob-
lem-solvi ng, s patia l geometry and gene ra lly 
engaging quest ions about the nature of form 
and content trans la ted throug h tas ks a nd onto 
the page. 
Today - 1 Feb 2004 
Recently, on re-reading t he notebook entries as a 
pa rt of faci litat ing a sha red understand ing of 
my choreographic process to t he group of neuro-
scient ists invo lved in the Choreogra phy a nd 
Cogn itio n project , I s ta rted to question my own 
assumpt ions a bout my da nce ma king pract ice. 
This framework for refl ection has a ll owed me 
ti me to be tter understa nd the complex a nd com-
plicated intervent ions of thought t ra ns la ted to 
paper, and indeed the need for me to have t h is 
tool. the page, to di a logue wit h: not a t a ll as 
st ra ightforward documentat ion . a si mple reco rd 
of the dance p iece, or a notation in the tra-
dit iona l sense of the te rm where the 'diary' 
could be used to reconstruct the piece, bu t a n 
act ive, living, ideas score. The notebooks are a 
space full of sets of informa tion, geogra ph ies, 
territ or ies of explora ti o n. where s ide by s ide 
they s tar t to descr ibe process as a co nt inuum of 
investi ga t ion where each piece seems to signify 
a marker in time rather tha n a co mpleted a nd 
fina l desti nat ion. 
In d ifferent ways , the re does seem to be a 
systemat ic deve lopment in t he entries, not in 
terms of an as pi ration for a formula of making. 
but a clari ty of inten t io n a nd a ttent ion. Task 
are modulated, re formed, reinterpreted at vari -
ous points in one process, to be th en red iscov-
ered or at least revis ited in a much late r o ne. 
Ideas wh ich a re re jected in one piece a re ener-
get ically excavated in another, a nd t h is is 
explic itly illus trated in t he s pecifi cs of the 
choreogra phic tasks whi ch are inve nted to s u it 
th e new ques t ions. In othe r words. t he re is a 
dyn amic interplay between kn owledge{s) of t he 
past , wit h concepts of the fut u re be ing 
researched within the bounda r ies of the present. 
It was surpr is ing to see wh en a na lysing my 
own notebooks that detai led in format ion re la ted 
to the body in motion , t he body in s pace, t he 
body in t ime, the body a t all , is an exceptional 
ent ry. It 's as if these choreograph ic intel ligences 
do not need t he syphon of the page to be art icu-
lated or d iscussed in any othe r space tha n t he 
s tudio itself - concepts of t he body med ia ted 
di rect ly in real ti me and space int imate ly and in 
person with t he individual dancers t hemselves. 
The page facilita tes a notion of a n a lterna tive 
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body (or is it 'mind '?) to collaborate with, outs ide 
of yourself. yet at one with your line of enquiry. 
We often describe dance as a n exemplar of non-
verbal communication but I have realized that 
the 'prod uct' may be without words but the 
process of crea tivity is heavily reliant on them. 
Here. on the page, there is no verbal exc hange, 
no ex pla nation necessary, but a table t for physi-
ca liz ing th ought without full -bodied da ncing. 
1t ' a visceral experience though: bold mark 
making, animating descriptions of ideas, noting 
confused number sequences, the workings out 
ot mind into matter. matter transfor med into 
art. The page a llows you ro di scover e lements of 
yourse lf and th e notebooks become the honest 
(b io)g rapher. 
Tomorrow - 3- 5 Jun e 2004 Sadl er 's Wells 
The experiences of a na lytica l, conceptua l and 
chal lenging th inking from the Choreography 
a nd Cognition project have provided a vibrant 
catalys t for change. This change has been 
affec ted by the type of quest ions asked of the 
art·making process, which have been fram ed far 
outside my norma l cons ide ra tions in creating 
dance. lt is this intervention t hat has most acti · 
va ted growt h a nd this dis ruption to con· 
vent ional ways of doing t h ings wh ich has 
ins pired me to unl earn . Th is unlearning is 
reflec ted in t he des ign t hin king for my new 
work AtaXia where our aspi ra tion is to unco· 
ordina te our fo undations of aesthe ti c know· 
ledge - no more so than in th e use, conte nt and 
form of my Living Scores. 
As part of the process for this piece, each 
dance r wil l have th eir own generat ive score 
which they can a nnotate, draw on, extend and 
individual ly brea the life into. In collaborat ion 
with designer John Warwicker the initial ill us· 
tra ted scores have been developed in a se ries of 
complex ities. These a re points of departure for 
choreography. What fascinates about the con-
tent of the given score is as much the infor-
mation that is invisible as vis ible. There is an 
absence of complete form which generates a loss 
of control in read ing. The meaning(s) of the pri-
mary s timuli a re ambiguous and it is one of the 
213 
jobs of the creative process to uncover a plural 
approach to understand ing the grammar a nd 
syntax of this new graphic language. In a sem i-
otic sense, what are the signs and symbols of 
thi materi al that communicate meaning(s)? 
How can we uti lise them. t ransla te them a nd 
ex ploit them to say something new about t he 
body, in terpersonal re lationshi ps and life? 
Looking differently a t sets of information 
sti mulates creativity, and when thi s is har-
nessed with 'operational' tas ks for tran lating 
this data into movement, a very specia l chem· 
istry occurs. The scores themselves. accom· 
panied by instructions on ' how to look', provide 
a dyna mic imaginative s pace from whic h impro· 
visational a nd generative tasks can ta ke pl ace. 
These ideal conditions set up a safe and engag· 
ing environment in which to play wit h move· 
ment, often insp iring a physical behaviour or 
language which is unna t ura l. uncommon for the 
body to exec ute. lt is in thi s sense of generating 
the unexpected that the living score excels. 
HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TO DISCOVER 
THE FORM OF AN ID EA? ll/0 11 D/ackwt>/1 
Choreographers, like architects, engine design· 
e rs and computer programmers, transform 
m ind-stuff into tangible products- our arti fi cia l 
world . For these and many other design disc i-
plines, it is marks on a page that media te the 
process of transformation. We know that com-
plex design practices require med ia for com-
munication - blueprints, scores or 
s pecifica tions- but these a re s ubs t itutes for 
s hared experience, and documents of th e ere· 
ative act. The notational convent ions of such 
media divide the 'sentent ia l', language-li ke con-
ventions in which a ser ies of ym bols are read 
off t he page like the words in a sentence, from 
the 'pictoria l', mappings of observed experience 
onto the marked plane. We are familiar to the 
point of unconsciousness with the nature and 
function of such notations as a communicat ive 
score, acti ng as surrogate when the des igner is 
no longer present, and allowing performers or 
manufacturers to interpret a (more or less) 
authorized work. 
4 References onclude: A. F 
Blackwell and T. R. G. 
Green. 'Notational Sys 
terns - The Cognuove 
Do mens ions of Notations 
framework '. on I. M. Car 
roll (ed .) HCI ModPI.J. . 
TloPoriPA arod f'ratiiP· 
work.~: Toward a Multt-
doJ>Cip/onary SCIPilCI!. San 
francosco: Morgan Kauf-
mann. 2003. pp. 10)-)4 : 
Y. Engelhardt. The lan-
guage of graphocs. l'hU 
thesi s. Unover 11 y of 
Amsterdam. 2002: T. R. G. 
Green and M. Peore. 
·usabolity Analysis of 
Visuall'rogrammong 
Envoronments : A 'Cogno· 
tive Dimens ions' 
Approach"./oomoul of 
Vi.l>tW/ Laii9Uli9PA Ulld 
COIII(II111119 (l<)<jb): 1)1 - 74 
~ A . F. l.ll ackwell and T 11. 
G. Green. "A Cognuove 
Dimensions Que~ ri on 
naore Opumosed for 
Users ·. on A. f. Ulackwell 
and E. Boloua (eds). Pro-
ceedings of rhe Twelfth 
Annual Meeting of the 
Psychology of Program-
ming Interest Group. 
2000. pp. 1)7-52 
lhttp:l ppog.org papers u 
th-blackwe ll pdfl . 
Yet the designer's page need not be simply a 
medium for communicat ion. Sketches and pri-
va te working documents often participate in a 
more intimate process. Where a work in 
progress has many parts or properties, a 'com-
putational offloading' employs the page as a 
surrogate for short-term 'working' memory. This 
process results in many blurrings between the 
sententia l and the pictori al. Where working 
memory might consist of a mental language of 
words and phrases, or snapshot visua l images, 
sketches combine these elements in more 
elaborate or ambiguous ways. The designer 
engages in a di alogue with the page, externaliz-
ing, then looking to see something new. The 
page becomes a site for encounters of cognition 
and creativity, and also a fert ile ground for 
resea rch into the philosophy of mind. 
Many fields of technology design are suf-
fi cient ly new that they are s till inventing their 
first notations - at a level of historical develop-
ment that might be compared to 12th-century 
musicians, 17th-cen tury da ncers, or prehistoric 
rock deer hunters . lt was the gradual realization 
of how I was rei nven ting these wheels that dis-
tracted me from my career in high technology, 
entering psychology research in order to under-
s tand the formal properties of markings on the 
page. and the human experience of making and 
seeing such notations. I now collaborate with a 
small internat ional research community dedi-
cated to the s tudy of diagramma1 ic reasoni ng 
a nd visual languages. We adopt analytical meth-
ods from mathematics, philosophy, semiotics, 
experi mental psychology and design research to 
describe the properties of existing notations, 
and anticipate the best choices for novel nota -
tional systems. 
The results of these investigations ca n be 
applied also to the contemporary practice of tra -
dit iona l arts such as music and dance. Better 
underst anding of the use of nota l ion I iberates 
both performers and composers, enabling com-
positional and interpreti ve innova tion. In the 
Choreography and Cognition re earch project 
referenced in these pages, the results of nota-
214 
ti on and design research are being used to struc-
ture interviews with dancers and choreogra-
phers. Lead ing choreographers like Wayne 
McGregor develop new conceptual structures in 
part on the page, bringing great potenti al for 
adopt ing notational elements from other design 
disciplines. We facilitate this transfer of experi-
ence through structured taxonomies of the lan-
guage of graphics. and through patterns of 
experience in the way that notations ei ther 
encourage or obstruct particular profiles of 
design activity. 4 
We have used the Cogn itive Dimensions ques-
tionnaire to discover the respects in which 
Wayne experiences the limitations of hi s des ign 
tool s. 5 A grea t dea l of his notationa l activi ty is 
concerned with 'accounti ng' processes, applying 
dance and spati<tl resources within a conceptual 
impetus. From our cross-d isc iplinary design 
perspective, we can imagine ways in which even 
mundane conventions from the world of pro-
fessional accounting might be transfigured or 
subverted toward the innovative demands of 
contemporary da nce. We a re also able to con-
trast the personill s tyles of dancers who employ 
abstrac1 represen1ation when inventing nota-
tiona l devices, versus those who emphas ize 
verbal or spatia l operations. Dancers in the 
Random Dance company use paper as a problem-
solving medium in which to solve and record 
improvisational exercises. but do no t want to be 
distrac1ed by the detail of the composi tional 
process. or materia l tha t abstracts expressive 
movement away from the body. Balancing 
demands of the e kinds is the art of the notation 
design researcher, and the challenge for the 
next phase of our work. 
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AtaXia ~cores hy tohn 
Wanvtcker w11h an nota· 
lions 1nterpre1ed by 
dancer:. Lalla 01allo (left I 
and Claue Cunmngham 
/ovPr paq•l 
... Evemually. 1he l1vmg 
score becomes a detailed 
reference. a map of 
1nvest1 gat 1on. a memory 
of in1en11on 11 will be 
personalized. made mdi· 
v1dual, unique. but a t the 
a me 11me collective. 
shared and coherent. 
Everybody will read and 
mcerpret rhetr own score 
with the1r remembered 
understand1ng of the 
process. a pnvate testa· 
ment 10 our parttcular 
contribution to the work. 
the p1ece itsel f the public 
face of a collaborative 
endeavour. 
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No. 17 
'Separate Spaces: some cognitive dimensions of movement' 
This is the pre-translation version. The published version appeared as: 
'Espaces distincts:quelques dimensions cognitives du mouvement' in 
Scientifiquement danse: Quand la danse puise aux sciences et reciproquement: 
Nouvelles de Danse. Bruxelles: Contredanse, No. 53. 2006, pp. 150-162. (See 
Appendix pp. 399-412) 
This work was originally commissioned in June 2003 by Giles Lane as part of the 
DIFFUSION eBook series and published on-line in June 2005.1 I was approached by 
Florence Corin, editor of Nouvelles de Dance in April 2005 to submit something for an 
upcoming issue on "dance and sciences".2 Publishing in Nouvelles de Dance means 
translating the work to French and I was keen to disseminate the 'Choreography and 
Cognition' project through it, and she agreed to publish the DIFFUSION piece. 
Nouvelles de Danse is a contemporary dance journal published in French by the 
Brussels dance association: Contredanse. Contredanse uses publications, a 
documentation centre, a newspaper and this site to support and stimulate 
choreographic creativity. Source: http://www.contredanse.org/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
1 http://diffusion.orq.uk/?taq=scott-delahunta (accessed 7 May 201 0). 
2 Email to the author, 19 Apr 2005. 
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Separate Spaces: some cognitive dimensions of movement 
(This is the pre-translation English version as submitted for publication in October 
2005. Illustrations in and the referencing system of the published French version are 
used.) 
Cognitive Mapping: 
Cognitive science is usually described as an interdisciplinary study of the mind or 
intelligence drawing together a set of key fields such as computer science, 
philosophy, neuroscience, linguistics and psychology. One of the projects of 
cognitive science has been to research and develop new understandings and 
descriptions of the organisation and processing of information in the biological 
correlate of the mind, the brain. 
In the early 19th century, phrenologists developed the first theories relating areas of 
the brain to some of the basics of cognition.1 Developed without a scientific method, 
these early theories were exposed as fundamentally incorrect, but the phrenologists 
still have a place in the history of mapping the brain/ mind. This continues today with 
non-invasive brain imaging techniques that began with the invention of the PET 
(positron emission topography) in the mid 1970s.2 While these techniques are still in 
the early stages of development and give rise to more questions than answers, the 
resultant images with colours and graphics depicting corresponding local activity 
areas continue the tradition of the phrenologists in developing theories of brain/ 
mind space. 
Some cognitive scientists don't refer directly to images of the brain, but chart out the 
dynamic systems of thought through references to abstract spaces and processes 
that are no less real. The concept of 'mental spaces' is attributed to Gilles 
Fauconnier, Professor in the Department of Cognitive Science, University of 
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California San Diego, who writes in an unpublished article summarising the work he 
began in the mid 1970s, "Mental spaces are very partial assemblies constructed as 
we think and talk, for purposes of local understanding and action." These spaces 
are dynamic territories that unfold during conversation, their creation guided by 
language in a process where "thought and discourse ... are connected to each other 
by various kinds of mappings" .J 
Another scientist, Margaret Boden, Professor of Cognitive Science, Sussex 
University uses the term 'conceptual spaces', in her book The Creative Mind, first 
published in 1990. Referring to maps of the mind as "generative systems that guide 
thought and action", Boden describes these spaces as ones that can change 
themselves, and cites several examples of new conceptual space being created by 
both artists and scientists using different exploration processes.4 
This brief introduction of various approaches to the idea of cognitive mapping 
provides a frame for the remainder of this article in which I will describe aspects of 
the Choreography and Cognition project; a project that combined the exploration of 
mental spaces in the context of creating movement in physical ones. 
Choreography and Cognition (introduction): 
A few years ago London-based choreographer Wayne McGregor (artistic director of 
Random Dance) and I began a discussion about finding new ways of understanding 
the choreographic process that might lead to alternative creative approaches to 
making dances. Starting from a mutual interest in artificial intelligence and neural 
nets, this conversation eventually led us to develop a project for exploring insights 
that might emerge from the interdisciplinary research context of cognitive science. 
For a first phase, we organised a series of meetings in November 2002 with 
individuals working in the field of cognitive science in the United Kingdom and 
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France, and positive reactions to these inspired us to continue with another set of 
exchanges. We were able to secure funds from a new arts and science research 
scheme that enabled us to continue working with five of the individuals from our 
November 2002 meetings: Alan Wing, SyMoN (sensory motor neuroscience 
research group), University of Birmingham; Rosaleen McCarthy, Department of 
Experimental Psychology, University of Cambridge, UK; Anthony Marcel and Phil 
Barnard, MRC Cognition and Brain Science Unit, Cambridge; and Alan Blackwell of 
Crucible/ Computer Lab, University of Cambridge. In addition, we invited James 
Leach, a social anthropologist doing fieldwork on arts and science collaborations, to 
participate.s 
This Phase Two of the Choreography and Cognition project was scheduled into a 
six-month period from September 2003 to the end of February 2004.s We began 
with a two day shared session for all participants over a weekend in November 2003 
in the rehearsal studio in London. Our daily schedule consisted of observing 
McGregor and his dancers work with some new exercises to generate movement 
material in the morning and holding discussion sessions in the afternoon. During 
these discussions, the scientists were invited to present responses to what they had 
seen based on their individual areas of research. We had set aside two weeks in 
December and one week at the end of January 2004 when they could return to the 
studio to continue whatever line of questioning might have emerged for them. Our 
goal for the end of the two days was to define some starting points for the research 
to take place during these return visits. 
Problem Solving: 
During the mornings of this shared session, McGregor generated movement 
material by giving tasks or problems to the dancers to accomplish or solve through 
the creation of short dance sequences. These exercises were invented by him and 
usually communicated to the dancers through some form of description and 
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instruction involving both language and images (graphic or pictorial) either from 
outside sources or as drawings made during the generation session. After these 
instructions, the dancers were given a period of time to come up with their sequence 
of movement. Generally developed individually, these short sequences, no more 
than a minute or two long, could be kept, discarded or parsed into smaller units for 
future recombination. This resulting pool of movement material begins to constitute, 
in McGregor's terminology, the 'vocabulary' for a new choreography. 
Inviting the scientists to observe these morning sessions and then present 
responses based on their individual areas of research in the afternoon was to make 
room for differences in perception, terminology and understanding to emerge not 
only between the 'scientists' and the 'artists', but equally importantly between the 
five of them as individual researchers. While referring to themselves generally as 
psychologists each differs from the other along the lines of their specific focuses 
within the domain of psychology. These differences are in some cases quite radical: 
Alan Blackwell with qualifications in professional engineering and experimental 
psychology studies the cognitive dimensions of design and notation systems; Alan 
Wing's research is focused on sensory motor function in reactive and predictive 
control of movement; Phil Barnard has been developing a theory called Interacting 
Cognitive Subsystems towards understanding "how the different components of the 
mental mechanism are configured ... and the overall dynamics of their interactions in 
real time"; Roz McCarthy has a background in the use of neuropsychological and 
neuropsychiatric methods for the investigation of cognitive representations in 
memory, space and perception; and Anthony Marcel takes an integrative approach 
to the study of aspects of consciousness.1 
The problem solving in the morning gave way to a different form of problem solving 
in the afternoon, the difference partly marked by the shift from a space in which 
movement was valued as a means of exchange to one in which the conversation 
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was of primary importance. Used to describe, instruct, explain, narrate and 
interrogate language was essential in both contexts. However, whereas the 
problems posed in the morning sessions gave rise to what could be referred to as 
choreographic solutions expressed in physical space; the primary problem to be 
solved in the afternoon was to figure out what was going on in the mind of the 
choreographer and the dancers. This initiated the exploration of their mental spaces; 
a process that would be fine- tuned and further developed throughout the project. 
The Dancer's Mind: 
The afternoons were organised for each scientist to chair the discussion for twenty 
minutes to describe in their own terms what they had observed in the movement 
generation sessions and to freely query and seek clarification from each other, 
McGregor and the dancers.a Alan Blackwell, drawing upon his research in design 
and notation systems, began with how he viewed McGregor's use of sketches and 
charts during the morning movement generation sessions. Blackwell made a 
distinction between the "inside" of the choreographer's head and the space of the 
page used as a device to assist the creative process. The implication that the space 
of page could be used to help free up space in the head introduced the notion of 
internal and external representations. The word representation is used widely in the 
context of cognitive science partly to describe the interplay between mental and 
external spaces. There is, however, much debate about the nature of these internal 
representations, e.g. that the implication of a visual image in the brain conceals 
"subtle forms of dualism" (the belief that mind is separate from the physical world).9 
This is a debate we did not take up directly in our own discussions, although it was 
clearly implicit throughout the project. 
(See Illustration in the published French version: Thesis Page 403: Comparison of 
notebook pages of dancer Liala Diallo on right and Wayne McGregor on left by Alan 
Blackwell .) 
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Questions and responses from the group arising from Blackwell's initial proposal 
helped to clarify McGregor's perspective and his intentions in relation to the creative 
process and collaboration with the dancers; as well how this view resonated with the 
research of others. Phil Barnard commented that he had difficulty knowing how to 
approach understanding the generative procedures he had seen in the morning 
because for him it was clear that far more of the design process was going on in the 
mental spaces of the choreographer and dancers than could be represented in 
notations on the page. Eventually, Barnard and Anthony Marcel would work together 
to devise research approaches to systematically obtain more information from the 
dancers and McGregor about the cognitive dimensions of their creative process 
(see the Parsing experiment described below). 
The conversation continued with each scientist taking a turn to present his or her 
responses to the morning sessions. While the topic of what was going on in the 
mind of McGregor and the dancers was a prevailing one, it was not the only focus of 
the wide-ranging discussion. Marcel and Barnard both posed questions related to 
the larger social cultural context within which McGregor's choreographic works 
might be viewed and interpreted. Marcel brought up the concept of "immersion and 
non-observational awareness of one's actions" in reference to the dancers' 
experience of performing. Alan Wing, whose research into sensory motor function 
.and control makes use of highly specialised motion tracking systems, commented 
that he makes a distinction between the movement that one perceives or is aware of 
(the percept) and movement in terms of forces, positions and timing (physics). His 
response to the morning sessions focused on the relation between unconscious and 
conscious movement control and implications for variability in relation to the creative 
process. Wing's descriptions of how he was thinking of the things he had seen in the 
morning session provoked Marcel to comment that the physics he was referring to 
are the "foundational aspects of mind" too often ignored by psychology. 
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(See Illustrations in the published French version: Thesis Page 405: Top: Kristen 
Hollands and Alan Wing. Bottom: Liala Diallo and Alan Wing during research 
session at Sadler's Wells. Photos: James Leach.) 
Roz McCarthy returned to the concepts of internal representation and wondered 
what kinds of prior information were the dancers and McGregor bringing to the 
process of generating movement vocabulary. She asked how McGregor's problem 
solving exercises were informed by the imagined aesthetic output to which he 
responded that at this early stage in the creative process he tries just to stick to the 
task. Eventually, this line of questioning would lead to her designing some simple 
experiments to explore the mental space of the dancers and its underlying 
representations. 
These conversations continued the afternoon of the second day after another 
session observing McGregor and his dancers work with a very different set of 
exercises to generate movement material.1o As mentioned earlier, three weeks in 
the rehearsal studio had been reserved for the scientists to return, and our goal for 
the end of this shared session was to define some starting points for the research 
that would take place during these return visits. The final afternoon discussion 
began with McGregor responding to what he had found of interest in the 
observations and work of the scientists. For example, how neuroscience research 
might help him invent movement generation exercises that would disturb normal 
patterns of perception and motion control. 
The Experiments: 
By the end of the final afternoon, we arrived at three main lines of enquiry that had 
implications for McGregor's creative process and could at the same time be 
explored from different scientific starting points, i.e. cognitive, neurological, 
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psychophysical and biomechanical: [1] perturbations- the introduction of 
disruptions and selective interference to danced movement as a creative strategy; 
[2] parsing - the perception of segmentation of dance sequences; and [3] 
representation -the examination of choreographic design processes involving 
external representations (notations) and associated behaviours. 
(See Illustration in the published French version: Thesis Page 407: Leo Lerus and 
Rosaleen McCarthy at the University of Birmingham. Photo: Scott delahunta.) 
Before the scheduled research studio time in December and January, these three 
themes were revised and expanded upon. Alan Blackwell, following the third line of 
enquiry, Representation, collected notebooks and scores from McGregor and four of 
the dancers and used interview techniques and analytic methods drawn from his 
research into the cognitive dimensions of notation systems to discover where they 
might experience the limitations of these as design tools. The aim of this project is to 
see how McGregor might improve on the use of notations in the context of his 
creative process. 
Marcel and Barnard took the Parsing line and began with the premise that larger 
sequences of movement are constructed from smaller units; which makes it possible 
in the creative process to pull sequences apart so that components can be 
recombined. What would these units of movement be and how would they be 
selected or perceived? Would perceived units differ for different kinds of viewers, 
e.g. dancer, choreographer or audience? Would perceived units differ for sequences 
of movement generated under different instructions, for example lower level 
instructions (passing through points in space) versus higher level instructions 
(verbal/ emotional)? In order to obtain reliable experimental measurements to relate 
to these questions, they asked McGregor to give the dancers two different types of 
exercises to generate very short movement phrases. These phrases were 
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videotaped and from these recordings a total of eight were selected for viewing and 
'unitising' by McGregor and the ten dancers. They recorded their individual 
responses (lengths and numbers of units) on data collection forms, which have 
since undergone a preliminary analysis. Based on what the dancers each perceive 
to be single units, some of the initial results give Interesting indications about how 
perceptions can be compared in relation to different types of instructions for 
generating movement material as well as giving a comparative picture across the 
entire company. While it was noted that the experiment forced an analytical viewing 
stance and did so in relation to limited scope movement sequences, interesting 
questions about what is and isn't noticeable emerged from looking at the results, 
and this could be something that might contribute to the collective making process. 
Alan Wing and his Research Assistant Kristen Hollands took as their starting point a 
broad set of questions such as: what 'frames of reference' are dance movements 
controlled in? Are the movements guided in space with respect to features of the 
room or with reference to the midline of the body? What are the crucial sensory 
systems for describing these frames of reference? How might selected disruptions 
or perturbations help to test this? In order to investigate these questions, four 
dancers learned and performed a movement sequence passing through three 
arbitrarily selected spatial reference points around the body. They were recorded . 
performing these sequences using an optical motion capture system that records 
the timing and position of movement in a three dimensional space at a very high 
degree of resolution. Various disruptions or perturbations were introduced, e.g. 
performing with eyes closed and different parts of the body, at different speeds, in 
reverse and with mirrored and rotated reference points, etc. The collected data has 
undergone a preliminary analysis that points towards some possible benefits 
ranging from: an increase in the scientific understanding of how movement Is 
planned and executed; to offering an Improved or enhanced understanding of how 
to encourage artistic variability of movement and expand movement vocabularies. 
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Roz McCarthy was interested in those aspects of the.first person cognitive 
experience she could reveal through a careful disruption of selected perceptual 
processes, and .she proposed that this exploration of the cognitive 'tool kit' of the 
choreographer and dancer might lead to.a better understanding of the 
communication between them during the choreographic process. She posed the 
following questions to frame her approach: how does the choreographer stimulate 
the dancers' creativity along the desired lines? How do they understand what he 
says? Is creativity assisted or hindered by any tensions in· communication? Drawing 
on her expertise in neuropsychological methods for the investigation of cognitive 
representations, she set up some simple dual task experiments with the dancers 
using imagined movement as a means of approaching these·questions. Dual task 
experiments assume that if one does two things at once there is a general loss of 
efficiency in cognitive terms and a specific loss if there is an overlap in the tools 
required. By asking the dancers to imagine a short known movement sequence and 
timing them without any interference, and then asking them to imagine the same 
phrase while performing various tasks, e,g. haptic/ spatial, verbal/ spatial, static 
visual, etc. she began to gather information that may be useful·to McGregor in 
communicating movement generating exercises differently to his dancers; i.e. what 
sort of instruction/stimuli he might choose to give and in what order, etc. 
Conclusion(s): 
Most of the information or data gathered by the five scientists is still: in the process 
of being analysed. To observe and design experiments is only a part of the scientific 
process; the analysis and interpretation of the results takes up a much larger 
proportion of time in relation to its collection. This is perhaps·the most significant 
difference in the research practices and procedures of choreographer and cognitive 
scientist. McGregor is premiering a new choreography in London in June 2004 that 
has.been.influenced creatively by. these shared·exchanges; itwill be.months before 
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final results are available from Alan Wing's project for example. However, Phase 
Two of the Choreography and Cognition project has come to a close and the 
consensus is that all three objectives have been met (see reference #6). The project 
has demonstrated that connections can be discovered and sustained between 
choreographic processes and the study of movement and the brain/ mind that are 
both scientifically and artistically interesting.11 Valuable and productive relationships 
emerged from the intersection between the different perspectives, vocabularies and 
understandlngs we have shared during this project, and these can greatly Inform 
creative thinking in a range of practices if the opportunities for such exchanges 
continue. 
Dance and dance making involves a unique blend of physical and mental 
processes; multiple interacting dimensions of mind, brain and body spanning 
sensation, perception, cognition, emotion and movement control.12 The powerful 
story of cognitive science as a field is that no single discipline or domain can come 
up with the complete picture of how all of these processes interact. lt is only through 
radical and shared interdisciplinary research that we can gain knowledge of these 
interactions and continue to advance our comprehension of our own understanding. 
This also points towards the fundamental conundrum of the cognitive sciences: how 
to merge understandings of mental and physical spaces In which our descriptions of 
these are a product of the spaces themselves. The Choreography and Cognition 
project while solving many problems along the way has not attempted to come up 
with a solution to this, but we have considered the minds of the dancer in relation to 
choreographic practice in ways that have been conditional and flowing through a 
range of physical, mental and conceptual spaces. 
Preferring at this stage an open-ended and perhaps deferred knowing, our project 
hasn't tried to construct a theory of choreographic cognition as has been attempted 
by a similar project based in Australia.13 The choreographic mind we have been 
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considering would· resist such,explanations at this stage. lt may be more appropriate 
to refer to. choreography as physics having cognitive dimensions of the sort Wing's 
and Holland's work suggests. Or to imagine the shared cognitive space of the 
dancers as•implied by the Parsing project with its comparative framing of a collective 
perception. And what might happen if the dancers and choreographer had a better 
understanding of each othe~·s cognitive 'toolkit'; or if our uses of' notations could be 
enhanced through an improved awareness of connections between internal and 
external: representations? Physical and mental spaces are still separate and there is 
no danger of one collapsing into the other. However,. our understanding of the 
complex interrelations between them is evolving well beyond forms of dualism, and 
this seems the ideal project to involve joint research by choreographers and 
cognitive•scientists. 
Scott delahunta Amsterdam, May 2004 (October 2005) 
With thanks to Susan Rethorst for editing assistance 
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No. 18 
'The Human Walking Apparatus: a technological episteme' 
This is the pre-translation version. The published version appeared as: 
'L'Appareil de Locomotion: une Episterna Technologique' in lnteraqir: avec les 
technologies numeriques: Nouvelles de Danse. Bruxelles: Contredanse. No. 52. 
2004, pp. 36-49. (See Appendix pp. 413-426) 
In March 2004, I was invited by Nouvelles de Danse editor Florence Corin to write a 
text that would "recall the historical development of the interactivity in the dance 
performance?"1 I wrote back that "my own research takes me away from only historical 
artistic trajectories to look at where sciences and arts/ dance were running concurrent 
experiments. I am more interested to trace a certain similar view on the body that has 
influenced certain dance trajectories and certain machine trajectories --but not always 
overlapping." She accepted this proposal. 
Nouvelles de Danse is a contemporary dance journal published in French by the 
Brussels dance association: Contredanse. Contredanse uses publications, a 
documentation centre, a newspaper and this site to support and stimulate 
choreographic creativity. Source: http://www.contredanse.org/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
1 Emall to the author, 2 Mar 2004. 
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The Human Walking Apparatus: a technological episteme 
(This is the pre-translation English version as submitted for publication in June 
2004. Illustrations in and the referencing system of the published French version are 
used.) 
Introduction: 
In his history of Art of the Electronic Age, Frank Popper proposes that the direct 
influence of technology on art begins at the end of the 19th century when the effects 
of the Industrial Revolution "entered everyday life ... ".1 The 1950s and 60s are 
considered important in the history of technology and performance arts for the 
shifting relations between audience and performers taking place during this period, 
for example in the 'Happenings', that paved the way for the new media genre of 
'interactive art' .2 The 1960s and 70s then saw the emergence of 'post-modem 
dance' overlapping with the early days of Computer Art, and choreographer Merce 
Cunningham first envisioned the computer as a creative tool; twenty years before 
LifeForms.J Clearly these were important times that have influenced contemporary 
practices involving emerging technologies and dance and other performance arts. 
But one could also look further back to discover how, for example, perceptions of 
bodies and movement are informed by particular technological/ scientific 
developments.4 
Put another way: contemporary views on the body and movement are technological 
in the sense that they are Informed by scientific understandings of the body as a 
system, seen to be functioning variously as an organ, an instrument, a sensor and a 
mind. This is evident in key texts that will be familiar to readers of Nouvelles de 
Danse such as Bonnle Bainbridge Cohen's Sensing Feeling and Action and Lulu 
Sweigard's Human Movement Potential; both often used in many contemporary 
dance practice and education settings. Cohen, with 'Body Mind Cantering', and 
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Sweigard, with 'ldeokinesis:, have developed singular approaches to the exercising 
of body and mind that foreground self-observation and awareness. Both are 
sometimes referred to as,part of a set of techniques for mind~body training or 
therapy•known as somatics or psychophysical ed1Jcation.5 These techniques are 
often·seen to have roots in Eastern philosophy in the ways in which they regard 
mind-body connections, but they are equally informed by thinking about bodies that 
has evolved within the context of Western philosophy and science. 
This suggests the existence of an epistemology, or theory of knowledge, that affects 
body-based practices and renders a picture of how technology arrived in the 20th 
century already integrated in minds, bodies and the way movement is seen and 
understood; and hence has had an implicit role in the development of contemporary 
dance. lt is not possible to fully develop this view in such a·short essay; but one can 
begin to sketch in some of the possible details of a bigger picture. In this 
technological epistemology of the body, the machine (mechanism, apparatus or 
instrument) holds a central position as a metaphor for its functioning. The remainder. 
of this essay will provide a partial exposition of the implications ofthis notion by 
focusing: on a salient point in the history of movement science that should inspire us 
to. consider the ramifications of the machine-body relation further. 
(See Illustrations in the published French version: Thesis Page 415 from top to 
bottom. Top: Showing division of the gait cycle of a child by David Sutherland who 
established one the first motion analysis laboratories in San Diego in 197 4. Bottom: 
A different division of the gait cycle of a child by David Winter who founded first 
clinical-gait laboratory in.Canada in 1969. Source: 
http://www.univie.ac.aUcga/history/modern.html) 
(See. Illustrations in the published French version: Thesis Page 417 from top to 
bottom. Top: Novel .locomotiOn I Study tools•the "glass.cage" and "simplified glass 
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cage" described by Charles Ducroquet in his book Walking and Limping: A study of 
Normal and Pathological Walking. JB Lipincott Co. 1965. Bottom: Exoskeletal 
goniometer examination of lower limb motions during walking at different speeds 
From Larry W. Lamoreux, 'Experimental Kinematics of Human Walking', Ph.D. 
Thesis, University of California at Berkeley, 1970. Source: 
http://www. u n ivie .ac.at/cga/h istorv/ww2. htm I) 
Our fascination with how we move can be traced from Aristotle's studies of animal 
locomotion around 350 BC to the modern day analysis of gait. From this classical 
period to the 18th century 'Age of Enlightenment', a handful of scientists and 
philosophers are credited with contributing crucial research toward the theory of 
human movement. This always overlapped with concurrent discoveries in other 
areas, but 17th and 18th century in sights into the laws of physics in particular 
constituted a major theoretical support still significant today. Since the turn of the 
20th century there has been a rapid expansion of knowledge in the field of 
movement studies, due in part to the invention of new instruments for recording 
movement. Today biomechanics and kinesiology (both referring to the study of 
human movement) are applied across a wide range of disciplines ranging from 
sports and dance science to ergonomics, biomedical engineering and occupational 
therapy. 
But it was in the 19th century in 1836, that the Weber brothers, Wilhelm and Eduard, 
published their treatise Mechanik der Menschlichen Gehwerkzeuge (Mechanics of 
the Human Walking Apparatus); cited as the first "comprehensive theory of the 
kinematics of walking and running, based on systematic experiments".s Published 
again in German in 1894, Mechanik der Menschlichen Gehwerkzeuge was 
translated to English in 1992, a testament to its historical importance for the field. 
Combining rigorous experimental methods and techniques innovative at that time, 
optical instruments from the collection of physics in Gottingen and experiments with 
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cadavers from the Anatomy Institute of Leipzig, the Webers initiated the modern 
study of human movement. With these methodological innovations and relatively 
"primitive equipment" (clocks and measuring tape), they were able to infer much 
about the mechanics of walking. Even today's sophisticated 3-D motion capture 
technology has not been able to produce a "correspondingly large contribution to 
our knowledge of this complex phenomenon."? 
In a review of their own treatise, Wilhelm Weber states that previous attempts to 
measure and analyse human movements had been "mostly unsuccessful".s He cites 
the work of the iatromathematicians, a school of Italian physicians who in the 17th 
century attempted to apply the laws of mechanics and mathematics to the human 
body. Weber writes "they stirred up hope of disclosing( ... ) the inside of the 
wonderful workshop of the human body as insight into the world's systems had been 
based on the brilliant discoveries of Galileo, Kepler and Newton."g Their failure to do 
so did not mean that mathematics were not useful for movement science. The 
Webers themselves relied on being able to calculate the forces effecting walking 
and running, as did others.1o But what had been missing was a new way of looking 
at movement and in particular 'seeing', that which could not be seen. Having 
invented techniques for doing this, the Webers systematically refuted the efforts of 
researchers before and during their time, from Aristotle to P.N. Gerdy (who 
published a dissertation on the human gait in 1829) citing data collection methods 
that relied on general observations insufficient for revealing the mechanics 
underlying even basic movements. 
The brothers' criticism of general observation are summed up in the following series 
of remarks, 
"it is clear that the methods which have been used so far did not and will not provide 
clear concepts of these movements. The multiplicity and variety of movements in 
walking and running if all parts of the body are to be considered at the same time 
are too considerable to distinguish, just by looking, the essential from the non-
essential( . .. ). To attain this end one is forced to pass from simple observations to 
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experiments. Instead of restricting oneself to looking at walking and running people 
in general, one must use the available means to resolve the combined phenomena 
into their simple components and to study these components and their 
interrelations. One must study the size, shape and links of the different parts. ( ... ) 
Finally, one must measure time, space, masses and forces in walking itself. These 
experiments must be repeated many times successively to acquire the 
measurements, which cannot be made all at once. The experiments must vary to 
distinguish in these movements what is constant and what is not, and for the 
variables one must find the law of their dependence."11 
The Webers determined that artists also suffered from the limitations of general 
observation and the inability to 'see' movement mechanics correctly. Because 
relations between the different parts of the body change too quickly to be 
"completely imprinted on the senses and in the memory instantaneously" those 
artists who draw and paint the human figure lack the means "directly to perceive in 
Nature( ... ) the true circumstances as they actually take place".12 This remark in the 
book leads them to explaining their main discovery that had a direct bearing on 
artists drawing the human body; the correct inclination of the pelvis at the base of 
the spine. Previous investigations of anatomists and movement researchers had 
never, according to the Webers, revealed the extent to which the pelvis was inclined 
forward so as to support the lower lumbar curve of the spine; both essential to 
human locomotion. This inspired them to 'redraw' history by adjusting one of the 
illustrations of the well-known German anatomist Bemard Albinus published in the 
Tabulae sceleti et muscu/orum corporis humani (Tables of the skeleton and muscles 
of the human body) in 17 49. The Webers write that their copy of the Albinus image, 
which tilts the pelvis forward by an angle of 21 degrees, is "aimed at showing how 
erroneous this picture is( ... ) although currently considered one of the best."13 
(See Illustration in the published French version: Thesis Page 419: A copy of the 
original Albinus plate showing the incorrect upright position of the pelvis and 
diminished lumbar curve. From: Albinus on Anatomy. R.B. Hale, T. Coyle, Dover, 
New York.) 
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(See Illustration in the published French version: Thesis Page 420: The 
measurement of the correct positional tilt of the pelvis. From: Mechanics of the 
Human Walking Apparatus. Berlin, Heidelberg, New York: Springer-Verlag, 1992) 
Albinus was well known for using a variety of measuring instruments and combining 
meticulous attention to detail with overlapping observations, and his illustrations 
were considered the "new norm eventually replacing the Vesalian images that had 
been the mainstay of anatomical illustration for over two hundred years."14lt is an 
indication of the confidence they had in their research that the Webers could correct 
what was practically dogma at the time. Presumably emboldened by the extent of 
their discoveries, the brothers also speculated on a rather extraordinary possibility. 
They imagined that their discoveries might enable someone in the future to build 
walking machines "which will replace camels and other animals even in 
impracticable countries where [wheeled] vehicles cannot be used." They speculated 
that, 
"if it can be demonstrated ( ... ) that walking and running are such mechanical 
movements able to be predicted by calculation that a voluntary act of will is not 
needed( ... ) then the possibility arises of a machine, for instance moved by steam, 
going by itself on two, four, six or more legs."1s 
More practical was their proposal that some of their work might find an "application 
in the marching of troops".1s Locomotion studies were considered particularly 
valuable in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when they were, according to 
historian Mary Mosher Flesher, the key to success in battle. In 1997, Flesher 
published an article on the relationship between 'marching theory' as developed in 
the context of Prussian military science and the Webers' locomotion studies.n She 
asserts that the brothers' research was oriented towards the concept of "natural self-
regulation", which was different from the strict precision training the military had 
been using, quite successfully, with their infantry up to that point. Flesher then 
observes that the direction of the Webers' research began to merge with changes in 
military strategy in the 19th century as the emphasis in battle moved to smaller 
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clusters of men skirmishing rather than marching en masse across the battlefield. 
Therefore, despite the Webers' own proclaimed "lack of knowledge" in the field of 
military science, according to Flesher their locomotion research was to prove 
important to it.1a 
(See Illustration in the published French version: Thesis Page 422: The zoetrope, 
invented in 1834 by William Homer. Source: 
http://www.thebigcamera.com.au/Zoetrope.html) 
The above mentioned use of optical instruments to collect data for the development 
of their theory seems to have mainly comprised a telescope affixed with a glass 
scale, making it possible to survey and accurately record measurements of a person 
moving.1g The Webers also provided some verification for their theories by using the 
zoetrope, although never referring to it as such, a new device that could produce the 
illusion of a moving image from a series of drawings. Invented in 1834 by William 
Homer, the zoetrope is considered one of many 19th century animation inventions 
leading up to cinema at the end of the century. The Webers write: "lt is interesting to 
illustrate the space and time data determined absolutely according to the theory, by 
building and drawing the position of the limbs at each moment of walking and 
running regularly" and gluing the resulting series of pictures onto the "internal 
surface of a cylinder or of a drum". 
"The length of the construction must be equal to the length of a double step. The 
drum is rotated at an even speed during the time of the double step. The figures are 
observed through slits opposite in the wall of the drum. ( .. . ) Their movements show 
a surprising similarity with the movements of a man actually walking or running."2o 
Forty to fifty years later, the invention of photographic techniques to capture still 
images in rapid succession would usher in a new phase of locomotion science. lt 
was partly photography that made it possible for the "correction and completion" of 
the Webers' walking and running research by Braune and Fischer in Leipzig who 
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published their work in a series of papers from 1895 to 1904 in the Proceedings of 
the Royal Saxon Society of Sciences.21 Eventually these would be assembled, 
translated and published as a book in 1987 under the title The Human Gait.22 While 
the Webers' Mechanics of the Human Walking Apparatus has a special place is the 
history of movement science, it is the revising of their research by Braune and 
Fischer that is today more scientifically significant. Just as the Webers used the 
latest research methods and instruments to correct the errors of their predecessors, 
including the redrafting of Albinus' famous skeleton; Braune and Fischer were 
similarly able to further unlock and reveal the secrets of locomotion, partly by using 
crucial tools and information the Weber brothers lacked. 
Conclusion: 
The Mechanics of the Human Walking Apparatus is one piece of evidence that our 
machine-body relations and the tendency to look technologically at bodies began far 
before the start of the 20th century. Based on an understanding of the physical 
forces acting on it and objectified as both mechanical and apparatus-like; the body 
as constituted by their research seems very close to that of their imagined walking 
machine. The Webers made many discoveries, some still accepted as correct, and 
their research remains epistemic* in the sense that it was and remains a body of 
ideas that determined certain knowledge at a particular time. The fact that some 
results have been revised by subsequent research does not diminish their impact on 
how moving bodies are imagined, and this imagination, the primary domain of the 
arts, is still under the influence of this body (of ideas) from the early 1800s. 
Today, theories of movement overlap with theories of mind. Despite radical 
developments in the science of physics, we still live on a daily basis in Newton's 
world and the problem for the body of inertia and his explanation of that problem 
remain the same. However, the complex movement system of scrutiny today is 
more the brain than the levers and fulcrums comprising the mechanical body of the 
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Weber brothers. Researchers now model complex relations between action and 
perception to better understand how movement is the result of cooperation and 
anticipation amongst many senses.2J Movement analysis today is accomplished 
with a complicated array of new instruments, hardware and software that can 
capture and process increasingly higher resolutions of data. As the science and 
culture of informatics plays a greater and greater role in helping to handle the 
experimental data that has resulted; the metaphor has evolved from a machine to 
an information body, more of an abstraction than an apparatus. 
As mentioned at the start of this essay, many important histories of the relation 
between art, dance and technologies are to be found in the 20th century. This close, 
if brief, look at the Mechanics of the Human Walking Apparatus suggests how the 
technological arrived already integrated into our perception of bodies and 
movement; and is thus another perspective on the basis of these histories that 
follow. 
Scott delahunta 
Amsterdam, 28.06.2004 
(with thanks to Susan Rethorst for editing assistance) 
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'Blurring the Boundaries: Interactions between choreography, dance and 
new media technologies' 
in Interface Cultures: Artistic Aspects on Interaction. eds. C. Sommerer, L. 
Mignonneau, D. Gestrich. Bielefeld: transcript. 2008, pp. 225-235. 
In early 2004, I received an invitation from Leire Llano to contribute an essay "related 
with dance and new technologies" to an online Spanish journal she was setting up. I 
proposed to develop a presentation I gave in April at METU (university) in Ankara into 
an article for her and she agreed. The article was published soon after in April 2004 as: 
"Blurring Boundaries/ a theory of the artwork" [parts I and 11] . in: COMPAS: virtual 
dance magazine bcn.1 
Three years later, in April 2007, I as invited to take part in a lecture series organised by 
Christa Sommerer and Laurent Mignonneau, directors of the Interface Culture Program 
at the University of Art and Design Linz. In October 2007, I was invited by Dorothee 
Gestrich to develop my lecture for a publication they were preparing out of that series 
along one of two lines, "on Interactive Media Technologies and/or The Choreographic 
Resource: Software for Dancers".2 As I had already proposed the piece on 
'choreographic resources' to Performance Research, [see No. 27], I suggested to 
rework the "Blurring the Boundaries" for their publication, and they agreed. 
1 http://www.compasbcn.com/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
2 Email to the author, 3 Oct 2007. 
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BLURRING THE BOUNDARIES -
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN CHOREOGRAPHY, DANCE 
AND NEW MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES 
S COTI DELAIIVNT A 
The connections between dance and technologie can be looked at from 
five fundamental perspecti ves: 
• Hi toric: Separate but often overlapping contemporary arts practices: 
modem/ post-modem dance having evolved alongside the electronic 
and media arts 
• Creative: An arti tic tool in particular in the form of the digital com-
puter: technology integrated into a variety of genres such as music, 
film , graphic arts, etc. and to an increasing extent in the creation of 
dance 
• Inter-disciplinary: A field that encourages co llaborat ions between 
programmers, media and performing artists to which radically differ-
ent skills and approaches arc brought 
• Aesthet ic: adding to the lexicon of contemporary arts practice con-
cepts such as lrcal-timc< and >intcractivity< which link technologies 
and perfom1ancc 
• Symptomatic: As rapid socictal changes, information and communi-
cation technologie provoke questions and interactions that may be 
reflected in performing arts practices. 
In th is paper, I draw on only some of these connections: primarily on the 
notions of creative/artistic tools and interdisciplinary practices to exa-
mine what might constitute an artwork in which both dance and technol-
ogy may feature. U ing examples of several practicing artists, I hope to 
elucidate a diverse fie ld of arts practice defined neither by adher-ence to 
tradition/convention nor its opposite avantgarde/ experi-mental , but more 
by the capacity for switching between modes of practice and artistic me-
dia/ materials. This capacity is one that I will refer to as blurring 
boundaries. 
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The Artwork 
imagining a set of open -ended relationships 
To illustrate how artworks that involve dance and technologies might 
occupy various positions with in this concept of blurring boundaries I will 
u c ome of the following works of artists Klaus Obcrrnaier, Mark 
Coniglio, N& Corsino, Ro emary Lee/ ic Sandiland, Prue Lang, Scott 
Snibbe, Marie Sester and Blast Theory. 
Body Scenography: Klaus Obermaier transforms our 
perceptions through media performance 
The performing arts have traditionally relied on a clear separation 
between the stage and the spectator; where the performers remain on one 
side of the proscenium arch (or the idea of this arch) and the audience on 
the other. The integration of media technologies in the framework of this 
convention is dependent at least partl y on the knowledge of how 
projection and lighting work together on stage scenographically. The 
work of Vienna based director/composer Klaus Obermaier provides us 
with a good example of thi s. 1 Oberrnaier has developed and produced 
two unique dance works that have used the dancer's body as the primary 
video projection surface. The first of these, D.A. V. E .. which premiered in 
2000, was created with collaborator/dancer Chris Haring and ha toured 
in over fi fteen countries. However, despite many audience members 
being convinced they were seeing a >interactive< media dance piece, the 
production of D.A. V. E. involved no such technology. Obem1aier 
intended only that the relat ionship between body and projected image 
wou ld successfully drive the linear narrative of the piece on stage. The 
timing and location of the projections on the stage is all pre-
choreographed, so for the visual effects of the >moving body projection< 
to work, Haring has to be able to perform the same movements at the 
same place on stage every performance. 
Following the success of D.A. V. E. , Obermaier and Haring created 
another piece using body projection titled Vivisector. Obermaier' s aim 
this time was to generate a more abstract perception of the body in the 
mind of the audience, so Vivisector uses fewer literal images projected 
on the body, oflen using the projector only as a light source. 
Klaus Obermaicr wcbsitc: http://www.exilc.at/ (April 14, 2008). 
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Figure I: Klaus Obermaier: D.A. V. E. (2000). 
Credit: Klaus Ohermaier. 
As wi th D. A. V.£., the success of the piece relics on the per-
formers/dancers being able to be in the correct place on the stage at the 
right time to become canvasses for the projections. Vivisector also takes 
the >moving body projection< concept further by working simultaneously 
with four dancers on stage rather then one. And, as wi th D.A. V.£. , the 
aim of the work is not to emphasize the wonders of technology but to 
foreground the body in a media landscape, and, in Vivisector. to reflect 
something fundamental about the nature of perception. 
For the next work in this series of moving body projection projects, 
Obermaier collaborates with technology specia lists of the Ars 
Electronica Futurclab to develop a piece for the stage that uses sophis-
ticated motion tracking and rea l time video synthesis and pro-jection 
technologies to enable the performers to move free ly about the stage 
whi le still serving as the surface for the image. The result of this 
collaboration premiered at the Ars Electronica Festival in September 
2005.2 
lsadora Software: Mark Coniglio puts interactive media 
creation in the hands of the dancer 
Partly due to the technical challenges of the project, partly because of his 
artistic approach, Oberrnaier's interactive project for the stage relics on a 
successful collaboration between specialists in specific domains. Unti l 
2 Obennaier's new work is partially supported by DAMPF, a European joint 
performing arts/ technologies research project : http://dampf.v2.nl (April 
14, 2008). 
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recently, dance and technology projects nearly always required colla-
boration between dance and new media artists/computer scientists partly 
because the software for complicated interaction and real time digital 
media processing could take a long time to learn to use. Now that the 
standard more affordable desktop and even portable computer is powerf-
ul enough to be integrated as an artistic tool into a variety of arts genres 
there are many more choices of creative software available, some of 
which has been designed for use by the non-specialist. The most 
important addition to this area is the contribution of pcrfom1ance and 
media artist/ programmer Mark Coniglio of a non-specialist software 
programmed specifically for the dance and theater maker named lsadora. 
Coniglio is eo-director with choreographer Dawn Stoppiello of the 
multi-media performance company Troika Ranch, based now in New 
York City.3 Founded in 1993, Troika Ranch integrates interactive real 
time systems into their performance work, and Coniglio has written most 
of the software to support this. Some years ago, he began to develop a 
program that would combine the functionality of several existing soft-
wares he was using and be simple enough for the non-programmer to 
work with creatively after only the briefest of introductions. The result is 
the software program /sadora (after the modem dance pioneer).~ While it 
was made and priced with the performing artist in mind, /sadora is so 
well designed and multifunctional it is used by many arti sts working in 
interactive installation and performance, sound art, mixed media and 
club culture. 
Figure 2: lsadvra used in Troika Ranch 's >Future vf'Memmy< 
pe1jvrmance. pe1jormer Sandra Tillet. 
Photo Credit: Richard Tennine. 
J Troika Ranchs website: http://www.troikaranch.org/ (April 14, 2001<). 
4 Download a trial version of lsadora from http://www.troikatronix.com/ 
(April 14, 2008). 
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Jsadora features the module and patch cord interface that would be 
familiar to users of more difficult to learn software (such as Max!MSP) 5, 
but Coniglio has developed sophisticated labeling that explains clearly 
through text and graphics what each module is doing. This makes it 
relatively easy for the non-software specialist to quickly and intuitively 
integrate digital media into his or her creative process. It is this ease with 
which /sadora makes it possible for the choreographer or theater maker 
to independently make edits and changes to the media in the context of 
the rehearsal process that makes this software a unique and notable 
addition to the field of creative software tools for the perfonning arts. By 
breaking down distinctions based on expertise and through its increasing 
use by artists working in different genres, /sadora contributes to blurring 
the boundaries of what constitutes the making of an artwork.6 
Choreographers making installations 
N&N Corsino choreograph for 3-D computer 
environments; Rosemary lee and Nic Sandiland compel 
viewers to dance; and Prue lang transforms the space/ 
time of choreography via other means 
Artwork involving dance and technologies do not always manifest in 
perforn1ances for the stage, but may involve the audience as participants 
or performers. These projects have tended until recently to be created by 
those specializing in interactive media, but today one can point towards 
choreographers who are blurring the boundaries of their disciplines by 
making non-stage based, installation works. 
Combining 3-D motion capture, computer gaming environments and 
choreography, Topologies L 'Instant (2002) is an installation work by 
French choreographers Norbert and Nicole Corsino.7 In the piece, the 
viewer/participant navigates freely throughout the five levels of a 3-D 
computer graphics environment using a standard handheld game con-
troller to accelerate forward or backwards and turn left or right. The 
5 Maxi MSP is popular but complicated to learn software for use in 
interactive art making: http://www.cycling74.com/ (April 14, 2008}. 
6 For a longer online interview with Mark Coniglio about lsadora and artists 
using thjis software see: http://huizen.dds.nll-sdela/sfd/isadora.html (Apri l 
14, 2008). 
7 N&N Corsino have done some of their past research in association with 
CICV (Centre International de Creation Video - http://www.cicv.fr). (April 
14, 2008). 
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space is comprised of largely flat , desertlike landscapes where one 
encounters surreal sculptured video walls, modernist semi-transparent 
multi-level buildings and strange empty structures. Scattered amongst 
these are dancing figures animated by movement sequences recorded 
using 3-D motion capture. One can approach these figures from any 
direction and pause or slow their movement down. This world is there to 
explore in one's own time from any perspective. It is a significant 
achievement and a sign of things to come.8 
Recently commissioned by the Arts Counci l England through the 
innovative Capture series supporting choreographers to work in the field 
of screen based and interactive media, choreographer Rosemary Lee and 
electronic and media artists Nic Sandiland have created and premiered a 
new interactive installation based artwork titled Remote Dancing (Lon-
don premiere, February 2004). As described in the brochure the piece is 
»A video installation where the interaction of the viewer and on-screen 
dancer becomes an in timate pas de deux. Remote Dancing is an 
ingeniously simple concept. Rich in possibilities it uses new technology 
and allows each viewer to experience their own compelling and unique 
dancing partnership.<< 
The installation is built around a long corridor that uses ultrasonic 
sensors to detennine the participant's exact distance from the video 
projection at the corridor's end and uses this information with the 
lsadora software to control the position or key frame of the video image. 
Imagine you are the viewer/participant: the image on the screen is of a 
single person dancing towards you as you walk (or dance yourself) down 
the corridor. When you move all the way to the rear of the corridor it 
triggers the video to play back the image of another person dancing 
towards you on the screen. As can be seen in the following picture taken 
from the publicity for the installation, the dancers are from different gen-
erations and if you stay in the corridor long enough you will see all six. 
As you move forward and back you can slow, speed up or pause the 
dancers in the middle of a jump or leap. Their exuberant movement 
encourages an unusually strong empathic connection to the projected 
image that elicits sympathetic movements from the viewer/participant 
that begs the question where lies the choreography in this work - with 
the dancers on the screen or the »dancer<< in the corridor? 
The following artwork from emerging choreographer Prue Lang, a 
perfonner with Williams Forsythe's Ballet Frankfurt, does not use 
8 For more infom1ation about motion capture technologies used with dance 
projects see some of these reports on line: http://huizen.dds.nl/-sdela/mcrl/ ; 
http://www.dartington.ac.uk/staff/sdelahunta/uci/rivrep.html; 
http://huizen.dds.nl/- sdela/transdance/report/ (April 14, 2008). 
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interactive technology, but i worth mentioning because of its 
contribution to the growing phenomenon of dance artists making 
installation based work. Lang's Infi nite Temporal Series is referred to as 
»a choreographic installation[ ... ) inspired by the writing of Jorge Luis 
Barges, the work explores performance via experimental narrative 
structures of simultaneous temporalities«. The set is described as a self-
contained performance space consisting of a row of five adjacent rooms 
each with its own dancers and with a bench for audience seating. From 
this bench the audience members (maximum 30) are not only sitting in a 
very close relationship to the performers in their room, they can also see 
through windows cut into each of the walls to the subsequent rooms. 
»Spectators can move freely from room to room during the performance 
to construct their own individual and multi-perspectival experience of the 
work.«9 
Media Artists making choreographies: Marie Sester and 
Scott Snibbe design and merge politics, play and 
movement 
In the non stage-based work mentioned above dance artists explore the 
freedom to move between roles and genres in the search for the 
appropriate space/time contexts to situate artworks. But when the 
relations between these different components of the artwork are mutable 
then why not reconsider not only what might comprise the dance element 
of the work (as was the case with Remote Dancing mentioned above), 
but also who might take up the role of the choreographer. 
Marie Scster and Scott Snibbe are interdi sciplinary artists whose 
work features not in performing arts contexts, but in interactive media art 
events such as the annual Ars Electronica festival in Linz, Austria. 
Neither would refer to themselves necessarily as choreographers, and yet 
both of the following artworks (which were exhibited at the Ars Festival 
September 2003) elicit playful and physical responses from those who 
take part in them. 
Marie Sester's Access (2003) is described as »a public art installation 
that applies web, computer, sound and lighting technologies in which 
web users track individuals in public spaces with a unique robotic 
spotlight and acoustic beam system. The robotic spotlight automatically 
9 Ibid. 
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foll ows the tracked individuals while the acoustic beam projects audio 
that only they can hear.« 10 
Figure 3: Marie Sester: Access. Ars Electronica Festival 2003. 
Photo: Marie Sester. 
Sestcr's intention with this work is partly to explore and raise awareness 
of the politics and implications of survei llance systems through 
connecting the actions of an anonymous group of web users to a public 
unaware they are being seen on line. These aims can be understood by 
taking the work as a whole into consideration. However, much of what 
takes place only in the focus of the spotlight is spontaneously playful and 
fill ed with motion. The spotlight seemingly locks onto someone in the 
publ ic space, making him or her the center of attention (and the per-
former). The beam can be difficult to >escape< which inspires all manner 
of energetic and evasive movements. If there is no one on line, the 
system reverts to a default automat ic system. In both circumstances, it is 
possible to >fool< the system by moving very close to someone else in the 
space making the beam jump to them. From this playfulness with the 
moving beam emerges an unpredictable but conditional choreography 
partly authored by the machine and/or by the participants on the web and 
partly by the participants in the public space. 
Scott Snibbe's Deep Walls (2003) installation similarly inspires 
playfulness from the participants and this engagement is Snibbe' s 
10 Marie Sester: website: http://www.sester.net/ (April 14, 2008). 
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primary aim. He describes his work as consisting >>primari ly of electronic 
media installations that directly engage the body of the viewer in a 
reactive system.« Deep Walls is based on a simple but effective concept. 
11 involves the projection of a single frame within which there are sixteen 
smaller frames. As the viewer moves in front of the screen his or her 
moving shadow silhouette is recorded and played back in one of the e 
sixteen smaller frames after the viewer moves out from in front of the 
screen. One after another, each of the sixteen smaller frames is filled 
with shadow recordings continuously looping until all the small frames 
are filled, at which point the first to have been filled is replaced and a 
new cycle begins. 
lt is possible either alone or with others to enter this installation 
space and build up a complex choreography that will exist in the 
relations between the sixteen frames . This can be done to varying de-
grees by chance; but is likely to evolve into a design choice as one is 
quick ly inspired to fill the small frames with a chosen gesture or 
movement to interact with those that have already been lcfi. lt is possible 
to watch movements as they are being created or enter at ome point 
when no one is in the space when the recordings of the last group of 
spontaneous dance makers arc still looping in the frames. 
Both of these artworks blur the boundaries and beg the question what 
constitutes choreography and who is the performer and who is the dance 
maker. 
Choreographing the city: Blast Theory challenge and 
then raise our expections for artworks involving 
choreography and new technology 
lt would be negligent to write about artworks that blur boundaries of 
practices involving performing arts (dancc/theater), media artists and 
computer programmers and not mention the work of the devised theatre 
company Blast TheOIJ'· Ba ed in the United Kingdom, Blast Theory has 
been stretching the definitions of theater and choreography for over a 
decade. In 1997, they had the initial meeting that lead to a long-tem1 
collaborative relationship with the Mixed Reality Lab (MRL) at the 
University of Nottingham out of which several successful artworks have 
emerged. The first was Desert Rain, which premiered in Nottingham in 
November 1999. This work is often described as a combination of 
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installation, thcater and computer game and was created for an audience 
of six people at a time.11 
But it is the collaboration after Desert Rain between Blast TfleOIJ' and 
the MRL involving mobile and wireless technologies that I wish to 
mention briefly here in the context of this article. Can You See Me Now? 
is a game/performance that happens simultaneously onlinc and on the 
streets. First played/performed in the city of Sheffield, UK in December 
200 I, the game involved members of the Blast T!Jemy company on the 
streets of Sheffield using wireless mobile computers equipped with the 
global positioning ystem to pursue on line players who were visible on 
the virtual map of Sheffield shared by both groups. The objective was for 
the online players to evade the Blast TheotJ' runners for as long as 
pos ible. The runners on the ground communicated and shared pursuit 
strategies with each other using walkic talkies, and this audio stream was 
available to the on line players. 
A more detailed description of the work can be found on the Equator 
website listed in the references, but what is important to consider in the 
context of this article is the choreography in the city that emerges during 
a game/performance of Can You See Me Now?, one in which both vimml 
and real participants tlow together in patterns of movement con tituted 
by a communication system involving audience, viewers, participants, 
performers and players . 1 ~ 
In this paper, I have examined some examples of artworks in which 
both dance and technology feature and by implication help to constitute 
these works now and in the future . In some of these examples, we 
observe that interactive and media technologies suggest spaces and times 
that do not conform to the standards and conventions of the stage, 
contribut ing to a shift in relations between maker, audience and 
performer. Now what might be added to this field of blurring is the 
freedom for the choreographer or media artist to conceive of themselves 
as makers of and within new realms (si tes, spaces and models) rather 
than solely specialists within a particular domain. 
11 You can easily find materials about this work onlinc; in addi tion to Blast 
Theory' s ow n si te (http://www.blasttheory .co.uk/) I recommend the 
fo llowing links: DEAF discussion notes: http://huizen.dds.nl/-sdela/dr/; 
c RENA report s ite : http://www.nada.kth.se/erena/desert.html ; and 
deliverable: http://www.nada.kth.se/erena/doc/a07b3 .html (April 14, 08). 
12 ,>Can You See Me Now« archive website for the first staging of the work 
in S heffield in December 200 I : http://www.canyouseemenow.co.uk/; 
Equator websi te with reports and documentati on: http://www.equator. 
ac.uk!index.php/article c62 (Decemher. 2007). 
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'What's in a Phrase?' 
Co-author Phil Barnard. in Tanz im Kopf I Dance and Cognition. eds. J. 
Birringer & J. Fenger. Jahrbuch der Gesellschaft fOr Tanzforschung 15. 
MOnster: LIT Verlag. 2005, pp. 253-66. 
In June 2004, I received an invitation from Johannes Birringer to make a contribution to 
a book he was co-editing for the German Association of Dance Research on the 
subject of "dance in the mind/dance in the brain".1 I proposed to co-author a 
submission with cognitive psychologist Phi I Barnard and use it as an opportunity to 
write up the results of the Parsing experiment we had conducted during the 
'Choreography and Cognition' project.2 Barnard was slightly concerned that if we put 
"core data in that, it could potentially make it difficult to get it into a (science) journal 
subsequently."3 We went ahead partly on the basis there was insufficient data for a 
formal science paper. 
The Annual Journal of German Dance Research has been published since 1990. lt 
serves to publish lectures that were held during the current year and brings together 
current theory of dance with contributions from international authors. Source: 
http://www.gtf-tanzforschung.de/htmi/S.htm (accessed 7 May 2010). 
1 Email to the author, 30 June 2004. 
2 Documentation site: http://www.choreocog.neUonline.html (accessed 7 May 2010). 
3 Email to the author, 1 Oct 2004. 
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What's in a Phrase? 
Introduction 
The concept or a phrase derives from music composition and comes into view 
in the contex t of dance defining itself as a unique an form in the early ::!O'h 
Century.' Subsequently, it can be traced through a variety of di scourses re-
lrued to choreographic methods from the seminal "AI1 of Making Dances'' by 
Doris l lumphrey, published posthumously in 1959, through more recently 
published interviews with choreographers.1 
Doris Humphrey addresses the organization of movement in time as the 
·'theory of the phrase''. The key claim of this theory is that 
·· the good dance should be put together with phrases. and the phrase has tu 
ha' c a recognizable shape. with a beginning and an end. rises and fall s in its 
over-alliin.:. and ditTercnccs in length for variety"".l 
Thi is a theory not all contemporary choreographers after Humphre) were 
prepared to accept, and some have worked in direct opposition to it b~ at-
tempting to make dances from which the phrase was removed. This was made 
explicit in the work of 1960s dance experimentalist Yvonne Rainer in her per-
formance of "Trio A" and in her published survey of some "minimalist" ten-
dencies in which she proposes to "eliminate or minimize" dance phrasing.~ In 
the early 1970s, under the influence of Eastern mysticism, another American 
choreographer, Laura Dean, and two other dancers would perform Dean's 
choreography "Spinning Dance" for one hour during which the only move-
ment is a "high speed, non-stop turn" with one stop and change of direction 
I S.:e Elinbcth Scldon: Elcm!'/1/., of the Free D1mce. C\\ York 1930 (much of this book 
is dedicated to distinguishing dance as a unique art fom1) . 
Doris l lumphrey: The Art 11( ,\fukii1J.: Da11ces. C\\ York 1959. Please sec footnotes 5 
and 11 for examples of published interviews. 
Ibid. p. 68. 
4 Yvonnc Raincr: ·The Mind is a Muscle : A Quasi Survey of Some ·Minimalist" fcnden-
cies in the Qualitati ve!) Minimal Dance Activity Midst the Plethora or an Analysis nf 
Trio A··. in: Work /961- -3. Hali fax ( NY) 1974. p. 63. 
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after 0 minutes.~ lt was not only the 'vork of the American minimalists that 
broke with Humphrey ' concept of phrasing necessary to constitute a good 
dance; it could be argued that the use of repeti tion in the work of German 
tanztheater choreographer Pina Bausch also strongly contradicts l lumphrcy' s 
dance theory. 1\nd as recently as the late 1990s, in an interview with British 
choreographer Jonathan 13utTO\\ S, Meg Stuart, an 1\merican choreographer 
li ving and work ing in Europe makes the statement that he has alwa s 
" rejc.:h:d dance phra!>es. I hoped tn eliminate thl' \\ nrd or thl' concept of phr.t .: 
alto~l'thcr. 1 .. 11 am m,1rc intl'rcsh:d 111 a ph~ , ical stale. t:llllllional tatt:. a tasl.. . 
so ltf) to find lllher \\a)s to structurl' a pit:cc."6 
Despite these alternative and at times antagonistic approaches to l lumphrey's 
idea of the phrase; as all mo\'ement is composed or temporal subdivisions. 
\\'hether referred to as phra es, units, segments or parts, ph rasing in dance 
making ma) he una' oidable. In the same intervie\\ cited abo e. Meg tuart 
says: "I can' t sa) I don 't use phrases. I mean I think it 's a bi t ine' itable.'' For 
some choreographer making use of the phrase or seeing mo cment as po si-
blc to divide into smallt'r time units \\':JS crucial to their creati\ e process. For 
example, the chorcogmphic approach of 1\merican choreographer Merce 
Cunningham had a major inOuence on the functiona l u e or subdi' ision of 
movement in time h~ beginning. in the 1950s, to use chance methods. 
Thro'' ing dice to determine the position of a temporal subdivision created 
combinat ions or . trings of units or phrases that did not al" ays set: m to go to-
gether natura lly. Cunningham found this way of ordering a sequence of 
phrases required one to discover ne\\ ways of mO\ ing. l ie is quoted in the 
1985 book "The Dancer and the Dance·· as stating that the chnncc method 
"nbsolutely reMrangcd m_ idea of ''hat coordination wns."7 His use or thi 
method is often cited a~ having called into question aesthetic and philosophi-
cnl questions related to originali t) and authorshi p. For Cunni ngham this np-
1 ho: rd'crcncc tu l·d>lern 111 ~\ ltCI >lll i\ !'mm Dl'lx,rah Jo\\ ill · f'11w am/the /)cm t iii,J.: 
Image. ncrl..ell'~ . I n~ ngclc!. 19lJ8. p. 37 1 rne quot.:d lll', cription ut' rho: \\ Clrl.. i 
I aura Dean·, frllm .111 edi ted tran;,cnpt m· i\nne l.in·t (cd.)· ( 'onlt! lllflllrtll'l ' Ounce an 
wlllwltJK1 t~/leclltrt' \ , lllll!n'i<'" 1 and eu a_n >rith lllllll,l oflhe moll 111/fllll'llllll co /111!11/fJO · 
ran . lml'n can c-fu ll\'ll~l'llj)h t!n " ·ho/an and crilh 1. New York (I Y) 1978 . p. 99. 
6 h >nathmt Burrlm s· ( 'tllll 'l' l'll/111111~ 11 ith Clum!o~mphen (:-.leg ' tuart . l.unacati:. Urus-
sl'ls l :?iJ ·9K) Lundun 1999. p. 9. 
7 \krce l'unningham. /hi! /)anca wul lhl! Dance (conwrsations \\ith Jm:qucline 1...: ~­
d 1aC\l'). '\c\\ y,,rl.. . l t>ndun 19!15. p. l!O. 
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proach also created a more nuid and complex relationshi p between movement 
making and composition. 
Another following this linl.' of' choreographic think ing was the ballet choreo-
grapher William For ythe who, beginning in the mid-1980s, developed a set 
of improvisation techniques his da ncers used to generate phrases or uni ts of 
movement material that could be fragmented, subdivided and then recom-
bined spontaneously in thl.' context of a perfonnance. In an interview one of 
his dancers, Dana Caspcrsen. describes performing within the layered im-
provisation structure of''AI.I E/ ACTION" (premiered in 1992): 
"Wdl, sa) 111 ) th ing i> I'm SUPIX'sed to gt' O\'.:r to the upper leli hand w nwr. 
and in thc meantime I '' a~ ~upp•.l~ed h.l ac~:ompl i sh some pan of Ill) gestura! 
phrase. hut then I had to help snmchnd) 1110 \ c one of th.: h.:nchcs which \\ .:re 
on the stage. 1) time mtght hc up h.:li1re I'd complete the task. and then I'd 
ha\ c to just mal-.c a gc~turc or ~tomp in thc di rection of thc unftnishcd task and 
then run hack "' thc hcnch "M 
As "ith Cunni ngham. I-or ) the· e~perim~.: nta t io n with huw phra es could be 
deconst ructeu into e\ er-smaller units of movement challenged his dancers 
menta l! ~ and ph~ sicall) . u l t i ma t e!~ reshaping their bodic to accommodatl.' 
these ne' ideas. 
rhe~l.' rdll.'ct i on~ JlrU\ idl.' in ight into the diverse \ ays of thinJ..ing about the 
d~.:s ign ot' mo\'ement in time. and un iqul.' uses of temporal subdivi ion in the 
making of a dance. rhc divergent phrase/anti-phrase views suggest that ho\\ 
the concept of the phrnse is interpreted by a choreographer, it s meaning, is as 
important as its ex istencl.' as a un it o f ti me. However, for those professions re-
qu iri ng a closer llll'ans of viewing and analys ing the process and product of 
choreography - e.g. the uance teacher, critic and theoretician - the concepts 
or phrasing and temporal sub-divisions prove to be important as ways of 
look ing at and understanding dances. Brit ish scholar Janet Adshead engage 
wi th the question of \\hethcr or not ''identifiable princi ples and pract ices or 
choreograph) exist" q by consiuering ho\\ theoretical articulat ion can emerge 
from a dose stud) or a Yarying range of existing contemporal') choreo-
graphies. o rather than alh ocati ng for the appl ication of one set or principles 
from " hich a good dance hould deri' e (\is-a-vis Humphrey). Ads head call 
S 13urn"' ~ ''P en . ( \\ ill iam l 11r,~ thc & Dana Caspersen. l3allet Fr.ml-.l'urt, 6 J tiJ!! ) IIJIJtJ . 
p. ~5 . 
~ Jan<' t .1\dshcad (cd ) "Chorc11graph~ : l'ri nc i pl .:~ and Practice ( I ssue~ in the l'n nciplc, 
ami Practice 1)1' Choreograph~ . thc Area of Stud~ )". in: l'roce!'cli ll)! l .\1111(1 of OC111< ,. 
Ctm/en 'llet' -1 . Un i \l'~il~ <l f Surrc~ . .J 7 April. 1'1!!6. p. 11 . 
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for a closer interrelation between the watching, analysis and making of 
dances. 
One of the primary points at which separations occur between choreogra-
phers/dancers and scholars/critics is at the point where analysis and language 
are brought into play. There is a vast difference (we propose) between what is 
in a phrase that is articulated through verbal explanation and what is in a 
phrase that may be grasped at a more intuitive level by other cognit ive or sen-
sorial means. One possible way of exploring this difference is to provide a 
means of reviewing movement with and without verbal articu lation. An ex-
ample of this is Willi::~m Forsythe 's multimedia project "Improvisation Tech-
nologies: A Tool for the Analytical Dance Eye". tO This tool combines short 
sections of moving with simple an imations and the possibility for the viewer 
to closely review at will sh011er or longer movement segments through an in-
teractive interface. There are verbal explanations of his movement theories 
but one can also see the same ideas performed without explanation. Forsythe 
describes the too l as one that 
··doesn' t teach you anything other than hO\\ to ohservc motion. ( .. ( lt shO\\ 
just some of the ways of thinking about analyzmg motion: · tt 
The ob ious wider question to ask concerns what sources of ari ation under-
lie observations and interpretations of dance as it evolves over time. Our own 
interdisciplinary study, involving London based choreographer Wayne 
McGregor, ten dancers from his company, Random Dance, and psychologists 
from the Cognition and Brain Science Unit of the UK ·s Medical Research 
Council in Cambridge, addressed this question on at least two levels. What 
modes of thinking/analysing with or without verbal articu lation occur in the 
context of different "pars ings" (viewing movement sequences and segmenting 
them into smaller units)? And what value might be ga ined from tool-sup-
ported observation? t2 
tO Wi lliam Forsythc: /mprm•isario/1 Tec/molngies. A Tool for the i111nlyrical Dance Eye 
(CD-ROM and booklet) , Ostfildcm 2000. 
tt Ibid .. p. 20. 
t2 The interdisciplinary study upon which this article is based took place in the context of 
Phase 11 of "Choreography and Cognition'' , a joint research project initiated by arts re-
searcher Scolt del.ahunta and choreographer Wayne McGrcgor to engage practitioners 
from the field of cognitive science in seek ing connections between creativity. choreo-
graphy and the scientific study of movement and the mind. hllp://www.choreocog.nct 
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The Viewing and Parsing Exercise 
The study took place during the early stage of making a new choreograph, 
when Wayne McGregor typically gives his dancers a range of improvisation 
tasks or assignments in order to generate a large amount of movement mate-
rial from which the language of the new choreography is event ual!) dis-
tilled.IJ Following two different sets of specific instructions provided b 
McGregor. four dancers from the company generated eight shon mo,·ement 
sequences (two each) specifically for the viewing and parsing exerci e. Four 
' ere developed fo llowing a set of points in space/ location instruction and the 
other four following in !ructions that were more graphic and image based . '~ 
These were created and set (not improvised) then each was perfonned imme-
diate! three times and videotaped; wi th one performance of each sequence to 
be selected for the viewing exercise. The final eight sequences that were se-
lected varied in duration from 25 to 120 econds and were convened to a 
digital ideo fonnat that allowed presentation during the viewing exercise 
u ing Quicktime1M software (Figure I ). 
Fig. I : The Quicklime'" sofl11drc used for the vie\\ ing exercise. 
13 For more infum1ation about Waync lcGregor"s approach to chore0graph~ s..-e: Jo But· 
tcrworth/Oi ll Clarke (eds. ): Dance Makers f'ortfalio. cmn·er.wtiolll\ with chorl!ogm-
pher.l . 13r.:llon I fall 1998. pp. I 05- 11 3: Jo Bullt:f\IOrth: .. reaching Chon:ngraph~ Ill 
lligh.:r Fducation: a procc s cont inuum m0del". Rl!.<earch in Owl<'<' Eclucatitm 5 2004 
I. pp. 60 61. 
I~ I· or more information about McGregor"s use or instructu.>ns and scores s.:c Scoll dcla-
hunta!Waync McGrcgor/Aian Black\1ell : "Transactablcs". l'erfilml/mce Rcswrch. 9 
200-1 2. pp. 67 72. 
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This made it possible for the viewers to directly control playback using the 
control buttons, cursor keys or direct manipulation via the playback head. In 
add it ion the movie information window showed the time associated with the 
current frame being displayed, and the soundtrack was deleted to leave only 
mot ion cues for the viewers. 
In the viewing and parsing exercise, McGregor and the ten dancers were 
shown the sequences in a two-stage procedure. In the first stage they were 
simply asked to familiarise themselves wi th the full set of the eight selected 
sequences - simply viewing each in turn without pausing. The viewing order 
of the eight clips was randomised separately for each viewer. In the second 
tage they dealt with each piece in turn and did so in four passes through the 
procedure: 
• In the fir t pass, they were again asked to watch the particular sequence 
without pausing. 
• In the second pass, they could pause the action or move about the piece 
using the player controls. 
• Only on the third pass were they asked to parse or divide the sequence 
into units of their own choosing. 
• On a fourth a nd final pass they were asked to review nnd confirm their 
unitisation. At th is point they were also nsked to take n subset or the se-
quence and make brief notes about the bases of'their unitisnt ion. 
The key pass wa the th ird one when they were asked to parse or divide the 
sequence into smaller units. We did not wish to presuppose anyth ing about 
phrases or structure so our instructions lefi it ent irely up to them to detern1 ine 
\v hat a unit was; they were simply asked to specify the time at which a unit 
begnn and ended. We even lell it open for a whole equence to be marked as 
an indivisible single unit. Star1 and end times were read from till' Quickt ime 
movie intormation wi ndow and entered onto a pre-prepared response sheet. 
The re ponsc sheet was organised into three columns (marked u, b & c) and 
this allowed fo r uni ts to be organised hierarchically or using di flc n:nt bases 
for subdividing the same sequence. Once again it was left up to the pnrtki-
pants to decide i r the) wanted to use a single basis fo r unit isation or mult iple 
ones. 
The dancers did the exercise in t\ o groups and each group took well over l\\ o 
hours to complete the process. The first aliernoon McGregor participnted in 
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the viewing exercise and the second afternoon happened to include three of 
the dancers who had also created the sequences. At the end of each afiemoon 
that day's participants were debriefed and invited to comment upon and dis-
cuss what they felt they had got out of viewing the sequences in this way and 
the discussion was tape-recorded and transcribed. 
Quantitative and Qualitative Results 
The viewing and parsing exercise provided a rich source of both quanti tati ve 
and qualitative data. The core quantitat ive product took the form of a graphi-
cal representation of the di stribut ion of units identified over time. An example 
or such a distribution for one sequence is shown in Figure 2. This has time 
running along the horizontal ax is and the lines of check marks represent the 
start-end transition points (which blur together if in close proximity) marked 
by a particular individual, each of whom is identified by in itials on the verti-
ca l ax is. otice that the top eight lines are individuals who elected to use only 
one basis for uniti sation while the lower lines show three individuals who 
elected to use double bases (a. b) or triple bases (a, b. c) for uniti sation.15 The 
collected quali tati ve data comes fi·om the brief notes they were asked to make 
about the bases of their unitisation and the post-session discussions mentioned 
abovt:. 
The data shown in Figure 2 derives from individuals who were more or less 
familiar with McGregor's methods for generating movement material. As 
such they might be expected to produce similar resu lts from the 1·iewing exer-
cise. And yet, li ke a microcosm of the wider evolving choreographic debate 
about the importance and nature or phrase(s). what is most striking from this 
pat1icular Figure is not the points ' here a larger or smaller number of part ici-
pants agree on the presence or a transition, but rather it is the extettt of m ria-
tion in placement of start and end points. The possible sources or this ,·aria-
lion are as complex as dance itself, which, in its ful l staging, imolves many 
dimensions in multip le sensory modalities (vision. audition. emphatic move 
ment) as \\'ell as in the knowledge it activates and the interpretations and emo 
15 \\'e ha1 e also e:-.plor.:d rh.: pm..:ntial for a ; ..:cond quant itati1·e product to pro1 ide more 
li.lrmal statistical evidence ahout ho11 different method~ of mmcment gen.:rarion can 
s~stematicall y alter percci1·ed "propcnies" of m~.llcmcnt scqu.:nccs (such as the number 
and durati ~.m of units). hut lit: '' i 11 rescn e a Jiscussion or this aspect lo r another paper. 
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Fig. 2: Graphical representation of units id~nlifi~d b) McGregor (\VM) and the ten danc-
ers: Clairc Cunningharn (CC). Laila Diallo (LD). Frcd Gchrig (FG). Khamlanc 
Halsackda (KI I). Odette Hughes (0 11 ). Leo Lcru (LL). goc i\nh Nguycn (i\ ). 
Matthias Spcrling (MS). Hilary Stainsby (liS). i\manda Weaver (i\ \V). This graph 
is th~ result of viewing a sequence that was generatcJ using the graphic/imager) 
instnaclions. 
tions it stimulates. Nonetheless, several generic points related to modes of 
think ing/analysis do emerge from this rather more const rained exercise. 
Table I extracts a few comments from the partic ipants concerning how they 
approached the task. All comments are indexed in what fol lows by Table and 
entry (e.g. 1.3 ). Key points are highlighted in boldface. Given the overt re-
quest to identi fy starts and ends, the twin threads of change ( 1.2, 1.3, 1.4) and 
flow/coherence ( 1.2, 1.5) are to be expected as arc readily articulab le attri-
butes of motion like energy/activity/dynamic/direction ( 1.2, 1.3, 1.4) or ideas 
( 1.2) and motifs ( 1.5 ). A core feature of why phrasing is problematic pervades 
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their discourse. Parsing and structure is accomplished in relat ion to some at-
tribute or coherent sets of allributes as they evolve in time. 
R1ex Comm ents on overall approaches Source 
1 With some I watched the whole sequence and I would see that as one 
umt really Then it became much more of a decision·making process Latla Dtallo 
I Then I had to make deCISIOns about what my umts would be and keep (Dancer) those to try and be as strict as possible w1th those And with others, 
i t came more naturally I felt I could do 11 more spontaneously • 
1---
1.2 
·so ( ) partly wherever I found a stop m the dynamiC now or a new 
idea comtng m. or anywhere that I could make a set that was distinct 
I from the rest And then also partly lookmg m that way of trymg to think Mallhtas 
about the task that the dancer tS dotng and when a new Idea IS commg Sperltng 
m wl1en there's a change of dynamic or there sa change of act1v1ty (Dancer) 
1 When 1/looks /1ke there s a new 1dea commg m where one thmg 1s !m-
•shed and another thmg begms 
1.3 t l There are three ways of breakmg down that I was thtnkmg about The ftrsl one was when the task was apparent in the phrase So you ve got a secttorl wl1ere you 're extendmg lmes or movmg parallel 
I 
1 lmes. and tl1al s very easy to break down Then there are the more ran-
dom ones thalweren t so clear what/he task was, that /here was a na- Clatre Cun· 
rural s i ream of conscrousness and 11 was qwte clear where lhal ended ntngham 
Sometimes it was obvious with something like a pause or a change (Dancer) 
of energy or change of dynamic Then the thtrd was very much ltke 
1f you were lrymg lo learn somelhmg or leach somebody something, 
where you would automatically break it down into parts that you 
could re-member So thal kmd of lhmg of when we leach each other 
L 
phrases and stuff ltke lhal 
1.4 llhmk one of the clear ways to break something down was -----. 
when something changed in level or dlreclion, because it was such 
a definite change Whether someone's up here and then they're down Kham Hal· 
Or tf they're gomg that way and then all of a sudden they change dt· sackda 
rect•on Because 11 was a clear change, that made etther the begm- (Dancer) I I mng or the end of something, or the end and the begmning of some-
lhmg Thai made tl easter to read.· 
t 1.5 i "Tho """ ' "'" '" ~ro """' ' "" ~ro "' -• ~Y '"""'"' oho-reographtc motrfs. They were things that existed with a framework Wayne 
and a kind of a sensibility and a cohesion The thmgs /hat extst as a McGregor 
thmg m thetr own oghl. • 
I' ab. I. Fi' e ob en at ion on approaches 
Since it is not possible to parse concurrent ly in relation to all allributes, it is 
necessary to invoke decision processes and schemes not just for the division 
of time but also to accommodate multiple perspectives such as the role of the 
task ( 1.::!, 1.3 ). learning/teaching ( 1.3), and exactly what to attend to in dy-
namic bodily configurations. One dancer for example, paid lillle attention to 
the upper body and focused almost exclusive ly on the feet and legs. Another 
actually tested phrasal ent ities by overtl y moving her upper body whilst 
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eated at the computer in order to decide whether a unit "felt right''. Whi le the 
dancers unitized the fu ll sequence, McGregor, the choreographer, tended to 
select only a few units of choreographic interest, lea ing other segments of 
movement , labelled ''choreographic wafne'', unparsed. His approach was fun-
damentally evaluative and critical - a feature that also emerged in the de-
briefing comments of others but not as a core basis of their temporal subdi' i-
swns. 
Index Comments on the bases of unttrsatron Source 
~2.~1----~-~~he~n~y-ou~a~s~k~e~d~u~s~w g~o~b~a~ck~t~o-d~e~s~cn~b~e~w-h~y~ll-w~a~s~a-u~n~l~t~h~a~t --,_ ___ 
was really mterestmg When I started off the exerc1se and I was 
JUS I wntmg down what/thought was unrt, 11 was almost qu1te natural 
Because I 'm so used to looking at movement and doing 
movement, I just felt like I knew My bram reg1stered 11 as a unit 
I wasn 't explamrng to myself why that was a unrt 11 JUSt was. I 
could tell So 11 s rnterestmg to go back and then look at what/ 
broke down and then actually descrrbe why they were umts. I 
thought that 's realty strange. To actually justify it to myself why 
1-=-~---l-''"'h ''lll" .WaS " unit " 
2.2 In response to the question about makmg notes ·were you uncove-
L...-
2.3 
rmg thmgs that you thmk you knew. or were you trymg to mvent a 
reason or some rationale for somethmg? Phtl Barnard 
' I think the reasons were t/lere or you wouldn 't have made the 
chOICe m the f1rsl place. 11 was JUS/ actually lookmg ar 11 and pulling it 
out of our mind 1f you know what I mean, to put i t into words. 
Like an Instinct sort of thing lthmk l A part of me was doubtmg whether my cho1ce for makmg that what· 
ever 11 was. mto a umt because once I d descnbed why 11 was a umt I 
I thought to myself. well that makes sense to me. bur I'm sure lhat won 't make sense to anyone else So maybe th1s IS where 1/ comes 
I m Where you 're saying we all understand it In our own way, but perhaps because we don 't ever do anything like this where we 
share the reason why Why IS /har the end of a phrase Who I have you ever asked? We ·ve never asked each other that kmd of 
queSIIOI! before 
Tab. ~ . Base> nr unill~ation and thei r articulahili l) 1C<li11 111U111Cahi lity. 
Kham Halsack-
da 
(Dancer) 
Amanda Wea· 
ver 
(Dancer) 
Kham Halsack-
da 
(Dancer) 
Another source of variat ion clearl) invohes a ten ion between implici tly 
knowing that omething is recognisable as a uni t. and being able to articu late 
what makes it a unit. 1 his particular theme, a feeling of intuition, under-
stand ing or just knowing spontaneously ( 1. 1, 2.1, 2 .~) on the one hand, and on 
the other hand the abi lity to justify (2 .1 ). put into words (2.2). or communi-
cate it to someone else (2.3 ), was shared by many pat1icipants. Other dancers 
resolved the problem intellectually from the outset - determi ni ng highl y ana-
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lytic and art iculablc schemes and perhaps laborious!} (one managed 10 com-
plete onl y fi e of the eight sequences in the whole anernoon ) stick ing to them 
throughout. Interestingly two of the dancers who approached it thi s '"ay used 
two or three le cls ofunitisation (MS and H in Figure 2 ). 
The observat ion that several of the dancers found articulation and communi-
cation of thei r base of uniti sat ion challenging wi ll be of no surprise to those 
kno" lcdgeable about what is implici t in craft ski ll as opposed to taught 
knowledge. However. the act ivi t_ of producing detailed unitization of move-
ment sequences in the context of the viewing and parsing exerc i e clea rly di f-
fcrs in a number of wa: s from how the choreographer and dancers '' ho par-
ticipated in this study normally view the content of dance - ei ther in the mak-
ing or in the performance. The exen:ise focused their attention on mm cmcnt 
elements at varying lc1 els and across scver~ll di fterent but rl'lated equence . 
lt kd ei ther to the art iculation of detai led par ing chcmcs ba_cd around a 
range of tempoml and non-temporal aspects and/or to a recogni tion that much 
of 11 hat i. in a phrase normally goe unan iculated. lt provided the participants 
an unusual opportunit~ for both individual and collective r<: tlection on move-
ment and produced n number of interesting insight n indicated in rabic 3 
be lo11 . 
Index 
3.1 
3.2 
3.3 
Comments on msrghts allamed 
"Id look a/ Kham and before I knew the way he moved and the qual-
i ty that he would use In l!is dancing, but now (doing the parsing 
exercise) I can see the way he phrases i t more If you watch both 
of them (Kham s phrases) they re qu1te s1mrlar I thmk it does make 
you look at 11 1n a d1fferent way and not1ce more about people 
as the exerc1se went on also I felt my perspective of how I was 
looking at the exerc1se started to change a b1t I thmk I started off 
feelmg lrke a umt to me m the beg1nnmg was more of a cham of move-
ment T11en eventually it became not only just a chain of movement 
but perhaps looking at the intention of where the movement was 
1 coming from I guess that came out lllfough the qualrty of what was 
happenmg Sort wasn ·t JUSt about startmg and stoppmg and startmg 
and stoppmg There IS another level that comes rnlo rt Afler a wh11e 
after you really watch 1t agam and agam and agam 
Source 
Amanda Wea-
ver 
(Da11cer) 
Kham Halsack-
da 
(Dancer) 
I thmk for me lt was like empathising with Wayne a little brt becau~ Claore Cun-
se we re /ookmg a/from h1s perspective when vou're lookmg alrt on n1ngham 
/IJe screen. You 're looking at what cho1ces people are making to (Dancer) 
decide whether it's going in the right direction or not 11 s a brt lrke I 
1mag1ne he has to be m the studiO So .-e were kmd of on the other 
srde today 
--------=------ --
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Both the qualitat ive and quantitative products reveal wide variation in the de-
tai l of hO\ temporal organization can be grasped - and we have yet to com-
plete the process of identifying what if any features are most likely to be asso-
ciated with the highest agreement on major transitions. The products also re-
veal generic themes of inherent analyt ic ambigu ity in the very nature of par-
sing and uncertainties in what is and isn' t readily communicable. Not unlike 
Forsythe 's CD-ROM described in the introduction our task for the dancers 
made possible alternative modes of watching/analysing and rev iewing move-
ment with or without verbal articulation. Our viewing tool also generated vis-
ual by-products such as Figure 2 to stimulate further discussion/renection and 
as such might contribute to the domain of dance education not only in terms 
or acting as a forc ing fu nction for developing a more intricate understanding 
of what is known or familiar (2. 1 ), for grasping different attri butes by chang-
ing perspectives (2.2) and for understanding and perhaps facil itating commu-
nication among the ro les of dancer, teacher and student ( 1.3) and what the 
choreographer might be seeking wi thin the making process (3.3 ) . 16 
Perhap most chal lenging is the question of how viewing exercises of this 
type might sit in relation to evolving discussions of what constitutes a dance 
phrase; in relation to watching, analyzing, thinking and theori zing about 
dance practice and dance composition. Janet Adshead argues that to deve lop a 
theory that more robustly supports the variety of extant choreographic prac-
tice one needs to get closer to the detai led structure of dances by a "vari ety of 
means".t 7 Just as when di fferent lenses or ti llers alter the structure of a photo-
graphic image and therefore how it is perceived, the viewing and parsing ex-
ercise provided an unusual means of looking at the detailed structure of 
movement. This was partly because the recording of units could be perfonned 
without recourse to explanation initially through the use the software as a 
viewing tool. In doing so the exercise reveals sources of variation whose re-
spective roles are open to clarification, evaluation and debate. Rather than fo-
cussing on the signi ticance of isolated features, configural inter- relationships 
or panems across sources and levels of variation (ideas, intentions emotional 
correlates and movement attributes and granularity of temporal scaling) may 
16 For some choreographers and dancers it may be of little or no value to take pan in a 
study such as the one we carried out wi th Wayne McGrcgur and Random Dance; in 
part icular if the) have taken the position of rejecting the dance phrase like Rainer and 
Stuan. Could it be that a different type of viewing exerc ise could be designed that 
\\Ould correspond to these other value systems? 
17 Adshcad: up. cit. 1986, p. 13. 
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emerge as the most fertil e ground to prosecute such debates. In addit ion. it is 
well known that prior to the development of algebraic notations, mathematical 
reason ing based on lengthy verbal exposi tion was intellectually cumber-
some.!& Seeing conligural pallerns of potential theoretical significance in the 
domain of contemporary dance could ultimately prove to be facilitated by the 
development and use of empirically grounded notations such as those of Fig-
ure~ appropriately tailored to support and develop the natural ocabulary of, 
and alternati ve perspectives on, choreographic di scourse. 
Seen li·om this perspective, the viewing and parsing exercise could provide an 
explicit and replicable methodology for addressing Adshead's call for a closer 
interre lation and interaction between the watching, analysis and mak ing of 
dances. However, we have yet to test the use of this iewing tool on a differ-
ent group of individuals or to expose it extensively to other members of either 
the dance or the psychology community. 
In writing this article together, we hoped to partia lly accomplish this as we ll 
as explore some of the possibilities and limits of the arts and sc ience collabo-
rative research we have been involved with. Interested in continuing to debate 
and work out answers to some of the questions that have come up in this pro-
ject, we have put the viewing and parsing exercise on-line where anyone can 
undertake the procedure and bring their own experience and knowledge to 
bear on the question "what 's in a phrase?"19 
The authors \\ish to ad.nowkdgc the crucial contribution of Anthony Marc~ I to the design 
or the viewing and parsing exercise. 
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'Densities of Agreement' 
Co-authors Phil Barnard, lan Nimmo-Smith, Jennifer Potts & Cristina Ramponi. 
in Dance Theatre Journal. 21:3. 2006, pp. 17-23. 
In June 2005, I proposed this article to Martin Hargreaves, editor of Dance Theatre 
Journal, where I am also an Associate Editor. I asked if he would be interested in a 
short piece co-authored with one of the cognitive psychologists who worked with us on 
the 'Choreography and Cognition' project that would be accessible and would expose 
the journal to "this area of arts/ science collaboration". He accepted and commented 
after receiving it that it, "carefully and clearly details the research in a way that should 
make it easily accessible to readers."1 
Dance Theatre Journal is the UK's leading magazine for dance and live art. Published 
four times a year, Dance Theatre Journal contains reviews, features, interviews and in-
depth discussions by leading dance writers and artists, as well as talented new writers. 
lt also includes up-to-date listings of dance performances and workshops throughout 
the UK. Source: http://www.laban.org/home/publications/dance theatre journal.phtml 
(accessed 7 May 2010). 
1 Email to the author, 17 Nov 2005. 
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DENSITIES OF AGREEMENT: 
MAKING VISIBLE SOME INTAN-
GIBLE PROPERTIES OF DANCE 
Scott delahunta, Philip Barnard, lan Nimmo-Smith, Jennifer Potts and 
Cristina Ramponi 
INTRODUCTION 
Human movement analysis is a research field pur-
sued by different disciplines in both art and science. 
Approaches include the physiological study of walk-
ing, anthropological research into non-verbal com-
munication and the practice of choreography when 
it involves observing, describing and representing 
dance. The shared aim is to break down movement 
1nto parts that can then be re-described in relation-
ship to some whole. As a part of this process, move-
ment analysis makes use of various instruments or 
tools for recording movement from the humble pen-
cil to 3-D digital motion capture techno log1es. 
The recording process results in representations 
ranging from individual drawings to numeric signs 
and standardised notation symbols. Any of these will 
contain some selected subset (features, properties 
or affordances) as a product of the analysis process. 
These representations of movement work at differ-
ing levels of abstraction, fulfil different functions and 
the degree of standardisation and usage varies 
greatly, even within disciplines. An abstraction will 
be referred to as notational at the point that it tends 
towards becoming part of a larger syntactic system. 
Some representations undergo a further process of 
analysis eventually becoming diagrams meaningful 
within a particular expert area, e.g. biomechanics. 
The process o f dance analysis and notation eventu-
ally may result in a score that is usually assumed, as 
with a music score, to be awaiting translation back 
into the live performance. 
Despite various disciplines sharing this research 
interest in movement analysis; no method or 
approach has passed the threshold of usage or 
achieved the cultural status to make its notational 
representations a 'universal' standard; as has 
occurred with music, mathematics and language. 
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Instead we have a proliferation of different 
approaches to movement analysis, some competing 
some complimentary. One d iscipline may even try to 
borrow ideas from another. For example, French 
philosopher and architect Paul Virilio was interested 
in whether dance notation could provide al ternative 
measurements of architectural space, a tool for an 
architect to 'qualify volume' instead of only measur-
ing spatial surfaces.' Choreographers may seek to 
collaborate with specialists in computer-based 
machine learning building no tational structures as 
part of research into human gesture. 
Even without a single accepted standard, the d iffer-
ent disciplines do ask similar fundamental questions 
and share senses of possibility for achieving a better 
understanding of the complexities of human move-
ment. In addition to adding to current knowledge 
such as orthographic refinements of an existing nota-
tion system, what researchers in this field aim for are 
innovations that give rise to new thinking. These may 
range from the development of a new motion cap-
ture technology to the creation of an interactive mul-
timedia educational platform such as choreographer 
William Forsythe's Improvisation Technologies CD-
ROM, subtitled 'a tool for the analytical eye'. The 
overall p icture here is one of ongoing adaptation and 
change, trial and error, inquiry and creativity. 
This context frames our interdisciplinary 'viewing and 
parsing' exercise in movement analysis, recording 
and representation involvmg choreography special-
ists, ten dancers, psychologists and a statistician. In a 
previously published essay, we discussed this exer-
cise and its results in relation to a question many in 
the dance field have been exploring for some t ime: 
'what is in a dance phrase?' ' ln this essay, we will 
focus on new graphic visualisations/ representations 
of the exercise results and how they might support 
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discussions surrounding contemporary dance analy-
sis and notation, as well as augment the choreo-
graphic process itself. We also draw attention to the 
potential of tool-supported observation to stimulate 
new modes of thinking about movement. 
MEANINGFUL REPRESENTATIONS 
To be meaningful, the results of movement analysis 
and recording, whether drawings, measurements or 
standard notation, must be interpretable and enable 
productive developments whether in thinking, 
experiments and instrument refinement, writing or 
on the stage. Both these terms, meaningful and pro-
ductive, have different implications across disci-
p lines, e.g. sciences such as physiology, biomechan-
ics and ergonomics use notations to support com-
puter modelling of human movement. Architects 
superimpose movement representations onto site 
models looking for new approaches to incorporate 
gesture and locomotion into space-making. In cog-
nit ive neuroscience schema detailing the cortical 
areas involved in vision and processing biological 
motion further our understanding of the perception 
of movement. And visual anthropologists have 
experimented with inventing, however controversial, 
their own systems of movement analysis and repre-
sentation, e.g. Kinesics and Choreometrics. 
As creative progress in choreography in the early 
1900s expanded the range of dance movements 
beyond the fixed conventions of ballet, notation sys-
tems such as Labanotation and Benesh aimed to be 
able to record every possible kind of movement. 
One of the outcomes is that these notation systems, 
while meeting these aims quite comprehensively, are 
themselves complex and difficult to read and write. 
They are interpretab le and productive only after a 
long period of study, and then only within a limited 
community of 'users'. This time commitment is dis-
proportionate to the practical use of the system in 
the context of contemporary dance. Unlike music 
notation, to which it is o ften compared, dance nota-
t ion systems are rarely used for the creation of a new 
choreography or the rea l-time generation of per-
formance (the equivalent in music to sight-reading). 
lt appears that the complexity of the systems them-
selves diminishes their practical functional value for 
dancers and choreographers. 
This does not reflect, however, a lack of enthusiasm 
amongst choreographers to engage in acts of indi-
vidual representation in the drawings and sketches 
they may generate in the context of making dances. 
While not producing a transmittable record of the 
dance as standardised notation systems do. some 
would declare these sketches equally if not more 
meaningful than standard1sed systems because they 
bear the mark of the individual maker. However, 
within our definition as stated above, to be mean-
ingful these drawings and sketches must contribute 
to the productive development of the choreography. 
They can do this by stimulating and supporting the 
creativity of the individual choreographer as well as 
collaborative making processes. As a record or doc-
umentation of the creat1ve process, the choreogra-
pher's drawings are occasionally made available to a 
public via an exhibition or publication, but generally 
there is little access to their significance tn relation to 
the making of the dance itself. In this case. these 
drawings become aesthetic objects in their own 
right devoid of any productive or meaningful func-
tion in the sense we use them here. 
Complex notation systems and choreographer's 
sketchbooks mark out the two main areas where 
varying approaches to movement analysis and rep-
resentation are explored and tested in the dance 
fieldJ lt is in the context of this field that we will dis-
cuss the outcomes of the 'viewing and parsing' exer-
cise in relation to a set of questions. In what ways do 
the representations we will discuss support dis-
course about dance and dance making? Do they 
support discussion that other representations don't? 
If o ther approaches to notation, drawing and repre-
sentation are not supporting certain discussions, 
what are the poss1bihties to 1nvent new ones? Can 
dance be representing systematically, retaining and 
rendering complexity and variabili ty visible and yet 
sti ll be meaningful/ readable with a minimum learn-
ing effort? Can this support choreographers and 
dancers to unders tand themselves and their audi-
ences better and thus enable the creative process? 
THE VIEWING AND PARSING EXERCISE 
This interdisciplinary exercise involved London 
based choreographer Wayne McGregor, ten dancers 
from his company, Random Dance, psychologists 
and a statistician from the Cognition and Brain 
Science Unit of the UK's Medical Research Council in 
Cambridge.' Following two sets of specific instruc-
t ions provided by McGregor, four dancers from the 
company generated eight short movement 
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sequences (two each). Four sequences were devel-
oped following a set of points in space 1nstructions 
and the o ther four from instructions that were graph-
IC and image based. First created and set (not 
Improvised) by the dancers, each sequence was per-
formed immediately three times and v1deotaped; 
with one performance of each sequence selected for 
the viewing exercise. These eight selected 
sequences varied in duration from 25 to 120 seconds 
and were d1gitised in a video format to be viewed 
using Ouicktime software. This made it poss1ble to 
d irectly control p layback using the control buttons, 
cursor keys or direct manipulat ion via the playback 
head. In addit1on the 'movie mformation' w1ndow 
showed the time of the current frame being dis-
played, and the soundtrack was deleted to leave 
only motion cues for the viewers 
After th1s dig1t1sahon, McGregor and the ten dancers 
were shown the eight sequences 1n a two-stage pro-
cedure. In the f1rst stage they were asked to fam1lianse 
themselves w1th the sequences - s1mply view1ng each 
1n turn w1thout pausing The v1ew1ng order of the 
e1ght sequences was random1sed separately for each 
v1ewer. In the second stage they dealt w1th each p1ece 
in turn 1n four passes. In the first pass, they were again 
asked to watch the sequence without pausing. In the 
second pass. they could pause the action or move 
about the sequence using the player controls. Only on 
the th1rd pass were they asked to 'parse' or d1vide the 
sequence into units of their own choos1ng. On a 
fourth and final pass they were asked to review and 
confirm their unitisation. At this point they were also 
asked to take a subset of the sequences and make 
bnef notes about the bases of their unitisation. 
The key pass was the third one when they were 
asked to 'parse' or divide the sequence into smaller 
units. We did not wish to presuppose anything 
about phrases or structure so our instructions left it 
entirely up to them to determine what a 'unit ' was; 
they were simply asked to spec1fy the t1me at which 
a unit began and ended. Start and end times were 
read from the Ouicktime 'movie Information' Win-
dow and entered onto a pre-prepared response 
sheet. The response sheet was organised into three 
columns (marked a, b & c) wh1ch allowed for units to 
be organised hierarchically or subdivided using d if-
ferent bases. Once again, it was left up to the partic-
ipants to decide if they wanted to use a single basis 
for unitisation or multiple ones. The dancers did the 
exercise in two groups and each group took well 
over two hours to complete the process. The first 
afternoon McGregor participated in the viewing 
exercise and the second afternoon happened to 
include three of the dancers who had also created 
the sequences. At the end of each afternoon that 
day's participants were debriefed and invited to 
comment upon what they felt they had got out of 
viewing the sequences in this way, and this discus-
sion was tape-recorded and transcribed 
PYRAMIDS, PIANO ROLLS AND OVERLAP 
TRACES 
The collected data from this exerme spec1fied start 
and end times for 'units' of movement, the bnef notes 
the partic1pants were asked to make and their tape-
recorded post-session discussion comments. The lat-
ter are extens1vely discussed m the aforementioned 
published essay 'What's in a Phrase?'. These start and 
end times (as numenc s1gns) can be used to do cer-
tain basic calculat1ons - average durat1ons of 'un1ts', 
for example. Such calculations could tell us someth1ng 
about whether varymg mstruct1ons systematically 
alters what the dancers made; or at least how what 
they have made 1S perce1ved A typ1cal soent1st m1ght 
want to know if the po1nts 1n space mstructions gave 
rise to units of shorter or longer duration than the 
more graphic instructions. A typical choreographer 
might then justifiably ask how this quest1on might 
influence the making process or precipitate engagmg 
discussion of the products of makmg. We inv1ted a 
statistician, lan N1mmo-Smith, to analyse the collected 
numeric data. The results of h1s work, the graphic VISU· 
alisations shown on the following page, conta1n Inter-
esting answers for both scient1st and choreographer. 
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The page of illustrations shows representations 
derived from three different sequences. The upper 
half of the page relates to two sequences of 30 and 
60 seconds duration that were generated from the 
points in space instructions. The lower panel shows 
a single sequence of 120 seconds duration generat-
ed following the graphic instructions. For each of 
these sequences, a group of three separate repre-
sentations (referred to here as pyramids, piano rolls 
and overlap traces) are presented that capture differ-
ent facets of how the movement was 'seen.' The 
representations that are most direct are the piano 
rolls that appear in middle of each group. Here 
there are eleven horizontal black lines depicting the 
individual coherent units identified by each viewer/ 
participant (one choreographer and ten dancers). 
We know from the collected qualitative data (the 
brief notes and the post-session discussions) that 
different strategies were used. Some viewer identi-
fied units at multiple levels and for simplicity we 
have not included these here. One viewer (line num-
ber 6 1n the piano roll) was the choreographer, 
Wayne McGregor, who used a highly selective view-
mg strategy as evident from the white space in his 
line. 'The things I kept in were things I felt were 1n 
some way articulate choreographic motifs. They 
were things that existed w1th a framework and a kind 
of a sensibility and a cohesion.' For McGregor the 
black sections represent more than a simple unit, for 
h1m they demarcate a unit of part1cular interest. 
The piano rolls emphasise variation; clearly no two 
v1ewers saw exactly the same units in a given 
sequence However, our analysis of the qualitative 
data (in the previously published essay) 1ndicated an 
1nteract1on in the unitisation procedure between the 
dance and the viewing exerc1se 1tself. The selections 
the viewers made were clearly inOuenced by the 
specific task context of the exercise involving a rigor-
ous viewing process. In looking at and analysing 
movement away from this context, the dancers may 
not be aware of some of the properties that made a 
particular unit cohere for them during the exercise. 
Thus, the piano rolls reveal vanation as a product of 
a specific discovery process. 
Immediately below the piano roll depiction is a con-
tinuous trace. Here the vertical axis represents the 
number of viewers who agree that two adjacent 
frames o f the video are part of the same unit. This 
visualisation emphasizes the fundamental continuity 
in movement over time; and shows that the vast 
majority of the time most viewers (between 8 and 
10) were 'seeing' continuity rather than discontinuity. 
Since most are agreeing there is little scope for this 
to rise further. Most downward fissures are of mod-
est s1ze, Jndcat1ng that a particular bounding prop-
erty is agreed by rarely more than one-half of the 
v1ewers, and the more extreme fissures are likely to 
capture gross rather than subtle changes (e.g . a peri-
od of stillness). 
The th1rd form of v1sualisallon appears as pyramids or 
a mounta1n range stretched out over time. Here the 
vertical ax1s represents time and the darkness of shad-
ing also represents the number of viewers who agree 
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that two adjacent frames of the video are part of the 
same unit . The key attribute here is that time is on 
both axes of the graph. The shades of grey are what 
give this visual1sat ion its un1que property; 1t empha-
sizes the densities of agreement. A completely black 
triangle of 5 seconds durat1on on both axes says 
everyone agrees that th1s is a coherent unit. (This does 
not mean that all viewers agree on where the unit 
starts and stops.) The pyramids provide what amounts 
to a statistical phrase structuring (hierarchical organi-
sation) for movement sequences. They show all the 
different parsings simultaneously and v1a density indi-
cate where there is major or m1nor agreement over 
the temporal extent of all the units 1n the piano rolls. 
The pyramids also capture essential attributes of 
both of the other visualisations. The deep fissure in 
the trace for 'points 1n space e.g. 1' (at approximate-
ly 13 seconds) is very clearly reOected in the division 
between pyramids at the same point in time. Longer 
undivided segments in the piano rolls can typically 
be mapped directly to the lighter grey triangles in 
the pyramidal visualization. But it is not just the map-
ping; inspection of the three different examples 
shown in the figure reveals that there are time zones 
with different characteristics where the darker pyra-
mids are simply embedded in lighter ones, o r where 
there are left-branching or right b ranching structural 
decompositions, and combinations of all these. 
O f course, in any particular instance we could specu-
late about the particular property (i.e. change in 
dynamic, intention, level or direction) that the indi-
vidual viewer happened to be paying attention to in 
making his or her selection; and we could return to 
the original video to investigate this. However, this is 
not necessary for the pyramids, piano rolls and over-
lap traces to stimulate a discussion about dance 
analysis and representation as well as choreographic 
construction. For example, would different popula-
tions of viewers (e.g . non-dancers, audience mem-
bers, etc.) select units differently and, if so, might 
exercises such as ours reveal meaningful differ-
ences? What might a participating choreographer 
learn from his or her selections in relation to others? 
There would be a range of answers to any such 
enquiries, and we discuss some of these below. 
SUMMARY 
One thing of key 1mportance at this stage IS that 
these visualisations capture features of the move-
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ment sequences in a way that could not readily be 
described in words or numbers. One can look at 
many possible structures at once and grasp an 
instant picture of their relationships as wel l as help-
ing articulate organisational properties of perceived 
movement structure in time. And they are readable 
with a minimum of explanation; one of our require-
ments for a broader and more practical significance 
across the dance field than currently is the status of 
dance notation systems. 
However, it is clear that these representations are not 
notational in the syntactic sense; nor do they resem-
ble marks usually found in the choreographer's per-
sonal sketchbook. For the choreographer, they might 
function more as a single lens of variable focus on the 
movement itself. Choreographers may describe bas-
mg their choices on the 1dea that they 'recogmse 
something when they see it'. What these representa-
tions do is make information available that might stim-
ulate the choreographer to ask him or herself ques-
tions about what determines these 'recognisable' 
changes in movement dynamic or form and the1r 
impact on the viewer. These graph1c visualisations 
enable the choreographer to engage independently 
from his or her own assertions as to intention and to 
gauge whether what he or she considered salient was 
reflected in the selective attention of an audience (the 
viewers). They render explicit the otherwise intangible; 
and they do this in an unusual way. 
Another aspect of what is unique about these repre-
sentations is that they capture multiple perceivers 
simultaneously. The pyramids in particular constitute 
a single representation of one movement sequence 
as seen through the eyes of eleven viewers. Due to 
the visual layering, these are more evocative than 
the piano rolls or trace. This integ ration of the per-
ception of a subset of viewers is something existing 
forms of dance notation and representation do not 
do. Normally, the practice associated wi th the dance 
notation systems discussed earl ier foregrounds the 
score as an accurate depiction of a dance produced 
by the objective eye and hand of the notation 
expert. The choreographer's individual sketchbooks 
are more likely to represent a subjective perception; 
but this will tend towards being that of the individual 
artist and not the audience. In general, contempo-
rary dance practitioners lack tools for systematically 
d iscussing the perceptions of their audience; some-
thing our representations make possible. 
This simultaneous representation of viewers might 
have interesting consequences for someone taking a 
course in choreography. The student maker may be 
encouraged not to get lost in the detail and to main-
tain an overview of the range of possible meanings of 
any one particular moment in a dance phrase. Our 
representations imply that while viewers are unlikely to 
agree on particular moments; they do agree quite a 
lot in more general ways and that these overlaps of 
agreement can be featured hierarchically. The addi-
tional information derivable from the pyram1ds makes 
it possible to d1scuss more than one level of 'seeing' 
or noticing and how d ifferent levels happen simulta-
neously in any one viewer or viewing group. 
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As mentioned in our introduction, aspiration towards 
a better understanding of the complexities of 
human movement drives research innovation across 
many d isciplines. In the sc1ences, this has led to the 
development of advanced visualisation methods 
using computer animation; some of which could be 
applied to our representations. For example, the 
pyramids could be animated in real t ime the same 
way speech signatures can be viewed on particular 
timescales. (6) A thirty-second summary window 
could dynamically represent the emergence and dis-
sipation of alternative 'parsings' as the p iece pro-
gressed. These could additionally be marked by 
colouration reflecting other attributes (space tra-
versed/ energy expressed). However, such a project 
would require time and money; and it is speculation 
if this would be effective and for whom. At the out-
set of this paper, we expressed our concern with the 
need for meaningful productivity to be associated 
with movement analysis and representation. 
Sophisticated computer visualisat ion methods might 
be applied, but to be meaningful and productive in 
a choreographic context, these methods should 
relate d irectly to the development of dance and how 
it impacts potential audiences. 
lt could be that small-scale research exercises such as 
ours might reap more immediate benefits. Increasing 
the overall value of our project is the fact it emerged 
from an unusual interdisciplinary collaboration 
between artists and scientists. This essay itself is the 
manifestation of that unique mixture, a rare conver-
gence of ideas from very different domains of practice. 
The authors wish to acknowledge the crucial contribulion of 
Anthony Marcel to the des1gn of the v1ewing and parsing exerc1se 
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APPENDIX 
Representations of Segmentation Data (explanations 
contributed by lan N immo-Smith) 
Segmentation Data 
A segmentation of the interval [0, T ] 1s a sequence of 
sub-intervals S; {ls1 ;ell.ls2;e2L ... , lsm;emll for some 
positive m, where 0 0 s1 < e1 0 s2 <e2 0 ... 0 sm < em 
0 T. m is called the length of S. The ith segment [si, ei] 
starts at si and ends at ei. The interval [ei,st+ 11 is 
called the ith gap, which may have length 0. 
In the present study each of 11 viewers was asked to 
generate a segmentation of a videoed dance 
sequence. Ses denotes the segmentation data from 
viewer e on sequence s, and mes its length. 
We have used three graphical methods to represent 
different aspects of this structurally rich dataset. 
These are described in the following sections. Each 
graphic is constructed out of the set of segmenta-
tions for just one dance sequence 
Piano Rolls 
The piano roll is the simplest graphical representa -
tion, and is equivalent to the raw data. Each viewer's 
segmentation is represented on a separate horizontal 
line. Each segment [s,e] is drawn as a solid bar 
between the points s+e and e-e. Here e is a small 
positive number that enlarges each gap by 2 e in the 
segmentation to make it visible. In the graphics that 
have been generated this corresponds to 8 frames or 
just over 0.25s. 
Overlap Traces 
In the overlap graphic we graph against t ime the 
number of viewers who put that time point into a 
segment. The overlap function is bounded below by 
0 when everyone is agreed on a frame which is out-
side any segment, and above by 11 (or 10) in the case 
that all agree it lies in a segment. Rises in the overlap 
function correspond to starts, and falls to ends. 
Pyramids 
The pyramid graphic is a two-d imensional density 
plot. lt is generated by assigning to each segment [s, 
eJ a triangle D(s,e) with height e-s (i .e. the segment's 
length) and base the interval[s,e] and density 1. 
These are then summed and rendered as a graphic 
using a gray scale (or some preferred co lour scale) to 
1nd1cate the density. The mintmum for the pyramid 
function is 0 (rendered white) and the maximum is 11 
(or 10) (rendered black). The pyramid function com-
bines information about the starts and ends of seg-
ments, the length of segments, and the extent to 
which they overlap with other segments. 
No. 22 
'Moving Ideas: questions for the dancing mind' 
in ballettanz. October 2005, pp. 20-23. 
In July 2005, I received an invitation from Amd Wesemann editor of ballettanz asking if 
I would like to make a contribution based on my current research. I had just given a 
presentation at the 'Description and Creativity conference: Approaches to collaboration 
and value from anthropology, art, science and technology', July 2005 at Kings College 
Cambridge.1 The title of my talk had been 'Choreographic Executables', a short 
illustrated paper how "notation, software, markings, drawings, texts, video and 
audiotapes, artefacts, objects, sketches, concepts and systems" might be carriers of 
"choreographic information". Wesemann agreed to the proposal and the following short 
publication is the result. 
ballettanz, Europe's biggest ballet and dance magazine, keeps you informed about all 
aspects of the classical and contemporary dance scene. ballettanz covers international 
premieres, profiles and interviews dancers and choreographers and examines current 
artistic and political developments in essays and reports. Published in German and 
English. Source: http://www.ballet-tanz.de/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
1 This conference was convened by one of my collaborators James Leach [see Critical Appraisal footnote 
24]. Documentation site: http://www.jamesleach.neUdnc/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
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Koder Belorbi, Etoile of Paris Opera Ballet, working in 
his • fhe 8eost And The Beauty, • which will be 
premiered by les Grands Ballets Conodiens in 
Montreal, Odober 20 
Pho to () Anne Oeniou, hquiueJ C> Vole rie Bermon 
moving id 
Some good questions for the dancing mind 
By ScoH deLahunta 
Imagine a selection of drawings, scores, instructions or sketches created 
by choreographers during the process of making dances, e. g. Trisho Brown, 
Yvonne Roiner, Dom~nique Bogouet, Remy Chorlip, Mory Wigmon, Williom 
Forsythe and Elisobeth Streb How might we conceive of these os 
representations of choreographic thinking or os carriers of moving ideas? How 
would one describe a moving ideo to someone who is not a dancer or 
choreographer? These questions compel us to ask: then what is a moving ideo? 
How is it generated, where is it sto red and how is it occessed? If this moving 
1deo is at least portly produced through thinking choreographically, what is the 
relationship between movement, donee ond thought? Within whot contexts 
might we consider dancing to be thinking? 
As o means of furthering this investigation I invite you, the reader, to 
perform the following three voriohons: 
Variation One: Perform a movement by tracing the outline o f a curve, 
using your fingers or hand {one finger thin or two thicker, etc.) starting at some 
point in the space in front of your sternum and ending at some point in the 
space above and behind your heod. 
Variation Two: Then imagine doing this movement, the tracing of this 
curve in relation to your body. Then imagine the curve os a line that is left in 
space and con be picked up {in your mind's eye) and then place that curve 
action somewhere else. 
Variation Three: Do the movement again slowly; this time paying 
attention to all the adjustments your body makes in order to perform the 
movement There should be many things going on including a tightening of the 
muscles around this port of the body and a lifting of the sternum. Con you 
picture what is happening with your bones? What if you open up the space 
between your arm and your ear/ feel with your other hand what the shape is 
like? 
The questions the performance of these variations gives rise to ore: What 
is the relationship between your physical sensed actions and these written 
ba tte t · ta n z ZO I Zl oKroa' " os 
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descriptions? What definition of • thinking• would make it possible to accept 
these movements os a form of thought or os ideation? Another way of phrasing 
the question -where do the physical and the mental meet2 
Let' s continue this d iscussion with the following propositions 
Thinking Body 
In the early 1900s, when she was studying voice in on American 
college, educationalist and movement researcher Mobel E Todd come to the 
conclusion that problems with vocalization were due to bad posture which 
inspired her to study the mechanics of the skeletal structure. She come to the 
view that it should be possible to discover one 's own internal. dynom1c and 
balanced posture, os opposed to " imposing upon our bodies a fixed position 
of any port which we feel to be the ' right.' 'correct' or ' ideal' one • She 
believed that concentrating on on image in the mind would result in 
neuromuscular responses appropriate for carrying out specific movements with 
the least effort. She called this process psychophysical and applied her ideas 
to the teaching of both physical education and donee. In 1937, Todd published 
"lhe Thinking Body· A Study Of The Balancing Forces Of The Dynamic Man· 
{Dance Horizons, New York 1972). The book is a detailed exploration of the 
physiology of the body, including observations on mechanical forces and 
proprioception, and how it might be influenced by the mind. 
In the early port of the 20th C, there was a confluence of new medical 
and scientific theories in the West, e. g . 1n the fields of anatomy, neurology, 
physiology and psychology that enabled such ideas linking thought and body 
mechanics and sensation to come forth. For example, British Physiologist and 
Nobel Prize recipient Charles Sherringtan published "The Integrative Action Of 
The Nervous System· in 1906 {Yale University Press, new Haven, CTI 
Sherrington is credited with having discovered proprioception, and his work 
would hove been a source of information for Todd. One could speculate on 
how this period marks a historical shift, in the West, in the 
I I 
<orper 
development of concepts of mind and body integration one finds 
throughout contemporary donee training and choreographic practice. This 
historical/ cultural moment of openness 10 a reconfiguring of the relation 
between the physical and the mental could even be useful for distinguishing 
20th century dancing bodies and ideas from previous periods. My proposal is 
thot following the publico lion of "The Thinking Body: the concept of moving 
idem takes on new significance. 
Physical Descriptions 
In the 1960s, the choreographer Trisho Brown took port in a 
composition workshop with the composer Robert Dunn in N ew York City. 
Dunn' s workshop is well-known for having launched a period in contemporary 
dance history that leod to the experimental work of the Judson Church; a 
period in which all existing rules governing choreographic forms were 
thoroughly challenged. From within this space of new thinking about what 
could constitute donee ond choreography Brown evolved her working methods 
through a succession o f stages_ During one o f these in particular she 
developed several choreographic systems she referred to os • donee making 
machines. • Her interest a t this lime was less in the invention of movement per se 
but in the discovery of schemes and structures o f its organization. One of her 
systems was created in 1975 and titled " locus: a 27-point cube in which o 
different number was assigned to eoch point. The choreography involved 
generating o score by translating o written autobiographical statement into 
numbers, which were then transposed to points on the cube by the dancer who 
could "move through, touch, look at, jump over, or do something about eoch 
point in the series, either one point ot o time or clustered_ •
Brown explored these ideas for organising movement during a period of 
several years culminating in the creation of her work "Set And Reset" in 1983. 
Still images from the two works show drastically different performing bodies; 
the dancers in the images from " l ocus" ore in relaxed and bolonced slates 
apparently moving between two different points in the system at the some time. 
The dancers in "Set And Reset, • eight years later, still demonstrate the some 
state of relaxa tion and balance, but the number of points the body seems to be 
moving between simultaneously has increased drastically. What one might be 
lead to contemplate is how a system such os " locus" constitutes o 
representa tion of choreographic thinking and how this representation and the 
evolution of a distinctive way of moving / dancing ore somehow eo-dependent. 
Donee scholar Sally Bones has referred to Brown's dances os " physical 
descriptions of ideas: which gives us another relationship between movement 
and thought to ponder. 
Acta Of Minds 
In his book " Kinds Of Minds" (Donee Books, N ew York 1996), 
philosopher Daniel DenneH makes a proposal for what constitutes ideation or 
in his words • states ond ocb of mind." He points out two popular ond rival 
answers: ( 1)thot mental ocb ore composed in a sort of language; ond (2)thot 
our thoughts ore like pictures. He argues that neither of these con account for 
mental activity because both get caught in the circular problem thot they 
depend on on intrinsic understanding of whot they ore suppose to explain 
existing somewhere in the brain/ mind. Both need to define their own terms for 
describing themselves. The problem then is where in the mind do these terms 
come from? How do you know whot the sentences in your language of thought 
mean? How do you know what your picture of something looks like? 
Den nett then uses the production of written or sketched representations 
to suggest a woy out of this problem. So, if I produce a shopping list the 
creation of the list possesses what he coils original intentionality, and the 
shopping list itself, the representation I create, has intentionality derived from 
this. If we accept that the brain or mind has no intrinsic understanding built into 
it based on the failure of the language/ picture explanation mentioned above; 
then, Den nett puts forward, we hove to see the brain or mind itself is on 
a rtefact capable of producing other artefacts. lt • gets whatever intentionality 
its ports hove from their role in the ongoing economy o f the larger system of 
which it is o port ... • which is, in his view, "mother no lure" or the process of 
evolution by natural selection. 
If we follow this line of thinking perhaps moving idem ore only possible 
through the production of these ar tefacts or representations; and the 
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eo-dependency of subseq uent movements upon them So not1ust ony 
movement could be referred to o s o moving 1deo, but, for example, the 
variations you just performed ore moving ideas because you hove performed 
them in correspondence with these written mstructions or descriptiOns looking 
again ot the drawings produced by choreographers - os representohons of 
their thinking - one con imagine that they possess intenhonolity derived from 
the choreographer who mode them If we follow Dennett' s pos1hon, the 
representation itself does not exist anywhere m the mind. Therefore the 
drawing only hos real value os port of a dynamic system within which it 
operates; and the recognition of this system makes 11 possible to link moving 
bodies and moving ideas. 
In conceiving of her theory of mind/body integration, Todd did not hove 
the access Dennett hod to cognitive science ond could not hove formulated the 
view of mental stoles that he does. However, she and others set important 
precedents for a dynamic self-perception that influenced choreographers such 
os Trisho Brown to create situations and spaces that only thinking bodies could 
adopt to and perform in. lt is difficult to foresee how our growmg 
understanding of the brain and mind will stimulate and perhaps be stimulated 
by choreographic practice In e 1ther case, we con continue to carry forward 
ond contextuolise questions about dancing and thinking alongside future 
developments. 
Scott delahunta worlcs from his base in Amsterdam os a researcher, writer, 
consultant and co-orgoniS<Or on intemotional projects bringing performing arts into 
conjunction with other disciplines and practices. He is an Auaciote Research Fellow 
at Oortington College of Arts and on olliliated researcher with Crucible, an 
interdisciplinary research network within the University of Cambridge. He 
lectures on a new post-graduate study in Choreography/ New Media at the 
Amsterdam School for the Arts and S<Orves on the editorial boards of 
Performance Research and the International Journal of Performance and 
Digital Media. This essay is based on o presentation for on interdisciplinary 
conference on Description and Creativity that took place in July 2005 ot 
Kings College, Cambridge. www.nomodit.co.ukr dnc/ 
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Choreogrofen mochen choreogrolische Skiuen, wobei die gezeichneten 
linien nicht unbedingt Rk htungen meinen, sondern eine Idee von B.ewegung ver· 
folgen. Eine gedochte linie, die ScoH delohunto uns aultragt: doss wir mal mit der 
Hand vom 8rustbein eine Bewegung uber den eigenen Kopl ziehen sollen, eine 
Linie, die ohne Stilt und ohne Spur bleibt, ober eine Idee dovon gibt, doss dieH 
Bewegung weniger ein Zeichen i.st, durchous ober eine Idee hinter der Bewegung 
zeigt. Schon Mobel E. Todd verwendete dieS<O Linienliihrung, urn herounulinden, 
welche Karperhahung «richtig•, «karrekt• oder oideol• ware. In ihrem Buch cDer 
denkende Karper• soh sie, don die Bewegung so 1elbst in der Lage i1t zu 
skinieren, urn wie beim Schreiben oder Zeichnen richtige oder bessere 
Entscheidungen zu treffen. Charles Sherrington erkannte zur selben Zeit, doss dos 
Nervensystem zu einer Art Rekonfiguration des Karpers und seiner Holtung fahig 
ist. In den 1960em nohm Trisho Brown diese Idee ouf, urn choreogrofische 
Systeme zu erlinden, und der Philosoph Daniel DenneH entwickehe ous derselben 
scheinbor vonprachlichen Tonz~dee des Skiuierens die Froge, ob sich der Tonz 
wirldkh • wie eine Sproche• verholte, oder ober, ob im Tanz. unsere ldeen sich 
cwie Bildent gestalten? Abgesehen vom Problem, ob ein Betrochter Bilder oder 
Sproche nun ouch wirklich entziffem konn, intereuierte DenneH, wieso es beim 
Tonz uberhoupt zu einer sprochlichen Erscheinung kommt. 1st es nicht so, lrogt er, 
doss dos Hirn beim Skiuieren van Bewegung sich eine Art Einkaulsliste schreibt, 
die es oborbeiten will, ober meist doch etwos onderes einkault? hies nicht so, 
doss der Karper unbewuut immer eine Skiue onfertigt, noch der er sich bewegt? 
Und ist es nicht so, doss diese Skine, wo .sie ouch k.eine Eins.-zu-ein..Obenetzung 
von Tonz sein kann, etwos ist, das.s aus dem Hirn geboren dem KOrper neue 
Richtungen verleihen kann? Dieseo choreogrofisch bewusste Skiuieren hot 
lolsachlich die Poten.z, miHels der 
hingeworfenen Idee unendlich viele 
choreogrofische Neuentwurfe zu 
produzieren. Der Stilt also ist durchous ouch 
ein Medium des Tonzes. 
No. 23 
'Willing conversations: the process of being between' 
in Leonardo. 39:5. 2006, pp. 4 79-481 . 
A discussion about a special section in Leonardo featuring the pilot Arts Council 
England/ Arts and Humanities Research Board pilot 'Art and Science Research 
Fellowships' [see Critical Appraisal footnote 19] began in November 2004. In June 
2005, Bronac Ferran, then director of the Collaborative Arts Unit, Arts Council England, 
who was coordinating the section, mailed to ask if I would contribute something about 
facilitating arts-science collaborations.1 
The special section also includes with an introduction from social anthropologist James 
Leach who had followed all sixteen pilot Fellowship projects including 'Choreography 
and Cognition' and our collaborator Alan Blackwell contributed another article on the 
specific outcomes of the 'Choreography and Cognition' project. 
Leonardo, Journal of Arts, Science and Technology, was founded in 1968 in Paris by 
kinetic artist and astronautical pioneer Frank Malina. Malina saw the need for a journal 
that would serve as an international channel of communication between artists, with 
emphasis on the writings of artists who use science and developing technologies in 
their work. Today, Leonardo is the leading journal for readers interested in the 
application of contemporary science and technology to the arts. Source: 
http://www.leonardo.info/leoinfo.html (accessed 7 May 2010). 
1 Email to the author, 23 Jun 2005. 
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Willing Conversations: 
The Process of Being Between 
T he aulhor argues lhal lhe 
role ollacohlat10n w1th1n ar t 
Scoff deLahunfn 
and SCience collabor atcon 
PIOJects 1S pethaps best 
descrcbed nol as a function or 
pos1h0n. that of the lacli11aloc. 
but as a lr amework for ttunk1ng 
aboul relations and hO\', to 
encoutage a cettaon quahty of 
exchange The artccle reflec1s 
on how the themes of w1lhng 
ness. rnler-prolesSJOn. conver 
saloons and wordong. empathy. 
and collabor atcve wnt1ng relate 
10 lhe cond11cons for cnlerdrscc 
plenary collab01 atcon Thos IS 
hasPd on lhe aulhor ·s e>pell 
ence 111fh collabOJahve protects. 
most recenlly as research 
01gancze1 and lac1htator 101 
Cho1eography and CogflJtiOn. 
one of the fits! Arls and Sc1ence 
Research Fellowships tomliy 
funded by I he Ar Is Council 
England and Ads and Human1 
lies Research Board (U.K ) 
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' "'"'d intn tiqll<' < <lltrlitiolh lu1 pr11· 
ch H 1 iH' tt c ;11 iH· "'" haugt· . T h t'll ' j,, 
I lwlic· \t '. tnnn· ,,j Jiin~ll t''' on tlu· 
p.trl u l illfli,idtt.d, u p t:t. tl i tlg lru1 11 
\\ ith in d iH·r-.. c l'et111 111l lllil i ~. · , n l p1 n -
fl '"ional pr;u·J in· 11 • pa1 1 ic·ipall· 
i11 ini<'Jdi,.-iplillal'l ;trt·;nul· '• it' ll< c· 
tollalnll ;llinll . 
I NTER-PROFESSION 
I ht· ( .ltoJI·ngJ.<)llll .end ( .og11 i1 ion 
I" ojc•c I "•'' org.llli tt'cl .uul 1:11 ili · 
1.111 '11 11i1h 11111 .11 k lll lll lt-rlgJJII'II I Ih,ll 
lht· p.tl l il ip.lltb lll'll ' )ll~>lc ·"iunal I"·" l il iutl\ '1'. llt i, III IJ' Iit ·' 
ha\ i ng ' JH'( i ~ tl i lt ·d klltl\\ h:clgr ;u qui I( ·d !In llllgh lnllg olllf I i 11 -
ll' lhiH· ptt•p;uation. cngagt'IIH' II I in ,1 print ip.d t .dlntg. \ut .I -
I iun• •l t· tn pl••' llh'l\1. .u u l ht·ing p.tt lttl .tl,u gt ·t ho(h •• I pt·t "nil' 
c·ng;tgl'cl in Il l<' ,:11111' c .JI Iing. f11 1h i' .11 1 it le· I '''I''""' .t It 'll • >llu·c 
h ' tll l' ' '11 h "' .. clutnain ... uu l -culllllllttlitit ·' u l pt . lt tit, : ··'' .11 -
h ' tll ;ll iH·, In ··c(j,tiplittt·.'· "' I d" 11111 ht·lit 'H ' 1lu· lt ' ltt t ''intt ·t-
cli" ·iplinan" l11lh l.tp111J'n !111· c " '"l'' ' ''i l i<·, ,JII cl c halkllgt'' 
l ~u ing 1 h,.,,. < ul lahot";tti••th. In t:u t '-lt •-f;u. ,. lt1 t ' t ' l ing' in till' t tlll-
lc ''\1 o f a projt•t l. il i' l""'''"i" " '" lulldl'l' lh.tl drill .uul"l"'" 
, , , t ull ,thur.tl~tr' , ,·,tu·h l111 th t· hc·,l n u ·. tt h ul t c.: l.tting tu olll' 
anutht' l .uu l " t i tlltl l.t t ing ttt'illiH · .null.uc ·t.d t l tin~ing. lluh· 
t 'H't.l h t·'t ' IJurd t ' l" \\iiJtOII"' I;IIIIh ll '; t "~"~l ' l lli tt· lll 't ' h t ·,,lul l ' '\-
;l lll)llt•, ill 11 11• lo l'llh u l t>hlig.ll i1111 . ll ''l'""'ihili11 ,11111 d1111 . 
\\' i1 1t i11 l ite· arb il i' quill· lt>llllllllll lu 1 ,, I"·" lilint ll' l 111 11t i· 
).\ 1 ~ 11< ' 111 1'1111' acr"" rli" iplill:tl"l hunlc·1 ' · llu1· 111 Lll ').\1 '1 ' " 111 · 
1111'1''· illdll<lill).( c·dllt .tl inll;tl , '"" 'irli1i11g ;IIHI iu, l illlli""·" · Jl 
i' dillintllf111 a11 iudi1 id11.1i I "~" lil illlll' l 111 '"'"1' \',c'ih ht' l\11 '1'11 
prnl t·,,ic Ul ' ,,, dillt' l t'l tl ·'' :11 1 .uul "ch·twt· ( l lt't ugtll /t ' tln-. l ttl t '· 
g t ul t!HI, 'IH ia l and t ult ut ,tl ((lnll;ll ioll" tiH ' l t·pi'h' lllldu~it .tl 
<llll''l. J'ltc· tt ·fon·. lhl' IH).(.IIliling .11111 f,H ilil. lli llg Ill illlt ' l· 
pt ul t''"iun JH uj t •t ' h ' hould itlt I li cit· :tU urit·lll. ll ion I•' t ht'"~t ' lt u-
tllal icHI'\. ·'" in undc·1 , l ,tt ulin~ tl~t · h.u k\.!.1 4HII If l .nu l IHTd" • ,j 
1h1· l" ""'"i .. nal pt~tl'lililllll' l. 
CONVERSATIONS AND WORDING 
<:hu t t•ug-raph\ and ( .c t~lllt i c • n gn' \ \ Ulll t J itc t tt\ t ' l '.tlH t ll"~ \\ ll h 
\\';t~ll< ' \lt'C1t·g"r ill Sqll<' ll tlll' l :!110 1 a h11111 1111· lic·lcl ul .111 i· 
fic·ial illtl'lligl'llt'l' a1trl ltm1 all imnlig;Jiillll 11! 1lti' lil'lrl clli'\ltl 
gt ' llt' J';th' ,, ht•Ut·r tllldt ·r,t . u Hiil1g ul c n ·:llht· !I linki ng ,uul ,.,,_ 
h;1111T iti' 1\ltl"k 11 ili 1 d altll' l'' :t llrl 111111'1 ,lll i, l ic lll) l,tf tll\,11111'. 
Tht'"\t' t n ln t·r,at iun ' lt ·d u' .t q ·a t l.tt t• t '" 'n1 ti.H 1 pt-; u tilio tt· 
t't !\ \\orkin}.{ in the.: ;u t 'tt ul l ognit i\t' "~f i t •JH , .• uHitH'\11 U"~t i( ' tllt ' 
a11d I< > urg;tll ill ' 1 olllt'l'\;llillll\ 11 illt liH'III .th11111 lll.lill tn ind . 
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c. n·;u j, it\ and IIIOH'IIIt ' llt. ~ h tnlt · ' '· ''tu 
lot, ,,,. inll 'll''ll 'd indi1 idn.il' ;nu l "'~.Ill­
ill· .11111 I at ililall · ,, .. . ,,. 1111'1'1 ing,, n ... 
hac~g;ro111 11l 1411 '111'1'"~'~ .11111 114 '1\HIII.:, I 
nll·nti••n ah,,,,. in ''ri ting· ;du,nt ··,, iJiing-
111'" .. 111;ult- 1hi' P"" ihlt- ; i1 \\111ild lw 
dill it 111! In i111.1gi1H· l lll' l>l4>jl'l'l 1\ilhnnl 
1111' 111. 
Till' 1u >rd i11 g; 11l lht· i111ilali"11 1ha1 
'' t ' lllnttl in Sq>lt' lllht· l :!OO:! \\,,, IIIUit' 111 
"'" ·'' '"''""''; 
( hHI t·••g raphn \\ ,1\ Ill ' \le ( o1 q.l,fll. di1 , ., -
1111 ••I H..n HIH IIl I );uu , . ( n iii JI.II I \ .• uul I 
.ut · 111 g.t n iJing .1 ,,.,it·, u l t t tll\t 'l'.lllc•n.d 
tllcT I in g .. '' il lll\'" '·"' lu-1' ''"''.tit ' '"''~­
i llg in Ltl i1111' ''"'' 1111 llu · ''"d' nl rlw 
lu.liu . ()lit .tim j, 111 'lillllil.tlt · .111 t·v 
I ll.tllt:.t ' 11f idt •, t, lh ' I\H ' I " I I li1j, fwld ,1111! 
I Ill' l!t ·ld ••I t llltl t "••gt-;tpl l\ d. lilt t ': .nul '"' 
...... ~.. , h\t "'''' •t:.i'''· 111'1 111 dt ·~i''' · philtl" ,_ 
plu.•t, .uul t t ll..t ll i t iH· '' ic ·n11'1' ''I!'' ''' 'nld 
lt11d 1 hi' illh ' l , ., 1i11g .md "''tt lcl he'' !I ling 
''' ,Jr,ut· rlu. ·i1 ln'''' lt · tl~t · in .111 inlt11111.11 
,,·ll ill}!. 
Tl11nng;h th i' lll ' l\\ 111'~ i11g and i111 it.t-
lioll Jllttt , ..... \\l ' t'\c.' llltt;t lh nt g.tnitc.· d . t 
'C.' I it'' taf ll il1 t ' IIHT i i llg ' \\ itll illlt'll ' 'll'd 
,,· jt 'llli't ' th1'11 11 g hnll l lht · l .1, . . IIHi t llh' 
in Pari .... Tht· \\lll'clin~ 1d the.· itt\it ;lli iHI 
\\ ith it' C.' tllph;t,j, H ll t 'O II\ lT,:tliHII l ' 't.th-
li,la·d tht· in lonu .ll loll!' ol ''"·i1 .111gt· 
l tl l tllt ·,c.· lllt'l'liltg'. ff o\\t'\t' l. t '\ t ' ll tt i U -
\t ' l -,,\ljOi h n ·quin· lntll,. In Hill c ·'"I'. 
\\', t \1 11 ' hl' }!.,lll t l ll ''l ' lll t.Tt ing' \\ith tht · 
(h_·..,. 1 ip1in11 ul ,.,, . ... j, •. , lu· \\cn d d g- i H · 
IJj , dann·r, to c. n·:th' in it i;d 11111\t' llll ' llt 
lll.tlt' l i.ll '"' •• 'ltnn·ogt.1pl11 . rhi' ""' 
e nougil lo ' l ill t lll ,llt' a loug. iulonu.ll hut 
lonht'(l c. Oll\l' l''atilltt .rl lclltt hcl\' ulirul. 
lu~ ti11 .111d horh in1t · 1~ t l'l. 
( :nn\t' r,a t ion' and ''''nling u\t ' th!p 
in til l' huilrling o l 'ilal<'rllt·lnh ol 11'1•·•· 
,., .. •· ln1111 lilt' c;m ·lttl < " "'l""i1in11 o l .111 
in,i t.rt iolt : 111 \ ; tn ing ' 'P' ' 'of,JH•~t ·n ,., _ 
• i1 .111gl' . ltl4uk r.tll'd ;11ul lllt-nlockrat4'11; 
lo lilt· dr.1fl ing ol a pplit ·;tlion' lor h1111k 
In d Ht ltll ll'ltla l illll ;ttHIII':IIh<lipt iHII H) 
di't ""ion: tn t''IH ,,nn· and t·;o..pl.t ll:ttion' 
111 a g r"" i11 g puill ic ;11ul tltt· '' ri1 i11 g; o l 
report\ .111<1 ol ltt-r 4 llllt'nlll<'· l'l'l.ll t·d p11h· 
lic. ~ •t icl l h . c.· tt . ( :t·rtain plll .l't'' nt l:n gt' l 
lou•g••·lgt · nuJ ... lntclic lll' "";' ''' .uulnuuvh 
til l'ir11 ;11 iltrn11g ilolll ''"it a pnojl't 1. galh-
t·r ing l't'lt·\.tJtn · :uul1 han~ing c.·tnph;t'i' 
''it h in ' hilt ing ttllllt.·,r.. . t nlll ing- n\t' l 
tilltc.· tn n: p n·'t' l1ttlu· prot t'" ol ltt'g-ot ia-
1 inn . ,h ;1n·d ag-Jt't'lll t ' llt' and cli' t-rgc. ·nt 
inl.tgin;n iun ... Fat ilitatinn 'tlpput h tllc.·,c. · 
'h-H·Iopnu · nt ~. rt '\ it ·\d ltg ancl dari l\ in~. 
;ubpt ing- :n u l t·d it in g-. oh~t ·n i~tg the,., ,,_ 
1nl inn ol 11lt.tl i' 1\ 1 illt·n ;nul '1'"!..'·11. 
EMPATHY 
litnt· inil i.ll llllll ' IIHTI ing' <'ll'ntn.llh 
l<·cliotlt<· Ft·llo11,itip n ·,,·arc it pniwl. in-
1!'\f) ,J, I ulwu/11 \\ tlllll~ I t t ll\t ' " '11''"" 
\eth ing .. ellnt · hut 111•1 ,1 ll ••l the.· '( ic·nti'" 
origin.llh 't~n l.ttlt·rl. Kd.tl i1111, it ip' 11 it it 
I'IHI'I ' II l cdl.lhul'. ll lll'' ~Tt 'h ,h !ltt· (jr, l 
: ~·h ttlll ( llltH·t,,ll inll ' ll llll t ' tl intn lo llg-
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'Sharing Questions of Movement' 
in De theatermaker als onderzoeker: Theater Topics 11. eds. M. Sleeker, L. 
Heeteren, C. Kattenbelt & K. Vuyk. Amsterdam University Press. 2006, pp. 182-
186. 
In November 2005, Henk Borgdorff and Marijke Hoogenboom, my research directors at 
the Amsterdam School of the Arts, passed on a call for articles for the upcoming 
Theater Topics publication under the theme "Theater maker as a researcher".1 lt was a 
good opportunity to write to publish some reflection on the research work with 
Amsterdam-based dance company Emio GrecojPC.2 At this time, I was just beginning 
to develop a mutually supportive research relationship with them, similar to the one 
with choreographer Wayne McGregor in London. This publication provided a good 
platform for writing about some of this work for the first time in a comparative context. 
1 Email to the author, 6 Nov 2005. 
2 Company website: http://www. ickamsterdam.ni/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
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Sharing Questions of Movement 
Scott deLahunta 
Several years ago, I began to research digital tools to support the creative process of 
making dances. This enquiry has broadened and now includes software development, 
research into new forms of documentation and dissemination of performance, and 
connections between choreography and other practices or disciplines.• In 2006, with 
the support of the Art Practice and Development Research Group (Amsterdam School 
for the Arts), I will continue this research. 
This essay takes as its main focus the possibility for shared approaches to movement 
research. Many disciplines are concerned with recording, analysing, archiving, model-
ling, documenting, simulating and notating human movement. These include chore-
ography and dance, architecture, cognitive and computer science, film animation, 
visual anthropology, biomechanics, engineering and technology research. 
Science and technology have already established common ground partly on the basis of 
sharing computer-related movement research across various fields (e.g. ergonomics, 
biomechanics, computer animation and robotics). Choreographers and dancers have 
had some involvement with computers since the 196os, but a clear line of collaborative 
projects underpinned by shared movement research issues has emerged in the las t ten 
years. 1 Developments in the future will take advantage of a general increase in support 
for interdisciplinary resea rch, and more effective shared methodologies based on a 
better understanding of differences in work and research cultures.J The challenge for 
choreography and dance will be to retain its unique artistic and creative relationship to 
movement questions and to contribute to the growth of standards and procedures 
from this critical perspective. One important basis for this can be traced to the follow-
ing meeting in 1994 between digital artist Paul Kaiser and choreographer William 
Forsythe. 
William Forsythe tried to convey to me how he derived unexprrted kinds of movement from thr 
vocabulary of the classic ballrt. As he described his mrthods, he brgan drawing imaginary 
shapes in the air, using all part'i ofhis body- not only his feet and hands, elbows and knm, 
but also his skull , shoulders, butt, and even his ears and chin. He talkrd and movrd rapidly, 
building up a complicated and invisiblegeomrtry of dance that I had no ability to visualise or 
follow. (Kaiser in: So m mer, 2003, p. 10.) 
Soon after this demonstration, Kaiser suggested that animated computer graphics 
could make the ideas behind Forsythe's movement creation more accessible to a non-
dancer. A team of multimedia researchers at the Centre for Art and Media Technology 
in Karlsruhe (ZKM) picked up this proposal; eventually producing a prototype that in-
cluded video illustrated by the addition of graphic lines tracing the movements as 
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Forsythe demonstrates them. The prototype's success inspired the team to create a self-
tuition education tool to assist new dancers entering the company in understanding 
Forsythe's choreographic thinking.4 This resulted in a version with over one hundred 
short lecture-demonstrations for use by the company, and public interest in the project 
led to the eventual publication and distribution of the interactive multimedia CD-ROM 
Improvisation Technologies: a tool for the analytical dance eye (1999). This CD-ROM is itself 
the product of a process of motion analysis and representation; as a tool for the analytical 
eye the dynamic visualisations are presented in the context of a systematic organization 
of sophisticated choreographic/moving ideas. These lie somewhere between a nota-
tion system and the choreographer's sketchbook; presenting, in Forsythe's own 
words, 'just some of the ways ofthinking about analysing motion'. (Forsythe in: Haffu-
er, 2003, p. 20.) The innovative visualisations and organisation of the materials on the 
CD-ROM make it possible for movement researchers in other fields to apply this think-
ing to their own areas. s 
In early 2ooo, a group of artists and researchers from dance, film animation, artificial 
intelligence, computer science and engineering came together at Arizona State Univer-
sity to initiate the motion-e project. The aim of the project was to 'revolutionize comput-
er-assisted documentation, analysis, teaching and creation of modern dance' and to 
create art works, science and art publications, new technology tools and methodolo-
gies. One of the art works was choreographed byTrisha Brown and titled How long does 
the subject linger on the edge oftfu volume .. . (a comment she overheard from one of the com-
puter operators).6 The piece uses a 3-D motion capture system to record movement 
information or motion data from the dancers in real-time meaning while they are per-
forming. This data interacts with a cluster of intelligent agents created by software 
artist and computer scientist Marc Downie and produces moving an imations, which 
are projected onto a large se rim at the front of the stage. Downie and his collaborators 
have written a statementdescribingtl1eir approach: 
The emntial characteristic of our imagery is this: lt thinks by picturing things. lt sketches the 
relationships it pmeives assoon as it starts making them out. This keeps itsframes in constant 
jlux,for it continually readjusts itself as it tentatively advances its ideas. ( ... )What is the im-
agery trying so hard to grasp? The same thing we are: the intricacy ofTrisha Brown'schoreog-
raphy as it unfolds.7 
Before tl1e shared procedures mentioned at the start ofthis essay can be achieved, tl1ere 
is the need to produce descriptions and representations of movement research that are 
meaningful and va luable to the various disciplines involved. These eo-descriptions, 
mutua lly understood, help to bridge differences in work and research cultures and help 
shared procedures evolve. eo-description is one of the themes of a new network draw-
ing links between research groups in Genoa, Paris, Bonn, Amsterdam and Birming-
ham. 8 At the core of this network are two important movement research projects: tl1e 
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ongoing development of the EyesWeb software in Genoa and the work of the Gesture 
Analysis group at IRCAM (Institute for music/acoustic research and coordination) in 
Paris. The strongest evidence in support of the speculation of this essay can be found in 
recent projects atiRCAM (some use the Eyes Web software) in which the aims of the cre-
ative and research process were similar to those of the motion-e project: to develop inter-
action between choreography and computation based on a shared understanding of 
movement.9 
For one of these recent projects, the choreography titled This is My House, collabora-
tors technology researcher Remy Muller and choreographer Myriam Gourfink devel-
oped a system 'using computer vision and machine-learning techniques to delegate to 
the computer the task of doing human motion following'. (Muller, 2004, p. 2.) This fo l-
lowing technique, in the words ofGourfink, made possible 'the processes of modifica-
tion of the choreographic score' during the performance itself.'0 Without going into 
the elaborate detai ls underpinning these statements, the relevant observation for this 
essay is that this collaboration developed a shared approach to movement research, 
created mutually understood descriptions and produced meaningful results in the con-
textofboth dance and science/technology research. 
In Amsterdam, the dance company Emio GrecoiPC (Emio Greco and Pieter C. Schol-
ten) is exploring innovative ways of documenting, analysing and representing their 
work." This is taking the form of a long-term interdisciplinary research project, guid-
ed by dance researcher and former company member Bertha Bermudez Pascual. The 
aim is to create a dynamic source of information about their past, present and future 
work; a ' living archive' based on principles of movement and choreography that are 
constantly evolving. This gives rise to many questions such as what notation system 
can capture inner intention as well as the outer shape of gestures and phrases, how to 
analyze and represent open processes in relation to art works, how to document and 
enhance Greco and Scholten's critical/reflective approach to choreography.12 
This interdisciplinary research has taken shape and evolved along several lines in-
cluding: in September 2004, the company's Salon #5 was dedicated to the implications 
of'repertoire' and archiving for contemporary dance and provided an early platform 
for a discussion ofPascual's research into notation; in 2005 the company was in resi-
dence at the Amsterdam School for the Arts where they explored themes related to re-
production and authenticity, new systems of notation and dance idioms; in 2005 and 
2oo6 a documentary film was made based on key principles oftl1e Double Skin/Double 
Mind workshop in Vienna (August 2005); research is underway witl1 trained specialists 
in the La ban and Benesh notation systems (Pascual has received funding to study the 
Benesh system) ; and computer-based techniques of gesture analysis and simulation 
will be explored with the previously mentioned research group at IRCAM in Paris. 
There is a new initiative to prototype interactive graphic visualisation tools that will 
support both the documentation and creation, and an exploration of what the emerg-
ing field of cognitive linguistics might bring to bear on the project is planned. In addi-
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tion, there is ongoing exchange with similar projects involving dance artists based in 
Europe and the United Kingdom. 
From this background of research, during the next six to eight months support wi ll 
be sought to consolidate and focus the inquiry and to engage on a more consistent basis 
with an interdisciplinary team of specialists from the various fields already mentioned. 
Here is where the shared approach to movement research as surveyed briefly in this es-
say comes into view: different disciplines from arts, technology and sciences working 
together to further our understanding ofhuman movement in all its complexity. A vari-
ety of outcomes are anticipated, including the integration offresh insights from sci-
ence and technology into the already physically and philosophically charged creative 
foundations of the company's work. 
Scott deLahunta is an Associate Research Fellow at Dartington College of Arts 
and an affiliated researcher with Crucible, an interdisciplinary research network 
within the University ofCambridge. In 2006, he is a Research Fellow with the Art 
Theory and Research and Art Practice and Development Research Group, Am-
sterdam School for the Arts. He lectures on the post-graduate study in Choreogra-
phy/ New Media at the same institute. In 2005 and 2006, he is Visiting Resea rcher 
at the Dance Department/Advanced Computing Centre for Art and Design, Ohio 
State University. He has ongoing relationships with organisations throughout 
Europe. 
NOTES 
1 See: Software for Dancers: www.sdela.dds.nl/sfd; RotoSketch: thesystemis.com/ 
rotosketch; Liquid Reader: www.liquidpress.net; Choreography and Cognition: 
www.choreocog.net. 
2 For some historical background prior to and including the 1990s see: deLahunta , S. , 
'Periodic Convergences: Dance and Computers', in: S. Dinkla and M. Leeker (eds.) 
Tanz und Neue Medien (book and CD-ROM/DVD), p. 66-84. Berli n, 2002. 
3 Clear evidence for this growth can be found in the cultural and education funding 
programmes of several countries, in particular United Kingdom, Canada and Aus-
tralia; with recent in itiatives structurally joining together arts and education fund-
ing. 
4 The concepts of'choreographic thinking' or 'moving ideas' can be con fusing tooth-
er disciplines outside of the contemporary dance field . There are some approaches 
to these published in a recent short essay: deLahunta, S. , 'Moving Ideas: questions 
forthedancingmind'. In: ballmanz, 10, p. 20-23. Octobenoo5. 
5 It is the interest shown from these other specialist disciplines that has compelled 
Forsythe to establish a foundation that sponsors 'interdisciplinary research to un-
derstand better the embodied knowledge articulated by the dancing body'. Recently, 
interactive design researchers from the Advanced Computing Center for Art and De-
sign at Ohio State University have started to work on a multimedia education tool 
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based on Forsythe's choreography One Flat Thing , Reproduced; and they have devel-
oped an innovative research methodology to engage with other disciplines at the 
University (architecture, music, cognitive psychology, engineering and comparative 
studies) in the design research phase of the project. 
6 From Trisha Brown's statement on the motion-e documentation site: ame.asu.edu/ 
motione/research7 _brown. html. 
7 This statement and the relevant chapter from Marc Downie's extensive PhD thesis is 
available from: www.openendedgroup.com/artworks/howlong/howlong.htm (ad-
ditionally there is an interesting interview with Downie here: www.artificial.dk/arti-
cles/downie.htm). 
8 This emerging network comprises at present the following organisations: Eyes web 
(Genoa).www.eyesweb.org; IRCAM (Paris) www.ircam.fr; Animax Multimedia 
Theater (Bonn). www.animax.de; SYMON, University ofBirmingham www.symon. 
bham.ac.uk. 
9 See the Real Time Applications research group: www.ircam.fr/atr.html. 
10 Myriam Groufink website (the reference can be found in the description offhis is My 
House): www.myriam-gourfink.com. 
11 The project has received initial support by the Art Practice and Development Lec-
torate, Amsterdam School for the Arts in the frame of a residency for the company in 
2005 and ongoing support for the development of the notation and archival re-
search; including support in 2006 for my work on the project. See the company web-
site for more info rmation: www.emiogrecopc.nl. 
12 For more information about 'Choreography as a Critical Practice' see Pirkko ll use-
mann's essay in Stationen 1. Berlin, 2003, p. 10- 16; Additionally please refer to Greco 
and Scholten's manifesto in 'The Wake-Up Calls ofEmio Greco and Pieter Schol ten' 
byGabriel Smeets, 2004 (downloadable atwww.emiogrecopc.nl). 
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'Sharing Descriptions of Movement' 
Co-author Frederic Bevilacqua. in International Journal of Performance and 
Digital Media. 3:1. 2007, pp. 3-16. 
In December 2005, I proposed a contribution to International Journal of Performance 
Arts and Digital Media editor David Coli ins in the form of a report based on an 
international workshop I was eo-organising with Frederic Bevilacqua in June 06 in Paris 
in the context of NI ME 06 (New Interfaces for Musical Expression) conference at 
IRCAM (Institute for Research and Coordination Acoustic/Music).1 
The International Journal of Performance Arts and Digital Media is a forum to energise, 
innovative and inspire creative thinking and practice surrounding the combination of 
digital technologies with the performance arts (theatre, dance, music, live art). 
Disciplines may be domain-specific or in convergence. Source: 
http://www.intellectbooks.co.uk/journals/ (accessed 7 May 201 0). 
1 NIME 06 publicity site: http://recherche.ircam.fr/eguipes/temps-reel/nime06/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
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Sharing descriptions of movement 
Scott delahunta Amsterdam School of the Arts 
Frederic Bevilacqua IRCAM CNRS STMS 
Abstract 
In this essay the authors report on the findings of the one-day workshop called 
Choreographic Computations: Motion Capture and Analysis for Dance held at 
IRCAM (Institute for musicjacoustic research and coordination) in Paris in June 
2006. The focus of the workshop was on new innovations combining motion 
capture and computer-based techniques with choreography and performance. An 
international group of artist programmers and dance makers who are bringing 
complex algorithmic procedures into alignment with choreographic creation were 
invited to give presentations and discuss, with each other and the invited audi-
ence, the shared understanding of movement and gesture they are developing. 
Background 
On 4 June 2006, we organised a one-day workshop called Choreographic 
Computations: Motion capture and analysis for dance at the Institute for 
music/acoustic research and coordination (IRCAM) in Paris in the context 
of the annual New Interface for Music Expression (NIME) conference.' 
Established in the 1970s, I RCAM has remained singularly dedicated to the 
connection between research and creation with a focus on music.> Today 
there exist several departments working together under three headings: 
research, creation and transm ission. Under research there are several 
groups, including the Real-Time Musical Interactions Team investigating 
' real-time computer technology for digital signal processing and machine 
learning for music, sound and gesture' .3 Bevilacqua has been directing the 
gesture analysis research of th is team since the end of 2003. 
Our mot ivation to organise the workshop arose from an overlap of differ-
ent events. In December 2004, we participated in a workshop at the Monaco 
Dance Forum and discovered a similar approach to cross-disciplinary 
research involving movement, dance and science. In September 2005, we 
took part in a small group meeting organised by Antonio Camurri (lnfoMus 
Lab, Genoa) on the topic of Motion Analysis Research and Dance. This 
gathering marked the start of efforts to establish a network of research 
institutes working on the theme of movement analysis with in interdiscipli-
nary arts and science research.4 One of the commitments made by the 
group was to continue meeting in the context of other events, such as the 
EyesWeb Week organised by Camurri and his team in February 2006 and 
our workshop organised at the start of NI ME 2006.s 
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pp. 25- 27; Seaman, 
Jeanne, 'Computer 
Dance; Implications of 
the Dance', Impulse: 
The Annual of 
Contemporary Donee, 
San Francisco, 1965, 
pp. 2]- 28. 
Focus and objective 
The focus of Choreographic Computations was on new innovations combin-
ing motion capture and computer-based techniques with choreography and 
performance, an area in which we felt there were a group of artists breaking 
new ground. The unique dimension we wished to emphasise in their work 
was the bringing of complex algorithmic procedures into alignment with 
choreographic creation and the development of a shared understanding of 
movement and gesture. This was referred to in the announcement as 
'carving out fresh territory for correspondences between choreography and 
computation' . The organisation of the workshop was intended, at least 
in part, to test how far we were correct in our assumptions ' and to help 
establish what a shared understanding of movement and gesture might 
comprise. The event was also meant as an opportunity for the artists them-
selves to meet and perhaps gain stimulation from each other's work. Since 
it was our observation that they had similar goals, but were using different 
approaches, we hoped there would be cross-fertilisation of methods. 
The artists and researchers we invited to present their work were Anton io 
Camurri, Mark Coniglio, Marc Downie, Myriam Gourflnk, Remy Muller and 
Dawn Stoppiello.6 Each presentation lasted from 30 to 45 minutes with time 
reserved after for discussion. The audience for the workshop comprised 
approximately forty individuals from a wide range of backgrounds, artists 
and scientists united through their interest in movement research and 
gesture analysis. The atmosphere in the single room was intimate and 
informal; the presentations were made from one side of the room without a 
stage, and the audience engaged in discussion at the end of each. However, 
in the following brief report, we reserve our reflections primarily to the com-
ments and statements made by the presenting artists. All comments in 
quotes without a reference are taken from the transcripts.l 
Introductory presentation 
The aim of the introductory presentation by delahunta was to give some 
context for why these artists were working in new and unique ways. We were 
specifically interested in how their projects brought the computer and pro-
gramming into play as a creative partner in connection to making dances. 
And we were looking at the possibility of the development of a shared 
understanding of movement and gesture, shared by both the choreogra-
pher /dancer and the computer specialist (software artist, engineer or pro-
grammer) . However, there is earlier creative work that could be argued to 
have already explored these topics, provisionally weakening our distinction 
proposal: 
4 
1964 at the University of Pittsburgh, choreographer Jeanne Beaman 
and computer scientist Paul Le Vasseur made computer generated 
choreography using an IBM 7070 computer to randomly choose a 
sequence of events from a list of movements: rotate shoulders, hop, 
jump, fall, gallop, flex knee, rotate leg, walk with legs bent, move left 
arm, rise etc.8 
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Another early pioneer of the convergence between choreography and 
computers was John Lansdown, an architect by train ing from London. 
He was particularly interested in the possibilities of 'artificial creativity' 
to use the computer as an autonomous composer, rather than support 
or augment the existing creative process.9 
There is Merce Cunningham's well-known connect ion to the develop-
ment of and his subsequent creative use, still today, of the 3-D human 
figure animation software LifeForms. This is the support approach 
Lansdown was less interested in, but still shows a close link between 
choreography and computer at the level of the creative process.'0 
Additionally, although there were no computers directly involved, many 
2oth century artists including choreographers worked at some point 
with rule-based or algorithmic systems; in dance we have the example of 
Trisha Brown and William Forsythe." 
Whi le we accept that these approaches and projects made use of the 
computer (or computation) as part of the creative process and may have 
encouraged a shared understanding of movement and gesture, the artists 
and researchers we invited have been bui lding and working with systems to 
analyse, recogn ise, learn, perceive, model andfor follow movement (or 
gesture) with the computer. Analysing and modelling movement has been a 
research trajectory in computer science since at least the late 1970s; hence 
most of the algorithms are already in existence.12 But recent technological 
innovation, such as increases in memory capacity and processing power, 
has helped to put these approaches as instruments into the hands o f 
artists. This we felt to be a clear departure from these earl ier examples. 
Now these systems, as evidenced by the work of the presenting 
artists/researchers, are being built in correspondence to a choreographic 
creative process, sharing an understanding of movement and gesture with 
dancers. This sharing occurs, at least in part, through the production of 
descriptions of movement in its own terms (as in physical) and in the sym-
bolic abstractions that are necessary in order to use these computation 
techniques of gesture modell ing, learn ing, following etc. We have coined 
the term 'eo-description' to help frame this notion. However, as we have 
expressed already, the workshop was intended to test our ideas, and, in the 
following, we discuss some specific examples and in the conclusion will 
return to some of these issues. 
Gesture follower research 
Following the introduction, Bevilacqua described some of the gesture analy-
sis research he has been directing with the Real-Time Musical Interactions 
Team. The main aim has been to establ ish methods for computing high-
level parameters of movements similar to the ones used by choreographers 
in creation and performance (e.g. notions of movement quality, expressive-
ness and meaning) . The background assumption was that a focus on high-
level parameters could better facilitate the design and use of systems 
meant to interact with gesture. Another hypothesis of the research was that 
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Computer. IEEE 
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the use of interactive systems in the context of performing arts is usually 
more limited by poor real-time motion analysis techniques than by the 
motion capture hardware specifications. 
One aspect of the gesture analysis research explored various mathemat-
ical techniques such as Machine Learning, the study of 'computer algo-
rithms that improve automatically through experience'.'3 After some tests 
with techniques used to automatically extract features of motion capture 
data (for example Principal Component Analysis) , the main research focus 
was directed towards methods to recognise and fo llow phrases using 
Hidden Markov Models (HM M) , a statistical approach that models what 
we observe as the output of hidden states. '4 This approach re lies on the 
idea of a 'learning' phase, when movement phrases are recorded and then 
processed by the computer using the HMM. This reveals parameters that 
are re-introduced into the system as a recognition schema, which is then 
applied in real-time to the movement phrase as it is performed again. The 
recogn ition schema is able to evaluate and report on the similarities 
between this live performance and the previously recorded and ' learned' 
examples. This works on the principle of probabil ity theory by attributing a 
' likelihood' rating that is continuously updated from the beginning of the 
performance. The likelihood is the results of the comparison between two 
examples, a high value reporting that the two phrases are performed almost 
identically and a low value indicating that the phrase are very different; this 
is one way we could say the phrases are 'recognized' by the com puter. 
An important point in this approach was to consider a gesture as a 
time-based process, instead of trying to recogn ise postures. This approach 
was developed not only with the recognition scheme in mind, but also 
aiming at the idea of performing gesture following, i.e. precisely indicating, 
'where we are inside the phrase '. Such a capability is analogous to score 
following techniques developed for over 20 years in the computer music fiel d 
including extensive development by researchers at I RCAM. Also using 
HMM, score following aligns the audio signal produced by a musician with 
the score he or she is playing and uses this in formation to connect to the 
electronic dimension of the music, putting the performer more in control of 
the 'possibilities of expressive performance' .'S 
Score following is intended to connect the computer system more 
closely with the high-level parameters of human performance and percep-
tion. However, it is automated on the basis of an existing musical score. 
The critical development of the gesture follower is that it does not work with 
a predefined score, but, interestingly, using the gesture follower induces the 
possibility of creating a score, which can be annotated.'6 This can be done 
manually by adding markers to highlight particular sections or transitions, 
in a timeline representation of the phrase. These annotation elements can 
then be used as an output of the gesture follower during the performance. 
For example, the markers can be used to segment in real-time the per-
formed piece automatically. 
Generally this particular proposed scheme of recognition/following 
enables the information to be extracted from the motion-capture data in 
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direct correlation to examples given by the performer. The results of the 
gesture analysis are thus dependent on the information contained in the 
examples chosen in the learning phase. In this sense, this approach can be 
seen as an attempt to propose a 'context-dependent analysis'. One could 
speculate how such a system contributes to a decrease in the gap between 
the choreographer's understanding and the programmer's understanding 
of the process by gradually introducing observations of the dancer as infor-
mation at key points directly into the digital trackingfanalysis loop. 
Multimodal versatility 
Against the backdrop of the IRCAM research approaches, Antonio Camurri 
presented recent developments in scientific and technical resea rch his 
team in Genoa has been conducting, for many years. They are the develop-
ers of the software EyesWeb for the real-time analysis of expressive gesture 
using state of the art computer vision and other techniques. This approach 
is significantly different to the ones based on 3D optical motion capture 
systems that use reflective markers and multiple cameras. EyesWeb oper-
ates typically without markers using one or two video cameras and integrat-
ing multimodal inputs (video, sounds, sensors etc) .'7 Camurri gave an 
example of a recently developed approach that can transform any object 
(e.g. a table) into a tangible interface, where the location and the type of 
the touch is sensed using a set of microphones/accelerometers directly 
attached to its surface.'8 This processing is achieved with EyesWeb and can 
be complemented by an additional video input, allowing for the multimodal 
measurement of different ways of touching and interacting with the object. 
Notably, in parallel with development of Eyesweb, a consistent frame-
work has also been developed considering separate levels of gesture analy-
sis from low to high·level parameters.'9 Typically, various analysis modules 
allow for the determination of large set of parameters related to the silhou-
ette, point trajectories, spatial and temporal statistics (such as average 
spatial occupancy) to parameters related to movement qualities (for example 
rigid vs. light gestures) . 
However, the team's research goes beyond the development of software 
and is more generally dedicated to the study of non-verbal communication 
for which dance is considered to provide essential case studies. Particularly, 
research topics reside in the question of how expressive cues between 
dancers, or between dancers and audience can be measured. An important 
effort is made by the group to validate the relevance of the proposed analy-
sis with experiments in various music and dance contexts. Additionally, col-
laborations with psychologists are being pursued, and studies include the 
correlation of parameters with basic emotion or more recently the study of 
empathy between musicians performing together.2 0 
Several examples were demonstrated during the talk, in particular, 
where parameters have been inspired by the theory of effort developed by 
movement analyst Rudolf Laban in the early 2oth century.>' An important 
part of their development work tends to answer principally to the question 
of 'how is the gesture performed' instead of 'what is performed', and 
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Media Lab, September 
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Laban's effort theory provides useful descriptions for them to use in this 
task. The EyesWeb software is used by artists and researchers worldwide, 
including artists presenting here today. lt is freely distributed via the 
lnfoMUS lab's website, and Camurri and his team are in constant develop· 
ment, frequently releasing new versions with recently developed modules 
for analysis.» If, as we are suggesting, choreographers are poised to collab-
orate with computer specialists {artists or scientists) in a shared field of 
movementfgesture analysis, Camurri's group in Genoa is producing an 
invaluable resource. 
FLUID thinking images 
Marc Downie is an artist and artificial intelligence (AI) researcher and 
programmer, whose work is inspired by natural systems and a critique of 
prevalent digital tools and techniques. His artworks comprise interactive 
installations, compositions and projections. Downie began his presentation 
by describing his interest in a 'new kind of picture' created by 'autonomous 
agents with their own bodies, their own perception systems and own ways 
of choosing what to do' . These software agents are programmed as sepa-
rate systems capable of analysing and interacting with data coming from 
different sources, such as motion-capture.'3 Inspired by their capacity to 
understand and respond to their surrounding data environment, Downie 
and his collaborators have called the new kinds of pictures the agents make 
'thinking images'.2 4 
In 2001, Downie joined digital artists Paul Kaiser and Shelley Eshkar to 
create Loops, in collaboration with choreographer Merce Cunningham. 
Kaiser and Eshkar had previously collaborated with Cunningham on pro-
jects using 3-D motion-capture animation.25 Loops used motion-capture to 
record the movement ofCunningham's 1971 solo dance for his hands, and 
Downie applied his knowledge of agent-based AI and real-time graphics to 
create a 'colony' of 'autonomous digi tal creatures' that would interact with 
this data.26 This project encouraged the artists to accept a commission to 
collaborate with choreographer Trisha Brown on a new creation, which 
would use a motion-capture system during the performance.27 Not only 
would Downie have the opportunity to press his agents into a relationship 
with real-time motion-capture data (Loops had been pre-recorded) , but also 
to program his new agent colony at the same time as the dance was being 
choreographed. 
A major challenge was real ised when he could not write code fast 
enough in the rehearsal studio to respond spontaneously to what the 
dancers were doing. Finding himself taking 'fewer and fewer risks', he wrote 
a tool called FLUID to interact with his own code. FLUID was designed to 
move easily between debugging and writing code and was able to remem-
ber everything that happened during a working session. This memory ability 
made it possible for Downie to name unexpected occurrences that might 
happen during a rehearsal so that he could call upon them later. He said, 
'Trisha can, with a single instruction transform a segment of choreography 
because she delegates the problem solving to her dancers ( .. . ) . I needed 
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Figure 1: Triangle - captures and recaptures movement from the stage; 
extending, distorting and moving its body from stage right to stage left (Images 
courtesy Marc Downie) . 
that ability to do that in my own practice'. FLUID was his solution to this 
need. With FLUID and his agent-based approach to making interactive art, 
Downie challenges the dominant paradigm embodied in the term 
'mapping' and its related aesthetics!8 
The collaborative dance work came to be titled 'How long does the 
subject linger at the edge of the volume . . .', a comment Trisha overheard 
someone on the motion-capture team make. Premiering in April 2005, the 
piece was 3 years in the making. When asked to identify a few specific 
points when Trisha and he connected during the creation process, Downie 
remarked that it was in the 'naming of things' that this was perhaps most 
explicit. This naming process was part of developing a common enthusi-
asm and language for what they were doing. Other cooperative decisions 
were made in silence, e.g. he showed her the Triangle image and the next 
day she came with a solo inspired by it. 
In fact, the Triangle image opens the piece (see Figure 1). When the 
dancers first step out and start across the stage from stage right to left the 
Triangle appears and starts 'hitching a ride on the dancers ( . . . ) sending 
out lines and retracting them leaves traces on its own body'. lt does this by 
searching for motion-capture markers on the dancers. The goal of the 
Triangle is to get from stage right to left following the dance, always making 
it across because it has 'learned a rough set of heuristics about where and 
when it should connect and let go of the dancers'. The Triangle agent has 
'seen the dance before', but it still has to make new decisions of every per-
formance about when and how to connect to it. The audience watches this 
'th inking image' projected on a large scrim hung in front of the dancers; the 
stage behind is well lit so that one can easily see both the projection and 
the dancers. 
With self-directed agents like the Triangle and Weaving (another agent 
that is part of the dance), Downie makes a strong proposal for a new way 
of th inking about the aesthetics of interactive art making. He doesn't con-
sider his agents as mapping input to output. Rather they display 'a set of 
expectations that are intentions about how the world works and how they 
will act in the world' . Downie's methods are computationally complex, but 
his terms and descriptions evoke strong connections with choreographic 
body-based movement practices. The creation of his new tool, FLUID, 
shows his commitment to engaging with the dance making process. This 
combination: a rich new repertoire of descriptions to stimulate and be 
stimulated by choreographic practice in combination with a cooperative 
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at Arizona State 
University. 
Choreographer Bill T. 
]ones was also 
involved. Extensive 
documentation is 
available here: http:// 
ame.asu.edufmotionef 
28 Example reference for 
'mapping' see: 
Marcelo M. Wanderley 
(guest editor), 
'Mapping Strategies in 
Real-time Computer 
Music', Organised 
Sound, 7: 2 , 2002. 
While referencing 
the increase in 
'smarter mapping', 
e.g. using advanced 
computation such as 
machine learning 
previously mentioned 
by Bevilacqua, as a 
good trend, he still 
questions the use of 
the term mapping 
at all' and offers 
the concept of 
agent-based aesthetics 
as an alternative. See 
his Doctoral Thesis 
page 39· 
29 Performing Arts 
Research Team: 
http:/ fwww.ircam.fr I 
301.html?l=l 
30 Mulier's Blog on the 
theme of 'This is my 
House' under 'artistic 
collaborations': http:/ I 
recherche.ircam.fr/ 
equipesjtemps-reelf 
movementjmullerf 
understanding of creation processes is why this collaboration stands out 
as a strong indication of where computation and choreography might go 
together in the future. 
Following and resonance 
Paris-based choreographer Myriam Gourfink has developed a unique body 
of works. She is known for her approach to movement material in which 
she explores an expanded world of time with extremely slow and often 
small movements. She was invited by I RCAM to work on a project using the 
gesture tracking and analysis systems, the Performing Arts Research Team 
and the Real-Time Musical Interactions Team were developing. >9 After a 
preliminary phrase of research, Remy Muller was the member of the IRCAM 
team selected to work closely with Gourfink on her dance piece titled 'This 
is My House', which premiered in 2005 at Quimper, France.3° 
'This is My House' is a performance in which the movement of five 
dancers is recorded using a variety of sensing devices and then analysed in 
the computer. The result of the analysis is used to trigger a change in a 
written score displayed on video screens, which the dancers are able to see 
while they are performing (see Figure 2). The scenography has been uniquely 
constructed to make this reading while performing possible by positioning 
twelve screens on the grid directly above the dancers. The movement is slow 
(which helps make the recording, analysis and triggering possible) and often 
performed on the floor, and so it is relatively easy for the dancers to see the 
changes on the screen. The written score uses symbol notation developed by 
Gourflnk inspired by Labanotation (see Figure 3) . 
This is a collaborative work that illustrates the shared understanding of 
movement and gesture mentioned previously, and we can use it to elabo-
rate on various aspects of eo-creation in this context. Because Bevilaqua's 
team had developed some of the concepts for analysis prior to inviting 
Gourfink to work with them, an initial fit with her unique choreographic 
Figure 2: 'This is My House'. The screens are visible above the dancers 
(Photo: Remy Muller) . 
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Figure J: Sample screen from the written score for 'This is My House ' 
(Courtesy: Myriam Gourfink) . 
approach had to be found . After a series of experiments, Gourflnk and 
Muller eventually saw the possibility of using the gesture recognition and 
following system to allow the performer to modify the 'pre-written ' dance. 
However, the eo-creation had still to be realised/implemented in the com-
puter, and it is in this process that the concept of shared understanding can 
be explored. 
Muller commented that Myriam wrote the scenario and he 'just made 
the implementation ', through the development of the appropriate software 
elements. However, in his description of the flne-tuning of the system 
he set up, there is an indication of a deeper process. Resonance or syn-
chronicity between dancers was one of the properties of the dancers' move-
ment the analysis system was built to recognise. Muller said, ' I spent some 
time to flnd the range it made sense to talk about " resonance" between 
dancers. ( .. . ) The system doesn't give an answer that isn't really close to 
what we see on stage'. Tuning the system to the appropriate threshold for 
the recognition of resonance with in the context of the live performance 
required Muller to identify with what was working, artistically, on the stage. 
Gourf1nk and the dancers are the main arbiters of the space of the stage, 
but Mulier's intuitive grasp of what works and what doesn't informed his 
adjustment of the system. 
The outcome of the collaboration between Gourflnk and Muller is a 
dance that is dependent on the computational input for its performance. 
The network of relations between movement sensing, the four types of 
analysis being performed and the triggered notation score on the screens, 
subsequently modifying the movements, is such that this is a work that is 
the same but new each time it is performed. This makes it arguably an 'open 
work' that is eo-conducted by different agents, not the types of agents that 
have their own 'thinking' like Marc Downie's, but agents that depend on the 
analysis of the performance in relation to a set of written rules.l' In the cre-
ation of 'This is My House', choreographic and computational thinking have 
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settled into a particular correspondence, one we feel deserves closer study. 
lt sets important precedents through retaining and magnifying to some 
degree the rigorous aesthetics of Gourfink and simultaneously demonstrat-
ing the value of the gesture analysis systems the IRCAM team has created. 
Gestures and lines 
Mark Coniglio and Dawn Stoppiello are the eo-founders and directors of 
Troika Ranch, a performance group that has integrated dance, theatre and 
interactive digital media in their work since the early 1990s, longer than any 
of the other collaborations presented today. Coniglio is notably the creator 
of lsadora, a real-time video processing software used as a creative and per-
formance instrument by artists worldwideY Troika Ranch worked for 
several years with the 'MidiDancer', a wearable device Coniglio first built in 
1989 that measures the angular change at several joints on the dancer's 
body. This information was sent over a wireless link to a computer where 
the data was used to control a variety of media events, e.g. sonic, video, 
lighting andJor robotic. 
In 2003, Coniglio began to investigate a new system for measuring and 
identifying the quality of dancers' movement. In his words 'striving to 
match the complexity embodied by the live dancer using the quality of 
movement as a source of media control' .33 After a period of research, 
Coniglio settled on using EyesWeb, the software mentioned earlier, that can 
use a single camera to track the silhouette of the dancer. lt superimposes a 
12-point skeleton onto this silhouette (head, shoulders, elbows, wrists, top 
of pelvis, knees and ankles)34 (see Figure 4} . EyesWeb then sends informa-
tion about the pathway of each of these points to lsadora where the infor-
mation is analysed and 'mapped' to dynamic graphic effects (and other 
forms of media) . The system does not have the accuracy that an industry 
Figure 4: Screenshot of the EyesWeb 12-pt skeleton (Courtesy: Marc Coniglio) . 
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standard 3-D motion-capture system does, but it gives the same result 
every time. This makes the software suitable for Coniglio's research into 
sensing qualities of movement, and the overall setup something they could 
easily tour on the road. 
Now that Coniglio could get the point pathways into lsadora, he started 
to visualise them as simple lines being drawn in space and projected on the 
screen. These dynamic lines, drawn (as on-screen projections) while the 
dancer was moving, served as the next step in Coniglio's movement analy-
sis research. He started to break the lines up into smaller parts in real-time, 
segmenting them as a way to analyse them for simple properties such as 
degree of curvature, velocity and complexity.J5 A change in movement or 
gesture was automatically recogn ised by the computer as a change in the 
properties of the line and vice versa, and notably this was taking place in 
real-time. Coniglio began to explore what he could do with the information 
derived from this analysis of the linejgesture. Through the segmentation 
process, certain properties of the gesture were initially isolated, and these 
could be recombined in a variety of ways, which Coniglio felt avoided some 
of the problems of one-to-one direct mapping Downie had discussed criti-
cally. The output and effects (in image and sound) derived from the gesture 
analysis component of the work was, in Coniglio's opinion, approaching the 
quality of the actual gesture to which the analysis was being applied (see 
Figure 5). 
The line has always been a provocative and effective tool for the artistic 
imagination in visual arts, as from its simplicity profound qualities emanate. 
But the combination of analysis and understanding its expressivity may 
have been best accomplished by visual artist Paul Klee in 1925, who, in his 
Pedagogical Sketchbook, defined and analysed the primary visual elements 
(including lines) and ways in which this analysis could be applied.36 One 
Figures: Lucia Tong in Troika Ranch's 16 [R]evolutions (Photo: Richard 
Termine). 
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might consider Coniglio's approach as bringing an important level of 
embodiment to Klee's thinking, engaging computation in the process of 
understanding the line and through this the comprehension of what a 
gesture is. The question is: does this take us a step closer to the idea of a 
shared understanding of movement? 
Summary and conclusion 
As mentioned earlier, the workshop was intended in part to test our assump-
tions about this new approach to the connection between computation and 
choreography. The diversity of the presentations, in terms of aesthet ics, 
modes of working and production conditions, makes it difficult to return to 
some of our general isations. For example: the access Marc Downie and 
Trisha Brown had to high resolution 3-D motion-capture strongly contrasts 
the approach of Troika Ranch who build systems they can take on the road 
and set up quickly in different spaces. There is a good chance that the full 
version of 'How long does the subject . . .'with agents and dancers, both per-
forming in real-time, may never be seen again due to the expenses and other 
complications associated with its production _37 However, the creation of th is 
work gave Downie the opportunity to advance his thinking on mapping alter-
natives and agent-based aesthetics, which includes a vocabulary rich in psy-
chophysical metaphor. This we see as making an important contribution to 
the field alongside Troika Ranch's dedication and resourcefulness. 
Both Remy Muller and Marc Downie described find ing ways to grasp 
and engage with the dance creation process, and both were working with 
tools they could adjust and tune in ways that did not restrict this .38 
Conditions that allow for 'shared enthusiasm' (Downie) frame the engaged 
state of mind that makes working together possible. A shared enthusiasm 
has immediate affect, implies excitement and curiosity, and when it includes 
'naming' things together, the overall notion of a shared understanding comes 
into view. However, it is important to note that sometimes understanding 
takes place in silence; no verbal descriptions were necessary when Trisha 
Brown could simply watch the Triangle in action. Crucially however, having 
enough time and space is a primary ingredient for choreographic computa-
tion projects to take advantage of 'shared enthusiasms'. Despite having 
generous support for their project, Brown has remarked that she felt that 
they were 'just scratching the surface' _39 
lt seems that a good aesthetic fit between systems and individuals is also 
important. The artistic approaches of choreographers Gourflnk and Brown 
resonated with the systems they worked with, and Stoppiello has spent 
nearly her entire performing career working with the technology Coniglio 
develops. lt is important that the work of the EyesWeb and IRCAM gesture 
analysis teams maintain strong links to science, so that we can draw on 
descriptions of movement and gesture from other fields such as psychol-
ogy and neuroscience, and explore how and where these approaches might 
influence and interact with artistic work. But for the art, the concept of a 
clear aesthetic vision that fits whatever knowledge of gesture is manifest in 
the system (s) being used is critical. 
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In final summary, it seems not the time to make more observations 
induced from these specific examples. We hope the meeting and this report 
will serve to inform the field of a subset of rigorous related practices being 
undertaken by a relatively small number of individuals. At this stage, it is 
premature to say that this is a 'fresh territory', but we think there is some-
thing in this work of great substance that should be further explored and 
linked to new directions of thinking in science, philosophy and art.4° But, 
this will require more support for interdisciplinary research that empha-
sises choreographic creation and works together to ensure that the capacity 
of dance remains undiminished. 
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No. 26 
'Dance (in the presence and absence of) Technology' 
This is the pre-translation version. The published version appeared as: 
'Danza y Technologia' in En moviment. Barcelona: Theatre Institute Mercat de 
les Flors. October 2006, pp. 16-17. (See Appendix pp. 427 -428) 
In August 2006, I received an invitation from Barbara Raubert, dance critic for the 
newspaper Avui in Barcelona, who was preparing a publication for the Mercat de les 
Flors, the institutional theatre in Barcelona. She asked me for a short paper "talking 
about the role of new technologies in dance, which they are and why. Also, we would 
like to know when is the mixture of dance and technologies considered dance and 
when is it considered cinema; when is it creation and when is it technology."1 The 
deadline was very tight, only a few weeks. My response was that I was in a new phase 
of thinking and was not sure I was prepared to write on this particular topic and offered 
an older paper. Her response was that "maybe it would be easier to take an old text", 
but "all these thoughts about what is new or can be, etc that may be even more 
interesting, and hopefully this can help you clarify something."2 I accepted her proposal 
and wrote this as a new text. 
1 Email to the author, 18 Aug 2006. 
2 Email to the author, 23 Aug 2006. 
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Dance (in the presence and absence of) Technology 
(This is the pre-translation English version as submitted for publication in September 
2006.) 
By the time I moved to Amsterdam in September 1994 to teach at the School for 
New Dance Development, Netherlands was already an important environment for 
the growth of new media culture. This probably was one of the reasons that 
Technology/ Media became the main theme of a symposium on choreography we 
organised in June 1996. Re-titled Connecting Bodies, "an international symposium 
on the connections between the discourses and practices of dance and technology 
focussing specifically on the impact of new media technologies on dance making/ 
choreography", the symposium was the first of its kind in the Netherlands.1 
An impressive gathering of presenters included artist and computer scientist Thecla 
Schiphorst showing LifeForms, the 3-D human figure animation software she had 
been developing with Merce Cunningham as a tool for choreographic creation; Heidi 
Gilpin, dance dramaturge with William Forsythe demonstrated early versions of what 
would be published in 1998 as the Improvisation Technologies CD-ROM; and Oslo 
based Amanda Steggell (choreographer) and Per Platou (musician) showed 
documentation and discussed their performance work M@ggie*s Love Bytes, one of 
the first to use the Internet for connecting remote spaces as a part of the 
performance. There was a project shown by Peter Mulder from the NOB (Dutch 
Broadcasting Company) connecting a performer in a complex 3-D motion capture 
system to graphic imagery during a live orchestral concert. There was also a short 
"interactive" dance performance made especially for the symposium that used Big 
Eye, a motion tracking software being developed at the Studio for Electro-
lnstrumental Music (STEIM) in Amsterdam. 
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The breadth of work shown at the symposium covered the basic "catalogue" of 
technologies often connected with choreography and dance, from digital creative 
tools to real-time interactive performance instruments. But the symposium was not 
simply a pedestal for technology. Every presenter was in the process of thinking 
hard about the impact of technologies on dance and vice versa. The collective 
discussion was rich and incisive, and our chairperson, Diana Theodores, 
summarized the two days with an "inventory of issues" and questions that remain 
relevant today such as: does technology produce a different idea of the body and 
could this be liberating; can dance provide a resistance to the notion of technological 
disembodiment; what makes a good "technographic" (dance and technology) 
performance; and can we maintain a culture of movement memory via technology?2 
Inspired by this wide range of new artists, materials and ideas, I embedded myself 
further into this community of practice called "dance and technology" as a writer, 
researcher, advocate, speaker and organiser.3 Mark Coniglio, eo-director of Troika 
Ranch, and I worked together to revive discussions on an email list which had been 
launched earlier under the title "dance-tech", and we launched the resource website 
Dance and Technology Zone in early 1997.4 This ushered in a period when the 
growth of information becoming available to me on a daily basis seemed to mirror an 
actual increase in artistic activity. The feeling at the time was not only of growth, but 
of a kind of rapid expansion and maturation. Two years later, in February 1999, the 
organisers of the International Dance and Technology Conference (I OAT) at Arizona 
State University confirmed this feeling by writing: "We can now begin looking 
historically and critically at how the convergence between these fields has 
developed, how this effects us, and how dance and technology can continue to give 
breadth to one another in the coming century."5 
However, the artwork that was being made had its critics. Outside of the dance and 
technology community of practice, the general perception was often a variation on 
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"too much technology too little dance". I felt different perspectives were necessary 
and sought to open up thinking about the range of relationships inherent in this type 
of work; particularly in its making. For example, one of the intrinsic strengths of the 
dance and technology community could be seen in the conjunction of two creative 
domains or disciplines working with radically different materials. Convinced that the 
production of strong artworks could, in part, be achieved by making the conditions 
for interdisciplinary creation much better, I became involved with others in the 
organisation of a number of "research labs".6 Short and intensive, these projects 
brought together new collaborative teams and supported existing ones; maximized 
access to a range of technologies; were process- orientated and emphasised 
constructive peer-to-peer feedback. There was always an effort to make 
documentation of the research outcome available, sometimes not as successfully as 
we wished.7 
At the same time, we pursued another line of enquiry titled Software for Dancers, 
which set out to "to develop concepts for a software rehearsal tool for 
choreographers and those practitioners for whom the body in motion is a primary 
material".8 This research has evolved along different lines including Choreography 
and Cognition in which we shared an intensive research process with psychologists 
and neuroscientists. 9 This project shifted the focus of the research to the mind of the 
choreographer/ dancer. In doing so we made the empirical discovery that building 
tools to support creative process and studying various aspects of brain functioning 
are closely linked; nothing new in the history of cognitive science, but the 
Choreography and Cognition project showed it was possible to integrate the two 
fields of knowledge. The idea of the brain as an information-processing environment 
may not be the most appropriate conception in all circumstances; but it makes it 
possible to conceive of the relation between dance and technology differently. 
Critical to the interdisciplinary research labs and the Software for Dancers/ 
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Choreography and Cognition project is the assumption of a culturally stable concept 
of choreography and dance. This concept has a shared history, belief that the basic 
material exists in the moving body of the dancer and the primary locus of 
choreographic activity is the rehearsal studio and stage. These stable entities are 
important and useful, especially when trying to organise productive exchanges 
between art and science. But another way of thinking is to blur the boundaries 
between disciplines and practices by separating some of these concepts, and, for 
example, applying the concept of choreography to artistic work that uses new 
technologies to elicit movement from the artwork's intended audience.10 As our 
social landscape is pervaded by mobile and locative technologies, this type of 
artwork, no longer possible to contain on any single stage (unless the idea of stage 
is expanded to include an entire city), might be perceived as the vanguard of dance 
and technology practice.11 However, with no moving body of the dancer and no 
stage there is a decided absence of dance. How can this be reconciled? 
A recent project has suggested a way. By their own definition, the previously 
mentioned projects are all bound to the idea of specialist knowledge. In a recent 
workshop, organised at Tanzquartier Wien and titled Absent Interfaces "researching 
new approaches to performance and media", we determined to continue exploring 
the same relationship the Connecting Bodies symposium did in 1996. But now we 
assumed nothing to be necessary; e.g. no certain specialist knowledge, no specific 
technological instruments, and to question the classic dance and technology 
arrangement: the relation between body as input, computer as processor and audio/ 
video media as output.12 
The full results of Absent Interfaces are still forthcoming, but they seem to contain a 
hint of at least three critical questions. If one response of the dance and technology 
community in the last decade was to take advantage of increased processing 
speeds, lowering costs and new software development, what response might there 
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be now? Are we at the threshold of certain technologies acquiring the depth and 
breadth of cultural meaning making it possible for dance artists to use them 
metaphorically and self-referentially? And if some of the newest technologies are 
biological, as seems clearly to be the case, what will be the artistic reaction to this? 
One possible response to this last question is the 2001 performance piece of Swiss 
choreographer Yann Marussich, Bleu Provisoire, in which biochemical reactions 
make up the performance.13 How might works of this type that hack the body's 
internal machinery change our thinking about relations between "dance and 
technology"? 
After ten years of engagement, the observation I would make now is that "dance 
and technology" will not converge as implied by the previously mentioned comment 
of the 1999 I OAT conference organisers. Rather its development has been and will 
continue to be periodic, fragmented and often subsumed into other genres or types 
of work.14 While continuing the Software for Dancers research along its different 
strands, I have revised my original idea of the interdisciplinary research labs to 
reflect a different attitude to separate disciplines. I think it is less important today to 
emphasize distinctions between practices and more appropriate to relax the idea of 
specialist knowledge, to blur the boundaries between disciplines and highlight the 
freedom for artists to use whatever means necessary to make and disseminate their 
work. 
At the same time, there are recent developments that do follow the convergence 
trend of "dance and technology" in which machine-based gesture tracking and 
movement analysis are being combined with choreography and performance in new 
ways; for example in the recent work of Trisha Brown made in collaboration with 
software artist Marc Downie entitled How long does the subject linger at the edge of 
the volume .. . in which Artificial Intelligence Agents generated their own graphical 
responses to the choreography in real-time.15 We have explored these 
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developments in a recent symposium titled Choreographic Computations: Motion 
Capture and Analysis for Dance organised at IRCAM, Paris in June 2006.16 
The questions posed by Diana Theodores in June 1996 about "dance and 
technology" can traced throughout these many projects over the last decade: from 
Connecting Bodies to Absent Interfaces; from Life Forms to Software for Dancers; 
from early Internet performances to computer-based choreographic agents; from 
mind- hacking (cognitive science) to biotechnology art; and the emergence of the 
non-specialised (and uncategorized) artist. What is clear is that each specific 
manifestation of practice, in its specificity and contextual relations, provides answers 
to these questions. Artists, curators, audiences and critics today who generalise with 
the view that "dance and technology" means "too much technology and too little 
dance" are missing this wider range of possible relationships where neither may be 
deemed essential and yet, in either their absence or presence, continue to give rise 
to new creation in thinking and artwork. 
Scott delahunta 
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1 The original symposium website: http://www.sdela.dds.nl/boi/sympos.htm 
2 Symposium summary by Diana Theodores: http://www.art.neU-dtzldiana.html 
3 Origin of the term is probably most easily attributed to the Dance and Technology Conferences 1-111 
hosted by the University of Wisconsin (Madison, 1992), Simon Fraser University (British Columbia 
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4 Websites for Troika Ranch: http://www.troikaranch.org/; and the Dance and Technology Zone: 
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5 1DAT 99 Archives: http://www.ephemeral-efforts.com/IDAT99.html 
6 Digital Dancing Documentation: http://www.braunarts.com/digidancing/. 
7 7. Some sample research lab websites: http://dance.asu.edu/cellbytes2000/scoWindex.html; 
http://www.sdela.dds.nl/transdance/report/index.html; http://www.sdela.dds.nllmcrllindex.html. 
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'Software for Dancers' Sanjoy Roy article (original project) http://www.sdela.dds.nl/sfd/sanjoy.html. 
9 9. Choreography and Cognition documentation website: http://www.choreocog.net. 
10 In some ways this would not be new thinking, as the audience becoming the performer is associated 
with the genre of "interactive art" dating back to the Happenings of 1950. For more background and 
references refer to The New Media Reader, eds. Noah Wardrip-Fruin and Nick Montfort. Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press. 2003. 
11 A quintessential work of this kind has been created by the UK based performance group Blast 
Theory in their locative performance/ media project "Can You See Me Now?" 
http://www.blasttheory.co.uk/. Additionally, an essay on the same theme titled 'Blurring Boundaries: a 
theory of the artwork' is available in the First Edition of the On Line Journal COMPAS: 
http://www.compasbcn.com/. 
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12 Absent Interfaces was conceived and facilitated by Daniel Aschwanden (AT) and Scott delahunta 
with supervision and organisation support from Martina Hochmuth from TOW; as a one-week workshop 
from 28 November through 3 December 2005 with invited artists Heine Avdal (NO/ BE), Myriam 
Gourfink (FR), Anne Juren (AT), Ralo Mayer/ Philipp Haupt (AT), and Veronika Zott and Tomate (AT). 
13 Bio-Art is an artistic response to biotechnology, which, in the example of Marussich, extends the 
developments of Performance, Installation and Body Art (more information on Yann Marussich can be 
found here: http://www.perceuseprod.ch/). There are many sources of information on Bio-Art available 
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14 For some earlier thoughts on this I have published a chapter titled: 'Periodic Convergences: Dance 
and Computers'. in Tanz und Neue Medien (book and cd-rom/dvd). eds. Dr. Soke Dinkla and Dr. 
Martina Leeker. Berlin: Alexander Verlag. 2002, 
pp. 66-84. A report on IDAT 99 by Dragan Klaic provides another perspective: 
http://cf.hum.uva.ni/%7Etheawetltechnology/articles/idat99.html. 
15 
. For more information on the Trisha Brown/ Marc Downie collaboration see: 
http://www.openendedgroup.com/artworks/howlong/howlong.htm. 
16 Choreographic Computations: Motion Capture and Analysis for Dance: 
http://recherche.ircam.fr/equipes/temps-reel/nime/workshops.htm. A report will be published in a 
forthcoming issue of the International Journal of Performance Arts and Digital Media 
(http://www.intellectbooks.co.uk/journals.php). 
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'Constructing Memory: creation of the choreographic resource' 
Co-author Norah Zuniga Shaw. in Digital Resources: Performance Research. 
11:4. 2007, pp. 53-62. 
In Autumn 2006, I was co-editing this issue on Digital Resources for Performance 
Research and submitted this article which was originally developed for the 'Digital 
Resources for Humanities and Arts' conference at Dartington College of Art in 
September 2006. Norah Zuniga Shaw contributed the section on the project of William 
Forsythe which she was working on. 
Performance Research is a specialist journal published by Routledge that promotes a 
dynamic interchange between scholarship and practice in an expanding field of 
performance. Interdisciplinary in vision and international in scope, its emphasis is on 
research in contemporary performance arts within changing cultures. Source: 
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/13528165.asp (accessed 7 May 201 0). 
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Constructing Memories 
Creation of the choreographic resource 
SCOTT DELAHUNTA AND NORAH ZU NJGA SHAW 
INTRODUCTION 
There is an inherent and well-debated tension 
existing between the live dance performance 
and its documentation or recording. This has to 
do with the unmediated relation between 
performer and audience and how this combined 
presence is entangled with the requirement that 
the dance should be continually disappearing. If 
a work of choreography leaves anything more 
than traces or fragments behind in memory, 
then it is not danced choreography. The 
materiality of dance is inextricably bound up 
with its own immateria l dimension. 
These are the normative features of this 
tension between da nce and its documentation in 
which the dancer's presence and vitality 
becomes almost a cliche, i.e. the videotape of a 
performance can never be 'the real thing', any 
recording, whether computer based motion 
capture or hand written notation, can never 
achieve the status of the ' live' work. However, it 
does not take long before thi s gap between 
presence and absence is converted into 
something else meaningful. Performance and 
other scholars and writers, intrigued by dance's 
vanishing, enter into philosophical debates 
about writing, bodies, stillness, texts, thought 
and gesture. Anthropologists, ethnographers, 
preservationists and librarians of culture all 
consider the dance's recording or document, as 
flawed as it may be, as the vehicle for furthering 
aims and goals of the institutional domain 
whether they are research in higher education, 
public understanding or promotion of heritage. 
Conventional dance reconstruction has a long 
history of creative interacting, even if problem-
atically, wi th prior productions. And to some 
contemporary dance artists, the emphemerality 
of dance is self-evident to the extent that they 
make work reflexive of this condition.• 
However, there is a s hift to this story marked 
by two poles. One pole is a change in the notion 
of what constitutes a valuable resource for a 
researcher seeking insights in the interstices 
between knowledge di sciplines. And it is here 
that artisti c creativity is attracting attention 
from other fields and subsequently gaining 
value. The emphasis of this attention in some 
circumstances has moved subtly away from the 
art object or performance itself towards its 
creation. The second pole is the artists 
themselves opening up and sharing their 
creative process, perhaps sensing and looking to 
interact with this increasing external interes t or 
seeking to understand themselves better, a self· 
demyst ification of one's own practice in order to 
sustain continuous innovation. In either case, 
an overall result of this shift is that artists and 
others are increasingly producing and 
consuming research resources that emerge out 
of the making part of the choreographic 
practice. Even if this means applying a 
particular way of looking at what gets made, as 
with the Forsythe project described further in 
this essay. 
Given this s ituation, one could argue that 
while the dance may disappear, a valuable 
53 Performance Resea rc h 11141, pp.53- 62 10 Taylor & Francis Lld 2006 
001: 10 1080/13528160701363408 
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(All URLs available 23 
November 2006.1 
NOT ES 
1 On dance's 
disappeara nce see the 
writings of And re 
Lepecki. lacques Oerrida. 
Mark Franko. Peggy 
Phelan, A lain Badiou: for 
dance's preservation see 
John son, Catherine. J, and 
Allegra FullerSynder. 
Securing Our Dance 
Heritage: I.MUIIA in rhe 
Dact,merllation and 
Pre~.ervation of Dance. 
Council on Library and 
Information Resources, 
July 1999: for reflection 
on dance reconstruction 
see Thomas, Helen. 
Reconstruction and 
Dance as Embodied 
Tex tual Practice in Carter, 
Alexandra (ed.l, 
Rethinking Dane" 
Hi.\tary: A r"ad.,r. London 
and New York: Rout ledge, 
2004, pp. 32-45; for 
contemporary art is ts 
making work about 
dance's disappearance 
see on the work of Vincent 
Ounoyer. Laermans, 
Rudi, Hugo Haeghens. 
Gerald Siegmund. 
Media le Bemiddellngen. 
Over Vincent Dun oyer m 
anderen. Cuhureel 
Centrum Maasmechelen, 
200). 
' This can be found in the 
concept of Creative 
Industries, wh ich focuses 
on exploiting the 
intellectual propcny 
found in products of 
cultural creation. 
l Susan Me I rose and Paul 
Carter are writers who 
take a critical position 
relative to university 
based practtce·based 
research. Bo th e mphasise 
the need to address 
crea tive practice in it s 
own terms and from the 
perspective of the anist 
as different from the 
profess tonal s pectator or 
academic. Related 
materials can be found 
on Me I roses website: 
http://www.sfmelrose. 
u·net .coml and in: Ca ner, 
P., Material Tllinking: 
Collaborariv~ RealiAarion 
and rll~ An of 
Sei[-Decoming, 
Melbourne, 1004. 
4 Many thanks to Franz 
Ant on Cram er I or 
thoughts wrillen here 
s temming from a recent 
discussion. 
5 Siobhan Davies Dance 
creative resource remai ns. More than a mere 
'trace' this resource is useable and generative in 
a variety of ways. It can be transmitted and 
d isseminated; it is trans ferable a nd renewable; 
a nd it can carry compressed information that 
can feed back into the choreographic process. 
There are complex issues here. Crea tivity is far 
from neutra l in pa rticul ar as manifest in the 
current goal-directed (teleological) desire to 
make it useful in some non·art sectors.2 And 
furthering the understanding of creativi ty is no 
less cha rged with ethical issues than the study 
of the brain and conscious ness. However, it is 
not the ai m here to cr it ique ins t itutional policy 
or embedded beliefs. Ra ther we wish to ground 
the rema inder of this essay in the creation of 
ch oreographic resou rces from the perspective of 
the arti st, addressing these issues from within 
the creative practice itself) 
http:/twww.siobha ndavies T H E CH 0 R E 0 G RA PH I C R E S 0 U RC E 
.eo m 
6 The NRCD has created 
s tmilar resources for 
other UK choreographers. 
e.g. Lloyd New son and 
Shobana ]eyasingh (http: 
www.surrey.ac.uk, 
NRCDI). To read about 
the digita l archtve 
initiative: hllp:t/www. 
a h rc.ac.uk ·awards/ 
casestudtes siobhan 
daviesdance.asp. 
7 The concept of a s imple 
digital video annotation 
tool dates back to 
Autumn 1001. when 
Davies herself was a 
participant in an 
intensive meeting in 
London called Software 
for Dancers: 
h11 p.l/www.sdela .dds .nl/s 
fd . The tdea became 
rea lity when a small 
a mount or fundtng was 
obtained tn 1004 to 
develop RotoSketch: 
http:t/thesystemls.comtr 
otosketch/ 
8 Sarah Warsop personal 
emai l communicat ion 10 
November 1006. 
9 Emio GrecoiPC hllp:l/ 
www.emiogrecopc.n l/ 
Siobhan Davies, Emio Greco, Wayne McGregor 
and William Forsythe are four of the most 
prolific and successful choreographers 
pract icing today. Their invention of significant 
contemporary dance works has produced a rich 
body of unique materials related to choreo· 
graphic crea tion and production. These 
materials are evolving as the artists cont inua lly 
seek new methods of making, with the ai m not 
to repeat and to avoid fixed procedures and 
forms. These materia ls and the art is ts 
respons ible for them have achieved the sta tus of 
'resource' for researchers not on ly from the 
performing a rts, bu t also from other di sciplines 
including a rch itecture, music, philosophy and 
the cognitive sciences. As an aspect of t his 
achievement as well as the desire to 'step back' 
from the body of materials they have created. 
these artists and the organisations that have 
been built up around them have begun to think 
or rethink in some cases how to create, ma nage 
and disseminate their choreographic 
resources.4 The focus of t his rethinking tends to 
osc illate between the establishment of an 
archive and how to fold resources back into 
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t heir own a rtis ti c work. The ir approaches can be 
described as 'necessari ly unique' si nce the focus 
is on individual artist s ac tively engaged in 
making original works. At the same time, some 
of the methods used could be described as 
s hareable even if they compri se newly invented 
approaches. 
DYNAMIC DRAWINGS ( SCOTT DE LAHUNTA} 
Artist Siobhan Davies 
Organisation Siobhan Davies DanceS 
The choreographic work of London-based 
choreographer Siobhan Davies has been 
ava ilable as 'resource packs' from the UK's 
National Resource Centre fo r Dance for several 
yea rs. And recently arts and human ities 
research funds have been provided to put ' the 
collected works of Siobha n Davies Dance ... 
into an online fully searchab le digital a rchive'.6 
The resource creation team fo r the d igital 
archive project is currently being assembled. 
They will face a range of techno logica l, 
methodological , educational and artis tic 
challenges. lt will be interesting to see what 
connections are made with the following 
initiative in rethinking t he teaching of 
repertoi re, the trans mission of creative process 
and t he development of a di gita l tool to a ugment 
da nce making. 
Under t he head ing of the Bank Project, the 
Siobhan Davies Dance organisation annually 
brings together company dancers and a s mall 
number of ex perienced professional dancers to 
research making processes. Each year, the Bank 
Project takes a dance from the existing 
repertoire for the dancers to work with . 
However, rather than learning the fin is hed 
performance as one might expect with 
repertoire, the Project takes as a starting point 
the original ideas, images, questions and tasks 
that informed the work's creation. This gives the 
dancers who are not in the company the chance 
to experience 'the creat ive working methods of 
the company' through generati ng their own 
materials; and gives the company dancers a 
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chance to revis it a nd recons ider making 
methods. 
The Ba nk Proj ect 2 006 was used as a context 
for a week long de velopment session of 
RotoS ketch; a software tool designed to 
augment the cho reogra phic process.7 The a im of 
the software tool is to make it possibl e for a 
choreographer to an n otate video play ing in real· 
t im e. The prototy pe has a s ma ll set of fe a tures 
that ma ke it possible to record a phrase of 
move me nt ma ter ia l a nd then play it back on a 
porta ble ta ble t comp uter while drawing directly 
on the movi ng image. The choreographer/ da ncer 
ca n then use th e features to ex plore different 
rei at ions hips bet ween th e action a nd time of the 
drawi ng a nd the trace it leaves in re lations h ip to 
the movement. For the Ba nk Project th e 
sketchbook was introduced into the s tud io at 
the point whe n s ketchbooks a nd wr it ing tools 
were a lready in use !see ri ght!. One of the 
compa ny dancers, Sa ra h Wa r op, had these 
rema rks a bout us ing t he sketchi ng tool: 
Tra nsferri ng the information into a different 
medium allows you to see or 'resee' what you've 
done. To be able to stand outs ide the movement 
and loo k at rhythm. s tructure, and shape (shape 
as a moveable thing, and a static thing), could 
allow you to go back into the move ment with new 
tnformation. 1 ... 1 The act of sketching although 
sn ll physical lets the mind make different links 
and associat ions a nd therefore the choices made 
mt ght be unusual a nd un expected. a 
Warsop's comme nt s ind ica te is that us ing t he 
sketchin g software he lps to s imulta neous ly 
captu re a nd exte nd the trace of t he ges tu re 
phys ica lly th rough the drawing action and 
expa nd the s pace for imagined, crea t ive 
ges tures. At th e s am e ti me, the drawn images 
are the mse lves immedi ately digiti zed a nd as 
such cons t itute a n unus ua l docu ment of live 
performa nce ; one that conta ins a range of 
infor ma t ion not on ly a bo ut the ma rk itself, e.g. 
thickness a nd length, hut a lso its creation , 
e.g. speed a nd acceleration. Th is ra ises 
intrigu ing possibi liti es a bou t the na ture of thi s 
material in the creation of choreogra ph ic 
resources a nd in re lati on to the searchable 
d igi ta l a rchive initiat ive mention ed above. 
G I V I NG NAMES ( SC OTT DE LAHU N TA) 
Artis t Emio Greco a nd Pieter C. Sch olten 
Orga nisation Emio Greco1PC9 
In Am sterdam, the da nce company Emio 
GrecoiPC is resea rching ways to crea te a n 
informa t ion resource de rived from thei r creat ive 
work from which they. their perfo rmers. other 
art ists a nd des igners, resea rche rs and thinkers 
might draw. The im pu lse fo r this comes from 
thei r need to 'm eet new developments in 
movem ent' with adequa te desc riptions , 
nota tion, docume nta tion a nd a na lysis. The 
seeds of thi s resea rch could be t raced to the 
sta rt of t he Sa lons in 2003 when EGIPC began a 
ser ies of in forma l di scussio ns with the aim to 
cont r ibute to t he developmen t of a new 
di scourse on da nce grounded in ' the experie nce 
a nd expertise of the d a nce make r and in close 
con nection to t he pract ice of da n ce making'.10 
From within and in pa ra llel to t h is initiative 
severa l t hemes re la ted to the idea of 
informa tion resource e me rged s uc h as 
repertoire a nd a rch ive, transfer, a uthentic ity, 
recons truction a nd renewa l. From these fu rther 
ques ti ons were derived, for exa mple: how to 
create a ' living a rch ive' based on princi ples of 
moveme nt a nd choreogra phy tha t are cons tant ly 
evolving; what notation system ca n capture 
in ne r inte ntion as well as the outer shape of 
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10 Bleeker. Maaike. 
'Questions of Movement 
and Meaning': Emio 
Greco/ PC's S a lo n Dance & 
Discourse a t The 
An a tomical Theat re 
Revisited. Salon 
Introduction 
(unpublished). Apnl2oob. 
11 
'Dance and new medta: 
new ways of creating and 
docu menting dance: new 
ways of creati ng and 
documenttng dance'. 
EGIPC Notation Anhtve 
lnterdtscoplonary 
Research Protect. 
Ctnedans. De Baloe. 
Amsterdam. 2-3luly 
wo6 lnvnees: Manon 
Bastien (FR), Ben ha 
Bermudez (Nll. Man e 
Bermudez (ES), Frcderic 
• Figure 1. )oanne Fong 
and Matthias Sperllng 
using RotoSkgch. Siobhan 
Davies Studios, London, 
June 2oo6. 
Bevi laqua (F'R), Scoll 
de lahunta (NL}. Bianca 
van Dillen (NL). Carohen 
Hermans (NL). Corinne 
Iota (U KI. Eliane 
Mirzabekiantz (FRI. 
Chris Ztegler (DE). 
11 Fabtus. }eroen t2007} 
Looking Back, Transfer, 
a nd Collectivity tn 
Company In rite Se/tool: 
b.rw~en experiment and 
ltertrage. EG ' PC a nd ARK. 
Amsterdam: 20. 
1l Double Skm Double 
Mind. Documentary Folm 
Dtrector: Matte Bermudez. 
Premtered at the July 
200& Cinedans fest ival. 
1 ~ IRCAM Gesture 
Analysis/Real Time 
Applications: frederic 
Bevilaqua, Nicolas Leroy. 
15 Random Dance, hnp: 
//www.randomda nce.org/ 
16 Badiou. A) an. 
Hor~dbook of 
lnoe..uhetic.~. Stanford. 
>oos: 66. 
17 Choreography a nd 
Cognit ion 
http://www.choreocog.ne 
t. See extensive 
documentation on line. 
F\JII articles: Scott 
deLahunta a nd Phi lip 
Bamard. ' What 's in a 
Phrase?', In Toraz im 
Kopf/ Donee and 
Cognition, ed., )oha nnes 
Birringer & )osephine 
fenger. Jahrbuch der 
Gesellschaft fu r 
Tanzforschung 15. 
Munster: LIT Verlag, 
1005, pp. 253-66: Scot1 
deLahunta and Phi I 
Bamard. 'Densities of 
Agreement' (co·authored 
with Phi I Barnard, la n 
Nimmo·Smith, )ennifer 
Potts and Cristina 
Ramponi). To be 
published in Donee 
Thtorre /oumollt(J) 
(Autumn 2005). 
18 See Interview with 
Wayne McGregor In 
'Augmenti ng 
Choreography: using 
insights from Cognitive 
Science', co·authors: Phi I 
Barnard, Wayne 
McGregor. In Jo 
Bunerworth and 
Liesbeth Wildschut 
(eds.), Choreography in 
Context..l: Critical 
PtrApecrivu ort 
Choreographic Practice, 
Andover. New Jersey: 
). Michael Ryan 
(upcoming 20071. 
pp. )pages7). 
19 forsyt he Company 
http://www.frankfurt· 
ballett .de/ 
10 See the f oundation 
Miss ion Statement for 
quotes. Addit ionally the 
foundation is setting up 
the Willlam forsythe 
Archive: current projects 
gestures and phrases; how to analyze and 
represent open processes in relation to 
artworks. 
Over the last two years, these quest ions have 
become more focused and transformed into a 
series of practical interdisciplina ry 
investigations being conducted within the 
frame of an extended research project. Generally 
referred to as 'notation research' and with the 
coordination of company member Bertha 
Bermudez, the project now organises direct 
encounters with specialists from various field s 
of knowledge interested in movement and its 
analys is. The aim is to bring specific 
perspectives from different di sciplines to bear 
on various properties of dance a nd movement in 
r elation to the 'notatio n resea rch' project; and 
to do this as collaborative research . This 
encounter period was launched at a two day 
meeting in early July 2006 in Amsterdam to 
which a group of individuals were invited to 
present their research into dance notation 
systems, cinematography and film making, 
computer based motion tracking and gesture 
analysis, interactive des ign to enhance 
understanding of dance and the scientific 
s tudy of the brain's perception of 
movement. 11 
In order to better understand how these 
different approaches come together, it is useful 
to return to the pract ice from which these 
questions derive. Greco as the performer and 
Scholten as the dramaturg have a unique 
choreographic collaboration stemming back to 
their first work together, a 1996 solo for Greco 
titled Bianco. Having performed in mos t of the 
works until now, Greco is 'gradually stepping 
back'. t> This is not unusual for contemporary 
choreographers , who often start making work to 
be performed by them either in solo or with a 
small ensemble. Gradually invitations to 
dancers to join this process evolve into a 
selection procedure guided by a feeling for the 
type of performer the choreographer likes to 
work with. Eventually some kind of training or 
indoctrination for new dancers into the 
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approach of the choreographer (in the case of 
EGIPC two individuals) may be organised. 
Therefore, alongs ide the Salons, the need to 
develop a more explicit information resource to 
help transfer or transmit movement knowledge 
to new performers also provided a research 
starting point. One result is an extens ive 
glossary of terms relevant to their creative 
working process. Divided into 'inside' and 
'outside', the glossary explores the range of 
possible mean ings of a movement concept, such 
as 11peed, mingling those most relevant to Greco 
and Scholten with its other connotat ions. This 
exercise in giving names also evolved in the 
context of the movement workshops Greco and 
Scholten have offered under the title Double 
Skin/Double Mind since 1996. Working closely 
with Bermudez, Greco and Scholten have 
recently made a selection of seven principles 
that underl ie the work and are always part of the 
preparation for creating a nd performing. 
Assigned names s uch as Breathing, Jumping, 
Expanding, and Reducing, these principles have 
been collected and exposed through the making 
of a documentary fi lm based on the workshop/ 
that took the name of the workshop.13 
Within the overall project this documentary 
fil m and its making represent one approach a nd 
some possible so lutions to the questions of the 
'notation resea rch' project . lt also exposed some 
of the inherent weaknesses of naming and cate· 
gorisation, which are under consideration. The 
most recent encounter was October 2006 with 
the Gesture Analys is group at IRCAM in Pari s 
where two of these principles of movement, 
Breathing and Jumping, were recorded us ing a 
system of sensors which measure various 
changes over time such as velocity, spat ial 
orientations and displacement.14 The data from 
these sensors was analysed in the computer to 
produce a learned representation of the 
movement. This model can be further analysed 
in direct comparison with the dancer 's 
movements to look for patterns that cannot be 
seen by the human eye (see Figure 2). This 
research will continue along several lines of 
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enquiry including the idea of creating a gesture 
archive in the computer, a digital corpus of 
movement. 
There are several 'notation research' 
encounters with individual researchers and 
groups planned fo r thi s year. Each session will 
bui ld on the developments of the previous one, 
seeking to further refine the understanding of 
what these approaches separately and together 
offer to the overall research project. This shared 
approach to movement research, bringing 
different disciplines from arts, technology and 
sciences together, has the potential to further 
our unders ta nd ing of human movement in all its 
creative complexity. One of the challenges for 
Emio GrecoiPC is to integrate insights from 
these other domains into the physically and 
philosophically charged creative foundations of 
the company's work. Essential to this is the 
direct involvement of Bertha Bermudez who 
brings an extraordinary phys ical understanding 
to the process based on her long experience of 
making and performing the works of the 
company. The creation of choreographic 
resources relies on this corporeal knowledge to 
remain close to the practice of dance. 
---- ----- ~-- - --~ 
progress bar 
PHYSICAL TH I NKING (SCOTT DELAHUNTA) 
Artist Wayne McGregor 
Organisation Random Dance'S 
As mentioned in the introduction, philosophy is 
known to use dance's disappearance for its own 
contemplation of concepts such as time, 
thought and gesture. For example, philosopher 
Ala in Badiou has written a small essay titled 
'Dance as a Metaphor for Thought' in which he 
describes the knowledge of the 'true' dancer as 
'technical , immense and painfully acquired'. 
However, for Badiou a 'genuine instance' of 
dancing can only occur when this form of intelli · 
gence is cast aside so that the performer can 
become 'the miraculous forgetting of her own 
knowledge of dance'.16 
Philosophy may proceed to explore dancing 
and thought through the careful parsing of 
concepts. But for the choreographer-dancer, the 
notions of knowledge, intelligence and thinking 
are combinable with the body, mind and 
movement in a number of ways. For example, to 
the choreographer-dancer the notion of 
'physical thinking' is self-evident, and equally 
axiomatic are 'choreographic thought' and 
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• Fisure 2. Screens hot 
from Frederic Bevilaqua's 
gesture follower software 
program. e IRCAM. 
for the Arch ive include 
d igitizing more than 
3000 hours of video 
footage and a research 
project to develop a nd 
prototype new tools and 
interfaces to access the 
archive using the 
exist ing dance LoAd of 
Small Detail as a case 
study. This case s tudy is 
being conducted by a 
partnership between 
Laban. The forsythe 
fou ndation and Liquid 
Reader. Liquid Reader is 
an initiative by Mike 
Phillips and Ric Allsopp 
the Institute for Digital 
Art and Technology (i-
DAn and Performance 
Research to more 
systematically explore 
the potential of 
digitization (interactive 
multimedia, etc.) to make 
performance research 
related material 
accessible in alternative 
formats (see DVD 
supplement to this 
issue(. 
" William Forsythe, 
tra nscript from New York 
City meet ing September 
2006. 
" From ' I can dance 
again', Sylvia Staude 
interviews Fra nkfun-
based choreographer 
Will iam Forsythe, 21 
Apr il 2005. For 
S ignandSight.com: 
ht t p://www.signa ndsight. 
coml featureslt 19.ht ml 
13 William Forsythe, 
transcr ipt from New York 
City meeting September 
2006. 
' kinaesthetic intelligence'. In the experience of 
makjng and doing da nce, there is no inherent 
contradict ion in cla iming that the body knows 
and that thought or ideation manifest s t hrough 
movement. There is generally no need to explain 
this shared terminology to other dance 
practitioners , but to non-dance and non-arts 
disciplines, it can provoke confus ion. It is a t t hi s 
meeting point with another discipline where the 
concept of 'phys ica l thinking', explored for its 
contradictions and asymmetries, can bring 
importa nt questions a nd approaches to bear on 
the creation of the choreographic resou rce. 
In Choreography and Cognit ion, a project 
init iated by London-based choreographer Wayne 
McGregor. t he overla pping of descri ptions of 
intelligences and th in ki ng processes was 
critical. Th is project involved intens ive collabo-
rative research between McGregor, his dancers 
and a number of cognitive scientists who were 
invited to create experiments related to t he 
choreographic creation process_17 Alan Wing 
a nd Kristen Holla nds used motion capture 
technologies to record and visualise data to 
explore t heir question: 'what fra mes of 
what are the crucial sensory systems for 
describing these fra mes of reference a nd how 
might selected disruptions or perturbations 
help to test thi s'. Alan Blackwell studies the 
cognitive dimensions of des ign and notation 
systems using analyti c methods from a range of 
fields including experimenta l psychology a nd 
design research. His project involved collecting 
notebooks and scores from McGregor and four 
of the dancers, and us ing some of these a nalyt ic 
methods to discover where McGregor might 
experience the limitations of his design tools 
I see Figure 31-And Tony Marcel used an 
interrogative approach in t he stud io that was 
more dramaturgica l than scientifi c; blu rring the 
boundar ies between methodologies a nd di st inct 
(di scipline bound) ways of seeing and th in king. 
Reluctant to refer to hi mself as a scientist in 
t hese circumstances, he referred to Wayne's 
rehearsal process as another way of 'doing 
psychology'. 
• Figure 3· Alan Blackwell's reference are dance movements controlled in, 
analysis of notebooks ITom 
Notwithstand ing Ma rcel's rich provocations, 
the coll aboration t riggered a lot of ques tions 
and McGregor was ohen asked to explain how 
he, as an artist, benefited from working with the 
scient is ts. His responses fell into two 
Wayne McCregor and Lalla 
Dlallo. 
Wayne {pa~ WN17) 
l 
Wayne : Descripttoo; Represents An operatio n, physical; 8asK objeCts Word~, numbers In 
d rtles, gra phic uetd!fi; ~letnc space transforma tion, mapping a<ross the body; 
Object relations Divided by dana rs In groups; Attribute rela!JOnS Bent and stra ight tines; 
Correspondence: ob)ett-= XJUO<, attribute= """"· structure• """"-
l aila : Desuiplion A progression; ~esents Floor pattem ; Basic objKts More and less 
symbols, labels of people; 1-letric: space; Ob)Ki relatJons Names of people are near 
co._...th>g se<tlons; Attribu!e relations IUCDI; CorrtspOndmce: object= JO<lUI. attlibute= 
XX~ structurt!= XlOIJt. 
) 
' ' 
laila (page lNlO) 
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--::-- --....... / + + 
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+ 
Wayue: Description Phrase marks with lnstn.ctlo••~, o pe rations; R~ts 0 1.erations 
ope n to lntt-rpretatlon, maybe a duet; BaSK ob)eCtS Phrase marks, arrows, words, 
symbols; t-~rK space linear Jeft to right, then down; Object relations Symbols are 
placed freely, indicate interventions in a phrase. Words have d toreograpl,i< nle:attlns 
from a m Je hase; Attribute refa6ons Symbols are futKtfons of moving, what, where, 
when, how; ContspOndmce: obje<t= rnetaphork : multiply a nd divide gestures, 
attribute= utetaphoric,: vertical words may show lnt~tloo, SU\.Kture~ XXXll. 
larla: Description like one o( Wayne's; ~esents Phrasing, -rds for UH! vall!fi given to 
symbols; Ba9c objects OperaUons; ~letnc: space Time within phra .. s; ObJeCt relatJons An 
extra layer; AtttibtJ(e relauons Orienta tion of words doesn't man er; Conesp:xldence; 
object= xxxx, atnibute= xxXJC, structure:s xxxx 
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categories. Firstly, making use of ideas taken 
directly into the studio to generate new 
material. This occurred when the science 
experiments provided a 'practical puzzle for the 
body a nd the brain to solve. The proce.lJ.l. of 
solving the puzzles, the time it took to see the 
body and brain attempt to come to terms with 
the difficulty and the ensuing solutions 
provided the most usefu l information to 
capital ize on in the studio'. Second ly, McGregor 
speaks of a less direct application of the 
insights gained during the collaboration in what 
he refers to as the 'conceptual fra meworks, 
discussions, debate. exp la nation and dialogue 
that surround the practical events themselves. 
This transfer of knowledge(s) permeates the 
process in many fundamental ways'.18 In either 
case, the philosophy of disappearance was 
noticeably missing in this bringing together of 
cognitive science and dance-based understand· 
ings of movement and thought. 
The Choreography a nd Cognition project 
generated a very large pool of ins ights a nd a 
wide range of fresh descri ptions related to 
dance analysis and creation. Additionally 
essential too ls for interdisciplinary art and 
science collaboration were collected. The next 
phase of McGregor's research into the chorea· 
graphic process and the many ' intelligences' 
invo lved in dance making will take place dur ing 
a research residency at the University of San 
Diego that wi 11 bring him into close contact with 
resea rchers in the fields of psychology, 
cognition and computer science. The aim is to 
start to generate a nd schematize a more 
detailed description of his creative thinking 
process. Additionally, the research will engage 
with specific questions about documenting (and 
archiving) creation processes in relation to the 
design of experimental protocol including 
control conditions and data collection. 
The ultimate aspiration of McGregor and his 
collaborators is to build an artificially 
intelligent and autonomous choreographic 
agent (ENTITY). Artificial Intelligence and 
Artificial Life research has revolved around the 
notion of building something as a way of under-
standing it. Building ENTITY is envisioned as a 
means to extend and broaden understanding of 
the unique blend of physical and mental 
processes that constitute dance and dance 
making. This ostensibly impossible project will 
require not only further exploration of the 
multiple descriptions of choreographic thinking 
and productive cooperation with related 
scientific perspectives; but engagement with 
other understandings of what it is to think, to 
move and to create. 
BALLET AS INFORMATION AESTHETICS 
{NORAH ZUN IGA SHAW) 
Artist: William Forsythe 
Organisation: The Forsythe Company and the 
Forsythe Foundation19 
The video playing on the wall shows an empty 
stage. Three architects, a designer, an engineer, 
a phi losopher, and a cogn itive psychologist s it 
waiting and watching as sudden ly the video 
image is filled by a rush of dancers draggi ng 
twenty heavy steel edged tables. The dancers 
then efficiently and calmly arrange the tables in 
a grid and depart. Two men begin curvi ng their 
bodies in and around the hard s urfaces, reading 
each other, moving with liquid control a nd 
slic ing through the space in abrupt waves of 
activity. Two more enter and then another and 
another unti117 dancers are flying, sl iding, 
reaching, and twisting their bodies within, 
above, a nd under the grid. Complexity bui lds 
and chaos seems ever present but a system is 
evident in the dancers' attention, in moments of 
a lignment, and in patterns of activity. What the 
viewer can't know but can sense is t hat the 
dance is control led by a complex array of cues 
and movement structures that cha llenge and 
stimula te visual perception. It is a set piece of 
choreography but is always changing particu-
larly in relation to time, but a lso in the addition 
or subtraction of dancers a nd insertion of new 
material. The piece is William Forsythe's One 
Flat n1ing, Reproduced, and the scholars 
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• Figure 4 (opposite). 
overhead shot of One Flat 
Thine, Roproduud. 
Bockenheimer Depot, 
Frankfurt, April 2oo6. 
Photo: Thierry de Mey. 
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watching it are part of the interdisciplinary 
working group creating a new interactive 
an imated score for it . 
Willi am Forsythe has been engaged in 
creating links between dance and other intellec· 
tual traditions throughout his career. Building 
on this, he has recently established The Forsythe 
Foundation with the aim of 'advancing the art of 
dance by promoting critical thinking in dance 
education a nd practice'. Forsythe is already 
known for having made the CD-ROM lmprovU.a· 
tion TeclznologilUJ: A Tool for the Analytical £ye, 
which forged new ground through its use of 
effective graphic visualisation and its reception 
in fie lds outs ide of dance, for example architec· 
ture. This inspired the Foundation to focus on 
interdi sciplinary research to 'develop more 
precise and accessible methodologies for 
communicating choreographic ideas'. The aim is 
to create multiple approaches to documenting 
dance that acknowledge the complexity of 
choreographic thi nking, wh ile increasing its 
cross-disciplinary intell igibility, and defin ing 
new territory for dance studies.20 
In May 2005 somewhere in the transnational 
spaces between Ohio, Frankfurt, Paris, 
Amsterdam, a nd New York, connections were 
forged between the Forsythe Foundation, the 
Ohio State Univers ity Dance Department and 
Advanced Computing Center for the Arts and 
Design to establi sh an interactive media project 
focusing on One Flat Thing, Reproduced (OFTR). 
Forsythe's vision was explicit:' I'm trying to 
develop a dance notation on DVD with the table 
piece 'One Flat Thing' to show how a piece 
develops from the inside, how it functions, how 
it's put together. To demystify the process and 
elucidate the principles of choreography'. 21 It 
was a lso clear what it was NOT. This would not 
be a n effort to create a score from which the 
piece cou ld be reconstructed (as is the priority 
of t raditional dance documentation) . Again, 
Forsythe was clear, 'we are not trying to recreate 
the experience of the piece, or the genesis of the 
piece, it's not etymological , it's not archaeo-
logical, it's not hi storical, it's not any of t hat. It's 
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simply about saying, watch space become 
occupied with complexity'22 [see Figure 4]. 
So if it is about scoring but not about recon· 
structing then what is the central purpose of 
this effort? In part, the project seeks to 
illustrate what t hose of us in dance already 
know but struggle to articulate, that moving is a 
thinking process a nd that choreography is a 
form of knowledge. It is also about constructing 
new ways for dancers to leave behind, big, 
meaningful, engaging traces that relate to their 
dances performed in the ever-van ishing 
moment, but also have their own aesthetic 
integrity. The project seeks not only to capture 
the vitality of the piece but also to construct a 
new way of looking at dance, one that considers 
both di scipline-spec ific and cross-disciplinary 
ways of seeing a nd ways of thinking. 
To do so, the first step was to delve into the 
piece and its component parts. The team 
approached this from within dance a nd without. 
As mentioned earlier, scholars from multiple 
discipl ines, the interdi sciplinary working group, 
were invited to view the piece and respond to it 
from their areas of expertise. At the same time 
the dancers and designers worked with the 
Forsythe Company to systematica lly ana lyze the 
materia l and systems of exchange that make u p 
the meat for t he choreography. Nothing was off 
limits as Forsythe was open to radical 
reductio ns as well as elaborate visual embellish· 
ment. Starting in 2005, a year was s pent, 
viewing and dissecting the complex inter· 
twining pieces of the dance, learning its hi story 
and origins, learning with the interdisciplinary 
working group what it revealed about human 
perception in complex environments a nd 
considering its relationship to complex ity 
science, information aesthetics, and current 
issues of surface a nd event in a rchitecture. 
All of the background work has now come 
together to allow for initial explorat ion of data 
visualizations and interactive modules that 
elucidate the patterns and principles in action 
in OFTR. The it erat ive design process continues, 
as does the pursuit of deeper and more complete 
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data as t he team works to construct vi sua liza· 
tions of the dance that stand apart from the 
dancers. What if everything was reduced to 
sound and we jus t li stened to the patterns in the 
dance take place? What if all the interlocking 
movement themes in this polythematic piece 
were assigned a shape or col or, and then they 
were placed in space according to their duration 
and repetition, and finally the cues for each 
moment were indicated with a burst of light? 
What an imated cloud of shapes and color would 
emerge? What would this reveal about the 
complex sys tem of rela tionships in the piece? 
How does this relate to the data visualization 
st rategies in neuroscience, statistics a nd bio· 
informatics? What if we traced each of the 
dancers' pathways, varying the qualities of the 
lines accord ing to when they are under, over, or 
between the tables and then removed the 
dancers from the picture and let the pathways 
play out their own? What would we see then? 
How can we allow the eventual users of this 
score to change the principles and character· 
ist ics of the a nimations to create t heir own 
aesthetic universes from the r ichly specific data 
housed in the piece? And what kinds of objects 
or traces wi 11 this leave behind? These are the 
questions that are centra l to the project at 
present. 
SHORT SU MMARY: CO N ST RU CT ING MEMOR Y 
The theory of constructed memory says that 
memory isn't necessari ly fixed at the time of an 
experience. lt is a creative and dynamic process 
in which the recollection of past events is a 
condition of present circums tances; where you 
are and what you are doing when you remember. 
lt is the ge neration of a new memory each time 
something is recalled. This active a nd recurs ive 
process fits nicely to the concept of chorea· 
graphic resources discussed here. For there is a 
loose eo-dependency built into the resource 
creat ion being undertaken in these fo ur 
projects. As these artis ts step back to reflect on 
their body of work and how to make dance more 
intell igible, they remai n highly attuned to the 
342 
needs of their own creative practice. The chorea· 
graphic resources get absorbed back into the 
practice; making it possible for the artist to 
either 'move on' categorizing and setting aside 
certa in approaches or 'go deeper' taking on fresh 
perspectives on existing ideas. It may be the 
research encounters and exchanges around the 
creation of resources that leaves marks on thei r 
next choreographic work. These are a ll act ive 
meaning constructing processes closely related 
to making new dances. 
Whether using technology to transfer the 
dynamic action of drawing into pliable data; 
inventing impermanent na mes for individ ua l 
capacities and unique movements; genera ting 
creative agents informed by the thinking in 
movement; or asking expert s from different 
fi elds to describe the information contained in 
choreographic work, the projects outlined here 
emphasize dance as a particular form of 
knowledge. Not as an unknowable ephemera, 
but a complex a nd meaningfu l resource for 
understanding huma n perception, com plex 
systems of interaction, a nd moving ideas. But 
t hese art is ts a re not concerned that unlocking 
some of the mysteries of their pract ice will 
d iminish the experience for the viewer. Quite 
the contrary, they seek no less than to challenge 
themse lves a nd their audiences to take dance 
making to new places and to revea l 'the next 
level of imaginary trace'.2 3 
All of these projects make use of various 
forms of documentation to produce something 
meaningful. But their research is not ta king 
place in the gap between dancing a nd its 
documentation, nor does it draw attention to 
dance's disappearance. As s uch, it is a form of 
scholarship balanced preca rious ly at the edge of 
the creative practice itself. More a part of than 
about it ... 
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No. 28 
'Day of the Figurines with Blast Theory' 
in Digital Resources: Performance Research. 11 :4. 2007, pp. 148-151 . 
In Autumn 2006, I was co-editing this issue on 'Digital Resources' for Performance 
Research. I had seen 'Day of the Figurines' in Berlin early that year, thought it was 
fitting the theme of the issue and was also looking for an opportunity to reconnect with 
Blast Theory who had been important to my research at an earlier stage. Therefore, I 
proposed to include this short dialogue with Matt Adams. 
Performance Research is a specialist journal published by Routledge that promotes a 
dynamic interchange between scholarship and practice in an expanding field of 
performance. Interdisciplinary in vision and international in scope, its emphasis is on 
research in contemporary performance arts within changing cultures. Source: 
http://www.tandf.co.ukljournals/titles/13528165.asp (accessed 7 May 201 0). 
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1 Blaso Theory: hnp: 
h www.blasnheory.co uk/ 
accessed 14 May 2007. 
.1 For more inForma11on 
on the research and 
development of DOTF 
see: The Presence Project 
http://presence.s tanford. 
edu:3455/Collaboratory/ 
fn7 accessed 14 May 
>007. 
Day of the Figurines 
BLAST THEORY {MATT ADAMS) AND 
SCOTT DELAHUNTA 
Day Of The FigurineA (DOTF) is set in a fictional 
town that is littered, dark a nd underpinned with 
steady decay. The game unfolds over twenty 
four days, each day representing an hour in t he 
life of the town t hat sh ifts fro m the mundane to 
the cataclysmic: the loca l vicar ope ns a summer 
fete, Scandinavian metallists play a gig at the 
Locarno that goes horribly wrong while an 
occupying army appears on the High Street. 
How players respond to these events and to 
each other creates and sustains a co mmunity 
during the course of a si ngle day. From the 
gasometer to Product Barn. the canal to the Rat 
Research Institute, up to a thousand players 
roam the street s, defining themselves through 
their interactions. 
The centrepiece of t he game is a vast model 
town installed as a game board in a public space 
- created using si lhouettes of build ings, cut and 
folded from the metal tabletop. Each of the 
thousand players is represented by a small 
plastic figurine, which is moved by hand every 
hour for the duration of the game. To begin the 
game, players are invited to select their own 
figuri ne and create a biography for it including 
answering questions about its past and future 
and how it is represented to other players. They 
then see their figurine placed in the model town. 
Thereafter game participation is via mobile 
phone, with players receivi ng a minimum of one 
text (SMS) a day updating them on t he progress 
of their figurine and inviting them to make 
increasingly challenging decisions regarding 
t he fate of t hemselves and other players. The 
goal of the game is 'to help others' and texting 
messages to other players may provide oppor· 
tunities to do this. 
DOTF continu es Blast Theory's enquiry into 
the nature of public participation with in 
anworks and wit hin e lectronic spaces. ' Using 
emergent behaviour and socia l dynam ics as a 
means of s t ructuring a live event, Blast Theory's 
work invites participants to establish their own 
codes of behaviour and morality within a 
parallel world. One of the unique aspects of 
DOTF. compared to earlier works such as 'Can 
You See Me Now?' (2001) or 'Uncle Roy All 
Around You' (200J), is that it deliberately targets 
low-end phones. The game is playable on any 
phone that is a bl e to receive SMS, which embeds 
the game much more deeply in the players' daily 
lives. With up to a thousand players, managi ng 
the interactions is accompli shed using sophis t i-
cated orchestration tool s developed especially 
for DOTF? 
PLAYER BIOGRAPHY 
The player biography U. an important piece of 
information in the overall game framework. Can 
you ;,ay ;,omething about how you decided what 
infonnation to collect? 
The player biography is critical and we s pent 
many months revis ing the five questions that 
are asked. All five questions are entered into the 
game database a nd are then available for use as 
part of messages generated for the player. The 
advantage of a twenty-fo ur day game is that the 
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long time period that may e lapse between a 
player providing us with this information and 
the game us ing it back to them adds to the sense 
that the game is personalised for that player. 
When regi stering for the game, each player sits 
at a web terminal next to the board with their 
chosen figurine mounted on a metal plate next 
to them and writes their answers into the 
appropriflte fields. We finally settled on this 
technique havi ng used written cards and face· 
to·face interviews in previous iterations because 
it gives the player the most time to a rrive at 
answers that are right for them. 
I'd li ke to explain each of the questions: 
Q1 Deuribe a L.pecial place from their 
childhood? 
This provides the figurine with a history; it 
locates them in time a nd s pace. It is a lso filled 
with an emotional resonance and is open for the 
player to interpret very widely. 
Q2 How would they like to be remembered? 
This projects forwards in time and suggests 
even at the outset that the figurine may die. It 
invokes feelings of mortality a nd legacy. 
Q] Name L.omeone they f eel L.afe with? 
This establishes the figurine as part of a social 
world in which relationships matter. By 
referri ng to safety it suggests that risk and 
danger may be ahead. And, as with their own 
figurine, the choice of a name provides a huge 
opportunity for subtle expression with only a 
single word. 
Q4 What~ their dLdtinctive feature? 
Some players refer directly to their plastic 
figurine as a way of choosing this a nswer and 
thus link their fi ctional representation in the 
previous answers with their phys ical represent a· 
tion on the board. 
Qs What kind of L.hou are they wearing? 
A throw-away finish to undercut some of the 
previous answers. Shoes are distinctive and 
expressive and are used easily within the ga me 
to describe players. 
THE GAME BOARD 
To participate in the game, an individualluu to 
come to a particular location.fi/1 in a biography 
and L.elect a figurine to be placed on a phyL>ical 
game board, which repruenu. the fictional roum. 
Wl1y the elaborate creation of phyL>ical 
materia/.6? 
The board provides a significant threshold for 
entry into the game: players must make a 
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journey to the board and choose a figurine 
before they can join the game. And the board 
then establishes the mood for the piece. 
Because the game is usually played through the 
narrow channel of SMS in which we cannot 
even author the font in which the text is 
displayed we felt that the board can provide a 
rich and stimulating aesthetic ex perience at the 
outset to imprint the geography of the town into 
the minds of players. lt also retai ns a 
performative aspect: players see each other 
joining, they witness the moving of the 
figurines. 
The board almost acts as an inversion of 
location-based games such as in some of our 
earlier work (e.g. 'Can You See Me Now?'). The 
figurines appear to be bound by Cartesian s pace 
as they are moved around the board whi le the 
players roam free sending and receiving SMS 
wherever t hey are. lt is essentially a display for a 
digita l world. 
The game as a whole is sited within a ga llery 
or museum, is created by artists and s its within 
a body of game related work by those artists. As 
a result it is our intention to lure players into 
observations, reflections and experiences that 
they would not us ua lly get in a game and the 
board is a critical part of that process. 
Steve Ben ford, our long-time collaborator and 
director of the Mixed Rea lity Lab at Notti ngham 
University, commented on thi s: 'The augmented 
game board in Day Of The Figurinu has been 
explicitly designed to be a spectator interface, 
intended to attract new players, to reveal 
aspects of t he game that would normally be 
hidden, and to frame the introduction to the 
game'. 
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ORCHESTRATION TOOLS 
Can you briefly ducribe what 'orchutration' i-4 
and how it relatu to the idea of '.t.caling up ' 
gameplay? And how dou your work 0.4 artii.U 
collide and/or blend with the objectivu of a 
more commercially orientated project? 
Orchestration refers to the tools and techniques 
employed during the course of a game to 
manage player's experie nce. This might be as 
s imple as providing help to a player who is stuck 
or might be as complex as creating a fictitious 
player who interacts with a player to give them a 
particular game experience. We have used 
orchestration techniques in a ll of our games. 
For example in 'Can You See Me Now?' we can 
move playe rs in the queue when they are waiting 
to play, we can throw them out of the game a nd 
we can alter the distance needed for a runner to 
catch a player. 
However because DOTF runs over twenty four 
days, uses very short discrete ga me events 
(sending SMS) and moves s lowly it provides a 
very rich opportun ity for orchestration. And 
because it is des igned for up to a thousand 
players we have needed tools to give us a picture 
of what is happening in the game. So we have 
graphs t hat s how how many messages have been 
sen t in the last ten minutes, in the last twenty 
four hours and in th e last twenty fou r days. Th is 
gives a crude indication of activity in the game 
but can be surprisi ngly useful. 
Our wis h to scale up comes less from an 
interes t in commercialisi ng our work and more 
from a wis h to reach a larger audience on their 
own terms. How might we create artworks in 
which large groups of people interact with one 
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another in a r ich and nuanced way? That this 
piece runs on players' own mobile phones is a 
big achievement for us because mobile phones 
are extremely hos tile spaces for game 
innovation, as we learnt when making ' J Like 
Frank' (2004) for 3G phones. Trust, community 
and democracy are frequently bandied about in 
discussions of new media and communication 
technology. We seek to explore the limits of 
these ideals in Day Of The Figurine~> . 
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'Choreographing Cycling Anims' 
in SwanQuake. The User Manual. ed. S. deLahunta. Plymouth: Liquid Press/i-
DAT. 2008, pp. 17-26. 
SwanQuake began with discussions with the artists (with whom I had worked on 
several other projects) in January 2004 about creating a game engine modification for 
an art work involving motion capture and choreography/ dance. I was invited to 
participate as writer on the project and a year later proposed the idea for the book 
which I edited. The essay included in this collection uses primary material from three 
key interviews with the artists John McCormick and Ruth Gibson in June 2005 and 
January and May 2007. 
The User Manual opens the SwanQuake project up to discursive reflection and 
expansion through its selection of articles and essays. In the first section, the User 
Manual takes you through some of the processes of making SwanQuake including 
sound composition, choreography and computer animation work. Also in section one is 
a modicum of do-it-yourself instructions and two views on igloo's work in relation to the 
wider field of digital arts practice and culture. Source: 
http://www.swanquake.com/intro.htm (accessed 7 May 201 0). 
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A Hijohn, I got a nice pipeline going on for matching the start/end poses on W the Ruth NPC anims and I'm exporting them slowly to Ur1Real. But what is 
correct position for the hips? I am making them 0,0,0 but should I be making 
them so that the feet are on the floor?? ·All the other stuff to do with exporting and 
getting into unreal is fine· not having any stretch problems and I've coded up a pawn 
and that's working, but it's 'bumping' up and down a bit. I've been playing with the 
numbers but can't figure it ... It probably would be a whole heap easier if I could see 
the PC collision hull ... Bruno 
(email from Bruno Martelli to John McCormick 02.02 .07) 
When one thinks of choreography the first image that comes to mind is a 
dancer moving across the stage with sharp and rhythmic gestures sometimes 
expressed by the whole body sometimes by the isolation of parts. Movements 
and gestures can originate from anywhere: the fingertip, the spine, top of 
the head, the foot or from a more interior impulse of an organ or the fluid 
systems of the body. The dancer may be and is often trained in the sense of 
having practiced a set of movements or gestures following some system of 
'dance technique'; e.g. Classical Ballet, Cunningham. Bharatanatyam, Contact 
Improvisation. Dance techniques also express an aesthetic ideology or belief. 
A technique is in some way an idea about what dancing is; an idea made 
manifest through physicality. (Foster, 1992: 480·95) Dance technique provides 
a formative aesthetic background for dance making. The dancer embodies this 
aesthetic background, which the choreographer (who may also be the dancer) 
somehow uses, manipulates, reframes and/ or subverts. But trained or not the 
body on stage has cultural significance; and its very placement on a spot in that 
space, moving or not ('idling' in animation parlance), reflects a choreographic 
decision. (Lepecki, 2005) 
While its most common usage may be in the context of the last paragraph, 
the term choreography may be found referring to the orchestration of other 
kinds of movement; from organised political demonstrations to synchronized 
swimming and message flow around the Internet. ' In the process of creating 
SwanQuake, the choreography finds its genesis in the dancer's movements then 
runs iteratively through MoCap (short for 'motion capture'), character design, 
texture maps, photography and coding eventually arriving at its destination 
as scripts and objects in the database structures of the Unreal game engine. 
Fig. I The audience member who visits this computation space finds it modified 
for the purpose of the art of movement algorithmically 'rendered as image· 
movement', to poach a phrase from johannes Birringer's summary elsewhere 
in this book.2 
This essay will trace the choreographic story inside the SwanQuake project: 
from the preparation of the motion capture sessions to exploiting the core 
func6onality of the game engine. 3 It will explore the possibilities for dance 
making when the 'virtual' or calculated properties of matter are available for 
choreographic decisions; what happens when these decisions are made along 
with new discoveries (and desires to return to an earlier stage in the process) in 
the face of a constantly evolving palette and proliferation of possibilities. The 
creation of SwanQuake has no parallel this author is aware of. ln commercia l 
animation the mandates of the market make it impossible to engage in such 
a long process; and compared to the few artistic works where motion capture. 
game engines and choreography have come together SwanQuake stands out, not 
least because the complicated technical learning required is almost entirely 
taken up by the core artists themselves. The resu lt is a closer relationship with 
the materials that they seek to understand, control, manipulate and release. 
This has lead to the choreography in SwanQuake undergoing an unusual 
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transformation: something this essay seeks to explore through reflect ing on the 
ongoing dialogue the author has had with the project's main choreographers. 
Ruth Gibson and John McCormick. • 
Artists' Bacl<ground 
Gibson began dancing at three years old and exploring her choreographic 
side when she was only eight. Over the next twenty years her passion didn't 
diminish as she participated in an eclectic range of dance activities including 
studying at the School for New Dance Development in Amsterdam in 
the late 1980s, an education programme renown for nurturing the most 
experimental of new dance in Europe at that time. Founding igloo with 
graphic and visua l artist Bruno Martelli in 1995 was the start of a new 
period of creative work for Gibson, marked notably by igloo's use of 3·0 motion 
capture technologies. As noted elsewhere in this book, that year t hey made 
their first joint work Daylight Robbery, using digital motion capture techniques 
at the time 'virtually unknown and untried by most dance artists'.' Fig.2 Since 
then, Gibson and Martelli, often in collaboration with John McCormick, have 
developed an impressive and unique collection of art works that have made use 
of motion capture systems.' 
3·0 motion capture is a complicated technology combining hardware and 
software that is difficult to use without extensive learning. These are the same 
systems we read about being used in the making of film animation (such as 
Lord of the Rings) and scientific research into enhancing athletic performance. In 
t he last ten years many contemporary choreographers have begun to explore 
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the artistic potential of motion capture. Gibson's considerable experience as 
a Motion Capture model and supervisor working with high-end companies 
including Vicon UK (Oxford), BBC (London). Televirtual (Norwich) and Motek 
(Amsterdam) gives her a unique understanding of what the systems are and 
are not capable of. With a background that includes dance studies at Victoria 
College, John McCormick has been integrating technology and dance as co· 
director of the Melbourne based Company-in-Space since 1992. From 1999, 
he has been working with full-body motion capture systems; accumulating 
experience that has few parallels today in the field of contemporary 
performance.' In early 2004, they began to work together on SwanQuake. 
Motion Capture to Moving Characters 
20 
The main body of movement data came from three motion capture sessions 
each preceded by two weeks ofrehearsal.8 The two main capture sessions, 
April 2004 and 2005, used the indoor optical motion capture system of Motek 
in Amsterdam. Some decisions about the movement and gestures that would 
be captured were based on the types of characters, sounds, terrains and 
environments that were being created for the different levels. For example, 
for the character known as the 'insect', the plan was to capture movement of 
the dancer on stilts so that the leg lengths would fit to the modelled skeleton. 
l a~.3 The capture sessions were designed to optimize the palette of possible 
movement material to be used in the project. Improvisations were combined 
with learned phrases; and stock movements such as walking, crouching and 
running were recorded. In order to give the dancers a feeling for where their 
captured movements might end up, some of the graphic environments were 
projected and composer Adam Nash's SwanQuake soundscapes were played 
during capture sessions.' 
The first Motek session was generally more experimental resulting in material 
that was, according to Gil>son, 'c reative but unusuable'. (RG. 24.01 .07) For the 
second they rehearsed more rigorously in order to obtain better data for their 
purpose. For example: ensuring the performers were starting and stopping 
in key positions and facings so that the phrases could be seamlessly joined 
together later in the an imation process.10 Spacing the capture sessions a year 
apart was 'a deliberate choice. so that there has been enough time to improve 
on the last, select and add more dancers and within reason try and anticipate/ 
forecast/ predict future developments of the work'. (RG, 20.05.07) In August 
2005, after the second Motek session with the optical system. Martelli and 
Gibson had the opportunity to try a relatively new motion capture device 
called the Gypsy Gyro that uses rotation sensors on a wearable suit and has 
an extensive wireless range. 11They used the Gypsy Gyro for capture sessions 
outside for another artwork entitled Summerbranch written about elsewhere in 
this book.'' These outside captures were not intended initially for SwanQ!Jake, 
but this changed over time for reasons that will be addressed later in this essay. 
After the two first capture sessions, Gibson and McCormick were faced with 
the task of organising the motion capture data: naming and categorizing the 
hundreds of recorded motion fragments (lasting from twenty seconds to one 
minute) 'according to the different characters ... and style of movement for the 
different scenes'. The result is a library of movement and gesture data recorded 
in two spreadsheets. Each record includes a file name (e.g. D1_S3_TONI), 
the specific take (e.g. Toni birdman tk1.c3d), the anticipated character (e.g. 
birdman) and the environment (e.g. piranesi level). This initial assignment of a 
character and environment corresponded to the planning they had done prior 
to the capture sessions in Amsterdam. Both Gibson and McCormick stated that 
how the movement had been imagined 'as fitting into different characters, 
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might change' once they had a chance to see how the matches appeared. 
Already a degree of trial and error and serendipity was anticipated in what 
Gibson referred ro as 'trying to get the cast... '. 
Team members A lex jevremovic and Marshall White were responsible for 
creating and building the characters in close collaboration with Bruno Martelli 
who was developing the various environments. Several characters have been 
made including Elk Man, Mole Man, Space Man, Fox, Rabbit, Shadow and 
Insect Man. Frg.4 Some of the characters have extensions such as antlers and 
antennae that accentuate the movement'. As mentioned earl ier, Insect Man has 
long legs for which motion capturing on stilts was attempted. The design of 
the characters themselves is a difficult and time-consuming process involving 
building a skeleton and geometry (the basic overa ll shape of the character) both 
of which need to be integrated with the motion t hat has been captured. The 
'polygon' is the main, usually triangu lar, building block for the overall shape 
and form of an animated character. Counted as individual pieces. there can be 
thousands of polygons used in any individual 3-D object each joined at a 'seam' 
along their edges and referred to as t he 'polygon mesh'.'3 
At this point in their choreographic 
process (approximately June 2005), 
Gibson and McCormick were thinki ng 
in terms of being able to 'push any 
motion at the character at any time'. 
At the same time, the character 
designers were looking for t he 
'synergy between the motion and the 
geometry' and how t hese combined 
elements wou ld work in t he context of 
a specific environment .'• This mea nt 
' '' 4 Rabbit character model trying the motion capture materia l 
in different characters, and for this 
the team used a 'TESTBOX ... basica lly a cube to try stuff out in'. (RG, 21.04.07) 
Here they could get an idea of how the movement would look against di fferent 
backgrounds, wit h different colours, texture maps and lighting. 
One of the challenges for jevremovic and White was creating characters 
that would not break the polygon mesh apart when performing particularly 
challenging movement material. To test the 'cohesion' of the characters, they 
somet imes used one of the motion-capture data files affectionately referred to 
as 'julia's arse breaking motion'. Here the performer juHa Griffin was motion 
captured doing an extreme movement ph rase involving a twisting arabesque 
that spirals to the floor. If this phrase broke up the character, the animator 
could increase the number of polygons or change the 'weighting' in particu lar 
polygons in t he rupturing area to ensure that the character would work with 
all possible movements. However. this would add additional time-consuming 
work with no guarantee at this stage that the movement would end up as part 
of the choreography in the final work. 
With so many variables in play at any one time, the team was constantly 
balancing the desire for choreographic experimentation (trial and error) against 
practical constraints. Creating the fully animated characters for SwanQuake 
or finding the 'cast', as Gibson referred to it, was a difficult back and forth 
process. The 'pipeline' is a commercial animation industry term for the entire 
motion-capture process from planning, recording, data processing and finally 
mapping and binding the motion to characters. In a commercial context, the 
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pipeline is designed so that the overall process is as efficient and cost-effective 
as possible. Figure one is an illustration of something akin to this concept of the 
'pipeline' for the SwanQuake project: but that's where SwanQuake's resemblance 
to a commercial project ends. When asked about the process of creating the 
choreography for SwanQuake, John McCormick responds, ' ... with normal game 
creation they absolutely wouldn't do it this way. They would have everything 
set at the very beginning and they would have to stick to it, just because of time 
and money'. 
For the SwanQuake project time was relatively flexible and the date for the 
conclusion of the project open-ended. This meant that other projects began 
to inform SwanQuake developments. For example, Summerbranch, mentioned 
earlier, was finished and began touring successfully. '5 Some of the motion 
captured outside in August 2005 for Summerbranch started to look useable 
for the characters in SwanQuake. There were longer travelling sequences that 
worked better than joining together a number of shorter ones in the animation 
phase. Gibson also refers to an 'authenticity' that was the anticipated result of 
being captured on uneven terrain. (RG, 20.05.07) This was a unique quality not 
perceivable in the studio-based motion capture, and they recognised it cou ld be 
used in SwanQuake. 
Enter the Player/ Viewer 
In a 3D computer game Player and Non-Player Characters (PC and NPC) co-exist 
in the game world together. The player or viewer controls the movement of 
the PC using standard game controllers. the mouse, keyboard and/ or joystick, 
and the actions of the NPC are often triggered by movements of the PC. For 
the SwanQuake project, this meant that after movement was selected for a 
character in its environment, the choreographic process would involve a set 
of decisions about these controls. As John McCormick explained in June 2005, 
'when the player gets close to a character, the character starts performing 
those actions which can be a long sequence from all the combination of shorter 
sequences·. The trigger for these actions to start is programmed into the game 
engine. So which movements would happen in what order? Would it be possible 
to apply compositional ideas from the real to the virtual 3-D space? Could 
principles such as repetition, cannon, theme and variation, accumulation and 
counterpoint work in this context? 
Remembering that hundreds of recorded movement fragments were stored 
in the motion capture database, with names like Courtly Dance, Shuffle Feet, 
Waltz, Arms into Whirls, Skull and Tail, Greek Bow and Insect Jumpl, it would 
seem that an endless number of possible combinations could be strung together 
choreographically. Perhaps a random sequence generator could be programmed 
like an improvisation system devised by choreographers such as Trisha Brown 
and/ or William Forsythe. The viewer controlling the player character might 
approach the dancer or non-player characters from any direction, making the 
experience more like a site-specific work than something taking place in the 
proscenium theatre, like moving around a 'sculpture with moving parts'. (ibid) 
But here connections between actual choreography and 'virtual' choreography 
start to break down. Much of the motion for the project was originally captured 
with the idea of choreographing or scripting action sequences t hat placed an 
emphasis on the qualities of gesture and shape of the movement itself. While 
this remained of critical importance, as evidenced by the use of the material 
captured out of doors. the choreographic focus shifted over time as Gibson and 
McCormick began to explore the interaction the PC (the player/ viewer) would 
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have with rhe NPC (e.g. Elkman. Moleman, Spaceman. etc.). They began to place 
more emphasis on the experience of the player/ viewer and on 'relationships 
and encounters' in the space and less on specific movements. They simplified 
the movement repertoire focusing on 'simple task stuff such as moving chairs 
and furniture in the House level with the idea that the relationship between 
the animated characters and their environment might then appear to be more 
'real'. 
Their concept for the choreography changed along with a shift in possible 
'movement' repertoire. For example, using animation techniques such as 
fade away meant that the slow disappearance of the non-player character 
could constitute a choreographic decision . The simple common looping player 
animations that transport the player character around became important 
movement material. The title of this essay refers to some of these 'cycling 
an ims' with prosaic names such as Crouch B. FlyF, jumpTakeoff, Run F. WalkB 
and Swim Idle. They also started to look closely for the best moments of 
captu red stillness in the motion files to use as ' idles'; for those moments when 
a character is still. As Gibson wrote. stillness isn't 'really still' and the player 
or viewer should be able to perceive the idling character breathing. (ibid) New 
ideas for motion, animation and interaction were also emerging through 
the learning involved in creating. touring and adapting Surnmer!Jranch. (RG, 
24.01.07) The player/ viewer in the 3-0 space might stil l trigger pre-scripted 
action sequences, but John and Ruth would base their choice of motion data 
from their motion capture libraries more on the 'quality of performance in 
the environments, player interaction and presentation' than on something 
resembling conventional choreographic principles." 
Scripting Behaviour 
24 
Moving into the final stages of building the first full environment of SwanQuake 
(the House environment), McCormick and Gibson are planning to use only 
a fraction of the original motion capture data. Instead they will bring into 
play the relational and 'behavioural aspects' of both player and non-player 
characters, seeking to create an uncanny experience for the player/ viewer 
through structuring simple encounters that accumulate meaning over tjme. 
(Table 1) Some of the original material created for the motion capture sessions 
seems to have had this in mind already; one dancer improvising by simply 
orbiting the other, advancing and retreating, with a high degree of awareness 
of each other. Gibson is also working with t he materials provided by the project 
composers, Luke Pither and Ad am Nash, to harness the sonic signatures of the 
different environments to accentuate and augment these encounters." 
Table 1: SwanQuake I Choreographic PosslbiUtles 
(from Ruth Gibson notes 20.05.07) 
NPC characters ambling around (simple tasking) in their environment. 
When approached by the PC they might: a) run away; b) disappea.r 
c) act out a lyrical dance; d) group with others; e) advance; f) fade 
NPC's lyrically dancing around in their environment when approached by 
the PC they might: a) start to simple task; b) keep repeating one cycle 
c) fade to stillness 
NPC's roaming in their own environment might they: a) group 
b) escape the level; c) leak to another level; d) dance in unison 
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Summary 
As mentioned earlier. the technologies of game engines and motion capture 
are difficult to force into unconventional processes, but the SwanQuakel igloo 
team have worked hard for four years to surmount these challenges while 
maintaining an open-ended creation process. Theirs has been a unique journey 
of emergent choices and aesthetic discoveries. 
If it were an ideal world I would go back to the motion capture studio and work out 
a Jew new phrases and movement vocabulary for the characters .... However having 
said that, working within the limitations of a set library has given John and I some 
surprising choices at times'. (RG. 20.05.07) 
But how have dance and choreography been transformed th roughout this long 
process? 
In the introduction to this essay it is proposed that · ... a (dance) technique is in 
some way an idea about what dancing is'. With this in mind. read the start of 
this email exchange in early 2007 between Martelli and McCormick: 
'Hi John, I got a nice piJJCiine going on for matching the start/ end poses on the 
Ruth NPC anims and I'm exporting them slowly to UnReol. But whot is the 
correct position for the hips?' 
What sort of idea about dancing is contained here? Perhaps it is an indication 
of a technique for composing the digital bits of dancing. But is it still 
choreography when collision hulls replace bodies and numbers direct motion? 
During the first interviews for this essay. the discussion focused on the 
choreography of movement sequences for motion capture, followed by the 
mapping of these recorded movements to digital characters with the aim to 
eventually trigger them as action sequences. At this earlier stage. even though 
real movements and gestures had been translated into digital formats , the 
choreographic approach followed a line of thinking somewhat analogous to 
the process of making a dance for the actual stage. But this changed over time. 
Despite the title, SwanQuake was never intended to be experienced as a game, 
and the move away from the conventions of computer video gaming has only 
increased during the creation process. The choreographic approach has also 
steadily left behind concepts or principles derived from a live physical setting. 
Emerging from the overall design collaboration is something more akin to 
an orchestration of image. sound . immersion and experience folded together. 
aimed to elicit a mixture of feelings, curiosity and wonder. For the part that 
choreography now plays in this orchestration process. Gibson and McCormick 
have focused their attention on the generation of atmosphere. empathy and 
affect through odd encounters with sensible creatures; and for this they have 
created a pool of potential interactive relations between the player and the non· 
player characters. If the choreographic design in SwanQuake can be traced to the 
underlying codes of multiple possible digital renderings. its artful essence lies 
partly in the experience of unpredictability and 'not quite knowing where the 
control lies' in these uncanny interactions. (RG. 24.01.07) 
We have post post post production going on here and John and I kind of toy with 
ideas and mull them over and leave them for a while to settle which I guess may 
seem casual from the outside but when we hit on something then we really know 
it 's right as it's obvious to us. It's a bit like that with Bruno and I as well, a similar 
relationship, it's the same we don't necessarily have to talk to each other but we do 
take ages. When I'm working on a live piece I work at lightening speed, make quick 
decisions and chuck out the irrelevant. (Note from Gibson 16 May 2007) 
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Notes 
1. 'Choreography. in a Web services context. refers to specifications for how messages should flow among diverse. 
interconnected components and applicat ions to ensure optimum interoperability.' Cl' 
2. See in this book Johannes Birringer. ' Data Art & Interact ive Landscapes' 
3. 'A game engine is th~ core software component of a computer or video game or ot her interactive application w ith 
reai·Lime graphics. It provides the underlying technologies. simpl ifies dcve lopmem , and oflcn enables the game to 
run on multiple platfomlS such as game consoles and desktop operat ing systems' (Wikipedlal Game Engine). For 
more on the evolut ion of the game engine in connection to a rt ists see in this book Shiralee Saul and Helen Stuckey. 
'Art is DOOMed: The Spawning of GameArt '. 6 
4. All quotes att ributed to John McCormick and Ruth Gibson. unless otherwise noted. are drawn from three main 
interviews: June 2005, j anuary and May 2007. 
5. See in th is bookjohannes Birringer. ' Data Art & Interact ive Landscapes'. 
6. For description of motion capture systems sec igloo's website cil 
7. For description of some of this work see Company-in-Space website cil 
8. First session at Motek April 2004 with 8 cameras Vicon Opt ica l. Performers: julia Griffin and Kirsty liule. Second 
session at Motek April 2005 with 12 cameras Vicon Optica l. Performers: Antonia Grove andjulia Griffin. Third 
session outside Gypsy Gyro. August 2005. Performer: joanne Fong cil 
9. See in this book Adam Nash. 'Keal Time Art Engines 2: Sou nd in Games'. 
10. Motion Blending is the term in 3·D human figure animat ion that refers to the seam less clipping together of 
sequences automat ica lly: however the requi re ments of SwanQuake dictated that che team had 10 prepare this for 
manua l production. 
11. see Gypsy Gyro I Animazoo website cil 
12. From igloo's website: • Summerbranch explores movement and stillness in nature. Using camouflage and other 
disgui.ses. a person or a computer character can blend into a 'natural' environment capcured and treated through 
the moving image. This Installat ion uses the tools of the military-entt'nainment complex. computer gaming. mouon 
captu re. 3D environments and special e ffects to question what is rruth and what is artifice in our attt'mpts to 
rt'product' nature.' Also ee in this book essays by j ohan nes Birringer. ' Data Art & lntt'ractive La ndscapes': and llelcn 
Sloan 'Cultura l Resonance: Participation. audiences and interface'. 
13. Because of the computing power needed to redraw these. if the object is also moving it means that an animated 
character in a real·t ime game has what is refe rred to as a 'polygon budget'. SwanQuake at the time of this essay had a 
polygon budget of approximately fi ve to six t housa nd polygons pe r character. 
t4. Quote from conversation with A lex j evremovic. See in thi s book:· Pushing Polygons: interview llruno Marrelli 
and A lex jevremovic'. 
15. Most recently Summerbranch was fea tured in the New Forest Pavilion. 52nd lmernational Art Exhibition. 
La Biennale de Veniezla Uunel Ju ly 2007). 
16. This had in pa rt to do with the fact that igloo had simultaneously been developing Summerbranch and had 
learned from the experience. (RG. 24.0 1.07) 
17. 'My concerns are with t he imperfections and the spaces between things. tonal & atonal. discordant & harmonic. 
sound organised in different re lat ions to pitch. vibrat ion and resonance.' (RG. 20.08.07) 
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'Introduction: The Body has to be Clear and the Words have to be Right' 
in Capturing Intention: documentation, analysis and notation research based on 
the work of Emio Greco I PC. ed. S. delahunta. Amsterdam: Emio Greco I PC 
and Amsterdam School of the Arts. October 2007. pp. 4-9. 
The Capturing Intention book I edited and wrote this 'Introduction' for was planned in 
early 2006 as an outcome of the second phase of the 'Notation Research Project' with 
Amsterdam-based dance company Emio Greco 1 PC.1 The second phase of research 
was based on the 'Double Skin/Double Mind; workshop and along with the book, the 
outcomes included an Interactive Installation, film documentary and interactive dvd-
rom. That research is still ongoing in the context of 'Inside Movement Knowledge' a 
two-year (2008-2010) collaborative, interdisciplinary research project into new methods 
for the documentation, transmission and preservation of contemporary choreographic 
and dance knowledge.2 This project is also one of the four compared in the publication 
on Choreographic Resources No. 27. 
1 Company website: htto://www.ickamsterdam.ni/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
2 Documentation site: http://insidemovementknowledge.neU (accessed 7 May 2010). 
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Introduction 
The body has to 
be clear and the 
words have to be right 
From the moment they locked themselves away in a studio for two months in 1995 
with 'the ambition to come out of that space with a proposal', the entanglement of 
body and words has been a constant thread running through the artistic collaboration 
of Emio Greco and Pieter C. Scholten. The proposal they came out with was named 
the "language of the flesh", and it gave rise to a basic structure that consisted of 
seven directions they later linked with the Seven Necessities, the manifesto in which 
they described the "credo about their artistic choices" .1 Language, structures, flesh 
and the dialectics inherent in their own unique collaboration quickly gave rise to 
another body.2 A growing body of work, a collection of choreographies, materialized: 
first a trilogy Fra Cervello e Movimento { 1996-1999) then the still ongoing Double 
Points series { 1998-). In the middle of this: an invitation to conduct a coaching 
project for the lnternationale Tanzwochen Wien for which they created Double Skin! 
Double Mind { DS!DM). Avoiding the ideas of technique and training per se, Greco 
and Scholten used this as an opportunity to analyze and explore their creation proc-
ess, as is described in 'The moment to question ... Double Skin/Double Mind'. 
And if the entanglement of body and words is one 
constant thread, the other must be that, for Greco 
and Scholten, the dual paths of creation and research 
are continuously feeding each other in an unusually 
tight recursive process. And impressively, whether by 
necessity or design, they have refused to allow this 
creation/research process to remain theirs alone. 
For while they continued taking on new creative 
challenges, they and their organization, Emio Greco 
I PC (EG I PC), expanded their research initiatives 
beyond the simultaneously evolving and constant 
DSIDM workshop, to include the Dance & Discourse 
Salons, inaugurated in January 2003, and the Nota-
tion Research Project - as first announced by Bertha 
Bermudez in the context of the Salon held on 5 Octo-
ber 2004, a meeting dedicated to the discussion of 
repertoire and archive. 
This book, entitled Capturing Intention, is one of 
the latest outcomes to emerge from the Notation 
Research Project. The title explicitly points toward the 
basic question that is driving the research : what nota-
tion system can capture inner intention as well as the 
outer shape of gestures and phrases? The content of 
this book contains the traces of a number of encoun-
ters and working processes, all circling around this 
basic question (if not circling then running in paral-
lel with overlaps), that began in preparatory stages 
in 2004. This was followed by a first phase in 2005 
that included a DS/DM documentary film project (see 
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accompanying DVD-ROM) and a period as artists-in-
residence exploring the concept of transfer within the 
educational context of the Theatre School, Amsterdam 
continuing through to 2006.3 The core material of this 
book and the other DVD-ROM is a result of the sec-
ond phase of research that began in April2006 under 
the heading: Dance and Media: A Multi-disciplinary 
Research Project on New Ways of Dance Notation/ 
Documentation and Re-creation.• 
11 is the multi-disciplinary research approach that 
defines this second phase of the research project: 
its energies and direct1ons {sometimes convergent 
and sometimes not); its multiple foci and points of 
departure; its overlapping but separate fields of ter-
minologies and expertise. For the aim of this second 
phase was to bring specific perspectives from differ-
ent disciplines to bear on various properties of dance 
and movement in relation to the Notation Research 
Project. And to do this as collaborat ive research 
vis-a-vis a series of events and meetings leading to 
the development of prototype tools and approaches 
{See Time L1ne). 
As Marijke Hoogenboom describes in her essay at the 
close of the book: "the interdisciplinary project team, 
which has been constituted for the purpose of taking 
up this second phase of research, takes as its depar-
ture point the assumption that the complex nature of 
dance cannot be adequately represented wi th a sin-
gle technology".5 In other words (and there are many 
instances throughout this book of the same ideas 
being described in different terms), we, the research 
team, decided that the basic question, "what nota-
tion system can capture inner intention as well as the 
outer shape of gestures and phrases?", could be best 
answered through organised encounters between dif-
ferent specialist perspectives. 
In this book, you are invited to enter into these 
encounters with individuals who are specialists in 
dance notation systems (Marion Bastien, Eliane 
Mirzabekiantz and Bertha Bermudez via her recent 
studies), cinematography and film making (Maite 
Bermudez), computer based motion tracking and 
gesture analysis (Frederic Bevilacqua), interactive 
design to enhance understanding of dance (Chris 
Ziegler) and the scientific study of the brain's percep-
tion of movement (Corinne Jola). Additionally, we have 
included the perspective of other individuals working 
in the more academic areas of culture studies and 
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philosophy (Maaike Sleeker, Susan Melrose, Franz 
Anion Cramer) that were not directly involved in the 
second phase encounters. However, we do intend 
to involve these areas more in the third phase of this 
research and their contributions here help to broaden 
the space for th inking about the implications of the 
Notation Research Project. 
Notation Research-in-Progress 
On 5 Apri l 2005, Bertha Bermudez and I met in De 
Balie cafe in Amsterdam for her to describe the Nota-
tion Research Project to me. My short summation of 
our talk included the following item in a longer list of 
seven points: 
"Point #5 Normally passing these dances onto oth-
ers is done through instruction with the body and 
words. To do this the body has to be clear and the 
words have to be right. " 
Bertha Bermudez, at that time starting her study of 
existing notation systems, was about to meet with 
Benesh specialist Eliane Mirzabekiantz in Paris and 
was also planning to introduce the idea of making 
a documentary of the DS/DM workshop to the film-
maker Maite Bermudez. Further elaboration on these 
encounters can be found in the essays of Eliane 
Mirzabekiantz and Maite Bermudez. 
The planning and making of the DSIDM documentary 
provided a major impetus to the Notation Research 
Project. Here was a core set of material where this 
entanglement of language, structures and flesh might 
be analyzed to a useful purpose not only for Greco and 
Scholten, who at the time felt the need to "understand 
the logic of the workshop and its structure better", but 
also to give the second phase of the project a concrete 
'boundary object' to work with by providing a set of 
nameable components and describable elements.6 
For the interdisciplinary team this material was to 
prove invaluable, and you will find components and 
elements such as Breathing, Jumping, Expanding 
and Reducing appearing throughout this book and 
accompanying DVD-ROMs. lt is essential to under-
stand that these principle components (there are a 
total of seven) are always part of the preparation for 
creating and performing. Through doing DS/DM, the 
intention behind/inside of each movement is brought 
to a high degree of concentration and the conditions 
for the appearance of new making ideas are estab-
lished. lt is to the exploring and exploiting of DS/DM, 
with the aim to 'capture' this concentrated intention, 
that the rest of the second phase of research has been 
devoted. 
The encounters for the second phase began officially 
in Amsterdam with a Salon held in April 2006 in the 
context of the Anatomical Theatre Revisited sympo-
sium organized by Maaike Bleeker.l Following this, all 
members of the interdisciplinary team met for the first 
time at a two-day symposium in early July 2006 dur-
ing Cinedans in Amsterdam; here they were invited to 
present their current research and to start to exchange 
approaches. The working meetings and events that 
took place after this symposium can be traced along 
the Time Line. As mentioned earlier you are invited, 
here in this publication, to enter into these through 
reading the individual essays and through viewing the 
accompanying DVD-ROMs. 
However, we also leave things open-ended as a 
manifestation of the in-progress nature of the current 
research. For the basic question about notating inten-
tion that we started from has been our cata lyst, our 
ingredient stimulating a wealth of ideas, rich insights 
and new representations as you see contained in this 
publication. We have not thus far discovered the sys-
tem, method of documentation, analysis or notation 
that gives any one answer to our question, but one 
might reflect that arguably this was not the point to 
begin with. In Scholten's words, "lt is in the attempt to 
do this process and to speak about it... it is not to cap-
ture intention, but to try". At the same time, a discov-
ery in its purest form is not known before it appears; 
and we may yet come across something of singular 
importance. We can only establish the best conditions 
for this to happen. And perhaps to try harder following 
Greco's proposal: "I think the responsibility is more 
with us, not so much the various systems being used. 
( .. . ) And we have to be clearer, how can they capture 
something if we don't really describe that moment". 
The Wider Context 
By attempting to discover adequate notations and 
descriptions for new movement expression, in addi-
tion to the context of the creation/research work of 
EG I PC, the notation project enters into two other 
contexts, historical and contemporary. The aspira-
tion to notate movement seems a basic human and 
cultural urge as evidenced by constant endeavor 
through severa l centuries. This continuous invention 
is revealed in part by a list of approximately eighty 
documented dance and movement notation systems, 
in which movement analysis is at least implicit, that 
dates back to the mid-1600s and includes the La ban 
and Benesh systems invented in the early half of the 
20th century.8 Sciences and technologies emerging 
in the 1800s brought new instruments and meth-
ods of analysis to bear on the topic of movement 
research and in the 1900s the anthropological study 
of movement, and systems invented to further that 
study, sought to understand human gesture within its 
social and cultural context.9 The science of computer 
graphics picked up and contributed to these threads 
of movement research through the development of 
digital technology not only for furthering scientific 
study (e.g. in the field of biomechanics), but also for 
the creation of animated characters to populate new 
media spaces from the cinema to 3D virtual environ-
ments.10 
This extreme precis of the past few hundred years 
lends support to an initiative like the Notation Research 
Project that aims to bring different disciplines from 
arts, technology and sciences together not only to pur-
sue the specific research goals of the project, but to 
further understanding of human movement in all its 
creative complexity. But this understanding should not 
come at a cost to the arts - the main research agenda 
here is an artistic one and it should remain so. But for 
this it's important to seek a clarification of the relation 
of dance to other 'knowledge domains' .11 Dance is 
obviously a site of knowledge based on the existence 
of a community that has agreed to learn and advance 
this largely through the production of art-making 
processes and performances.12 But dance's status as 
a 'domain' is largely evaluated on the strength of its 
contribution as 'art' to the public sphere. This evalu-
ation is not always useful for understanding the full 
nature of what dancing and dance making contains, 
and here is where exchanges with other non-art disci-
plines and practices can be productive. There are two 
essays in this book that explore this idea: one is the 
essay by Corinne Jola. From her perspective as a cog-
nitive neuroscientist, Jola offers a valuable condensed 
glance at a very different set of descriptions of move-
ment intention grounded in the culture of science with 
an aim to bring these into a generative relationship to 
the driving artistic aims of the project. The other is a 
re-published essay titled 'Sharing Questions of Move-
ment' in which I sketch out some possible territory 
of productive cross-domain research involving dance 
and choreography. 
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There are a handful of other contemporary choreog-
raphers also actively engaged in these issues related 
to knowledge production and the implications for arts 
creation/research, among them Wayne McGregor, 
Siobhan Davies and Will iam Forsythe.13 As with EG I 
PC, they do this not only through making dances for 
an audience, events conforming to the conventions of 
the field, but through innovating new and 'unconven-
tional' types of traces and artefacts of the dance crea-
tion process. Through exploring fresh approaches to 
documenting, analyzing and an/notating their crea-
tive work, they deepen their own understanding while 
simultaneously stimulating the attention of others who 
may utilize these traces as resources in their own 
research. All are working with interdisciplinary teams 
from both art and non-art disciplines to investigate 
these possibilities. 
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The future: archive and re-creation 
The Notation Research Project has had the benefit 
of support from some key organisations and the con-
certed and concentrated efforts of all involved. And 
the aim is to continue with the next phase developed 
in part from the second phase results and to include 
archival and re-creation work. The plan is to do this 
together with building a new consortium of institu-
tional partners and individual researchers based in the 
Netherlands. In the meantime, for EG I PC the Dance 
& Discourse Salons have now been integrated into a 
new creative and education unit inside the organiza-
tion, the Accademia Mobile, which is now in opera-
tion. Additionally, there are ambitions to establish a 
major international choreographic research centre in 
Amsterdam where a wide range of different disciplines 
can continue to interact. 
Sldnay Seton 
Intention and Perception 
Amsterdam Salon 
Questions Movement 
(Anatomical Theatre Revisited) 
Quotes from email communication wi1h 
Poeter C. Scholten 14.07.07. 
2 See: 'The wake-up calls of Emio Greco 
and Pieter C. Scholten'. lnte~Voew by 
Gabnel Smeets on the making of the tnl-
ogy Fra Cervel/o e MOVImento - Bianco, 
Rossoand Extra Dry(Amsterdam 2004). 
Available www.emiogrecopc.nl (accessed 
16.07.07) 
3 The Theatre School residency spawned 
two addollonal publocations: Company 
m the School. Eds. Jeroen Fabius and 
lngrid van Schijndel. Research group Art 
Practice and Development & Emio Greco 
I PC. 2007; Transfer. Eds. Marijke Hoog-
enboom, Pot Eggermont and Noenke 
R001jakkers. Amsterdam School of the 
Arts. 2007. 
4 The term 'media' as the plural of 
medium is used here to refer broadly 
to a variety of methods and technologies 
for recording, storing, representing and 
transmitting; in this way it makes refer-
ence to both digital and analog formats, 
old and new technologies. 
Amsterdam Film Session 
DS/DM lnstellatlon and DVD-ROM 
Monaco Dance Forum 
PntHntatlon 
December 1111>-16111 
5 See in lhos book: Marijke Hoogenboom. 
'Condotions for Research'. p. 80. 
6 The notion of the 'boundary object' can 
be found on anthropological and other 
areas understood as somethong that can 
foster cooperation and communication 
among the diverse members of heleroge-
neous working groups. 
7 See in this book: Maaoke Sleeker. 'Ques-
lions of Movement and Meanong' (framong 
statement for symposium). p. 16. 
8 See: Anne Hulchonson Guest Chorea-
GraphiCS: A Comparison of Dance Nota-
lion Systems from the Af!eenth Century 
to the PresenL Gordon and Breach 
Science Publishers S. A., 1989. 
9 For a look at early development in move-
rnenl scieroces see: Scotl delahunla. 
'The Human Walking Apparatus: a tech-
nological episteme'. in: lnteragir: al/eC les 
technologieS nunrer~ques: Nouvelles de 
Danse. No. 52. 2004. pp. 3649. 
10 For a similar thesis see page 9 of Lau-
rence Louppe's 'Imperfections in Paper'. 
in Louppe, ed. Traces of Dance: Draw-
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mgs and No/atKXJs of Choreographers. 
Paris: Edrtions Dos Voir, 1994. pp. 11-33. 
11 The concept of 'knowledge domaon' is 
not commonly used on reference to the 
arts; its use here points towards future 
discussions. 
12 There is a useful concept in the social 
sciences referred to as 'communities 
of practice' In whoch the concept of 
knowledge is disassembled into its furoc-
lion in the creation and sustaining of the 
practoce-based relations of a particular 
community or foeld . One of the foremost 
theorists of this concept is El ienne 
Wenger www.ewenger.com (accessed 
16.07.07). 
13 For some description of these other 
projects and the concept of the choreo-
graphic resource see: Scott delahunta 
and Norah Zuniga Shaw. 'Constructing 
Memory: Creat100 of the Choreographic 
Resource'. in: Digital Resources: 
Performance Research. Eds. Ric Allsopp 
and Scott delahunta. Vol1l , No 4. pp. 
53-62. 
9 
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f ..... it·tual~a efe~mo-st­
~met.no-:. t. d~gi t.alnega ~le sa 
i I ~ ~F9~~111~~~~~~M~ I :111'1 il I 
!Ozadje ! i 
!Kot na vseh podrocjih sodobne umet· !ampak ielim pokazat1, da je dobro liranskem matematiku AI -
1 nosu se tudi v plesu stekajo razlicne !dokument.,ano, kako so eksper~menta· !KhawarizmiJU.3 
izgodovinske trajektorije. Ena od njih je [listi skupine Judson Church privedli svoj· j 
hrad•c•ra koreografije, plesnega treninga [stven tip uporni~tva tako dale(, kot ga je !M a lee bolj izdelan o pis, tudi pobran z 
!In IZVaJan)a, na katero sta vplivala pred· [bilo le mogoce prlvesti · pies so celo jinterneta•. imenuje ~tlri posebne znaCil· 
!vsem Merce Cunningham (v sodelovanju !odstranili kot obvezni element plesa. !nosti algoritma: 
1 z Johnom Cageom) in kasneje Robert [Zanje je bil pies lahko karkoli · osnovno h. Dovr~en je; pod ani so vs1 korak1, v 
1 Dunn, cigar predavan1a iz kompozicije v [g•banje, hoja, pies z nalogo, na pravilih ipravilnem zaporedju 
izgodnJ•h 60·tih v NYC (nanja je vplival !utemeljena koreografija, zapisani pies. j 
!cage) so polozda temelre za delo !pies. izveden zunaJ gledah~ca. p ies ljudi, ; 
i eksperimentatorjev skupine Judson [ki ne vedo, da r•h drug i gledajo; spisek 
'church, v kater1 so sodelovali Trisha [gre v nedogled. Med izpodrivanjem 
[Brown. Steve Paxton, Simone Forti, i•visoke umetnostl• s p1edestala in 
i Yvonne Ra•ner, Douglas Dunn, David [oblikovanjem pies a v nespedalinu:n i 
[ Gordon •n drug1. !pose! se je vseskoz1 ohranra la moena 
[ !demokratiCna 1deolog•ja. lzvajalec ali 
1 Spisek imen skupine Judson Church so !ustvarjalec plesa je lahko postal kdorkoli 
1 kanonlllrah p isci '" poznavalci, kot na [in vsa kdo. Meje med oblinstvom in p le-
!primer Sally Banes, ki je reta 1980 o njih isalcem, med ustvarjalcem plesa in urad· 
inapiSala knjigo Terps1chore in Sneakers: !mkom so zacasno izginlle. 
!Post-modern Dance.' Dogajanje v [ 
[Judson Church je mogoee razumeti kot !Pomembno je videti, da brez upolteva· 
inac1n mani festacije revolucir !estdesetih !nia toeno dolocene trajektorije od 
[let. saj so eksperimentatorji skupine v !cunninghama prek Judson Church sam 
1 prakso oblikovanja pie sa vnesli geslo !ne bi mogel razmi!ljati o neka terih 
[ »vse gre•in se s tern jasno izrekli za !razmerjih med plesom in tehno log ijo, 
[enega od poudarkov desetletja. Tega ni [saJ temeljijo na treh KUUC:NIH idejah, 
1 mogoee razumeti le kot up or proti ome- !povezanih z njo: prviC, da je pomen 
lrevan)U, ampak kot nada iJevanje trad ici· !plesa lahko samo in zgolj v gibanju p ie-
ire umetniskega upo ra, kot ga je s svojimi isalca, drugic, da lahko plese izvaja 
[ mova(lraml izrazal Merce Cun ning ham, ikdorkoli, m tretj1c, da je nacinov o bliko· 
ik•re 1zrecno zelel prekiniti z umetniski· [vanja in uokvirjanja plesa mnogo. 
[ m1 idejami zgodnej!ih modernih plesnih [ 
i•p•onirjev•. Zgodnri modern1 pies 1 
i(Duncan. Humphrey, Graham itd.) je [Programska oprema za plesalce 
1 slav•l ekspresivni potencial ple!oeega 1 
helesa, Cunningham pa je slavil emanci · !Leta 1984 1e Pauline Oliveros izdala knj i· 
[pacijo presocega teresa od potrebe po !go z naslovom Software for People .I 
1 ekspresivnosu ah in terpreta(lji. V [Oiiverosova je skradateljica, ki se ukvarja 
Avtor razmislja o nekaterih razmerjih med 
plesom in tehnologijo, pri cemer kot 
izhodisce postavi Mercea Cunninghama in 
Judson Church, saj se prav tu izoblikujejo 
tri kljucne ideje za razumevanje tega 
razmerja: prvic, da je pomen plesa lahko 
samo in zgolj v gibanju plesalca, drugic, 
da lahko ples izvaja kdorkoli, in tretjic, 
da je naCinov oblikovanja in uokvirjanja 
plesa mnogo. OpiSe pomen in vlogo algo-
·ritmov v plesu in nato zgodovino plesa na 
platnu ( videu), ki se kasneje razsiri tudi 
:na plesalca znotraj ekranskega/racunal-
:niskega monitorja. Opise tudi pomen 
tehnologij, kot sta life Forms in Motion 
:capture, ter predstavi umetnike, ki so se 
all se ukvarjajo s tern poljem sodobnega 
plesa, med njimi so Maya Deren, Merce 
Cunningham, Ivone Fontijn, Elizabeth 
Bradley, Guy Hilton, William Forsythe, 
Bruno Martelli in Ruth Gibson. 
! pr~merjavi s prvimi pionirji • moderne- iz iivo elektroniko, racunalniki, 
[ga• presa je Cunningham prvi plesni [i mprovizacijo in nov1mi oblikami j2. Pravilen je; vedno prinese pravilen 
!•modernist • .. . zanosno poudarjajo(. da [skupmske interakcije . Knjiga vsebuje [odgovor. 
[je njegov pies •gibanje, ki je samo o [clanke a novi glasbi, zenskah skfa· !3. Koncen je; tocno je doloceno, kdaj se 
[ gibanju•. [daterjicah, zvoeni meditaciji, pozornost i ikonca. 
' [in zavedanju ... Vsebuje tudi argoritme j4. lzved ljiv je; vs a navodila se da dejan· 
1 Med plesnimi teoretiki in poznavalci i,_'za ustvarjanje zvocnih izvajanj. l,sko izpolniti. 
1 tece vroca razprava o tern. ali je b 1f 
[Judson Church nadaljevanje moder- [Najpogostej!a uporaba besede "algo- iomenil sem i e, da so eksperimentatorji 
[nisticnega postopka, ki ga nekateri vidi· [ritem• je matematicni ah racunalni!ki iskupine Judson Church oblikovah pies s 
[jo v nadaljnjem lu!cenju (strip down) [i zraz. Foldoc v Free Dn·Line Dictionary [pomocjo struktur, utemeljen ih na pravi· 
[ gibanja v • bistvene• poteze (uporaba [of Computing podaja njegov osnovni ltih. Mnoge teh struktur so ustrezale 
[ hoje), ah re bilo to, tako je memla Sally [opis kot • podrobno zaporedje dejanj, ki jnavedenim stirim posebnlm karakteris-
i Banes, obdobje postmodernih postop· [jih je treba opraviti, da izpolnimo neko [tikam. VerJelno je bila Trisha Brown 
[ kov kr1ianra 1n prilagajanJa ob lik. Ne :,,nalogo• in navaja, da je poimenovan po !najbolj znana koreografinja, ki je sno-
: nameravam se spuscati v to debato, jvala svoje delo na algoritemskih postop-
-- r -r -- - - -- -r- :::-.-: -:: ---- -
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sta nastali v 70-tih let ih in " algo- [stalne variae~je. kjer se mora vsak korak [katerem kamera ni zgolj opazujoce 
za oba plesa je mogoce najti v [ponavljat i v nedogled. • [obcut ljivo oko, ampak je sa m a ustvarjal· 
h, vkljucujoc Contemporary ! [no odgovorna za izvedbo. •g 
urednice An ne Livet.S [Na nek1 ravm Forsythe nadaljuje tradio- [ 
za Accumulation se glas1: 
1e postopek 
nja, ki se zacne z gibom 1; vrnitev 
(start over) Gib 1; dodamo 2 
na zacetek 1, 2; dodamo 3 in 
zacetek, 111 tako naprej do 
Prlmarna akumulaclja 
trideset gibov v osemnajstih 
Giba 29 in 30 povzrotita, da se 
zavrti za 45 stoplnj, tako da nare-
vsako dovrlitvijo sekvence obrat za 
Torej se v zadnjlh dveh minu· 
plesa zgod i revoluciJa za 360 stopinJ. 
podaja obtinstvu tri izmenicne 
e na pies, preden se ta dokoncno 
Je v tem, da se ta pies natancno 
detinlciji "algoritma", ki smo JO 
zgoraJ. je dovrsen, prav1len, 
1n i zvediJIV. 
so nekaklm recepti in nJihova 
v strategiji obilkovanja plesa v 
1 111 70-tih letih je b1la tudi bistven1 
Pr<!VIiiOCIJO<:e demokratlcne ideologl · 
tistega ea sa. Brown in 
so Jlh kot pripomocke za obliko· 
plesa deloma uporabl jali zato, da 
bi jih lahko izvajal kdorkoli. Plesni algo· 
ritem omogoca "plesnemu nespeoalis-
•• da ustvari in 1zdela pies - za lzdela· 
in lzvedbo " akumulaci je" ni 
nikak.Sen tremng. Uporaba 
or•eOJols,anlln struktur pn 1zdelovanju 
je nadaljevanje procesov nakljutij, 
jih proucevala Cage 1n 
oCtmrlinaham - procesov nakljucij, ki tud• 
·prineseja pravilen adgovar • 
oOrne1n1eno bi rad navezal na delo 
For<ythea, koreogra fa 
Frankfurtskega baleta. Paul Kaiser, sodl-
rektor Riverbeda, mult1medijske druibe, 
je sodelovala z Rabertom Wllsonom, 
rceom Cunnlnghamom In 81llom T. 
pri projektih "virtualnega izva-
s Forsytheom naredil rntervju o 
metodi lzdelovanja plesa.7 V 
st a se osredotocila na u.t-
predstave Alien Action in Ka11er 
da ga Forsytheova pojasnila spom-
na rekurzivne algoritme, kjer "se 
saml vzpostavljo, modlf1clrajo 
se ponovno vzpostaviJo in 
naprej". Forsythe je odgovori l 
bistvu sem pri Alien Acrion prv1c 
l ·I dei1ansko zacel ustvarjat i gibanje, osno· 
urzlvnih algoritmih 
v dolgotrajnem, mukotrpnem 
Uo plesn1h umetnikov, k1 prevzemajo [Delo Derenove se umesca na zacetek 
[trans-disciplinarne metafore· na mise! [tega, kar se Je v zadnj1h dveh desetletj1h 
[nam pride metoda f1 lmske monta!e V [razcvetelo v svoj lastni !anr, o cemer 
[drugih 1ntervjujih Forsythe omenja SVOJO [pr1ca narasfaJoc'e stev1lo festivalov, lek-
[•bazo podatkov• gibalnega slovarja 1n [movanj in dogodkov, ki se izre<no 
[urejevalno strategijo · rezanta In lepiJe- [posvecajo · v1deoplesu·, " plesu pred 
lnJa". Toda algontem je bolj proces kot [kamero·. "plesu in platnu· Itd. V reviji 
[metafora ... in predstavlja polje, kjer [Tanz Aktue/1/Ba//et International Eilsa 
[nacini matematifnega in racunalnilkega [Vaccarmo nam1gu1e. da bi lahko bilo 
[konstruiranja stvari sovpadajo z obliko· [ime "videoples • (videodanse) skovano 
[vanJem plesa. [!eta 1988 za vitrino v Centru 
[ [Pompidou.IO Pies je na televiziJO prodrl v 
! [80-t ih letih, v Britaniji z oddajo 
! [Michaela Kustowsa na programu 
[Migracijska telesa [Channel 4 in v Zdruien ih driavah na 
! [P8S (Public Broadcasting Service). Te 
[Nicole m Norbert Cors1no 1mata v Julm [oddaje so uvrst1l1 v posebno kategorijo 
[Franci)l plesni ansambel, s katenm ust· [1n so j1m zaceli namenjau proviziJe m 
[varJala pies za platno in druge medijske [stipendije 
[prostore, ne za "prav1· oder. Na nedavm ! 
[pariski konferenCJ o "plesu in tehnologi- [Zgodovma je dobro dokument irana in 
~~· )e Norbert Corsino govoril o lmoj namen je samo prikazati trdnost 
lplesocem telesu kot o "m1gracijskem • [odnosa med plesom 1n platnom. Pies se 
· esu, v nasprotju z · nomadskim" tele- lna platnu pocuti zelo udobno. Merce 
Tako plesoce tela ne prenaS3 svo- !Cunningham Je z v1deo in fllmskimi ust -
doma. kamorkoil g re, ampak SI vsak · kat sta Charles Atlas in Elilot 
v katerem se :majde, naredi za svo· 
:v<na><>~ue. kaklen je potencial danes, ko 
razvi)a l z nespremenljlvega 
prostora klnematografa v 
moinost i racunalniskega 
ki se ne razilkuje ad racunal- v Manov1chevi razporeditvi j e 
: ......... : ...................................... : ................................ ;, .... : ..................... : ......................................................... !·······················································································-··-
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: pojavi med drugo svetovno vojno z izu· 
! mom radaqa. Ta ekran 1e radikalno dru· 
! gacen, saj se konstantno obnavlja v 
! odnosu do zunanjega relerenta Kmalu 
!zatem tak~en ekran " realnega casa· 
! zacnejo uporabljati za vna~anje 
! podatkov (in za njihovo produkojo) in 
! razvije se v to, kar danes poznamo kot 
l racunaln•sk1 monitor. 
Nekaten plesm umetnik1 raziskujejo 
moznosti oblikovanja plesa za tak 1nter· 
aktivni ekran. Tri1e proJekti so se zaceh v 
Veliki Bri tan•Ji v kontekstu dogodka 
Digital Dancing, ki ga vsako leto orga· 
mzira Terry Braun iz Illuminations 
lnteractive.u V dveh od teh projektov 
sodelujeta koreografa Mark Baldwin in 
Richard Lord. Lord je za mreto ustvaril 
interaktivni pies, k1 ga 1e mogoce najtl 
na njegovi spletnl stram 
htttp:llwww.bigroom.co.uk. 
! Drug1 proJekt 1e nastal 12 sodelovanJa 
! med digitalnim umetnikom in kore-
!ografinjo, Brunom Maneii iJem in Ruth 
! Gibson.'l Nedavno sta dokoncala CD· 
! ROM, naslovljen WindowsNinetyEight, 
! k1 uporabn~kulgledalcu ponuja mnoge 
! motnosti vstopa v interakcijo s plesom, 
! ki se dogaja na monitorju. Dolocena 
! sekvenca na primer uporablja ·~krate", 
!ki so pravzaprav kratke zanke · video 
! posnetki kratke plesne !raze, ki jo izvaja 
!Gibsonova. " Skrati " se pojavijo priblitno 
! 12- do 16·krat na nekaj razlicnih lokaci-
!Jah na monitorju, ponavljajoc 1110 
! zankasto frazo Z mi~ko j1h je mogo<e 
! prestavljati v razlilne medsebojne pros· 
! torske odnose Kl ikanJe nanje povzroc1 
! tudi drobne prekinitve v casovnem tern· 
! piranju zank in v kratkem casu lahko 
! · uporabnik " na ekranu ustvari 
! zapletene koreografske vzorce. To 
! pripelje gledalca v polotaj koreograla, 
! ki je sam ustvarjalno odgovoren za 
~ izvedbo, ce paraframamo Mayo Deren 
_ ........................................................... ................................ .. 
Direktnej~i odnos do ustvar· 
omogoca koreogralsko orod· 
no lifeforms.•• l1felorms so 
i v poznih osemdesetih v 
•T~hnnlrmio~ tako • ... predstavlja 
;moinosti, ki so vedno ie bile tarn, tako 
~kot fotografiJe ujamejo podobo v obliki, 
[k1 Je na~e oko ~e n1koli ni videlo. Na 
· lahko spremenimo casovni 
in v pocasnem posnetku opazuje-
se telo spreminja iz ene oblike 
Ocitno zmore ustvariti obllke in 
(tranmije), ki cloveku niso 
Toda kot se je to zgodilo pri 
strukturi, takrat z uporabo pro-
ljulij, ki jim Je sled1la uporaba 
ali videokamere. se z uporabo 
racunalnika znova zavedam 
moinosu, s katenmi lahko 
am."16 
igujoc, da · nas tehnologija obliku· 
tako kot mi oblikujemo tehnologijo", 
Cunningham obrne na svetn ika d igi · 
dobe, Marshalla Mcluhana, ki je 
hodil po stopinjah mnoiice teo· 
kulture, med drugimi Walterja 
ki Je pi sal o tern, kako 
""'"'">'u"' izumi vplivajo na na~e doje· 
umetnosti in z njo povezanih 
In ga radikalno spreminjajo. 17,18 
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za koreografe, vendar ga ust· 
plesa ne uporabljajo veliko. 
problema dostopa do racunalnika, 
napora, ki na potrebna za ucen· 
unn,ohli~ni~ programa, lifelorms 
tako recemo, 
;nmrlinoh~rr•o''" plesno e!'tetiko. 
z lahkoto prikaie okonline, ki 
o cud no neusklajeno, v kombi-
s precej neverjetniml liki In 
[zapletenimi gibalnimi prehodi. 
[Omogoea takoj~njo pomnoi•tev enega 
[plesalca kolikorkrat ielimo in to kjerkoh 
[na projekciji trodimenzionalnega odra, 
[ki ga Je mogoee iz kateregakoh kota 
[rotirati za opazovanje, od pticje do 
[tabje perspektive. Kot ustvarjeno za 
[Cunninghama, a z omejeno motnostjo 
[uporabe za koreograle, katerih besed-
[njak in estetika sta zacnana drugace. 
[NajekstremneJ~i primer bi bila lahko 
[koreografska strategija butoha, pri 
[katen sta povrsina koie in gibanje 
[notranJih telesn~h organov pomembnej· 
[~a. kot pa da je roka ali noga v vsakem 
!trenutku v prostoru 
[Toda le deloma dri1 domneva, da Je 
[Life forms zgolj koreogralsko orodJe za 
[pomoe pn delu v fizicnem studiu. 
[Life forms 1e vendarle primerek pro· 
[gramske opreme 1n kot tak vsebuje d191· 
gradivo, ki omogoea vrsto moinih 
. Tukaj born omenil dve. 
I eta 1998 je digitaln i umetnik Guy 
vabi l k sodelovanju v projektu 
;/nterfe•-en·ca: eksperiment iz izvajanja 
f ije, ki bi ga izvedl i 
""'"""""'u v Veliki Britaniji kot del 
;Digitalrle(Ja poletnega programa "s 
;sinnultan•im predvajanjem na mreii, ki bi 
oblinstvo. To je plesni 
ga elektronsko ustvarja 40 kore-
z vsega sveta. "19 
lton je IVOJ projekt zasnoval na 
realisti<ni igri Slastni mr/i(, v kateri 
lci koncujejo stavke, ne da bi vedeli, 
bilo ie storjeno. Navajam nekaj 
Hiltonovega projekta: 
posnetek. Vabim vas, da si 
zaporedje gibov, k1 na1 traja od 
do 1 minute, zacnete pa iz 
'orioiPno•o• kljucnega posnetka. Svojo 
prek e-poHe in n1en 
bomo kot zacetno 
maska . 47 
~~"'~~! ~~·~. _,);"" ~~);· )~ ~ •• ~~  
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[se ne ozirajte na tetnost ali omejitve [nalnilke znanosti neposredno nadalje· [njihov projekt mot ion capture z 
[Ciovelkega telesa. • [vanje eksperimentov Cunninghama on [Merceom Cunninghamom in plesnim 
i [skupone ludson Church. Zaradi navdiho- [umetnikom Billom T. lonesom so dobili 
[Konlni izkupilek Hiltonovega pojekta je [vanja prl teh koreografih bodo delo [mocno podporo kritikov. Ampak 
[bila plesna predstava, sestavljena iz vel [Bradleyjeve in njenemu podobna [namesto da pilem o delu. ki ga je 
[kat petdesetih prispevkov iz Evrope, [raziskovanja vplivala na oblikovanje [mogole precej podrobneje prouC.iti na 
[Severne Amerike, Avstralije in Hong [plesa v prihodnosti. [Riverbedovi spletni strani 
[Kong a, ki je trajala pribliino 30 minut. i [www.reverbed.com, born raje opisal 
[Uvodni in sklepni fragment je prispeval i [delo mzozemske umetnice Yvonne 
[Merce Cunningham. Kat je bilo predvi- [Motion capture: kjer se srecata [Fontljn, kl trenutno le nima spletne 
[deno, so se zivi izvajalci poskulali nauci - :,animacija in koreografija [strani nit i ni deleina velike mednarodne 
[tl koreografijo, kar je bil velik izziv, saj je [medijske pozornosti. 
[precej udeleiencev ustvarilo gradtvo, kt \ahko bi rekli, da se zgodovina i 
[ga je na odru fiztlno nemogoce povsem [tehnologt)e motion capture zacenJa v 19. [Yvonne Fontijn in nizozemska kore-
[ponoviti. [stoletju z mehanskimi izumi. [ografinja Karin Post ze nekaj let sodelu-
1 [Znanstveniklinzenir Etienne-lules Marey [ieta pri projektih motion capture in ani-
[ [je skonstruiral aparat za merjen)e trajek- [macijsk ih projektih. Fontijnova dela kat 
[Drug a· [torije pt iljega krila v prostem letu. [animacijska umetnica za Motek, komer-
1 [Marey Je razvil pripomolek, ki je po nje- [cialno hila za motion capture tZ 
[Naslednja odstavka navajata ob!irno [govih besedah zmogel "na daljavo pre- [Amsterdama.1• To ji omogoca enkraten 
[tnformacijo s spletnih stran i, povezanih s [nesti katerokoli gibanje in ga zabeleiiti [dostop do tehnologij, ki jih potrebuje za 
[tem projektom: [na ravni povr!ini".1l To zgodnje popiso- [svoj projekt, in ji daje moinost dologo-
[ [vanje gibanja se je oblikovalo z mislijo [trajnej!ega ekspertmentiranja in razisko-
[Na oddelku za racunalni!ke vede na uni- [na napredek znanstvenega vedenja in se [vanja. Pribliino pred poldrugim let am 
[verzi v Coloradu vodi Elizabeth Bradley i;e kon{alo v beleienju, kl je bllo bolj [sta naredih dogodek motion capture, v 
[skupino raziskovalcev, ki se spralujejo, [informacija kat podobnost, baiJ merttev [katerem sta ujeli gibanje trupa in rok 
[ali "se ralunalniki zmorejo nau{iti pie- :,kot prikaz. [plesalke Karin Post in gibanje medenice 
[sati" .10 Zanima jih redefonicija vloge [in nog plesalca stepa. 
[ralunalnika v plesu, ki, pravijo, "je blla [Siedel razvoju dlgitalnih tehnologij, se i 
[dosedaj predvsem zunanja: kat orodje i;e motion capture preoblikoval v me ha- [To gradivo je nekaj mesecev lezalo 
[reprezentacije (npr. uporaba Ltfeforms [nizem, s katerim je mogol e ulovtti [shranjeno v ral unalniku, preden se ga je 
[za prikaz plesa kot animirane sekvence) [gibanje in ga prenest i v ralunalntlko [Fontijnova odlocila uporabiti pri ustvar-
[ali okrasitve (npr. lovljenje plesallevega [analizo, ki je podobna, a precej kom- ~anju animacije za razstavo Traces of 
[srenega utripa na sintetizator). Nas zant- [pleksnejla od zgoraj omenjene. To p rt· [Science in Art v Het Trippenhuis v 
[m a popolnoma drugacen tip ralunal- [na!a merljtve raziskovalne korist t [Amsterdamu pozno jeseni 1998. Da b i se 
[n l!kega orotlja: tak!en, ki pri kreaciji [zdravstvenim, !portnim in voja!kim in!li· [cim bolj oddalj ila od reprezentacije 
[plesnih sekvenc igra dejavno vlogo" . [tuciJam. Digital ne tehnolog lje in motion [Ciove!ke podobe, prt lemer bt ohranila 
[ !capture so se tudi hitro razrasli na [posebno kvahteto osvojenega gibanja 
[Skupina Elizabeth Bradley se ukvarja z [podrolJU specialnih animaci)skth efek- [ ... , je trup Postove naloiila nepos red no 
[izdelavo dveh racunalni!kih programov, [tov, ki jih uporabljata zabavna (ftlmi in [na spodnjo polovico telesa plesalca 
[ki prodirata •v notranjost• plesa · eden [racunalmlke igre) in ogla!evalska indus- [stepa. 
[deluje kat "me!alec kart • gibalne fraze- [trija. Na tem podrolju razvoja je special- i 
[ologije na nacin, soroden dololenim [ni ralunalni!kl graficni softver zmoien [v anlmaciji vidimo zaporedJe abstrakt· 
[postmodernim koreografskim strategl· [prenesti podatke o gibanju v trodimen- [nih podob, ki so animirane s c'love!k im 
~am, drugi "se u{i" iz korpusa plesnth [zionalni virtualni prostor in s tern gtba- [g lbanjem. Ko izvemo, da je bila narejena 
jfraz (na tej tocki je uporabna knjiimca [njem animirati predmete katerekoli [s te hnologijo motion capture, je 
[fraz iz Lifeforms), vendar ustvarja papa l· :,predstavljive oblike.1l !mogole v beiel ih oblikah identificirati 
[noma izvirne gibalne sekvence, ki [nakl1ucnl in prepoznavni ritem nog ple-
[ohranjajo stilni petal danega gradiva. [Na tej tocki se stekata antmaci ja in kore- [salca stepa. Kdor ne bi bil obve!cen o 
[Prvi program, imenovan Chaographer, [ografija, dve poglavitni umetni!ki form I item. bi verjetno gledal film zgolj kat 
[uporablja matematiko kaosa, tako da [20. stoletja. Toda dtgitalno tehnologijo- [" animacijo". Drugi umetniki, kot 
[najprej razdeli animirano gibalno [motion capture so redko uporabljali v [skupona Riverbed, raziskujejo koreo-
[sekvenco na manj!e enote in jih nato [zgolj umetni!kem kontekstu, ker so bilt [grafijo, motion capture in animacijo s 
[preme!a. Rezultati tega pristopa, pi!eJo, [strolki za umetnike previsoki, rezultatt [prepoznavnej!imi Clove!kimi oblikami. 
["spominjajo na nekatere [pa nezanesljivi. Vendar v zadnj ih nekaj [ 
[Cunnlnghamove procese nakljucij" . [letth vidimo vec odrskih in digitalnih [Kratka definicija animacije je "podariti 
[Drugi program, MotionMind, uporablja [umetnikov, ki s pomot jo teh tehnolog ij [g ibanje stvari" in koreografijo bi lahko 
[a lgoritme za ulenje strojev, da bi ujel [redno delajo (npr. Susan Kozel in Kirk [definirali kat "kompozicijo g ibajocih se 
[zapovedi stila, implicitnega danemu kor· [wool ford, Sally lane Norman, Richard [teles v kartezijanskem c'asu in prostoru•. 
[pusu plesnih fraz. Nato uporabi to zna- [Lord in Christian Hague, Paul Kaiser in [Pred iznajdbo motnost i animiranja z 
[nje tako, da avtomati{no generira inova- [Merce Cunningham/ Bill T. lanes, Bruno [d igitalnimi tehnologijami za mot ion 
[t ivne in stilisti{no ustrezne gibalne [Martelli in Ruth Gibson, Yvonne Fontijn [capture so morali klasilni umetniki ani-
[sekvence med poljubnimi za{etnimi in [in Karin Post itd.) S svojim delom ustvar- [macije, da b i karseda natanc'no narisall 
[koncnimi pozamt.ll !Jajo "kriticno maso· . zaradi tesar se [g ibanJe junakov v risankah, vedno 
i [tehnolog ija vedno bolj integrira v polje [natancno pre!tudirat i clovelko gibanje. 
[Ceprav seveda ni verjetno, da bi :,,plesa. [Anlmatorski mojster Virgil Ross, ki je 
[MotionMind kdaj zamenjal koreografa, [umrl maja 1996, je v svojem poklicu ve-
[pa so po mojem mnenju in kat izpriluje- . [l jal za legendo. V svoji 60-letni karleri je 
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SCOTI DEL.AHUNTA 
COREOGRAFIE IN BITE BYTE: MOTION CAPTURE, 
ANIMAZIONE E SOFIWARE PER LA DANZA * 
Per Motion Capture si intende un tipo di hardware e di software per 
computer che rende possibile la rappresentazione 3D di carpi in movi-
mento. Una sessione di ripresa di motion capture si svolge collocando in 
posizioni strategiche sui corpo del danzatore o della persona di cui si 
vuole catturare il movimento, dei marcatori o sensori, che forniscono le 
informazioni al software. Le spese per l'utilizzo di questi sistemi, che 
comprendono sia il costa dell'attrezzatura che quello dell'equipe che la 
sappia far funzionare, sono enormi e la conseguenza principale e che gli 
studi in questo campo sono prevalentemente condotti da quei settori del-
l'industria, come quello medica, quello mil itare, quello dell' entertain-
ment o della pubblicita, che dispongono del capitale necessaria. 
I costi esorbitanti, associati a un diffuso sensa di sfiducia nei con-
fronti della «tecnologia», hanno fatto si che le produzioni artistiche inte-
ressanti nell'ambito della danza fossero, fino a poco tempo fa, !imitate a 
poche esperienze condotte, con molto impegno, da una piccola parte 
dell'avanguardia artistica molto determinata, frutto della coiJaborazione 
tra danzatori e artisti digitali . Fra questi possiamo citare Paul Kaiser e 
Shelley Eshkar che lavoravano con Merce Cunningham e Bill T. }ones 
(Stati Uniti); IGrk Woolford con Susan Kozel (lnghilterra); Bruno Mar-
telli con Ruth Gibson (lnghilterra), Yvonne Fontijn con Karin Poste Mi-
chael Schumacher (Olanda); Richard Lord con Christian Hague (lnghil-
terra); Sally Jane Norman (Francia); Dorte Persson (Danimarca) ecc. 
Traduzione di Laura Lirussi. 
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RENDER£ VISIBILE L' INVISIBILE: I'ROGRESSO SCIENTIFICO NEL XIX SECOLO 
Ripercorrendo la storia della motion capture, i maggiori e piu signi-
ficativi contributi so no da ricondurre allavoro di Etienne-J ules Marey e 
Eadweard Muybridge. Verso la fine del XIX secolo, entrambi furono dei 
pionieri nell'ambito della registrazione e dell'analisi del movimento, ea 
entrambi va il merito di aver contribuito enormemente all'evoluzione 
delle tecniche fotografiche che hanno condotto all'invenzione del cine-
ma. Tuttavia, come sottolinea Marta Braun nel suo libro su Etienne-
J ules Marey, le enormi differenze tra lo studio fotografico sulla locomo-
zione di Marey e quello di Muybridge non sono state pienamente valu-
tate1 . ll libro di Braun e il primo a sottolineare la particolare importanza 
e l'impatto dellavoro di Marey, e pone le basi, in modo estremamente 
convincente, per un piu completo riconoscimento dell'influenza di 
Marey, in particolare ne! campo della fisiologia, scienza in pieno svilup-
po nel corso del XIX secolo. 
Etienne-Jules Marey inizio gli studi di medicina a Parigi nel 1849, 
proprio nel periodo in cui la fisiologia iniziava a divenire una scienza a 
se stante. Secondo Braun, una tra le molte ragioni che hanno dato nuo-
vi impulsi a questo processo, andava idenrificata nella «assimilazione 
della fisica e della chimica come modelli esplicativi dei processi fisiolo-
• • 2 
gJCl» . 
La teoria fisiologica di Marey concepiva e rappresentava il corpo 
come una «macchina animata», il cui movimento era soggetto alle leggi 
universali della fisica che potevano essere applicate a qualsiasi oggetto 
(animato e inanimato) capace di movimento. lnizialmente, verso la fine 
degli anni cinquanta del XIX secolo, l'obiettivo dei suoi studi era proprio 
dimostrare questa ipotesi, inventando una serie di strumenti che produ-
cevano dei grafici. Con tali apparecchiature era possibile monitorare 
movimenti che parevano invisibili all'occhio umano, rendendoli visibili 
attraverso delle tracce lasciate su un «cilindro annerito con del fumo». 
Marey fabbrico innumerevoli strumenti per la registrazione meccanica 
del movimento, inventando non soltanto dei meccanismi di tracciatura, 
ma creando anche marcatori e sensori e studiando quale fosse la manie-
ra piu appropriata di collocarli. 
1 M. Braun, Pictun'ng Time. Tht> Work of Elil'nne·]uleJ Marey (1 830-1904), Chicago, Univer· 
siry of Chicago Press, 1994. 
2 Ibid., p. 9. 
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Tra quesri strumemi c'era anche un dispositivo costruito per regi-
strare la traiettoria dell'ala di un uccello in volo libero, un congegno che 
registrava simultaneameme i movirnemi dell'ala verso )'alto e il basso, in 
avanti e indietro (fig. 10): «Poteva trasmettere a distanza qualsiasi tipo di 
movimento e registrarlo su una superficie piana»3• Questi studi sul volo 
degli uccelli hanno avuto una notevole importanza per l'istituzione del-
l'aviazione in Europa e in America. 
Verso la fine dell'Ottocento, Marey aveva iniziato a usare la macchi-
na fotografica nei suoi srudi scientifici sulla locomozione umana e ani-
male, sostituendo lentamente tutti i suoi strumenti meccanici per la 
tracciatura di grafici. L'invenzione di nuovi dispositivi e congegni rima-
se, in ogni caso, una prerogativa essenziale dellavoro di Marey, il quale 
alia fine riusd a sviluppare un tipo di apparecchiatura paragonabile a 
una sorta di cinepresa (uno strumento precursore della cinepresa com-
merciale per l'animazione di immagini) che gli permise di affinare ulte-
riormente le sue ricerche. 
Durante il xx secolo gli artisti che si sono occupati di animazione 
hanno continuato a studiare le immagini del movimento tracciate da 
Marey e da Muybridge, per l'accuratezza dei dettagli e della decostru-
zione dei movimemi. Tuttavia, negli ultimi vent'anni, e in particolare 
negli ultimi died, le tecniche di anirnazione al computer si sono evolute 
a tal pun to che hanno praticamente sostituito la capacita manuale di di-
segnare scene di animazione, in particolare quando si tratta di ricreare il 
movimento umano. Dall'inizio degli anni ottanta, il mondo dell'anima-
zione ha irnpiegato dei sistemi di software capaci di sirnulare la locomo-
zione umana e animale. Ed e proprio in questo tipo di software che pos-
siamo riconoscere )'influenza di Etienne-Jules Marey. Con il suo lavoro 
sciemifico Marey ha infatti contribuito alla scoperta delle leggi che 
governano i processi fisiologici, riformulandole ed esprimendole in for-
mule matematiche. Alcune di queste espressioni matematiche sono tut-
tora utilizzate negli algoritmi che stanno alla base dei programmi dei 
software di animazione e di analisi del movimento. 
Possiamo citare come esempio il SIMM, un programma che permette 
di creare e analizzare modelli grafici del sistema muscolare e osseo uma-
no4. ll SIMM e stato ideato per essere utilizzato da ricercatori, nell'ambi-
' Etienne·Jules Marey, citato in /biJ., p. 35 . 
• SIMM (Software ror lnteradive Musculoskeletal Modding, software per la modellizzazione 
interattiva dell'apparato muscolare e schdetrico). www.musculographics.com. 
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to della biomeccanica, da neuroscienziati, da kinesiologi, da biologi, da 
informatici, da ingegneri genetici e da animatori. NeU'architettura di 
questo complesso sistema «knowledge based» (basato sulla conoscen-
za5) ci sono equazioni matematiche derivate dalle leggi delJa.fisica nella 
loro applicazione al movimento del corpo umano. Alcune di queste 
equazioni hanno origine dalle ricerche di fisiologi e scienziati del XIX 
secolo, come Mare/. 
MOTION CAPTURE E SIMULAZIONE NEL XX SECOLO 
Alcuni tra i primi animatori del xx secolo utilizzavano un dispositi-
vo di motion capture chiamato rotoscopio, nel quale «il movimento fo-
tografato veniva usato come sagoma dall'artista animatore che ricalcava 
i singoli fotogrammi del film perottenere un'animazionc di fotogrammi 
disegnatt un,esempio spesso citato di utilizzazione di questo metodo e 
il film Biancaneve, prodotto dalla Disney nel1937. U rotoscopio veniva 
usato,in ogni occasione in cui si rendesse necessaria una rappresentazio-
ne piu umana di personaggio in opposizione a una versione stilistica-
mente piu vicina a un fumetto. 
All'inizio degli anni scssanta, per provare i decolli e gli atterraggi 
dei loro aerei, i progettisti della Boeing Airplane costruirono il prima 
ambiente per la simulazione grafica. Crearono anche il prima esempio 
di figura umana digitale per simulare i movimenti del pilota nella cabi-
na. Tuttavia ci vollero altri venti anni prima che i laboratori di biomec-
canica avessero a disposizione hardware abbastanza potenti con.i quali 
costruire sistemi di software piu sofisticati per simulare il movimento 
umano, sempre piu presente nell'ambito della grafica informatica. Que-
sti software sarebbero stati <<knwoledge based», dei software quindi che 
utilizzano alcune delle formule matematiche di leggi fisiche dell a natura 
studiate da Marey.Da questi sviluppi sono emersi;due potenti strumen-
ti software per la, modellizzazione di movimento umano animato in un 
s Software che milizza infonnazioni biomeccaniche su come il corpo umano si corn porta nel· 
)e fasi di movimento. 
' Per una breve descrizione di un sislema knowledge based vedere l'anicolo di W. Trager, 
disponibile in rete, intitolato A Pradri:al Appro<Jch to Motion Capture. Acclaim'! Optiru/ Motion 
Capture, scrino per l'edizione 1994 di SIGGRAPH. old.cs.gsu.edulmaterials/HyperGraphlanima-
tion/character_animation/mo[ion_capture/motion_oplica1.htm. 
'Ibid. 
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ambiente di computer-grafica: la consuetudine di usare uno scheletro 
per controllare un personaggio 3D e la cinematica inversa, la quale 
[ ... ] costituisce una grande scoperta, in quanto fomisce un approccio mira-
to per l'animazione di un personaggio 30. Permette, cioe, all'artista di control-
larc gli arti del pcrsonaggio come se fossero dcUe connessioni meccaniche, o 
catene cinematiche8• 
All'inizio degli anni ottanta il MtT Architecture Machine Group e il 
New York Institute of Technology Computer Graphics Lab hanno con-
dotto degli esperimenti sulla tracciatura ottica del corpo umano9• Anco-
ra una volta le limitazioni dell'hardware di quei tempi hanno impedito 
determinati risultati (anche se gli ingegneri infonnatici sapevano che 
sarebbero stati possibili di ll a pochi anni). Verso la fine degli anni 
ottanta, la motion capture, cosl come noi la intendiamo oggi, inizio ad 
apparire come un dispositivo sofisticato per la registrazione del movi-
mento degli oggetti, di solito esseri umani o animali, che permetteva la 
riproduzione del movimento in uno spazio digitale, con l'ulteriore pos-
sibilita di fargli assumere una varieta di forme animate, umane e non. 
Una sorta di rotoscopio tridimensionale senza bisogno che mani umane 
svolgano l'arduo lavoro di disegnare il movimento. 
Negli ultimi cinque o sei anni la rapida crescita delle tecnologie di 
motion capture e stata sfruttata ampiamente daU'industria commerciale 
dell' entertainment, tanto quanto era stata sfruttata, negli anni sessanta, 
dalla ricerca medica, scientifica e industriale. Oggi la motion capture e 
considerata un'alternativa possibile per la produzione di animazione 
infonnatica e le tendenze attuali di sviluppo optano per programmi di 
animazione economicamente piu abbordabili, basati su sistemi di cattu-
ra con telecamere che utilizzeranno strumentazioni piu sofisticate e 
software basati suUa visione del computer (software che possono simu-
lare il modo in cui l'occhio vede la profondita e il movimento). Ritor-
nero piu avanti su questo argomento con delle previsioni sui possibile 
utilizzo di questi sistemi, piu economici e quindi piu accessibili, nel 
mondo della danza. 
'Ibid. 
• D.). S1urmon,A Brie/Historyo/Motion CAptu,.,.forComputerCharacterAnimation, SICGRAPH 
94. old.cs.gsu.edulmaleriols!HyperGraph/animalion/choracler_animalion/motion_caplure/hi· 
s1oryl.h1m. 
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TIPI 01 MOTION CAPTURJ! PER DANZATORI 
Per la ripresa di punti selezionati del corpo in movimento e per 
mettere poi queste informazioni a disposizione del software del compu-
ter, sono stati sviluppati numerosi sistemi. Si possono avere, per esem-
pio, sistemi protesici, acustici, magnetici e ottici10• In questa sede trat-
tero esclusivamente il sistema magnetico e quello ottico nel contesto di 
alcuni progetti di motion capture che coinvolgono artisti del mondo 
della danza. Evitero di addentrarmi troppo nei dettagli tecnici, visto che 
gran parte della documentazione al riguardo i: accessibile via Internet. 
D'altronde, i: difficile definire dei parametri di paragone per quanto 
riguarda i vari sistemi di motion capture, e ancora piu difficile i: stabili-
re quali siano i piu adatti per la danza. Ogni produttore sosterra che il 
suo sistema i: il migliore, e in ogni caso valutare o interpretare le infor-
mazioni tecniche senza il supporto di specialisti i: un'impresa ardua. Per 
chi fosse interessato a iniziare a sperimentare queste tecnologie i: consi-
gliabile mettersi in contatto con qualcuno degli artisti menzionati. 
In breve, la cattura magnetica del movimento (magnetic motion cap-
ture) implica l'uso di un trasmettitore posto in posizione centrale che e-
mette un forte campo magnetico, e un apparato di sensori attaccati alle 
varie parti del corpo del danzatore (fig. 11). Ognuno di questi sensori 
fomisce un flusso di dati che corrisponde alle diverse posizioni e ai di-
versi orientamenti J D del sensore. Alcuni di questi sistemi magnetici 
hanno cavi che partono da ciascun sensore per fare quasi tutto il percor-
so fino al computer (per esempio Polhemus Flock of Birds). Altri siste-
mi sono senza cavi e usano radiotrasmettitori e ricettori per inviare i da-
ti al computer (tra questi Ascension MotionStar Wireless). Questi con-
sentono una maggiore liberta di movimento nello spazio, ma rimane co-
munque illimite delle dimensioni del campo magnetico di cattura che 
puo avere un diametro soltanto di qualche metro. La cattura magnetica 
del movimento fornisce una grande quantita ininterrotta di dati di mo-
vimento, e offre la possibilita di lavorare in tempo reale, ne! contesto di 
una performance. In altre parole i: possibile vedere «in diretta» l'anima-
zione condotta dal danzatore che indossa i sensori (per un progetto di 
questo tipo, si rimanda a Figment di Susan Kozel, descritto piu avanti). 
11 sistema ottico di motion capture funziona con delle_sfere o marca-
•• Cfr. Trager, A ProdiCXJI Approoch, ci1. 
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tori che riflettono il movimento in modo direzionale, posizionate in 
punti strategici sui corpo del danzatore. Questi sistemi richiedono l'uso 
di almeno tre telecamere e spesso anche di piu. I sistemi ottici offrono al 
danzatore il massimo della liberta di movimento perche non necessita-
no di alcun cablaggio. Tuttavia, presentano l'inconveniente dell'«occlu-
·sione», che interviene quando un sensore riflettente viene perso oppure 
rimane nascosto alla telecamera. Cio provoca un'interruzione nel flusso 
dei dati al quale il software sopperisce usando algoritmi di tracciatura 
che possono interpolare le sezioni mancanti del movimento. Questi 
algoritmi sono estremamente complessi e sono basati sulla conoscenza 
di come lo scheletro umano si comports - conoscenza derivata sempre 
dalla fisiologia. 
AI contrario dei sistemi magnetici, a causa dell' «occlusione», i siste-
mi ottici tendono a non fomire le stesse possibilita di utilizzare la mo-
tion capture in tempo reale, ma questa lacuna verra probabilmente col-
mata con il progresso dell'informatica. I sistemi ottici sono generalmen-
te considerati molto accurati nella cattura e nella rappresentazione del 
movimento umano attraverso un ampio uso di sensori riflettenti. Que-
sta e una delle ragioni per cui Paul Kaiser e Shelley Eshkar di Riverbed 
li hanno adoperati nelloro progetto di motion capture con Merce Cun-
ningham e Bill T.Jones. 
Prima di iniziare a considerare alcuni progetti specifici di danza e 
motion capture, vorrei citare brevemente alcuni sistemi di software e 
hardware che vengono usualmente impiegati. Ascension e Polhemus 
producono sistemi magnetici con cavi e senza cavi. Vicon e Qualisys 
costruiscono e vendono sistemi ottici. Ire delle industrie leader nel set-
tore del software per l'animazione progettato specificamente per lavora-
re con la motion capture sono Maya, Softimage e 3-D Studio Max. Que-
sti nomi compariranno ancora e i siti intemet di queste e altre societa 
saranno riportati in appendice a questo saggio. 
WORKSHOP E U.BORATORI 
11 mondo della danza ha difficolta nel trovare accesso alle strutture 
sia umane che tecniche necessarie per esplorare le possibilita di alcune 
delle tecnologie emergenti. La motion capture, che e una delle tecnolo-
gie piu interessanti per la danza, non fa eccezione, poiche e moho costo-
sa e richiede specialisti del software utilizzato. Per questo motivo il con-
testa della sperimentazione con le tecnologie ha bisogno, di solito, di es-
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sere organizzato formalmente e di trovare i finanziamenti necessari. De-
sidero citare alcuni eventi organizzati sotto forma di workshop per dare 
agli artisti del mondo·della danza una possibilita di accesso alia motion 
capture. Da.questi progetti si e sviluppata una larga base di esperti·e di 
conoscenze del potenziale di queste tecnologie ma anche l'intenzione di 
esplorare ulteriormente le sue possibilita. 
Digital Dancing e stato un workshop, della durata di alcune settima-
ne, organizzato a Londra ogni autunno dal1994 all998, da Terry Braun 
del gruppo Illuminations11 • Per qualche anno, Braun e stato in grado di 
rendere•possibile l'accesso alle tecnologie di motion capture, esplorate 
durante if workshop da Ruth Gibson e Bruno Martelli (una collabora-
zionc tra un coreografo e un artista multimediale), da Richard Lord {co-
reografo) e Susan Kozel (coreografa e ricercatrice). 
Nel settembre 1996, il Theater Lantarcn-Venster di Rotterdam ha 
organizzato Cyberstudio in collaborazione con Motek, una societa com-
merciale di motion capture di Amsterdam 12• Qucsto workshop ha fatto 
incontrare artisti del mondo della danza e delmondo dell'animazione 
digitale e ha permesso foro di esplorare le possibilita offerte dalle tecno-
logie di motion capture. Motek ha fornito si a I' attrezzatura che il perso-
n ale specializzato. 
Real Gestures/Virtual Environments e stato un laboratorio di due 
settimane organizzato da Sally Jane Norman nell'agosto 1998, struttura-
to in due fasi, la prima presso I'Imernational Institute of Puppetry di 
Charleville-Mezieres, Francia, e la seconda presso il Zentrum fiir Kunst 
und Medientechnologie (ZKM) di Karlsruhe, Germaniall. Qucsto pro-
getto e stato ideato per investigare le interrelazioni fra burattini tradi-
zionali e animazione digitale, utilizzando i sistemi di motion capture. 
11 Digital Theatre Experimentarium, un progetto al quale ho parte· 
cipato anch 'io, si e tenuto presso I'Universita di Aarhus, in Danimarca, 
nei mesi· di febbraio-maggio 199914 • Sono stati organizzati numerosi se-
minari e workshop.per esplorare il potenziale teatrale della motion cap-
ture, dell'animazione attraverso il computer e delle tecnologie di proie-
zione. Gli attori e artisti digitali Yvonne Fontijn, Susan Kozel, Paul Kai-
ser e Shelley Eshkar sono stati consultati e invitati a contribuire al semi-
11 Terry Hraun, llluminations/BraunanS: www.braunarts.com. Digital Dancing: www.brau-
nnrts.com/digidoncing. 
12 FUiure Movcs!Cybcmudio: www.ipr.nV-future-moves. Motek: Www.motek.~l. 
" 11 CCntro per l'arte c tecnologie dei media, Karlsruhe: www.zkm.de. 
"Digital Theatre Experimentarium: www.daimi.au.dkl-sdelaldte. 
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nario. Un sistema di ripo Ascension Motion Star senza cavi con sette 
sensori, prestato dalla ex Denmark Lego Wizard Group, e stato uti(iz. 
zato con un software di animazione, Maya. 
Gli obienivi del progetto Experirnentarium erano sperimentare eo-
sa catturan; e come (per escmpio, parti del corpo, divcrsi tipi di movi-
mento, bambini ecc.); usare i dati della cattura e spcrimentare program-
mi di animazione con rappresenlazioni umane e non umane; analizzare 
le interazioni di performance dal vivo e proiezioni di movimento cattu-
rato - sia in tempo reale che in postproduzione (materiale prercgistra-
to); usare i dati di motion capture per lavorare al di fuori dell'ambito 
dei programmi di animazione per guidare altri effetti (per esempio il 
suono); riflettere sui concetti di movirnento, tempo e spazio - reali e 
basati sul software. 
Durante il mcsc di maggio, due progetti sono stati portati a termine 
e presentati pubblicamente. Uno di questi era uno spettacolo di danza 
che cercava di integrare su un unico palco interprcti dal vivo e anima· 
zioni elaborate in postproduzione di movimento catturato. Un mese e 
piu che sufficiente per la sperimentazione di questi procedimenti possi-
bili per raggiungere obiettivi come questo. 
11 prima passo del progetto e stato compiuto dal coreografo: creare 
il materiale, delle sequenze di movimenti che potessero essere catturate. 
Sono stati condotti degli esperimenti per scoprire cosa avrebbe funzio-
nato meglio con il sistema magnetico e Maya. Sulla base di quanta e sta-
to scoperto, sono stati realizzati vari minuti di coreografia e poi cattura-
ti. Data che c'erano a disposizione soltanto sette sensori, tutto il mate-
riale e stato catturato due volte, la prima con i sensori localizzati sulla 
parte alta del torso del danzatore (testa, spalle, gomiti, polsi), la seconda 
con i sensori piazzati nella parte bassa del corpo (tre scendendo lungo la 
spina dorsale, le ginocchia, le caviglie). I due gruppi di dati sono stati 
poi assemblati, uno sopra all'altro, usando lo «hierarchical skeleton 
system» di Maya e la cinematica inversa (entrambi questi elementi di 
software knowledge based sono illustrati alia fig. 12). 
Dopo che i dati del movimento catturato sono stati assemblati e 
ripuliti con Maya, abbiamo iniziato la ricerca di una forma appropriata 
(a volte chiamata pelle o geomelria). Gli esperimenti andavano da forme 
estremamente astratte a forme piu umane. Alia fme abbiamo scelto una 
forma che dava soltanto una minima indicazione di dove fossero la 
testa, le mani e i piedi. E interessante notare che una buona parte di 
questo processo e stata svolta via Internet. I: anirnatore poteva spedire 
dei suggerimenti via e-mail al coreografo. Ci sono diversi livelli nella 
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parte iniziale del processo di animazione, quando i dati del movimento 
catturato.vengono combinati con lo,hierarchical skeleton system, in•cui 
la mole di dati e ancora relativamente piccola e puo essere.facilmente 
spedita via e-mail. 
U disegno scenografico deUo spazio e stato sviluppato con_ I' assi-
stenza deU'artista italiano Luca Ruzza, esperto di proiezioni. E stato 
concepito un progetto che usava le proiezioni sia frontali.che da dietro 
per dare aU'animazione una qualita tridimensionale. Usando due pezzi 
di Altoglass di 3,5 x 4 metri sui retro per la retroproiezione e un grande 
pezzo unico di Trevira - un materiale a rete trasparente che cattura la 
proiezione -, per la proiezione frontale, siamo stati in grado di creare 
un corridoio di tre metri tra le due aree di proiezione, dove i danzatori 
potevano lavorare (fig. 13). Le proiezioni deU'animazione erano sincro· 
nizzate cosl che l'azione su uno schermo avesse le conseguenze coreo· 
grafate suU'altro. 
Molte scoperte sono state fatte durante la parte finale di Digital 
Theatre Experimentarium, specialmente per quanta riguarda la diffe-
renza nella scala temporale tra le procedure di animazione e di produ-
zione delle perforrrtance dal vivo. Quest a differenza implicava una con-
seguenza: non era possibile vedere l'animazione defmitivamente rende-
rizzata prima deU'ultimo giomo, quindi era praticamente impossibile 
integrarla con del materiale dal vivo. lnoltre, sarebbe stato meglio coin-
volgere animatori e coreografi:insieme sui posto per piu tempo. Gli arti· 
sti che si occupano di animazione a! computer sono abituati a lavorare a 
distanza a progetti commerciali di animazione, ma in questo caso le 
richieste astratte del coreografo erano impossibili da trasmettere attra· 
verso gli storyboard standard o altri mezzi. Alia fine soltanto un paio di 
minuti del materiale originate catturato e stato utilizzato, ma ripetuta· 
mente e con prospettive diverse, quindi non soltanto di lata, davanti e 
dietro, ma anche da prospettive impossibili, da sopra e da sotto (uno 
dei vantaggi del «fare coreografie>> in spazi digitali). 
PROGETil ARTISTIC! 
Workshop e laboratori sono contesti importanti per scoprire e im-
parare, ma raramente producono dei lavori realmente artistici. Per due 
motivi: di solito non durano un tempo sufficiente e spesso-fanno coUa-
borare per la prima volta artisti deUa danza e del digitale. I progetti di 
cui parlero ora rientrano invece neUa categoria di «progetti anistici», 
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perche coinvolgono coUaborazioni gia in corso e tempi di lavoro piu 
lunghi. Ognuno di essi ha anche raggiunto, secondo la mia opinione, un 
imponante risultato come «opera d'ane», e non soltanto come «ricer-
ca». In ogni caso, preferisco non riferire nei dettagli le implicazioni este-
tiche di ogni opera, panicolare che potrebbe creare disappunto nei let-
tori che affrontano questo tipo di discorso, limitandomi a focalizzare 
I' attenzione su alcuni aspetti pratici dellavoro e deUe relazioni che sono 
di panicolare interesse per la ricerca attraverso i diversi sistemi di pro-
duzione di conoscenza. 
CINESTETICA DEL SOFTWARE: 
LA CONVERGENZA TRA COREOGRAFIA E ROBOTICA 
Due dei lavori recenti piu intercssanti sono stati creati da Riverbed, 
la societa di ani digitali di Paul Kaiser e SheUey Eshkar". TI loro proget-
to con Merce Cunningham, intitolato Hand Drawn Spaces, e stato pre-
sentato per la prima volta, sotto forma di videoinstaUazione di quattro 
minuti, aUa mostra internazionale di grafica SIGGRAPH, nelluglio 1998. 
Ghostcatching, con movimenti catturati da Bill T. )ones, e stato presen-
tato per la prima volta come videoinstaUazione di otto minuti e mezzo, 
aUa Cooper Union a New York nel gennaio 1999. Entrambi i lavori ban-
no contribuito a dare un nuovo liveUo di visibilita ai progetti di danza e 
tecnologia in generale. 
Per Hand Drawn Spaces, Cunningham ha coreografato e catturato 
71 piccole sequenze. L'animazione mappata su questi dati aveva l'aspet-
to di un disegno a mano libera, da cui il nome del progetto (fig. 14). La 
selezione e il montaggio delle sequenze catturate sono stati eseguiti con 
l'aiuto di un nuovo software per l'animazione, sviluppato specificamen-
te per il progetto, che si chiama Motion Flow editor. Nel progetto con 
Bill T. )ones, la sfida era in parte anche quella di «testare>> il potenziale 
deUa tecnologia di motion capture riprendendo le sfurnature personali 
del movimento di un danzatore cosl particolare e unico. 
Dato che anche Paul Kaiser dara il suo contributo a questo volume, 
mi limitero ad accennare a questi due progetti, come anticipazione, 
lasciando a lui il compito di descriverli nei dettagli. n sito internet di 
1
' Riverbed: www.riverbed.com. 
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Riverbed e, in ogni caso, una ricca fonte di informazioni sulloro lavoro. 
Hanno collaborato con Riverbed, per la rifinitura del software di 
animazione per i progetti con Merce Cunningham e Bill T. }ones, gli ar-
tisti e innovatori dell'animazione al computer Michael Girard e Susan 
Amkraut. In un'intervista con Paul Kaiser, hanno discusso l'evoluzione 
di alcuni dei loro lavori di animazione decisamente rivoluzionari. Negli 
anni ottanta, Girard fu uno dei primi a introdurre la dinamica gravitazio· 
nale nei processi di animazione al computer. Fino a quel momento, si 
lavorava sviluppando soluzioni di software che avrebbero «imitato cio 
che gli animatori tradizionali fanno - utilizzare, cioe, dei fotogrammi 
chiave e interpolarli con quello che succede tra !'uno e l'altro»16• Girard 
e stato uno dei primi a comprendere che i software a base fisica (o 
«knowledge based») potrebbero imitare meglio le nozioni sui movimen-
to e sulla fisiologia umana che l'animatore umano, quando disegnava le 
scene intermedie tra i fotogrammi, aveva sempre saputo intuitivamente. 
Girard e Amkraut hanno finito con l'occuparsi sempre meno del-
l'aspetto delle loro animazioni e sempre piu delloro funzionamento, in 
termini di resa del movimento. Tra i vari campi da loro esplorati, per 
trovare degli algoritmi a base fisica che potessero essere usati nell'ani-
mazione al computer, una particolare importanza e rivestita dalla robo-
tica. Gli ingegneri che si occupano di robotica sono piu interessati alia 
locomozione autonoma dei robot che alloro aspetto. 
Abbiamo avuto la fortuna che la Ohio State University stesse elaborando 
uno dei primi programmi per macchine che camminavano e correvano nella 
campagna. Le sperimcntazioni di Marc Raibert sulle macchine che corrono 
crano piuttosto sorprendenti. Alcuni degli algoritmi impiegati per far cammi-
narc c correre i robot potcvano csscre applicati anche nell'animazione al corn· 
puter, in particolare la nozione cruciale di cinematica inversa 17 (fig. 15). 
I ritocchi che Michacl Girard e Susan Amkraut hanno apportato al 
progetto di danza di Riverbed erano focalizzati sullo sviluppo di Motion 
Flow Network. U Motion Flow Network era un programma innovativo 
che permetteva di connettere una sequenza di danza catturata con un'al. 
tra. U software usava, tra gli altri, degli algoritmi con cambio di andatura 
16 Michad Girnrd in un'inlcrvista con Paul Kaiser, disponibile in rete nel sito: www.rivcr· 
bed.com/ (cercare «Conversations» c «Unreal Pictures»). 
"Ibid. 
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(gait sbi/ting), su base 6sica (provenienti dalla robotica), che pennettevano 
una facile interpolazione tra due sequenze. Qui appaiono di nuovo le 
equazioni matematiche, alcune deUe quali rappresentano l'origine deUe 
innovazioni e deUe scoperte deUa fine del secolo scorso, che vengono usate 
per fornire soluzioni ai problemi posti dal software dei computer contem-
poranei. In questo caso, si tratta di una convergenza poetica: una cono· 
scenza del movimento umano che deriva dalle ricerche di un secolo fa, 
usate nel software di un computer ideato per muovere robot del xx secolo 
che partecipa, in6ne, alla coreografia di un progetto di danza digitale. 
CAMBIO DJ TEMPO: DANZARE CON IL TUO IN-BE'IWEEN 
Susan Kozel e Kirk Woolford formano la compagnia MESH Perfor-
mance Partnerships. Kozel, danzatrice, coreografa e ricercatrice, ha 
esplorato nel suo lavoro per molti anni le sovrapposizioni di danza e 
tecnologia. Woolford e un artista visivo e programmatore, che ha coUa-
borato in passato a progetti di danza e tecnologia. Illoro recente lavoro, 
Figments, impiega le tecnologie di motion capture e l'animazione al 
computer in una maniera unica. Figments e una perfonnance dal vivo di 
un danzatore che indossa numerosi sensori di motion capture (una 
combinazione di sistemi magnetici e ultrasonici). La posizione e l'orien-
tamcnto di questi sensori viene riprodotta in tempo reale su uno scher-
mo, animando una figura stilizzata mol to semplice. SuUo schermo viene 
proiettata anche una sequenza preregistrata che usa gli stessi punti di 
immissione dati e la stessa figura stilizzata. Tra queste due figure c'e un 
terzo corpo/figura creato dal software del computer, che Kozcl chiama 
il «corpo virtuale>>, e che, in sostanza, e una modulazione tra il movi-
mento in tempo reale e la sequenza preregistrata (fig. 16). Secondo le 
parole di Kozel, la danzatrice, questo «corpo virtuale», generato com-
putazionalmcnte come qualcosa di <<intennedio» (in between) tra lei 
stessa nel passato e lei stessa nel presente, a tratti assumeva le caratteri-
stiche di un altro essere senziente18• 
"S. Kozel, K. Woolford, Ul/erance J: Merh Performance Parlnmhips, •Performance Re-
search» IV, 2, estate 1999, p. 61. 
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DATA DRIVEN: MOVIMENTO UMANO IN FORME NON UMANE 
Yvonne Fontijn e la coreografa olandese Karin Post collaborano a 
progetti di motion capture e di animazione ormai da alcuni anni. Fontijn 
lavora come artista di animazione per Motek (la societa commercialegia 
citata sopra, che lavora con la motion capture ad Amsterdam). Questo le 
consente un accesso incondizionato a tulle le tecnologie necessarie per i 
suoi progetti e le dH'opportunita di sperimentare ed esplorare per un 
periodo di tempo sufficientemente lungo. Fontijn utilizza sia i sistemi di 
motion capture ottici che quelli magnetici e i programmi Softimage di 
computer grafica. Circa due anni e mezzo fa, Fontijn e Post hanno orga· 
nizzato una sessione di motion capture in cui il movimento del torso e 
delle braccia era catturato da una danzatrice (Karin Post) e il movimento 
del bacino e delle gambe da un danzatore di tip tap. 
I dati rimasero nella memoria del computer molti mesi prima che 
Fontijn decidesse di usarli per creare un'installazione con un film di ani· 
mazione intitolato Upper/Lower per la mostra Traces of Science in Art 
presso Het Trippenhuis ad Amsterdam nella tarda primavera del 1998. 
Per allontanarsi il piu possibile dalla rappresentazione della figura uma-
na, ma mantenendo la qualita speciale deLmovimento della motion· cap· 
ture, Fontijn ha sovrapposto la parte superiore del torso di Karin Post 
direttamente sopra la met a inferiore del danzatore &tip tap. Quello che 
appare· in questa animazione ipnotica e una serie di forme astratte ani· 
mate con movimenti umani. l!Jna volta informati del fatto che si tratta di 
movimento catturato, e possibile identificare nei mutamenti delle for-
me, in modo occasionale ma riconoscibile, il ritmo dei piedi del danza· 
tore di tip tap. Se invece si e all'oscuro del processo con cui le immagini 
sono state costruite, si percepisce il video come un'animazione con un 
movimento altamente organico, la cui•origine e difficile da determinare. 
AFFERRARE IL TEMPO: DALL'EFFIMERO ALLA FORMA SOLIDA 
In Danimarca la coreografa e danzatrice Dorte Persson, dopo avere 
ascoltato per caso alia radio un 'intervista a una struttura commerciale 
che si occupava di1motion capture a Copenaghen19, ha deciso di contat-
19 Mocap Copenhagen: www.mocap.dk. 
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tarla e di proporre uno scambio: dati di motion capture (lci stcssa mcn-
tre balla), che avrebbero potuto usarc in lavori di animazione, in cam-
bio di assistenza tecnica per i suoi progetti. Usando un sistema di cattu-
ra magnctica con quattordici sensori, Persson ha improwisato e cattu-
rato varie sezioni di movimento. Lavorando soltanto con le traiettorie 
del movimento di ogni sensore, ha selezionato una sequenza di due 
minuti e mezzo di movimento del sensore del suo piede sinistro e una 
sequenza di dieci secondi dal sensore della mano destra20• Sempre lavo-
rando soltanto con le traiettorie del movimento, ha ottenuto una rap-
presentazione dei percorsi effettuati dai sensori nelle tre dimensioni 
create con un software di animazione (3-D Studio Max). L'intenzione 
era di fondere queste traiettorie in una scultura tridimensionale di tubi 
di alluminio solido (1,2 cm di diametro; fig. 17). 
Originariamente, si sperava che delle macchine (come quelle usate 
per costruire mobili) collegate con un computer potessero fondere l'al-
luminio in una forma 3D, sfruttando direttamente i dati digitali. Tutta-
via, questi macchinari non crano abbastanza flessibili per conformarsi 
alia complessita dei percorsi del movimento catturato da Persson. Alia 
fine, e stato necessaria stampare delle cianografiche di varie visioni del-
la scultura da diversi punti di vista e portarle da un artigiano gioiellierc 
che avesse sia gli strumenti sia la competenza adeguata per realizzare la 
scultura a mano. La sezione di movimento di due minuti e mezzo ha 
richiesto approssimativamente ottanta metri di tubi di alluminio. 
Il titolo dell'opera di Persson e Mome'!IS of Invisibility, titolo che 
coglie con precisione l'essenza del pezzo. E stata esposta nel contcsto 
deii'Art Crash Festival di Aarhus, Danimarca, nel maggio 1999, e da 
allora e conservata al Modem Art Museum di Brandts Klredefabrik, 
Danimarca. Un concetto semplice, che mostra clegantemente alcune 
delle potenzialita delle tecnologie di motion capture per il mondo della 
danza. Rendendo solide sia le qualita efftmere della danza che dcll'im-
maginario digitale, Moments of Invisibility cattura il tempo e traspone 
una forma articolata in quattro dimensioni in un fenomeno visuale di 
tre dimensionL Per questo aspetto, illavoro e simile alla produzione di 
Etienne-Jules Marey, il quale, per capire il movimento, spazializza il 
tcinpo con i suoi strumenti grafici e le sue telecamere. 
20 Per vedere un esempio di died secondi di traicnoria dclla mano destra, consuhare il siro 
web di Done Peruon: www.korrogmf.dk. 
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IL FUTURO DELLA MOTION CAI'TURE 
I workshop/laboratori e i progetti artistici di cui ho parlato non 
rappresentano che l'inizio. Alcune delle organizzazioni che si occupano 
di documentare e salvaguardare la danza (come la National Initiative to 
Preserve American Dance) stanno gia prendendo in considerazione la 
possibilita di usare la motion capture. Si stanno stabilendo dei collcga· 
menti fra strumenti software per la coreografia, come Lifeforms, e 
motion capture che permetteranno una maggiore manipolazione ed ela-
borazione dei dati raccolti con la motion capture. Progetti di ricerca 
sulla creativita artificiale, come Coppelia della Surrey University in In-
ghilterra, stanno sviluppando software che possono generate danza da 
repertori di materiali di motion caprure21 . Con la semplicita di trasmis-
sione via Internet, dati di cattura in fase grezza possono essere spediti 
via e-mail ovunque nel mondo. Questo potrebbe essere un vantaggio 
per la diffusione e l'insegnamento della danza e della coreografia, una 
volt a risolto il problem a dei diritti d' autore. 
In futuro, quando ci saranno sistemi di motion capture piu semplici 
ed economici, basati sull'utilizzo della telecamera, e quando i prezzi di 
hardware e software saranno diminuiti, vedremo danzatori usare le tec-
nologie di motion capture per osservare illoro stesso materiale in 3D, 
come parte integrante del processo creativo in studio. Probabilmente 
questi sistemi utilizzeranno forme di software di progettazione che van-
no sotto il nome di computer vision, a volte chiamati anche «image un-
derstanding». Come gia detto, si tratta di un·tipo particolare di software 
che puo simulare il modo in cui l:occhio uniano percepisce la profon-
dita e il movimento. Come alcuni aspetti della modellizzazione.del mo-
vimento, e anch~esso <<knowledge based>>, in quanto possiede delle co-
noscenze di fisiologia dell a percezione sotto forma di algoritmi22• Questi 
sistemi non renderanno piu necessaria l'utilizzo di cavi ingombranti per 
i sistemi magnetici e a ultrasuoni, e perfino dei marcatori rotondi che 
riflettono il movimento degli attuali sistemi ottici. Sara inoltre possibile 
catturare il movimento di piu persone contemporaneamente. 
21 Coppclia: www.cc.surrey.ac.uk!Efivsst1/groups/human/coppelia.html. 
21 Per dcscrizioni di ~<computer vision» cfr. le informazioni fomitc in rcrc dai vari dipartimcn-
ti di scienzc computazionali·nci siti u·ch delle diverse univcrsirl, lra cui: www.cs.umass.edu/auto-
gcn/cmpscidcscf!J9.html o \\"W'U'.cc.gatcch.edu/classcs/csi 322_97 _springlinfo.htmL Per consult arc 
un sito cornmcrcialc chc fomiscc un inlcrcssanle sislema hasato sull'utilizzo di una tclccamcra: 
SIMIIHcaliry Motion Systems all'indirizzo www.simi.com/cn. 
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Queste forme di cattura piu efficaci e piu economiche non sostitui-
ranno certamente il video perche la fedelta delle immagini bidimensio-
nali sara, ancora per molti anni, di una qualitii nettamente superiore_ 
Anche se sono stati sviluppati tre sistemi di motion capture che possono 
tracciare il movimento delle dita e delle espressioni facciali, rimarranno 
comunque fuori dalla portata della maggior parte dei danzatori ancora 
per lungo tempo. QucUo chc vcdrcmo in studio sad una combinazionc 
di entrambe le fonti di informazione usate per osservare il proprio 
materiale di danza da ogni punto di vista possibile e per riprodurlo e 
fondere sequenze di movimento insieme a software, come il gia citato 
Motion Flow Network. Questi sistemi dovrebbero essere a disposizione 
degli artisti ne! giro di una decina d' anni. Come tutte le nuove tecnolo-
gie di produzione di immagini, questa nuova maniera di guardare mate-
riale di movimento durante il processo di produzione influenzera l'arte 
di fare danza. 
I'OSTSCRI'I10 
Non sono il primo a suggerire che video e computer un giorno sa-
ranno utilizzati insieme negli studi di danza. Merce Cunningham, sem-
pre all'avanguardia quando si tratta di esplorare nuove possibilita tec-
nologiche ne! processo di creazione della danza, ha fatto le seguenti os-
servazioni verso la fine degli anni sessanta: 
Mi sembrn chiaro che la tecnologia elenronica ci ha dato un nuovo modo 
di vedere. Delle sequenze di danza possono essere fatte a! computer, immagini 
possono esscre estratte da esse, quindi perchc non immaginare un sistema di 
notazione della danza immediatamcnte visibile? So che ci sono state delle ricer-
che in questa direzione, e con ogni probabilita attualmente ce ne sono ancora 
di piu. Una situazione che mi sembra immediatamente accessibile al danzatore 
si presenterebbc all'incirca in questo modo: due schenni, video o ahro, sincro-
nizzati tempomlmente e delle stesse dimensioni. Uno mostrerebbe una scquen-
za di danza cosl come viene rappresentata, assolo, gruppi, costumi e tutto 
quanto vi sia di essenziale. Di fianco, sui secondo schenno, immagini stilizzatc 
h I · r d' -2J c e avorano 111 promn tta . 
Amsterdam, novembre 1999 
" M. Cunningham, Changes. Noter on Choreography, New York, Franccs S1arr Some1hing 
Else Press, 1968. 11 silo inlemcl di Mcrce Cunninghom c www.mcrcc.org. 
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APPENDICE 
Sistemi di motion capture 
Ascension: www.ascension·tech.com 
Polhemus: www.polhemus.com/home.htm 
Vicon: www.vicon.com 
Qualiysis: www.qualisys.com 
Software di animaxione 
Maya: www.aliaswavefront.com/pages/home/index.html 
Softimage: www.softimage.com 
3-D Studio Max: www.softimage.com 
Kayadera's FilmBox: www.kaydara.com 
Studi commercia/i di motion capture 
Motck: www.motek.org 
Mocap Copenaghen: www.mocap.dk 
Siti interne! deg/i artisti 
Riverbed: www.riverbed.com 
Dortc Persson: www.koreograf.dk 
Siti interne! per la ricerca sui/a motion capture 
www.visgraf.impa.br/Projccts/mcapture/index.html 
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1o. lllustrazione dell'apparato di un uccello 
di Marey. 
11 . Sistema magnetico usato da danzatori. 
12. Lo scheletro di base con l'illustrazione 
di quattordici punti controllabili da sensori. 
13. Un semplice progetto per lo spazio. 
14. Hand Drawn Spaces, coreografia di Merce 
Cunningham. 
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ESPACES DISTINCTS: QUELQUES DIMENSIONS 
COGNITIVES DU MOUVEMENT 
Scorr deLahunta 
L\ CARTOGRAPHIE COGNfllVE 
Les sciences cognitives sonr definies d'habirude corn me I' etude interdiscipli-
naire de I' esprit ou de I' intelligence, a laquelle conrrihuenr plusieurs domaines 
tcls que l'informatique, la philosophic, la neurobiologie, la linguistique et la 
psychologie. L'un des objectifs des sciences cognirives a ere d'crudier, de corn-
prendre er de decrire !'organisation et le foncrionncmenr du cerveau, pendanr 
biologique de I' esprit, en particulier au niveau du rraitemenr de l'informarion. 
Au debut du X!Xe siecle, les phrenologues avaienr elahore lcs premieres theo-
ries erablissanr un rapport enrre ccrraines parries du ccrveau er lcs bases de la 
cognition'"· Developpees sans reference a aucune methode scienrifique, ces pre-
mieres theories furenr denoncees en ranr que fondamenralemenr inexactes; cepen-
dam, les phrenologucs onr conserve unc place clans l'hisroire de la cartographic 
du cerveau/esprir. Leur approche trouvc acruellemenr un prolongemem clans les 
techniques d'imagerie non invasives du ccrveau, urilisees depuis l'invenrion du 
PET-scan (Positron Emission Topography) au milieu des annces 1970"'. Alors 
que ces techniques en sonr encore a leurs debuts er soulevenr encore davanrage 
de questions qu'elles n'en resolvent, le., images qu'elles fournissenr, aux couleurs 
er formes represenranr des domaines d'activite locale, prolongenr lcs acrivires des 
phrcnologues clans la mise au poinr de theories a propos de l'espace du 
cerveau/esprir. 
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Cerrains scienrifiques cognitifs ne se referent pas directement a des images du 
cerveau, mais etablissent la·carrographie des systemes dynamiques de la reAexion 
a•trav_ers des references a des espaces et processus abstraits qui ne sont pas mains 
reels. On attribuc le concept d' "espaces.mentaux" a Gilles Fauconnicr, profes-
seur au deparremcnt des Sciences cognitives de I' Universitc de Californie a San 
Diego. Dans un article reste inedit, resume des travaux qu'il a entrepris des le 
milieu des annees 1970, Fauconnier ecrit: "Les espaces mentaux sont des assem-
blages tout 1t fait parriels, construits a mesure que nous pensons et parlons, pour 
permettre la comprehension et l'action au niveau local." Ces espaces sont des 
territoires dynamiques qui s'amplifient au fil de nos conversations. Leur creation 
est guidec par le langage dans un processus oil "la reAexion et le discours ( ... ) 
sont lies entre eux par differents types de representation""''. 
Une autre scientifique, Margaret Boden, professeur de Sciences cognitives a 
la Sussex University, emploie le concept d' "espaces conceptuels" dans son ouvrage 
Thr Cr~ative Mii1d, dont la premiere edition date de 1990. Elle definit les canes 
de·l!esprit comme des "systemes generatifs guidant la pensee et I' action" et cllc 
affirme que ces espaces·peuvent se modifier eux-memcs. Elle cite plusieurs exem-
ples de nouveaux espaces conceptuels qui sont crces.par des artistes ou des scicn-
tifiques en faisant appel a differents processus d' exploration'"· 
Ce brefaper~u de differentes approches du.concept de cartographic cognitive 
nous fournit un cadre de reference pour le reste de cet article, oil nous decrivons 
cerrains aspects de I' initiative Chor~ography and Cognition. Elle associait I' explo-
ration des espaces mentaux et la cr6nion·d'espaces physiques. 
CHOiuiGRAPHIE ET COGNmON': INfRODUcnON 
11 y a quclques annees, en collaboration avec Wayne McGregor, le directeur 
arristique de Random Dance a Londres, j'ai commence a explorer de nouvelles 
fa~ons de cam prendre le· processus choregraphique, permettant de susciter de 
nouvelles approches de la. creation choregraphique. lnteresses mus deux par !'in-
telligence arrificielle et les reseaux neuronaux, nous avons t'te amenes au fil de 
nos discussions a lancer un projet cl' exploration de notions pouvalll ctre fournies 
par le domaine d'etudes imerdisciplinaire que sont les sciences cognitives. 
Espaces dislincls: quelques dimensions COC:Jililives do nlauvement 151 
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Dans un premier temps, en novembre 2002, nous avons organise une serie 
de reunions avec des chercheurs en sciences cognirives anglais et fran<;ais; l'ac-
cueil favorable no us a encourages a lancer d' aut res echanges. No us avons pu 
obtenir des subventions d'un nouveau programme favorisant la recherche asso-
ciant l'art et la science; cela nous a permis de poursuivre la collaboration avec 
cinq de nos interlocureurs des reunions de novembre 2002: Alan Wing, SyMoN 
(groupe de recherche en neurobiologie sensorielle et mmrice) de I'Universite de 
Birmingham; Rosaleen McCanhy du depanement de psychologie experimentale 
de I' Universite de Cambridge; Anthony Marccl et Phi I Barnard de I' unite de 
sciences cognitives et cerebrales MRC et Alan Blackwell du laboratoire d'infor-
matique Crucible de I'Universite de Cambridge. Par aillcurs, nous avons invite 
James Leach, un anthropologue effectuant des recherches sur le terrain consa-
crees aux collaborations entre anistes er scientifiques, a se joindre a nous"'. 
Cerre seconde phase de Cboreograpby and Cognition devait durer six mois, de 
septembre 2003 a fin fevrier 20041". Elle a dcbure par une session de deux jours 
reunissant tous les participants, lors d'un week-end en novembre 2003, dans la 
salle de repetition a Londres. Norre emploi du temps crait le suivant: le marin, 
nous observions McGregor er ses danseurs effecruer de nouveaux exercices d'ela-
borarion du mareriel gesruel, er nous en discurions l'aprcs-midi. Pendant ces 
discussions, les scientifiques eraienr invites a reagir ~ ce qu'ils avaient vu, a partir 
de leur domaine de recherche personnel. Nous avions reserve deux semaines en 
decembre et une semaine fin janvier 2004, pour permenre aux scientifiques de 
retourner en salle de repetition pour approfondir les questions qui se seraient 
imposees a eux entre-temps. Norre objectif lors du premier week-end era it de 
determiner quelques points de depart pour les recherches qui auraient lieu pen-
dant ces pt'riodes ulrerieures. 
LA REsoLunON DES PROBLEMES 
Au cours des matinees des sessions communes, McGregor generait un mare-
rid gesruel en dormant a ses danseurs des taches a accomplir ou des problemes a 
resoudre par le biais de breves sequences dansees. 11 invcntair ces exercices er les 
communiquair le plus sou vent aux danseurs en se servant de descriptions er d'ins-
rrucrions verbales er d'images (graphiques ou picrurales) existantes, ou de dessins 
executes pendant les sessions du marin. Ayanr re<;u ces instructions, les danseurs 
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disposaient d'un certain laps de temps pour crcer leur sequence. Ces courtes 
sequences dansc'es, le plus souvcnt crc'ces individuellement, ne duraiem pas plus 
qu'une minute OU deux; eJJes etaienr COtlServees, abandonnees OU diviSCCS Cll ele-
ments plus petits pouvant etre recombines plus tard. La reserve de matcriel 
gestucl ainsi constituce forrnair- pour uriliser la terminologie de McGregor-
le "vocabulaire" d'unc nouvelle choregraphic. 
En invitant les scicntifiqucs a observer les sessions du matin, puis d'y reagir 
dans l'optique de leur domaine de recherches spccifique, nous voulions degager 
l'espace necessairc pour que des differences dans la perception, la terminologie et 
la conception puisscnt se manifester, non seulemcnt emre lcs "scicntifiques" 
d'une part et les "artisres" de !'autre, mais aussi- et c'ctait tout aussi important-
enrre les cinq chercheurs. Mcme si ceux-ci se presenrenr tous corn me des psycho-
logues, ils ont chacun une autre approche individuellc de la psychologie. Dans 
cenains cas, les differences sont mcmc fondamentales: Alan Blackwcll, qui a une 
formation d'ingenieur et de psychologue experimental, ctudie les dimensions 
cognitives des systemes de conception et de noration. Les recherchcs d' A !an Wing 
concernent les foncrions scnsorielles et motrices intervcnant dans la maitrise 
n'active er anticipative des mouvements. l'hil Barnard a m is au poinr une thcoric 
qu'ila intirulee "Interacting Cognitive Subsystems" (sous-srsremes cognitifs en 
interaction), dcstinee a apprehender "comment les differenres composantcs du 
mecanisme mental sonr configurees ( ... ) er comment foncrionncm dans 
!'ensemble leurs interactions en remps reel." Roz McCarthy fair appcl a des 
methodes neuropsychoJogiques Cl ncuropS)'ChiatriqueS pour etudicr Jcs represen-
tations cognitives dans la mcmoirc, l'espace er la perception. Anthony M a reel 
rravaille sur !'integration de diffcrents aspects de la conscience"'. 
La resolution des problemes en matinee ccdait la place a un autre t)'pC de 
resolution de problemcs au cours de l'apres-midi. La difference entre les deux 
approchcs ctait notamment cclle entre un espace ou le mouvemcnt est valorise 
en rant que moyen d't!changc et un autre ou prevaut la conversation. Le langage 
etair essentiel dans·les deux cas, puisqu'il servait a dccrire, donncr des instruc-
tions, expliquer, racontcr et inrcrrogcr. Mais alors que les prnblcmcs poses lors 
des sessions du mat in suscitaient ce que I' on pourrait appelcr des "solutions cho-
regraphiques" exprimces dans l'espace physique, le problcmc principal a resoudrc 
l'apres-midi erait de comprciulre ce qui se passait dans I' esprit du choregraphe et 
des danscurs. 11 fallait pour cela explorer leur espace mental; ce processus allait 
etre raffine et devcloppc plus avanr dans le couranr du projct. 
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L'apres-midi, chacun des chercheurs disposait de vingt minutes pour decrire 
ce qu'il avait observe lors des sessions d 'elabo rarion des mouvemenrs, pour inrer-
roger ses collegues, McGregor et les danseurs et leur demander des explicarions "'. 
Alan Blackwel l, s' inspiram de ses recherches sur les systemes de conception et de 
notation, a commence par commenter l'urilisation par McGregor de dcssins et 
diagrammes pendant les ses io n de creation de mouvements . Blackwell a fair 
une distinction entre ''l'interieur" de la rete du cho regraphe er l'espace de la page 
employe comme auxil iaire du processus de creation. Le fair q ue l'cspace de la 
page po urrait servir a decharger l'espace clans la rere a mene aux concepts de 
"represenrarion inrerieure" et de "representation exterieure". Le mor "represema-
tion" esr rres souvenr utilise clans le domaine des sciences cognitives, entre aurres 
pour decrire !'interaction entre les e paces men tal er exreri eur. La nature de ces 
representations inrerieu res esr rourefois sujen e a d iscussion; o n avancc, par exem-
ple, que la p resence d ' une image visuelle dans !'esprit exprime "un duali me 
subril", la convic tion que I' esprit est distinct du monde mareriel191 • C'esr une 
q uestion que nous n'avons pas abordee direcrement clans nos discussions, meme 
si elle etait presente a no rre esp rit pendant route la durc~e du projet. 
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utilises par Alan Blackwell. 
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Apres la proposition iniriale de Blackwell, lcs questions er les reponses du 
groupe Ont aide a clarifier les perspectives adoprees par McGregor, ses intentions 
au niveau du processus de creation er de la collaboration avec les danseurs, et les 
rapports entre cette approche et les recherches des aurres membres du groupe. 
Phil Barnard disait qu'il ne savait pas comment saisir les methodes d'ebboration 
de mouvemcnts qu'il avait vues a l'ceuvre au cours de la matinee, car a ses ycux, 
il era it clair que la·panie du processus de conception qui se deroulait clans l'espace 
mental du choregraphe er des danseurs erait plus imporrante que ce qui pouvait 
ctrc represcnte par des notations sur une page. Phi I Barnard· er Anrhony Marcel 
allaienr finalement collaborer pour mettre au point des methodes de recherche 
permettant d'obrenir sym!mariquemcnr davanrage d'informarions de la part des 
danseurs er de McGregor sur les dimcnsior\s cognirives du processus de creation 
(voir l:cxpcricnce cl' analyse grammaticale ci-dessous). 
Chacun des chercheurs a cnsuitc presentc ses reactions a la session du matin. 
Si les processus a l'ccuvre clans b rcre de McGregor er des danseurs onr tres sou-
vent ere menrionnes, ils n'eraient pas les seuls sujers de ces discussions. Marcel et 
Barnard ont rous deux pose des questions relatives au contexre culture! plus vasre 
dans lequel les ceuvres choregraphiques de McGregor pourraienr errc vues et 
interprcrees. Marcel a lance le concept de "immersion er conscience non 
observarionnelle de ses propres actions" pour dccrire l'expcrience qu'ont les dan-
seurs de leur presrarion. Alan Wing, dont les etudes de la fonction er mairrise 
sensorielles et morrices font appcl a des sysremes de poinrage continu des 
mouvements, hautemenr specialises, a affirme qu'il faisair la distinction entre le 
mouvemenr que l'on per~oir ou donr on est conscienr (le percept) er le mouve-
menr en rermcs de forces, positions er riming (la physique). Ses reactions it la 
session du mat in concernaient sunour lcs rapports entre la mairrise consciente er 
incnnscienre du mouvement er leurs consequences .pour b variabilire des proces-
sus de creation. La reflexion de Wing a propos de ce qu'il avair vu le marin a 
incire Marcel a prcciser que la physique a laquclle il f.,isair reference englobair les 
"aspects fondamentaux de I' esprit" que la psychologie ignore rrop sou vent. 
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Laila Dialto et Alan Wing durant la session de Sadler's Wells. 
Photo: James Leach 
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Roz McCanhy a repris le concept de la rcprescmation imcricurc pour se 
demander quels types d'informarions, deja en possession des danseurs er de 
McGregor, conuibuaiem au processus d'elaborarion du vocabulairc gcswcl. 
Ellc a demande quelle erait I' influence du tesulrar csrhctiquc imagine sur les 
cxercices de resolution de problcmes imposes par McGrcgor; cc dcrnicr lui a 
repondu qu'a ce stade precoce du travail, il prefcrair s'cn tcnir a la tache, tout 
simplcmcnr. Pour finir, ccrre imcrrogarion allair inspirer a McCarthy plusieurs 
experiences servant a explorer l'espace memal des danseurs et ses rcpresema-
rions sous-jacemes. 
La conversation s'est egalemem prolongee l'apres-midi du dcuxii:me jour. 
apres une nouvelle session d'observarion pendam laqucllc McGrcgor et scs dan-
seurs-om fair appel a un autre ensemble d:exercices pour claborcr le rnatcricl 
gesruei""'. Commc nous Favons mcmionne plus haur, trois semaines en salle de 
repetition avaiem ete reservees pour rerravailler avec les scienrifiqucs: l'objccrif 
final de cene session iniriale commune consisrait done a dcfinir des poims de 
depart pour les recherches 3 effcctuer lors des sessions ultcricures avec lcs psycho-
logues. McGregor a lance la dcrniere discussion de l'apres-rnidi en poinranr cc 
qui l'avair interesse dans lcs observations et travaux des scicmifiques. 11 a nmam-
ment mcmionnc que la recherche en neurobiologie pourrait I' aider a imaginer 
des exercices d'elorborarion des mouvemems perturbant les schcmas habirucls de 
la perception et de la maitrise du rnouvemenr. 
LF.S EXPERIENCF.S 
A la fin de la dcrniere aprcs-midi, nous avions distingue trois pistes de 
reflexion liecs au processus de creation de McGregor, Cl pouvam ctrc cxplorces 
dans plusicurs optiqucs sciemifiques, c'esr-a-direpar les approches cognitive, 
ncurologiquc, ·psychophysiologique et biomecanique. 
11 s'agissait de: 
[I) la perturbation, ou !'introduction d:elements perturbareurs er le deregle-
menr du mouverncnt danse en tanr que strategic creatricc; 
(2) f'anafysc grammaticafc, OU fa perception de fa scgmell!ation des sequences 
dansees; 
[3) la representation, ou l'examcn de processus de creation chon!graphique 
faisant appel aux representations exterieures (notations) et les comportcmcnts 
associes. 
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Leo Lerus et Rosaleen McCarthy au laboratoire de !'University 
of Birmingham. Photo: Scott delahunta 
Avanr d 'en arrive r a la periode prevue en salle de repetitio n en d ecemb re et 
janvier, ces troi s themes Ont ere repris et developpes. Alan Blackwell a choisi le 
troisieme theme de recherche, la representatio n. 11 a reuni les earners de notes et 
partitions uti lises par McGregor er quatre des danseurs, er il s'esr servi d 'inrer-
views et de methodes analytiques derivees de ses recherches sur les d imensions 
cognitives des systemes de notation pour decouvrir ou le choregraphe et les dan-
seurs situaient les limites de ces ourils de creation . Le but etait de decouvri r com-
ment McGregor pourrair optimiser l'emplo i d'un sysreme de no tation dans le 
cadre de son processus de creation. 
Marcel et Barnard ont pris le deuxieme theme, celui de l'analyse grammati-
cale, en partanr de l' idee que les sequences de mo uvement pouvaient erre clivi-
sees en unites plus perites; lo rs du processus de creat ion , cela permet de separer 
les sequences et d 'en recombiner les elements constirurifs. Mais quelles SOil ( ces 
unites de mouvement et comment sonr-elles selecrionnees ou pen;:ues? Les unites 
pen;ues sont-elles di ffe rences pour d ifferents types d 'observareurs, par exemple 
un danseur, un choregraphe o u un spectateur? Les unites per~ues son r-elies diffe-
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rentes dans les sequences de mouvements elaborees a panir d'insrrucrions diffc-
renres, par exemple des instructions rres simples (il faur passer par cenains poinrs 
dans l'espace) ou plus complexes (verbales, liees aux emotions)? Pour obrcnir des 
donnees experimenrales fiables fournissant·une rt'ponse a ccs questions, lcs cher-
cheurs Ont invite McGregor a charger les danseurs d'effecruer deux rypes d'exer-
cices pour crt'er des phrases chorcgraphiques rres counes. Ccs phrases Oil[ ere 
enregistreeS en video, et huit d'entre elles Ont ere selectionnees pour etre vision-
nees er divisees en unites par McGregor er les dix danseurs. lis onr note leur 
rcsulrar personnel (nombre d'unires er longueur respecrive) sur des formulaires 
de collecre de donnees, qui onr ere soumis ensuire a une premiere analyse. 
D'apres ce que chacun des danseurs per~oir corn me des unites disrincres, cenains 
rcsulrars iniriaux fournissenr des indications inreressames sur la possibilitc de 
comparer les perceptions par rappordt diffcrcnrs types d'insrrucrions donnces 
pour !'elaboration du mareriel gesmel, rout en livranr une image comparative 
pour !'ensemble de la:compagnie. Alors qu'il erair clair que I' experience ohligeair 
les participants a adopter un mode d'observarion analrriquc, er cc par rapport a 
des sequences de mouvemenrs d'une ampleur limiree, des questions inreressanres 
apropos de ce qui esr perceptible er ne l'esr pas sonr ressorries de l'analrse des 
rcsulrats. Ces notions pourraient conrribuer au processus de creation collecrif. 
Alan Wing er son assisranre de recherche Krisren Hollands ont adopre comme 
point de depart un vasre ensemble de questions relies que: Dans quels "cadres de 
reference" les mouvements de la danse sonr-ils mairrises? Les mouvements sonr-
ils orientes dans l'espace en foncrion de caracrerisriques de l'espace ou se deroule 
la danse ou en foncrion ·du meridien du corps? Quels sonr les srsremes sensorids 
essemiels pour decrire ces cadres de ·reference? Comment le dereglemenr e1 la per-
turbation peuvenr-ils aider a le determiner? Afin d'emdier ccs questions, quarre 
danseurs ont appris er interprere une sequence de mouvemems consisrant a passer 
par trois points de reference dans l'espace auwur du corps, arbirrairemenr choisis. 
Leurs evolurions ont ere enregisrrees par un sysreme oprique de captation du mou-
vement qui enregisrre a rres haure resolution le minurage er la position de mouve-
ments dans un espace rridimensionnel. Differents rypes de dereglement ou de 
perturbation Ont ere introduirs, par exemple rexecurion des·mouvemenrs en fer-
manr les yeux, en bougeanr differenres parries du corps a des viresses differenres, 
en inversanr le mouvemenr, en depla~nr les points de reference (reAer, .rotation). 
ere. Les.donnees ·reunies.ont subi une analyse preliminaire. Celle-ci indique que 
cenains avanrages pourraienr en er re retires, all ant d'une meilleure comprehen-
sion scienrifiq ue de la maniere dont le mouvemenr esr prepare er execure a une 
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meilleure comprehension des manieres possibles d'encourager la variabilite arris-
tique du mouvemenr et d'etendre les vocabulaires gesruels. 
Roz McCarrhy s'est inreressee aux aspects de l'experience cognitive indivi-
duelle pouvant erre reveles en perrurbant d'une maniere reAechie cerrains pro-
cessus perceptifs choisis. Elle avano;ait que cette exploration de la "boite a outils" 
cognitive du choregraphe et du danseur pourrait conduire a une meilleure com-
prehension de la communication entre eux au cours du processus choregra-
phique. Elle a pose les questions suivantes pour cadrer son approche: Comment 
le choregraphe encourage-t-il la creativite du danseur en fonction de ce qu'il 
souhaite obtenir? Comment les danseurs comprennent-ils ce que dit le choregra-
phe? la creativite est-elle favorisee ou genee par des tensions dans la communi-
cation? S'appuyam sur sa connaissance des methodes neuropsychologiques pour 
I' etude des representations cognitives, elle a monte quelques experiences simples 
en situation de double tache; les danseurs faisaient appel a des mouvemenrs ima-
gines pour essayer de repondre a ces questions. Les experiences en condition de 
double r:khe parrenr de I' idee que lorsqu'une personne accomplit deux actions a 
la fois, une perre d'efficacite generale se manifeste au niveau cognitif, et une 
perre specifique si les outils nccessaires empietent les uns sur les autres. Elle a 
demande aux danseurs cl' imaginer une breve sequence de mouvemenrs qu'ils 
connaissaient deja et l'a minutee sans intcrvenir, puis elle les a invites a imaginer 
la meme phrase en executant tomes sorres d'aurres taches, par exemple des actions 
haptique/visuelle, verbale/spatiale, visuelle statique, etc. McCarthy a ainsi com-
mence a collecter des donnees qui pourraienr etre uriles a McGregor pour pre-
senter aunemenr les exercices d'elaboration des mouvements a ses danseurs. 
Autrement dit, elles pourraiem I' aider a savoir quels types cl' instructions ou de 
stimuli il doit utiliser, dans quel ordre, etc. 
CONCLUSJON(S) 
La majeure panic des informations ou donnees reunies par lcs cinq cher-
cheurs sont roujours en cours d'analyse. L'observation et la conception d'expe-
riences ne constituent qu'un aspect du processus scientifique; !'analyse et )'inter-
pretation des resultats prend nettemem plus de temps. Voila peut-erre la plus 
grande difference entre les modes et procedures de recherche du choregraphe et 
ceux du cherchcur en sciences cognitives. En juin 2004, McGregor prcsenrera a 
Londres une nouvelle choregraphic donr la creation a ete inAuencee par ces 
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echanges. En revanche, il faudra anendre plusieurs mois avanr que les resultars 
finaux du projer J'Aian Wing, par exemple, soienr disponibles. Enrrc-remps, la 
seconde erape du projer Clmreogmphy and Cognition s'esr rerminee; routes les 
parries concernees s:accordenr pour affirmer que les rrois object ifs onr ere aneinrs 
(voir reference n° 6). L'iniriarive a demonrre qu'ilesr possible de Jecouvrir er 
d'enrrerenir des rapporrs inreressanrs, a la fois d'un poinr de vue scienrifique er 
arrisrique, entre des processus choregraphiques er l'erudc du mouvemenr er du 
cerveau/esprir""· Des correlations uriles er frucrueuses onr ere produires par le 
croisemenr des differenrs vocabulaires, perspectives er conceptions que nous 
avons parrages au cours de ce projet. Si de rels echanges pouvaienr se poursuivre, 
ces rapporrs pourraicnr influencer rres favorablcmenr la creation dans un grand 
nombre de domaines. 
La danse er la creation choregr;1phique fonr appel a un ensemble uniqLie de 
processus physiques er menraux, a l'inrcraction de nombreux aspects de l'esprir, 
du cerveau er du corps, lies a la sensation, la perception, la· cognition, lcs emo-
tions er la maitrise des mouvcmcnrs'"'· La grande force des sciences cognitives est 
le fair qu'aucune discipline ou domainc ne peut a lui seul fournir une image 
complete de l'inrcracrion de rous.ces processus. Cc n'csr que grace aux rechcr-
ches inrerdisciplinaires, effecruees clans un effort commun, que nous pouvons 
apprendre a connairre ces interactions et mieux comprendre norrc maniere de 
concevoir les chases. Cela nous amcne a l'enigme fondamcntale que duivenr 
resoudre les sciences cognirives: comment arriver a une conception des espaces 
menraux et physiques alors que nos descriptions de ces espaces sonr un prnduit 
de ces espaces memes' Le projet Choreogmphy and Cognition a apporre une 
reponse a nombre de questions, mais il n'a pas renre de·resoudre ce·probleme-la; 
nous avons cependanr consider<' I' esprit du danseur par rapport a la pratique 
choregraphique J'unc maniere qui prend en compte les espaces physique, 
menral·cr cunccpruel. 
Au sradc actuel, norre projet prefhe les resulrars qui restenr ouverrs-et qui 
pourronr evenruellement erre amplifies plus rard: il n'a pas renre de construire 
une rheorie de la cognition choregraphique corn me I' a essaye une initiative corn· 
parable en Ausrralie" .. '· L'esprir choregraphique que nous avons pris en conside-
ration refuserair une relic explication a ce srade. 11 sera it peur-erre plus exact de 
definir la choregraphic commc une physique doree de dimensions.cognirivcs du 
type suggen' par le travail de Wing et Holland. Ou d'imaginer l'espace cognirif 
commun des danseurs comme le Jecrir !'experience d'analysc grammaricalc, 
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off rant un cadre compararif a la perception collective. I magi nons ce qui pourrair 
se passer si les danseurs er le chon!graphe connaissaiem mieux la "boire a ourils" 
cognitive dom disposenr les aurres, ou si l'urilisarion d'un sysreme de norarion 
pouvair erre amelioree par une meilleure prise de conscience des rapporrs entre 
les representations inrerieure er exrerieure. Les espaces physique er mental som 
roujours disrincrs er il n'y a pas de danger qu'ils s'emremelenr. Cependam, norre 
comprehension de ccs espaces s'epanouir bien au-dela du dualisme. Cene initia-
tive semble I' occasion ideale de faire rravailler core a core des choregraphes er des 
chercheurs en sciences cognirivcs. 
Traduction: Manine Born 
(Merci a Susan Rerhorsr pour son assistance lors de la n!dacrion du rexre) 
Cel arlicle a ele publie en anglais sous le lilre Separate Spaces: some cognitive dimensions 
of movement in Species of Spaces (a DIFFUSION eBook Series). London, Proboscis, 2004, 
hltp://diffusion.org.uk/. 
Scoff deLahunta, base a Amsterdam, travai/te comme chercheur, ecrivain, 
consultant et organisateur de projets internationaux liant les arts de la scene 
8 d'autres disciplines et pratiques. 11 travail/a notarnmen/ avec Amsterdam 
School for the Arts, Ohio State University, University of Cambridge, Associate 
Research Fellow, Darting/on College of Arts e/ col/abore aux publications 
Performance Research, Dance Theatre Journal et The International Journal 
of Performance and Digital Media. 
"ndlr: Cogni1ion: Foncrion complex~ muhiple regroupant I' ensemble des acrivi1es mentak-s (pcnsfe, per-
ceprion, action, volonu~. mCmorisation, rappel. apprentissage) impliquCes dans la relation de I'Ctrc humain 
a"·ec son environnemeru et qui lui permenem d'acquCrir et de manipuler des cunnaissanccs (associ::uinns, 
rCtmacdon, traicemenr de l'informarion, rCsuiU[ion de problemes, prise de decision e1c.). 
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I. Gazzaniga, Michael S., Richard lvry, George Mangun. Cognitivt Nturoscimrr: tl" Biology of thr Mind. 
le ed. New York, W. W. Nonon & Co, 2002, pp. 2-3. 
2. Raichle, Marcus E. Brain lmaging. In: Com'i'rnlliom in thr Cogni1ivr Nrurorrimcn. Ed. M. S. Gau.aniga. 
Cambridge, MA. MIT Press. 1997, p. 16. 
3. Fauconnier, Gilles. Mnual SpauJ (anicle en ligne r6umanr et reprenam des travaux antC:rieurs: 1985, 
1997, 2002). pp. 1-2. hnp:llcogsci.ucsd.cdu/-faucooll51/menral%20spaces.pdf 
4. Boden, Margare(. Thr Crralive Afind· Myths and Mrrhtlnimu, 2e ed. London, Roudcdge, 2004, p. 59. 
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5. Le programme pilotc "Ans and Science Rnearch Fellowships" C:1ai1 suhvemionnt' cunjoimemcnt par 
The Arts Council England er The Arts and Humanities Research Board. 
6. Pour prCparer la scconde phase, nous avions dc!fini uois objec1ifs permcnam de crCcr des circonsrann-s 
propit(."S 3 I'Cmergence de pistes de rfflexion ou poims de dC:pan specifiques: {IJ un ohjec1if commun: 
rechercher les rappons cnne lcs processus churegraphique:s d'une parr et l'f1ude du mouvcmem er tlu cer-
vc:-.Ju/cspril d'aune pan, intCre.ssants du point de vue scicmifique et anistique; j2] un objec1if anistiquc: 
imCgrer la participation cl b connibUiinn des chercheurs au proet.-ssus de crt!a1ion chorCgraphiquc, IOU I 
en conscrvant les modes cl' observation Cl d'inlerrogadon proprcs Zl leurs domaincs de n.-cherche re.spenifs; 
{3) un objeClif sciemifique: commencer a formulcr dC5 ques1ions et m~thodes de recherche spCcifiqnes 
dr!coulant des domaincs d'imCrCt individuds, Jans le comeJuc du processus de crCa1ion choregraphiquc. 
7. Cenains des cherchcurs disposenr de si1cs Weh pmpnsant une abondam:e de ma1Criel .sur leur Jomaine 
de recherchcs: 
Phil Barnard: www.mrc-cbu.c.a.m.ac.uk/personal/phil.harnanl/ 
Alan Wing: W\\w.bham.ac.uklsymon/pcople/alan.hlm 
Alan Blackwcll: www.cl.cam.ac.ukluscrs/atb2 1/ 
8. Les dix danseurs permanems de Random Dance- Clairc Cunningham, Laila Diallo, Frcd Gehrig, 
Khamlane Halsackda. Odcttc 1-lughcs. LCo Lerus, Ngoc Anh Ngurcn, Ma11hias Spcrling, Hilar}' Sw.insby 
Cl Amanda Weaver- om lOllS panicipC a difTCrcnrs JL-gres au projel. 
9. Bcnhoz, Alain. Tht Brain's Smst ofA1ovtmrnl. Cambridge. MA, Harvard University Press. 2000, p. 21. 
& Cl ark, Andy. A1inJwarr: an lmroductio11 to tht Philotoplry o[Cog11itil~ Scimcr. Oxford, Oxford Uni\·crsil)' 
Press, 201ll, p. 162. 
10. Au cours de la premihe marinCe, McGregor avail fait efTec1uer un exercicc lie a des pnims dam l'cspacc 
autour du corps: le second jout, il avail donnt~ dt..'S instruclions d'un ordrc plus C:mmionncl Cl narratif au 
ni\·eau des conno1a1ions er des rCf~rences. 
11. Pour plus de: details concernam le uavail de Wayne McGregor, consultc.7. le si1e Web de Random 
Dance: www.randomdance.org. Des documems er analyses rcl:nifs au proje1 serunl prC!>t!mCs sur le .'iilc 
www.chorrocog.ncl. Une nuuvclle dcmande de subvention permeuam de poursuivrc le projec en rCseau a 
C1C adrcssCe 3 I'EPSRC (Engineering and Physical Sciences Rcse<~rch Council) au Royaumc-Uni. 
12. Cenc phrase, redig& par Alan Wing e1 Kris1en Hollands, figure dans la demandc de suhvcmion ad res-
sec a I'EPSRC. mention nee en OUIC no 11. 
13. S1evens, K., S. McKechnie, S. Malloch, & A. Pcrocz. Chorrographic Cog11ition: Composi11g Timr tmtl 
Spare. Rappon de la Ge lnrernalional Conference on Music Perception & Cognition, 2000. www.aus-
dancc.org.au/unspokcn/rescarch/cognition.html 
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L' APPAREIL DE LOCOMOTION: 
UNE EPISTEME TECHNOLOGIQUE 
Scott deLahunta 
Introduction 
Frank Popper, dans son ouvrage hi>toriquc L'arl J I'Jge ilerlrouiq~~t, situe a la 
fin du XIX" siecle les Jcbms de l'intlucnce dirccte de la technolo~o<ic 'Jr l'art, en 
une pi'riode ou les effets de la Revolution lndustridlc "se manifestcnr dans la 
vie quotiJienne ... ""1• Lcs annees 1950 et 1960 sont cgalemcn t des ann~cs impor-
tantes clans l'histoirc de la technologie et des arts de la scene car elles .naugurent 
un rapport tres ouvert entre le public et les interpri:tes - dam lcs Lappcnings 
par exemple -, ouvranr la voie a une forme d'art interactive"'· Plus u1rectcment 
lice aux arts du mouvement, une autre phase historique commentc dans les 
annees 1960-1970 au moment olt la "dansc post-modernc" s'cmpare du 
Computer Art naissant, et que, vingt ans avant l'avencment de Lift Forms, le cho-
regraphe ivlcrce Cunningham commence il se scrvir de l'ordinatcur o,mmc mttil 
de creationm. D'evidence, ce sont la des moments qui eurenr une influence consi-
derable sur les pratiqucs contemporaines tcUes que la danse et les arts de la scene 
qui recouraient aux technologies naissantcs. Mais si l'on se reportc it tnc periode 
anrerieure, on cons rate deja a qucl point certains developpements tcc~nologiqucs 
et scientifiques ont modcle la perception du corps et du mouvement·•. 
En J'autres termes: l'approche contemporaine du corps er du rnouvcment 
est technolob<ique en cc sens qu'elle proccJc d'un savoir sci.cntifiqut qui dcfinit 
le corps commc un systc':me, ala fois - ou tour it tour- org;anc, outil, rcccptcur 
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scnsoricl, et esprit. C'cst ninsi <JU'il appamit dnns un certain nombrc de rextcs 
clefs - connus des nombrcux lccreurs de No111:d/n de Dame- commc Smtir, 
Res.rentir cl A,gir de 13onnie Bainbridge Cohen et l'ounagc de l.ulu Swcigard 
1-lmllal/ Mm·emmtl'olenlial gui inspirent nombrc de prati<jues de danse contempo-
raine er de projets pedagogit(UCS. Tant 13. 13. Cohcn <(liC L. Swcigard, :ll'ec, rcspcc-
tivemem, le 13mh'-i\lind Ccntering et l'ldeokincsis, ont dcvdoppc des approchcs 
du travail du corps et de I' esprit 'Iui met tent en avant des conceptions speci-
fiques d'obsen·ation et de conscience de soi. 'I<Jutes deux sont considerccs par-
fois comme iaisant panic des teclmictucs d'entraincmcnt en hody~mind (corps-
esprit) nu de therapies connucs cnmmc prati<tues somatiqucs ou comme educa-
tion psychophysictue1' 1• L.'on a tendancc :1 attribuer it ces techniques des origines 
remomant :I la penscc oricntale par le fait <JU'cllcs cxplorent les rapports entre le 
corps et.l'esprit, mais elles sont rout autant intluencees par une pensce du corps 
clahorcc dans le contcxte de la penscc philosophi<Jue et scicnrifiquc occidcntalc. 
Ceci semble indiquer !'existence d'une cpistcmologie - une rhcorie de la 
connaissance- des prali<JlleS du corps, C(lli serail i1 mcme de revcler C0nll11ent le 
mnuvemcnt est per~u et compris et <(Ui molllrerait it t(ud point la technologie 
marquait dcjit le corps et !'esprit des avant le XX' siecle, er par consequent le 
role implicitc qu'dlc a tcnu dans le devclnppcment de la danse contcmporaine. 
La place nous manque pour dcvcloppcr cc point de vue ici, mais il nous est 
cependant possible d'ebauchcr <JUCI<Jues aspects de cette vaste question. Dans 
ccttc cpisremologic technologique du corps, la machine (en lant que mccanisme, 
appareil, outil) occupe une position cemrale commc mctaphorc du fnnctionne-
mcnt du corps. Dans la suite de cct article, nous cxposerons particllcment les 
implications de cette notion en nous ccntranr sur un moment crucial de l'his-
toire des sciences du 1nnuvcn1cnr c..1ui devrair nous an1cncr :'1 examiner de plus 
prcs·la narure des relations corps/machine. 
Mccanique de la locomotion 
Des texres d'Arisrnte sur la locomotjon animalc aux em·irons de 350 avant 
J. C. aux thi~>ries actudles sur la locomotion,chcz l'hommc, l'interet pour le sujcr 
ne s'est jamais dementi. De l'i\mi<Juitc aux l.umicrcs, cependant, unc poignec 
seulement d'hommcs de science et de philosnphes a contribuc de fa~on decisi,·c 
a une thcorie du mouvemcnt. Ccs contributions naissaient le plus souvent clans 
la foulee de decouvcrtes clans d'autrcs domaincs, mais les avancecs de la 
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Divisions du cycle de la marche de I' enfant par le docteur David Sutherland 
qui a fonde le laboratoire d'analyse du mouvement a l'h6pital des enfants de San Diego en 1974. 
(http://www.univie.ac.atlcga/history/modern.html) 
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Divisions du cycle de la marche de !'enfant par le docteur David Winter 
qui a fonde le premier laboratoire clinique sur I' etude de la marche au Canada en 1969. 
(hnp://www.univie.ac.atlcga/history/modern.html) 
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pl11·siyue aux X V 11·· er X V Ill' sicclcs <>Ill accouch~ <Fun socle 1 hcoritlue fonda-
memal <]Ui valll aujourd'hui encore. l.c 1ournan1 du X X· sicclc a \'U un dc,-clnp-
pemcnt rapidc des connaissanccs d~111~ le don1ainc th:s :-;cicnn.:s du lllOU\'Cillt:ri.r 
en partic gr:lce :'! l'iTn-cntion de nnu\'L'aux instrunlCIHS de n1esurc er d'observa-
rion cl, de nns jours, ks applic:uions de la biom~caniyue cl de la kinesiologic, 
dl'ux disciplines lJUi onr pnur objet le nlou\·enlcnt, sont utilisecs dans un grand 
nombrc de don1aim.:s, du spon :1 la tbnsc en pass:1111 par l'crgonon1ic, l'ingL-nic-
rie hiom~dicalc nu l'erg<Hh~rapic. 
ilia is c'esr au X I x·, en I K}(l; LILIC lcs frl:rcs Weber- Wilhdm Cl Edu:ml -, 
publi0rcm lcur rr:1i1~ Jll,.rbtlnik tf,.,. ,\/('fiHNirbm Gdm·,•rk.z<'t(W (l·:n~tlc sur lcs meca-
nisrncs de la lnetl!notion chcz l'hon11nc), un ou\'ragc considl-rl- cotnnu.: la pn:-
miC:rc "soillllll' thl-orique sur la locmnorion rcposant sur 1\·xpl-riment:tti<~n sys-
l~mariyuc"•''1. R~edir~ t'n I H'>4, ;\/,.r/lt~nik dn· Mm.rrNirbrn Gdm·,.rkzn(~r fur rraduir 
en ai1glais en I'J92, cc yui atteste de son importance histnriyuc. 1\IL'ttanl cn.tl'U\TC 
des TnCthodcs d'cxpCrinknr:uion rigoun:ust:s scrvics par lcs tcchrlilJliCS lcs plus 
rCCCniCS de l'cpottlle, Ulilisant l'app;trciliage optiLillC du d~partelllCill de physique 
de (;i)ningcn Cl crudianl ks cadavrcs de l'lnsrirur d't\nawmie de Leipzig, les 
fr0rcs \\lcbcr poscrenl lcs fondcmenls de la recherche modernc sur le mou\·e-
mcnr chcz l'hon1n1e. t\vcc uncertain nombrc d'innovations nlCthodologilJlll.'S cl 
un L-yuipcrncnt n.:l:uin:nletH rudinu:ntairt:. ils percCrcru nu1nbrc de secrets de la 
locomoliun. 1\IL·me lcs tcchnilJtH.:s acrudks d'enregisrrcn1cnt tridin1cnsionnd du 
mou\Tnlent n'onr pu produin: lllll' "scm11ne de connaissances pn,portionndlc-
mcnt aussi i1nponantc de CL' phCnon1ene si·conlplcxc":-:-1• 
Dans un cc Hnmcntaire de son ouvrage, \Vi I helm Weber fair remaryucr yuc 
ks tcnt:uin:s anrL-ricl1rcs pour rncsurcr et analyser lc·nlouvenlcnt hun1ain on I Cri: 
"pour la pluparr infrucrucuscs"'''. 11 cite le travail des iarrom:uh~m:uiciens, unc 
ccolc de ph\'siciens it:diens du XVII" Ltlli tenla d'applitlllcr lcs lois de la meca-
niyuc cl des marhematiyucs au corps humain. Voici cc lJliC Weber en dir: "lis 
suscitCrcnr l'cspuir de con1prendrc de l'ii1rl-rieur ccttc cxtraonlinairc rnachincrie 
qu'csr le corps humain scion !'idee <tuc la comprehension du mondc av:rit ere 
deri,·C:-e des d~cou\-ertcs c"eprionndlcs de Gali!Cc, Kcplcr er Newton"''''. l.eur 
echcc ne signifiair pas pour auram <tucks marhemariyucs n'etaicnl d~aucunc uri-
litC .dans I'Ctt!dc du 1110UYcmenr. l.cs frCres \'\1eber eux-rnCn1cs, ccm1rnc d~aulres., 
1· rccoururcnt pour 'calculcr lcs forces agissant lors de la marchc cl de la course""1. 
Cc ttui manyuair Ycrirabkmcnt, c'~rair unc approchc nouvcllc du mouvcmenr er 
plus pr~ciscmcnl unc fa~un de "voir" cc <tUi ne pou\·air ctrc \'U. Disposanr des 
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( tudes de la locomotion de Charles Ducroquet abouttssant au livre Walkmg and Limping: A study of 
Normal and Pathological Walking (J . B. Lipincon Co., 1965). Plusieurs nouveaux outils sont d~crits dans 
le livrc, y compris la "cage de vcrrc" et la "cage de verre simplifiee". 
(http://www.univie.ac.aVcgafhistory/ww2.html) 
' 
L'examen squelettique au goniometre des mouvements de la jambe lors de la marche 
il des vitesses difl~entes. Extrait de la these de Larry W. Lamoreux: 
Experimental Kinematics of Human Walking, Universite de California il Berkeley, 1970. 
(http://www.univie.ac.aVcga/history/ww2.html) 
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techniques <)Ui se pretaient a cela, lcs freres Weber rCfurcrent systematiquemenr 
toutes les conclusions des recherches anterieurcs et contemporaines aux leurs, 
d' t\ristotc :1 P. N. Gcrdy. Ce dernier avait public une recherche sur la lncnmorinn 
humaine en 1829 en s'appuyant sur un corpus de donnecs recueillics par la sim-
ple observation et par la meme impuissante a rcveler les phcnomcncs meca-
niques des mouvcments les plus simples. 
l.cs deux freres n!sument leur critique de !'observation simple de la fa~on 
suivante: "11 apparait claircmcnt que lcs mcthodcs ut.ilisces it cc jour n'ont pas 
produit - et ne produiront jamais - une idee claire de cc type de mouvements. 
J.e nombre et la divcrsitc des mouvcments du corps it l'tcuvrc simultanement 
lors de la marche ou de la course est trop important pour distinguer par la seule 
observation ce qui est essentiel de ce gui est secondaire ( ... ). La seule fa~on·d'y 
parvcnir est de passer de !'observation a !'experimentation. Piu tot que de se limi-
ter a la simple observation globale d'individus marcham ou courant, il convient 
d'utiliscr tous les moyens dispnnibles pour reduire ce phcnnmenc complexe a 
ses composantes elementaires et de lcs ctudier ainsi en ellcs-mcmes et dans lcurs 
rappnrrs n!ciprogues. 11 fa ut crudier chacune des .parties scion sa taille, sa forme, 
ses relations ( ... ). 11 est necessaire, cnfin, d'etudier la marche en fonction de 
mesures de temps, J'espace, Jc masses et Je forces. Ces experiences Joivent crrc 
renouvelecs autant Je fois que ncccs~aire Je fa~on a disposcr de toutes les mesu-
res qui s'imposcnt, cellcs-ci ne pouvant toutes etre prises en une scule fois. 11 
faut varier ces experiences afin de distinguer ce <Jui, dans ces mouvemcnts, esr 
constant Je cc gui est variable, et pour cette dcrniere categoric, cerncr lcs lois 
<)Ui regissent )cur intcrJcpenJance"i"l. 
D'apres les frercs \Veber, d'autres que lcs scicntifiques souffraient eux au~si 
des limitations de !'observation simple. Les relations entre lcs diffcrentes par-
ties du corps sum trop changeantcs pour "qu'clles s~impriment completcment. 
dans !'instant sur les scns et Jans la memoire", si bien.que les anistes.qui repre-
scntent le corps humain mangucnt eux aussi de moyens pour "pcrccvoir les 
faits vcritablcs tds gu'ils survicnnent reellement selon la Nature", comme ils le 
font rem arguer dans lcur ouvrage'"'· A la suite de ccttc .rcmarque, ils cxposent 
leur dccouvcrte cssentielle qui eut J'ailleurs une consequence Jirecte pour les 
pcintrcs et les Jessinateurs du corps humain: l'inclinaison exacte du bassin par 
rapport a la colonne venebrale. D'apres les frcrcs Weber, les anatornistes et les 
scientiiiques qui s'etaiem intcrcsscs au mouvcmcnt n'avaicnt jamais auparavant 
mis en cviJence les Jonnecs cssentiellcs Je la locomotion chez l'hornme, it 
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Le squelette. vue latl!rale. 
Albinus On Anatomy. R. B. Hale. T. Coyle, Dover. New York. 
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Les mesures de l'inclinaison du bassin des fr1!res Weber. 
Mechanics of the Human Walking Apparatus. Berlin, Heidelberg, New York: Spnnger-Verlag, 1992. 
savoir l'inclinaison considerable du bassin qui, fonctionnellement, soutien t !'in-
curvation lombairc infericurc Jc la colonnc. Ccci les amena a "rc-dt:ssint:r" en 
la rcctitlant une planche du celebre anatomiste allemanJ Bernard 1\Jbinus, pante 
dans Tabu/(le sre/eti el!lmsmlonoll corpons huma11i en 1749. Les freres Weber decla-
rcnt que !cur version J e !'i ll ustration J'Albinus, ou le bassin est incline vcrs l'a-
vant scion un angle de 21 dcgrcs, "es t dcstinec a demontrer combien cette illus-
tration, consideree de !'avis general comme erant unc des mcillcures, est erro-
nt!e"dlJ. 
Albinus avait la reputation d'utili ser pour scs rcchcrchcs un large evenrail 
d'instrumcnts de mesurc, et Je recouper inlassabkment ses observations qu' il 
mcnait par ai llcurs avcc unc attention mCticuleuse au detail. Ses planches etaient 
If t. I I • 1 t t f .~ • t I (• ;I ,1 ! f 
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par consequent considerees comme "la nouvelle reference rempla<;am les plan-
ches de esa le qui ava ient ete durant plus de deux ccnrs ans la reference en 
matierc de pJanchcs anaLOmiyues"'". Que les fri:res \'\leber s'auto risent a corri-
ger cc qui erait incliscute demontre a scz la confiance qu'ils avaient clans leurs 
recherches. Enhardis par leurs decouverres, les deux freres en vinrent a conce-
voir une application plutol extraordinairc tie celles-ci. lis imagincnt ainsi que 
leurs recherches permettront de concevoir dans le futur des " machines qui mar-
chent": clles "remplaceront Jes chameaux Cl autres animaux meme clans des pars 
difficilement praticables par des vehicules [munis de roues j". "S'il est dt!montre 
( ... ) gue la marchc er la course sont des mouvements mecanigues d'une nature 
relic yu'ils puisscnt etre reproduits pru· !'applica tion de calculs er sans ('interven-
tion aucunc de la volome ( . .. ), it est alors imaginable de conccvoir, par cxemple, 
une machine a vapeur gui se deplacerait toute seule sur deu x, ctuatrc, six mem-
bres ou tla\·antagc" " '. 
Plus rcaliste ctai t l'idee gue leurs recherche trouvcraient "des applications 
pour le tleplaccment des troupes" '" . l .e rccherches sur la locomotion benefi-
ciaicnr tl'unc atten tion toute particuliere aux XV Ill< et X I X<, car, scio n l'histo-
rienne i\lary ~losher Flcsher, leurs applications pouvaiem ctrc decisives clans 
le succi:s d'unc batail le. Flescher pub lia en 1997 un art iclc sur les rappons 
en tre les rccherchcs des frc res Weber et la "theoric de la marchc" tics theori-
ciens prussiens tie l'an de la guerre ' . Ell e indigue gue les rccherches des deu x 
frcres dcvcloppent l'idee d'une "auto-regulation naturelle", une conception a 
!'oppose de ce gui inspirait l'entrainement de precision au9uel les miliraircs 
soumcttaient, avec succes d 'ailleurs, leur infanterie jusgue-la. Flescher observe 
gue )'orientation des recherches des deux freres emble suivre les changements 
de la strategic militaire tlu XIX<, qui progressivemem, privilegie les escarmou-
chcs en tre des g roupes reduits d'ho mmes sur les deplacements massifs de 
bataillons sur le champ de bataille. Ainsi, bien gu'ils se soiem declares clans la 
preface de leur ouvrage "peu au fait" de l'a rr de la gucrre, il semble bicn gue 
les recherches des freres Weber sur la locomo tion }' aient contribue considera 
blement '" . 
Ainsi gue nous l'avons signale ailleurs, les freres '\. eber utili saient pour lcurs 
recherches differents instr uments optittucs; ils employaienr plus parriculierc-
ment un tele cope muni d'un vcrrc gratluc permenant d 'observcr le dcplace-
ment d'unc personne et tl 'enregistrer avcc precision une seric de mesures1' ''l . lis 
procedcren t aussi a la verification de !curs theories en utilisant, sans jamais le 
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mentionncr explicitement, un zootrope, une invention recente qui pcrmettait 
de donner l'illusion d'une image en mouvcmcnt a partir d'unc scrie de dessins. 
Invente en I 834 par William Homer, il est considcrc comme unc des nombreu-
ses inventions d'animation du XIX' qui menerent, a la fin du sieclc, a !'appari-
tion du cinema. "II n'est pas sans intcret, ecrivent les freres Weber, d'eprouver 
les donnecs absolues de temps et d'espace que la theorie etablir en reconsti-
tuant et en dcssinant les differentes positions successives des jambes a chaquc 
instant de la marchc ou d'unc course reguliere puis de caller la serie d'illustra-
tions resultantc sur la surface interne d'un cylindre ou d'un tambour.( ... ) Le 
perimetrc de la construction doit ctre egal a la representation de deux enjam-
bees. Le tambour est mis en rotation a une vitesse constantc pendant la durce 
d'une double enjambee. On observe les silhouettes en mouvement a travcrs des 
fentes menagees dans les parois du cylindre ( ... ). Leurs mouvements sont eton-
nammcnt proches de ccux d'un homme qui marche ou qui court."(2tl) 
Quarantc a cinquante ans plus tard, !'invention de techniques photogra-
phiqucs permettant de prendre en sequence rapide des images fixes donnera la 
possibilite aux sciences de la locomotion de progresser encore. Braune et Fischer 
a Leipzig, doivent en effet partiellemcnt a la photographic d'avoir pu "corrigcr 
et completer" les recherches des freres Weber. lis communiquercnt lcs rcsultats 
de leurs travaux entre 1895 et 1904 dans une serie d'articles parus dans les 
Proreedi11gs of the ~a/ Saxo11 Sode!J of Sdentef''>. lis furent traduits, editcs et ras-
semblcs en un ouvrage en 1987 sous le titre The Hun1an GaiP. 
Muhanik der MenHblitben Gehwerkzeuge des freres Weber occupe incontcstable-
ment une place importante dans l'histoire de l'etude du mouvement mais c'est 
cependant l'approfondissement de leurs recherches par Braune et Fischer qui a 
pour nous le plus grand interet scientifique. Tout comme les freres Weber qui 
avaient utilise les methodes et les outils scicntifiques lcs plus rccents pour corri-
ger lcs erreurs de leurs devanciers, jusqu'a redessiner le celebre squelette 
d' Albinus, c'est en recourant a des instruments et a des connaissanccs qui fai-
saient dCfaut aux deux freres que Braune et Fischer furent en mesure de reveler 
et d'expliquer les secrets de la locomotion. 
46 Scott delahunta 
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Conclusion 
Afedumile der Menschlicben Gehu•erkzeuge temotgnc de cc que le binomc 
corps/machine et la perception technologi<JUC du corps remomem bicn au dclit 
du vingtieme sieck. Le corps rei qu'il apparait dans lcs rccherchcs de~ freres 
Weber, objective a la fois comme une machincric et un appareil regi par lcs lois 
de la physic1ue n'cst en verite pas trcs loin des "machines gui marchcm" qu'ils 
avaicm imaginccs. Lcs freres Weber ont fait de nombreuses dccouvcrres. 
Ccrtaines d'entre cllcs sont encore valablcs aujourd'hui, comme par cxemplc 
ccllc gui conccrnc l'inclinaison du bassin et !'incurvation de la colonnc vcrte-
brale. l\lais ccrraincs d'cmrc clles deri,•aient dircctement du constat <JUC la simple 
observation ne pcrmettait en aucune fa~on de voir cc qui ctait ill'u:uvrc, ce gui 
presida au dcvcloppcmenr de techniques nouvdlcs pour y parvenir. Lcur rcuvre 
demeurc unc cpisteme dans ce sens qu'ellc a consrituc cl consrituc encore un 
ensemble de connaissances propres it un moment historique don ne. I .e fait guc 
certaines de lcurs conclusions aient ere altcrccs par la suite n'cnlevc ricn a la 
force avcc laqucUc lcur representation du corps a marque !'imagination, et ccll<:-
ci, <Jlli es1 aussi le terrain d'elcc1ion de l'art - demeure sous !'influence d'idees 
necs itl'aubc du XJX· siccle. 
Aujourd~hui, theories du corps er theories de la penscc se melcnt. En depit 
des devcloppements extraordinaires gu'a connus la physique, nous vivons encore 
dans l'univers de Newton: le probleme de l'inertie des corps aurant que son 
explication denieurent. Ncanmoins, cc gu'on crudie aujourd'hui clans le systcme 
complexe du mouvement c'est davamage le ccrveau que l'cnsemblc de leviers et 
de pivots qui constituaicnt le corps-machine des freres Weber. La recherche pro-
duit des modeles complexcs·<JUi rendcnt compte des relations unissanl la per-
ception et !'action afin de mieux saisir de quellc fa~on le mouvcmcm rcsuhc de 
l'effet conjuj,,'"UC de diffcrents sensml_ L'analyse du mouvement se fait aujourd'hui 
a ]'aide u'unc panoplie.complcxc d~outils modernes trcs claborcs, des ordina-
teurs et des logicicls qui peuvcnl cnregistrcr et traitcr toujours plus d'informa-
tions cl de donnees. A mesure que l'informatique prcnd unc place croissanre 
clans le traitcmcnt des·donnecs cxpcrimcmales, la meraphore du corps-machine 
cvoluc vcrs un corps d~information, et l'imagc du corps s'Cloignc d'une repre-
sentation mccanique pour dcvenir plus abstraite. 
Ainsi que nous l'avons signale au debur de cet article, il existc de nom-
breux ouvragcs rctra~ant l'histoire des relations qui unissent l'art, la dansc et 
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la technologic au XX' siecle. Pour bref 9u'il soit, l'examen detaille de Mecbanik 
der Menscblichen Gehwerkzeuge au9uel nous nous sommes livres tend a demon-
trer que notre perception du corps et du mouvemem avait deja integre la tech-
nologie anterieurement, mettant ainsi ces travaux historiyues clans unc pers-
pective nouvelle. 
Amsterdam, le 28 juin 2004 
(taus mcs remcrciemcnts a Susan Rethorst pour l'aide 9u'eUc m'a apportec 
clans la redaction de eel article) 
Traduction: Tar9uin 13illiet 
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DANZA YTECNOLOGIA 
LCambian I as nuevas tecnologfas la conciencia que tenemos del cuerpo y c6mo 
esperamos que se mueva o pare o respire en el espacio? Los nuevos medias 
suman interrogantes y crean un nuevo ecosistema en el que el viejo media 
expresivo que es la danza de be encontrar nuevas respuestas. No puede ser m era 
supervivencia. LSera una super vivencia? 
,· Ji< :jCO! T DH/\HUNTA 
C uando me tmsladc a Amsterdam para dar clases en la School for cw Dance Dev.:!lopment. en scpticmhrc de 1994. lo Pafses Bajos ya cran un cntomo im-
portantc de dcsarrollo de una nucva cultum de 
la comunicaci(m. Prohablcmcntc csra fue una de 
las razoncs pur las que la tecnologia r Ios medios 
de comunicaci6n fueron cl tema principal de un 
simposio sohre corcO)?mfla que org;minunos en 
junlo de 19')6. <:nn d titulo de Connecting Bodies. 
«simposiu intemacional sobrc I as cone~inncs entre 
Ios discur:.os y las practicas de danza )' tecnolog:ia 
que se centran espedficamcnte en cl impacto de 
las nucvas tecnologias de la informaciim en las 
coreogr.~Jias de danza». este fue el primer simposio 
decste tipocncl pais (web del simposio:t.nr """ 
•Jd.uiJull ,.,. <\fflJ"'' hrno Todos Ios URL han sido 
comprobados cl 12 de septiembre de 2ooM. 
Entre cl !,'Tan mimcro de ponentcs del simpo-
sio. se encontrJban la artist a c informatica Thecla 
Schiphorst. que prcsemo LifeFonns, cl sojhvoll.' 
3-D de anirnacion de figuras humana.~ que habia 
desarrolladn cnn Merce Cunningham cnmo hcrra-
mienta para la crcaci6n core(Jb'l':lfica; Heidi Gilpin. 
dramaturga de danza para William Forsrthe. que 
mostr61as primt!ras vcrsiuncs del D-ltOM que 
se publicarla en t!)98 como Improvisation Techno-
logies; y la corcOl,'l'afa Amanda Steggell y el musico 
Per Platou. con scde en Oslo, qut• hnblaron de su 
trabajo M-!J.ggi~ • s Lovl! /Jyres, uno de Ios primcros 
en utilizar Internet para conectarespacios rcmotos 
como parte de la obra. Se present6 tambien un 
proyecto de l'ciCr Muldcr, de la NOB (cumpaiiia 
de radiodifusi6n holandcsa). que concctaha a un 
intcrpretc en un complcjo sistcma 3-D de captaciim 
de movimicntn con imagcnes graticas durante un 
concicrto orquestal en vivo. Asimismo. se mostr6 
una breve pieza de da.nza «interactiva» crcada es-
pecialmentc para el simposio que utilizaba Bill E)'c. 
un software de scguimiemo del movimicnto que 
se estaba desarrollando en cl Estudio para Musica 
Electroinstrumemal (STEIM) de Amsterdam. 
Los trahajos que se mostramn en el simposio 
cubrian cl «Cat:ilogo» basico de tecnologfas a 
me nudo concctadas con la coreografla y la danza. 
desde herramicntas creativas dig.italcs hasta instru-
ment os de interpretaci6n imcrdcth•os en t iempo 
real. Pero cl simposio no sillo fuc un pedestal para 
la tccnologia. Tudos Ios ptmentes relicxionaron 
scriamente sobre cl impacwdc I as tecnologias en 
la danza y viceversa El debate colectivo fuc rico c 
incisivo. y nue~t ra presidema, Diana Thcodores. 
rcsumiil los dos dias en un «inl'cntario de tcmas>• )' 
c-uestiones que sigucn siendo pert inentcs hny dia, 
como por ejemplo: (produce la tccnologia una idea 
difcrcn tc del cuerpo y ptldria scr csto libcmdor?; 
ipucdc la danza ofrecer una rcsi tencia a la nocion 
de incorpurcidad tecnol6gka?; <en que runsiste 
una buena interprctaci6n "tccnogr:ifit-a» (danza 
)' tecnologia)?;ipodemos mantener una cultura de 
memoria del movimiento mediante la tecnolog:ia? 
(\•idel resumcnde DianaTht..~xlorcscn h11r '""' 
urt"' r d1: Jr<~t411Uml) 
lnspirado por estc amplio abanico de artist as. 
ideas y matcrialcs nuems. me implique mas de lie no 
en csta comunidad profesional drnominada «danza 
)' tc.:nologia» como escritor. invest igador, impulsor. 
confcrenciante )' Of1l'lllizador (cl origcn del tcmtino 
<'S probable que proceda de las confcrcncias 1-111 
de Danza y Tecnologia que se celcbraron en las 
universidadcs de Wisconsin - Madison, 1992-. 
Simon Frascr -Columbia IJriranica, 1993-)' York 
....:roronto, Ontario, 1995-. Las aetas de las con-
fcrencias I y Ill pm•den consultarse en h11p. "'"" 
•um-.··'" ul 1\111 I 1 ,~ ••V•"'""'hrm). )unto con Mark 
Coniglio. codirector de Troika Ranch, tmbajamos 
para reanimar debates en una lista de corrcn que 
se habia lanzado anteriormcnte con el nombre 
de «dancc-tedm, y crcamos cl web de rccursos 
Dance and 1echnology Zone a principios de 1997 
(web de Troika Ranch: hup. "'''"' '"''l '"''"' h"'J.: ; 
)' web de la Dance and Technology Zone: h11r- "'' 
~~<1 ,,,~ ) _ Eso marc6 el comicnzo de un pcriodo en 
el que el aumento de informacion a la que tenia 
acccso a diario parcda rcRejar un incremento 
real de actividad artistica. La sensaci6n en aquel 
momento no era solo de crecinliemo. si no de una 
cspccie de rapida expansion y de rnaduraci6n. Dos 
ai\os despues, en febrero de 1999. Ios organizado-
res de la Conferencia lntcrnaciona.l de Danza y 
Tecnologia ((OAT) que lll\'0 lugar en la Arizona 
Stale University confirma.ron esa sensaci6n con la 
siguientc afirmaci6n: << Ahora podemos empezar a 
analizar hist6ricamente y criticamente c6mo se ha 
desarrollado la convergencia entre estos campos. 
c6mo nos afccta. y como la da.nza y la tecnologia 
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pucdcn scguir cnriquccicndosc mutuamcntc en cl 
prox.imu siglo» (archivus de ID AT <)<) : l•rrr ""'' 
tph..·m ·nrl"t1tut'htum If)\ ~~~~huuJl. 
in embargo. cl trabajo artisticu que se llevaha a 
cabo tcnia alguno. criticos. Fucra de la comunidad 
prnfesinnal de danza )' ll'CMIO!!ia. la percepci6n 
general era a me nudo alguna \'ariadun de «dema-
siada tccnnlugia )' dcmasiada pt!Ca dannw. A mi 
me parccia que hacian fah a distintas JlCTSP<-'Cti\'aS 
c intcntaba dmpliar la re ne,\ ion sabre el abanico 
de rcladoncs inherentcs en csta dase de m.mi-
fcstacioncs artisticas, •obre tud<• n1n respccto 
a su crea i(m. l'or cielllpln. una de las \'irtud<!S 
intrinscca.~ a la comunidad de danza y tccnolugia 
era la cnnjun ion de dos disciplina~ n camplls 
crcatil•osquc trabajan wn materialcs radicalmcnte 
diferentes. Convcncidu de que la producci6n de 
tmbajos an isticos potl.'ntcs depcndla, en parte, 
de la mcjora de las cnndiciones para la creacion 
imcrdisdplinaria, participc junt•• con otros en 
la organizaci6n de una scrie de ulaboratorios de 
investig;lci(m» Cdocumcntaci6n de Di~ital Dan-
cing: hrrr h \~"· t'lr"'u"ll''' c."•"' Jt..~tJttn~'''"''). Cort\JS e 
intensivns. eMos prnycctos dicmn lugar a nuc\'os 
equipos colaboradores. prcstaron apoJU a Ios quc 
ya exist fan. y potenciaron cl acccsn a una amplia 
variedad de tccnologia~. Ademas. cstaban urien· 
tadns al proccso y ponlan cnf.1si~ en la intcracci6n 
constructiva entre colegas. Por otro lado. se hizn 
siemprc un esfuerzo pur hacer accesible la docu-
mcntaci6n de Ios resultados de I as invc tigacioncs, 
aunque a vcccs de fonna mcnos satisfactoria de 
lo que hubicscmos qucrido. Alb'llnas mucst ra~ de 
webs de laboratorios de im•cstigad6n <;On: 
h UJl llt.Jilc,'ti\U('tll~ tdtlt\h ... 'fJIIII "1<11 Ultf.•1/rtml 
lltlJl hW'' ....,fdu JT.h.nl lr~llbtf,lllu re.~''' tthl, \ lum. 
hHJ' "" '~ "M.Id11 ~M nf Ul< rl uh.l, .\ hmtl 
AI mismo tiempo, scguimos otra linea de 
invcstigaci6n llamada <~SlJjl wurc para bailarines». 
cnn cl objctivo de «dcsarrollar conceptos para una 
herramicnta de ensayo para core6graios y para 
aquellos profcsionale para quicnes cl cucrpo en 
movimiento cs un material fundamental>• (articulo 
de Sanjoy Roy sobrc «Sojhwrc para bailarines». 
proyecto original: h111' "\\'" "''d'' d,f ... ul ,,._t ,mnu 
luml). Esta investigaci6n ha e\'Oiucinnado en distintas 
dircccioncs, inclu)'cndo «Coroografia y cognicion ... 
en que compartimos un proceso de inve~tigadon 
DOSSlb ''"\WlllFCAlflORSORG 
imensiva con psit:61ogos )' neurocicmificos (web 
con documcntos de «Corcografia y cognicicimo: 
tHJ' " •• ,, 1'"'" ud ). Estc proyecln desvi6 el 
foco de atcncion de la inwstigilci6n hada la men le 
del curc6grafo/bailarin. Ello dio como rcsuhadu 
el dcscubrimicntocmpiricu de que la claboraci6n 
de hcrrami,•mas de apoyo al proccso crcativo y cl 
cstudi,r de dhwsos aspect os del funcionamicnto del 
(Crcbro est :in cstn·chamcnw vinculados. Aunquc 
csto no suponga ninguna novedad en la historia 
de la cicncia cugnitiva, cl proyecto «Coreogrufia y 
cognicicin» mostro que es posihle intcgrar Ios dos 
campos de conocimicnto. La idea del ccrebro romo 
un lug.tr de proccsamicnto de infurmaci6n quiza 
no sea la cnnt-epd6n mas adccuada en wdas las 
circunstancias. pc m haec pnsible pcns:tr la rclaci6n 
entre la danza )'la tecnologia de fomta distinta. 
la pr,•misa de un mnccpto cult uralmentc est able 
de la curcografia )' la danza <'S fundamental para lo 
laborJt nrio~ de i1wcstigaci6n interdisciplinarios y 
cl rn>yectu «SO[twarepar:l b:lilarinc Corcografia 
ycogniciom>. E..~tc cnnccpto, que ticnc una historia 
companida, l'Tl'<' que el material basico se halla 
en l'i CU<'r!X> en muvimicmu del bailarln y que cl 
si tin fumlarnental de la actividad coreografica es cl 
~p;~rin de cn-;.1)'<1 )' el cscenario. Estas cntidadcs 
cstahles son utiles l' irnponantes. sobre todo l"Uando 
se trata de nrg;:rni1.1r intercarnhios productivos 
entre d anc y la ricncia. l'cro orra persJX.'Cth<:~ es 
desdihujar IJS fmntcras cnm· disciplinas y pdc-
ticas scparandn al1,'llnus de est us conccpto~ y. por 
cjcmplo. aplrcandu cl concerto de coreografTa a 
trnbajo~ anistko~quc u1ilizan nucva.~ tecnul01,>ias 
para obtcncr rno,•imicnto de la audiencia a la que 
se dirigcn. En cicnu modo. cstu no scria una idea 
nueva. ra que la audicnda cornu intcrpn.•tc dl' 
la nhra es una idea asociada al genero del <<artc 
interact ivo~>, que se rcmoma a Ios happenings de 
1950 (para m :is informacicin y rcfercncias. vcr 
J11e New Media R<'acler. cd. Nuah Wardrip-Fruin 
)' Nick Momfort. Cambridge. MA: MIT Press, 
200J}. A mcdida que nucstro paisajc social se llcna 
de tecnologias m6viles y locativas, csta clase de 
tranajo anfstico, que )'ll nu cs posiblc (.'Ontcncr en 
un solo cscenario (a menus que se cxticnda la idea 
de escenario para incluiruna ciudad enteral. puedc 
pl'rcihirsc wmn la vanguardia de la practica de la 
danza y tccnolugia (cl grupo anistico Blast Theory. 
con Sl'tlc en l'i Rei nu Unidu. ha creado un trabaju 
raradigm:\tico en e te scntido con su performance 
locativa pmyccto de cnmunicaci6n Can You See 
Me Now?: ~,,. 1 •• ~: "'' • "'. '" 1. Adcmas, puede 
mn,ulta,.,;c un Cl1'1.1)'0 sohre cl mismo tema. ritulado 
«Blurring Boundaries: a theory of the artworkli, 
en la primcra edicion de la publicaciilll en linea 
COMPAS: lurr. •I .1 ., "'"'f'LJ>.Il .,.,,). No obstante. 
sin ninb'lin cucrpo de bailarln en movimicnto y sin 
escenario hay una clara ausencia de danza. <C6mo 
rcconciliar ambas perspectivas' 
Un proyccto wcientc ha seii.alado una mancra 
de cunseguirlo. Por su propia definici6n. todos 
Ios pruycctos rncncionados antcriormente estan 
ligados a la idea de conocimicnto espccializado. 
En un taller reciente. organi1.ado en Tanzquanier 
Wien y llamado Interfaces aUSI.'ntes, «busqueda 
de nue\'35 perspect ivas sob re ancs escenicas y 
tecnologias de la cornunicaci6n», dccidimos Sl~ 
guir explorando la misma rclaci6n que abord6 el 
simposio Connecting Bodies en 19')6. Peru ahora 
panimos de la idea de que nada era necesario 
-par cjemplo. ningtin cunocimiemo especializado 
concreto. nill!,'lin instrumento tecnol6gico espcd-
fico- y de que era prccisn cucstionar la relaci6n 
rlaska cmn· danza y tccnuh>b'ia: la relaci6n entre 
cl cuerpo como cntrada (input), el ordenador 
como prncesadnr y Ios medias de video/audio 
como salida (output): lnterficies ausentes fue 
conccbido y organizado por Daniel Aschwandcn 
<Austria) y Scon dcLahunta, con la supervision 
y cl apoyo organizativo de Manina Hochmuth, 
de TQW, como un taller de una semana (del 28 
de nuviembre al 3 de diciembrc de 2005) con Ios 
anista.~ invitados Heine Avdal (Noruega/Belgica), 
Myriam Gourlink (Francia). An ne juren (Austria). 
Ralo Maycr/ Philipp Haupt (Austria! y Vcronika 
Zott y Tomatc (Austria). 
Aunquc todavia no se dispone de Ios resulta-
dos complctos de Interfaces ausentes, paren~ que 
estos apuntan. como minimo, a rrcs cucstioncs 
fundamcmalcs. Si una r.-spuesta de la comuni· 
dad de danza y tecnologia. en la ultima decada. 
fue aprovechar el incrcmemu de las velocidadcs 
de proccsamicnto, la disminuci6n de costes )' 
el desarrullo de nucvo software, <que rcspucsta 
"En la actualidad es mcnos 
importantc enfatizar 
distincioncs entre prckticas 
y m:ls apropiado relajar 
la idea del conocimiento 
cspecializado a fin de 
difuminar !as fronteras 
entre disciplinas y subrayar 
la libertad de Ios artista, 
par::1 usar Ios medias que 
can nccesarios para 
rcalizar y difundir su obra" 
pucde darsc ahora? <Nos hallamos a las puenas 
de tccnologfas con la suficientc profundidad y 
amplitud de significado cultural como para ha,er 
posiblc que Ios anistas de la danza las util icen 
rnctaforicamcntc y de forma autorrcferencial? 
Y si alguna.~ de las tecnolob>ias mas nuevas son 
bio16gicas. como parece claramente el caso. i<"Ual 
sed la rcspuesta anistica a esto y el impacto sob re 
la «danza y tt'Cnologia» en el futuro? Una posible 
rt•spuesra a esta ultima pregunta es la pieza del 
corc6grafo suizo Yann Marussich. Bleu Proviso ire 
( 2001 ), que consiste en una serie de reacciont>s 
bioquimicas (el biuane es una respucsta anisrica 
a la biotccnologla, sob re cl cual exist en numerosas 
fucntes de informaci6n en linea, incluyendo con· 
fe rencias y exposiciones: por ejemplo, hur """ 
~·•·•·•"'!>uk Jb ,,,.. •• ,.hrmt). <Como pueden cambiar 
nucstras ideas sobrc las rclacioncs entre «danza 
y tecnologfa» obras que penetran de tal modo en 
la maquinaria intema del cuerpo? 
Tras diez alios de implicacion en este campo. 
la observacion que ahora haria es que (<danza y 
tccnologia» no convergir:in tal como apuntaba el 
comentario anterior de Ios organizadores de la 
conferencia IDAT 1999. En vez de eso. su evoluci6n 
ha si do y seguira sicndo pcri6dica y fragmentada, 
y a mcnudo estara subsumida en orros generos o 
cla.~s de trabajo (para algunas ideas anteriores 
sobre el tcma, he publicado un capitulo tirulado 
«Periodic Convergences: Dance and Computers» 
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en Tanz und Neue Medien -libru y CD· ROt. 
DVD-, cd. Dr. Silke Dinkla y Dra. Martina Lee-
ker. Berlin: Alexander Verlag, 2002. pp. 66-4 Un 
informc snbre IDAT 1999 de Dragan Klaic ofrcce 
otra pcrspcctiva: hup ~ 1 hum m,u,l 1 ,,,.,,,~ t h 
dmnl·~" '''"d' J.i,H,Nirtml). Aunque sigo con las 
dis rinras lineas de investigaci6n de <~Software 
para bailarincsll, he modificadu mi idea inicial de 
laboratorios de investigaci6n intcrd isciplinarios 
que reflejen una actitud difcrente hacia lasdi tint as 
disciplinas. reo que en l;t actualidad t'S menos 
importante enfatizar distincione entre practicas 
y mas apropiado relajar la idea del conocimiento 
especializadoa fin de diJuminar las frontcrascntrc 
disciplinas y subrayar la lihcnad de Ios anistas para 
usar Ius medios que can nCC(.'Sarios para rcalizar 
y difundir su obra. 
AI mismo ticmpo, hay crcacioncs rccientcs que 
sigucn la tcndencia de com'ergencia de 11danza y 
tecnulngia» en las que cl scguimicnto gesrual y cl 
analisis del movimicnto de fnrma automati7.ada 
se combinan con nuevas fonnas de coreo~;rafia c 
intcrpretaci6n; pur cjemplo, en la picza rcciemc 
de Trisha Brown, crcada en culaboraci6n con cl 
anista de sufl"~lre Marc Downie y titulada H ow 
longdoesthesubjectlingeratcheedgeofthe\10/wne .... 
en la que agentcs de inteligencia artificial gene ran 
sus propias n.'Spucstas graficas a la coreografia 
en ticmpo real (para mas inforrnacion sobre la 
colaboracion entre Trisha Browny Marc Downic, 
\'Cr:htrr '\ \ Ul I I f,\J~ ·At rtl l•fll rjr, 
1. "' '' .. 1 •·, ). Hemos explorado est as novcdades 
en un simposio reciente titulado Computoscorro-
grcificos: captaci6n y ancilisis del movimien/o poro 
Janza. organi1.ado en ci iRCAM (Paris) en junio 
de 2oo6 (vi d. en""" •· h. 'I' , 1 
''"' '11' \'r ~~-.h··I '""l En un pr6xitno nUmero de 
lntemational}oumal ofl'erformance Arts and Digiral 
Media. lntr H\1\1 mhllutl'r-.~l...l"'" , ... 'Thtl,rhP, se 
publicar:i un aniculo sobre el tcma). 
L.as cuest ioncs sob re <(danza y rccnologfa>J 
planteadas por Diana Thcodorcs en junio de 
t<)96 .:st:in prcscntes en todo~ cstus numcrosos 
prnyectos surgidus dumnte la ultima dCcada: dcsdc 
Cann{>ering Hodies hasta Interfaces OJJSentes; dcsde 
Life Forms hasta (<Software para bailarincs»; desdc 
la penctracilln en la menu~ (ciencia cogn.itiva) 
hasta cl anc biotecnologico; y la emergencia del 
artist a no cspecializado (e inclasificablc). Lo que 
est :I claro es que cad a manifestaci6n (.'SpCCifica de 
practica. dent rude su cspecificidad y sus relacioncs 
contextuales, ofrt"Cc respuestas a est as cucstiones. 
Anistas, comisarios de cxposicioncs. audicncias 
y crfticos que hoy gcneralizan con la opiniun de 
que «danza y tecnologian significa «dcmasiada 
tccnologfa y demasiada poca danza" pasan por 
alto esta rna)•Or varicdad de posibles relaciones 
en la que ninguna de las dos puede considerarsc 
escncial y. aun asf, tanto si estan ausentes cornu 
prescntes, siguen originando nuevas creacioncs 
en cuantn a ideas y obra artist ica. • 
..,, t1 1),·1 ~ lr-.-.~1• en Amsterdam como lnvutigador, 
..crltor, con•uttor y organludor de un.a amplla varledad 
de proyectot inter-nadonefu que aeetun las mu 
.. c.,lcasa otru dlsc.lpllnu y prkt.lcu. En~ .c·t~lk!M 
CHettlembre de 2006), trabal• c.omo lnvestloHor a tlempo 
parclal en nrYJ lnttltudonu: lnvestlg•6of adjunto en 
a. Sc.hoot I or the ArU de Amst•rftm: artr.t• fnvftado 
d•l O.partafft4tnto de Oanu de.._ Ohio SUte Unlveulty: 
lnYutlt•dot .. oc.lado M Crudbfe (unt r.d de lnvutf· 
g.cl6n lnterdiKipllnar de la UnlvenltJ of C.mbtldte) • 
lnv ... llpdor a.soclado en et Dartlngton Coli-.• of Arll 
("elno Unlcto) dude .. ptlembr• de 2000. Tamb"n lmpar· 
le cl•••• en et c.urso de posgrado de Coreotrafla/nuevos 
medlos en la School for the Arts de Amsterclam, J forma 
parte de lo• conse)ot de redaec.l6n de -., publlcadonu 
f\·•luNthJ"' ,. 1\•'"-'.l''h• l).J'I•• f"'h,a.~tr, /ol l .. I y !"lh., Jfl "• 
f, .• r-n,ll . ., 1\••J,,nn..a•,\. oJnJ H1,£"tr•d \ kJ a 
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